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e L OVERSIGHT

Public Law 90-479National Materials and Minerals
Policy, R. & D. Act of. 1980 'and Consideration of
H.E. 4g81Critical Material§ Act of 1981,

..

TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 1982

HOUSE OF REPWENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVI-
ATION AND MATERIALS, A,ND SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE,

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
, Washington, D.C.

The subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., in room 2318,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dan Glickman (chairman of
'the Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation and Materials) pre-
siding.

[The prepared opening statement of M. Glickman followsl
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OPENING STATEMENT

HONOR48LE DAN GLI,CKMAN, CHAIRMAN

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION ANDMTERIALS

HEARINGS ON H.R. 4281

CRITICAL MATERIALS ACT OF 1981

TODAY, THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION/ AVIATION AND MATERIALS,

TOGETHER WITH THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,

CHAIRED,BY MY COLLEAG6E,FROM PENNSYLVANIA, THE HONORABLE DOUG

WALGREN, IS HOLDING TWO DAYS OF JOINT HEARINGS ON THE SUBJECT OF

NATIONAL MATERIALS POLICY. THE HEARINGS ARE TWOFOLDs. FIRST, WE

WILL BE CONSIDERING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF P.L. 96-479, THE NATIONAL

MATERIALS AND MINERALS POLICY, RESEARCH 'AND. DEVELOPMEN3 ACT OF

1980, IILUDNG TOE RECENT PRESIDENTIAL PROGRAM.PLAN AND REPORT MADE

TO CONGRESS, SECONDLY, WE WILL FOCUS OUR ATTENTION ON H.R. 4281,

THE'CRITICAL MATERIALS ACT 9F 1981, INTRODUCEDLAST YEAR. '

ON APRIL 5TH, AFTER ALMOST. SIX MONTH'S DELAY, THE PRESIIr r

RELEASED THE NATIONAL MATERIALS AND MINERALS PROGRAM PLAN AND.

REPORT TO CONGRESS, THAT PLAN FOCUSES PRII7MARILY ON MINERALS AND .

MINING'WHICH MISSES, AS HAVE RECENTLY SAID, A MAJOR PART OF THE

MATERIALS CYCUE TNT OF TA CONSUMER AND PRODUCT USEI, SUCH AS

INDUSTRY, DEFENSE OR THE PUBLIC AT LARGE, FURTHER, MATERIALS

RESEARCP AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES FOR SUCH INDUSTRIES AS AEROSPACE

OR THE. AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY ARE CREATING.ENTIRELY NEW MATERIALS SUCH

AS CERAMICS AWO COMPOSITES, THESE COULD WELL CHANGE THE NATURE OF

THE NATION'S CRITICAL MATERIALS NEEDS OF THE FUTURE, I'M VERY MUCH
,

INTERESTED IN HEARING HOW THIS ADMINISTRATION WILL DEAL WITH THESE

BROADER ISSUES.
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ri.R.44281, fHL CRITICAL t'i'AIERIALACT OF 1981, IS SEEN SY THIS

COMMITTEE AS A POSSIBLE NEXT STEP IN IMPLEMENTING A NATIONAL

MATUIALS POLICY, I THINK WE ARE ALL IN AGREEMENT AS TO THE NEED

FOR-HIGH LEVEL COORDTNATION OF MATERIALS POLICY AND.RELATED PROGRAMS.

RE APPEAR TO BE IN DISAGREEMENT AS TO WHO gHOULb COORDIAATS THIS

POLICY, PA- 96-479 CALLS FOR COORDINATION TO TAKE J5LACE AT THE

LEVEL OF THE PRESIDENT'SJ,XECUTIVE OFFICE; A SUB-CABINET COUNCIL

HAS BEEN DESI4IATED BYeTHIS ADMINISTRATION WITH,THAT RESPONSIBILITY:
.

A

THE FACT THAT THE REP.ORT ICSIX MONTH S,LATE tN ARFOV1NG IS SUFFYCIENT

TO UNDERSCORE OUR CONCERN FORNE EFFJCIENCY OF SUCH POEICY

:ZATIONAL STRUCTURE.

I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO HEWING OUR WITNESSES TODAY

THURSDAY TO ADDRESS THtSE AND OTHER QUESTIONS.

AND ON.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Good morning. Today the heiring will officially
begin.

Todhy, the Subcommittee on Transportation,' Aviation and Mate-
rials, which I cha?r, and the Subcommittee on Science,, Research
and Technoloej,,,.chaired by my colleague from Pennsylvania, the
Honorable Doug Walgren, is holding 2 days of joint hearings on the
subject of nationlil materials policy. The hearings are twofold.
First, we will be c6nsidering the implementation of Public Law 96-
479, the National Materials and Minerals-Policy, Research and De-
velopment Act of 1980, including the recent Presidential program
and report made to Congress pursuant to that act. Second, we will
focus our attention on H.R. 4281, the Critical Materials ACt of 1981;
introduced last year,.

On April 5, after almost 6 months' delay, the President released
the natiDnal materials and 'minerals program plan and report to
Congress. That plan focuses primarily. on minerals and mining
which misses, as I have recently said, a major part of the Materials
cyclethat of.the consumer and product user such asndustry, de-
fense, or the public at large. Further, materials.research and devel-

. opment activities for such industries as aerospace or the` auto-
motive industry are creating entirely new materials such as ceram-
ics and composites. These,could well change the 'nature of the Na-
tion's critical materials needs of the future. I am very much inter-'
ested in hearing how this administration will deal 'With these
broader igsues.

H.R. 4281, the Critiail Materials Act of 1981, is seen y this com-
mittee as a possible next step in implenienting a natio 1 materials
policy. I think we are all in agreement as to,the need f r high-level
coordinatIon of materials polity and related programs. We appear
to be in disagreement, however, as to.who should coordinate this
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policy- Public Law 96-479 calls for coordinat%n to take place at the
level of...tie President's Executive Oface; k sub-Cabinet council has
been designated py this administration with that responsibility.
The fact that this rePort is 6 months late in arriving is sufficient to
underscoret our concern for the' efficiency of such policy organiza-
tional structure:

I might adti parenthetically that, as a practical. matter, where
tilts takes., place is important because of the significance of the
issues related thereby. We are not arguing bureaucratic or organi-
zational charts just because we think they are cutt It is only be-
cause we think that there is some great significance. in terms of
who coordinates materials policy for the future of this country.

I am looking forward to hearing our witnesses today and on
Thursday to address these and other concerns. I know that there
may be some other statements for the record by the minority or
anybody else, and they will be included in the record at this point.

Mr. GLICKMAN. We have a panel today. Mr. Richard Donnelly,
Director of Industry Resources of the Department of Defense, I
know has to testify in the Senate. We will let him testify first and
then, after he leaveA, I believe that you said that somebody (Mr.
Kenneth Foster) from DOD will come forward and sit in your
place.

Then we will go with Mr. John Marcum, Mr. Rolkrt Wilson, and
Mr. William Pend ley.

Mr. Donnelly, why don't you proceed?
[The biographical sketch of Mr. Wilson followsj

4.

P.
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VATEMENTS OF RICHARD DONNELLY, dRECTOR OF INDUSTRY
,RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ACCOMPANIED BY
RENNETH R. FOSTER, STAFF DIRECTOR FOR MATERIALS
POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, AND JEROME PERSIL
STAFF SPECIALIST ON MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES, DEPART-
MENT-OF DEFENSE; JOHN M. MARCUM, ASSISTANT TO THE DI-
RECTOR FOR ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES, OFFICE OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY; ROBERT WILSON, OFFICE
OF STRATEGIC RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; DE-

.PARTMENT OF DEFENSE; AND WILLIAM P. PENDLEY, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ENERGY AND MINERALS, DE-
PARTMENT OF INTERIOR

Mr. DONNii-Li. Thank you, Mr. Cligirman.
Before beginning, I would like to introduce Mr. Jerome Persh

and Mr. Kenneth Foster of our 'office who will be here to help us. ,
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to dis-

cuss the status of the actions required of the Department of De-
fense under the National Materials and Miner? ls Policy, Research
and Development Act of 1980, Public Law 96-479, and our posture
regarding the Critical Materialg'Act of 1981, H.R.,4281.

To provide some peiSpective, I. must carefully point out. that the
DOD,is a consumer of finished weapon systems and equipment. We
are a small consumer in the oyerall U.S. marketplace and general-
ly do not directly procure raw materials. We are, however, keenly
aware of the relationship of materials to the national security and
the interest in present and potential materials policies affecting
the U.S. industrial structure.

Because of these reasons, the Department of Defense is c9ntinu-
ing to move ahead smartly with the implementation of actions
which fulfill the spirit of the National Materials Policy Act of 1980.

WhI7 the President's national materials and minerals progiam
plan and report to the Congress addresses a broad speotrum of Fed-
eral agency responsibilities, I will address only those relating to
Department of Defense inissionyiestionsibilities.

Before proceeding, however, let me review several of the actions
we have previously reported on and provide some commentary on
their future course. The actions we have taken are:

One, assigned senior members of the Secretary of Defense staff, .
representing both the industrial resources and the research and de-
velopment organizational elements, to continue the Department's
responsibilities under the act. This team will continue to fulfill this
function and work closely with assigned counterparts in the De-
partmeRts of Commerce, Interior and State, the Central Intelli-

5



gence Agency, the 1);ational Security Council, the.Federal.Emergen-
cy MAnagement Agency, the Office of Science and Technology
policy, and other concerned Feder'altroups, as well as industry and
academia.

Two, secured the.continting support of the Institute for Defense
Analyses to assist us in assessing the overall materials; minerals,
and research and development situation and in developing policy.
option inipact appraisals for our review. This continuing effort in-
cludee careful analysis of materials technology and production op-
tions available to the Department of Defense to .improve supply
and production aspects related to strategic and critic.al materials
involv ing domestic industries.' These include

m
composit , titanium,

natural rubber, germaniu, cobalt, platinum, manga e e, chromi-
um, and others,,

4 Three, participated in several working groups of the Cabinet
Council on Natural Resources and Environment to development
theadministration's response to Public Law 96-479.

The President's National Materials and Minerals prograM plan
and report to Congress endorses the role of research and develop-
ment as one of the important options to diminish the materials and

s minerals vulnerabihty e( the United States. This policy statement
is a strong affirmation, of the Department -of Defense directions
along these lines first outlined by Dr. Arden Bement, who As then

.. Deputy Under- Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
tResearch and Advanced Technology) in his testimony before both

- the House and Senate Armed Services Committees in March of
' 1980. In this statement, Dr. Bement said, _

In fis.al rear l!il, with our growing dependence on foreign sources for raw mate-
rials. ggater emphasis will be placed on substitutwn and conservation We w311
stress tiThnulogr tu aaneve more independence in the areas of strategic and cnticral
materials

.

This statement by Dr Bement stimulated the Under Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering to issue policy guidance to

,
'. the military departments 'and defense agericies to consider materi-,.

i als substitution in the planning of their research and development
pi,ograms. The Defense Science Board, in their 1980 study on indus-

;', trial respunsiseness, further reinforced our posture along these
lines. The enactment of the National Materials and Minerals
Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-479)
lent additionarimpetus 'to our efrorts. As Mr. Robert Trimble, then
acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engi-
neering (Acquisition policy), reported at hearings before these com-
mittees in,..Maich and July of last year, we had initiated and com-
pleted a proposed "DOD-wide research and development plan for
satisfy ing DOD critical and strategic materials requirements."

Because of the mission relevance of practically our entire R. Sz D
program, we hate only a relatiFely modest program precisely di-
rected at the development of airect "substitutes for strategic and
critn7al materials. However, a major portion of the ongoing mili-
tary performance oriented materials and structures R. & D. pro-
grams has, in accordance with policy, been planned to strongly! Con-
sider the direct substitutiori option while still fulfilling our mission
needs -

(1
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For example, our vast materit composites program (organic,
metal and k'arhim conipoit s) which will develop direct sub-.
salutes and productidn decision options for several critical and
strategic materials, is currently funded at a level of about $80 mil-
lion .in rrscal year 1982 This rapresents about one-third of the total
DOD materials and structures program.

Furthermore, a substantialTortion of the DOD Rapid Solidifica-
tion Technology program, which is currently funded at a level of
about $24 million in fiscal year 1982, will be developing superalloy
and other materials which will use lower fractions of strategic ele-
ments and displayappreciable performance benefits. Overall, about

WO percent of our total ongoing materials and structures research
and development program will be developing new materials which
have Significant potential in an emergency situation to be used as
substitutes for certain critical and strategic materials in the ro-

ziuction of essential weapon systems.
Our thrust ailang these lines was given added encouragement by

enactment of the fiscal year 1982 Department of Defense appropri-
ations bill which ingluded 1 million for additional research and
development in metal-matrix and carbon/carbon composite materi-
als to address the substitutes option; for specific military applica-

ti tions.
'The President's statement also encourages the coordination of in-

ternational materials research and development activities with the
European community and other free world countries. We have for
aumber of years participated with the North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization Advisory _Group on Aeronautical Research and Develop-..
ment and the Defense Group in their materials and structures ex-
changes.

Furthermore, the Military Technical Cooperation program,
which includes participation by the United Kingdom, Canada, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand. and ourselves, which has been in existence
since 1957. has a subgroup precisely directed at materials technol-
ogy In addition to these formal agreements involving multiple free
world country exchanges, we have a series of defense related specif-
ic topical area bilateral information exchanges programs, data ex-
change agreements, memoranda of understanding, and the like,
with countries such as the United aingdom, Australia, and France.
We, therefore, are in full accord with the administration's stated
policy

The 13resident's nationgl materials and min6ralpoiicy state-
ment further reaffirths the Committee on Materials, COMAT,
under the direction of the Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering and Technology, for the coordination of Federal mate-
riao and minerals research and development. Within this policy
guit ance, the Cabinet Council bn Natural Resources and Environ-.
ment Is given responsibility for policy resolution of issues which
may ajise It further transfers the responsibility for the Materials
Availa ility Steering Committee, which the Department of Defense
had ch ired since 1978, to the COMAT. We will include industrial
base conpiderations in this effort. We endorse these actions and
affirm tliat they are fully supportive of the spirit and intent of
H.R. 4281, the Critical Materials Act of 1981.



As a bpoad synopsis of the findings of the Department of Defense
resulting from our work under Public Law 96-470, it is clear that
the path between the research and engingerin4, the raw materials,
and the finished defense product is' different for each of the materi-
als we hae studied. The complete processing cycle must be careful-
ly examined on an individual basis. The first major effort along
these lines that we have assigned to the Institute for Defense Anal-
yses is in the areas of titanium, cobalt, manganese, chromium and
composite materials because of our heavy production com itment
to the use of those materials for a wide variety of milita quip-
ment

In addition, we believe that:
One, coordination by the administration of strategic and critical

materials coordination at the highest levels bf the government wijl
serve to appreciably improve our defense posture.

Two, strong support for defense related materials research and
deNelopment and manufacturing technology programs offer a
strung potential for reducing our overseas dependence for strategic
and critical materials.

Three, thy Defense Production Act and t e Strategic and Critical
Materials Stockpiling Acts are bcith fundamentally sound. The De-
fense Production Act should be extended for 5 years without
amendment

In conclusion, the Department of Defense remains concerned
with the U.S. capability for industrial expansion tO meet emiorgen-
cy requirements. We still have a long way to go to improvelindus-.
trial prepareGess for potential surge and national emergency sce-
narios. The domestic industrial base, production capabilities associ-
ated with industrial preparedness,-including. the identified materi-
als and processes required, must continue to be carefully and con-
tinually examined, particularly in high defense use areas and rap-
idly changing technology situations.

This completes my prepared statement. I will be pleased to
answer any' questions the comrhittee members may have.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Donnelly, who will be taking your place?
Mr. DONNELLY. Mr. Kenneth R. Foster, who is staff director for

Materials policy in my office. .

I will be here for a little while longer.
Mr. GLICKMAN. We are'gointi to go through each witness, and we

will see how long 'you are able to be here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Donnelly folloir:1
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SiLdIMINT-

CU!'1ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

UNITED STATU HOUSE OF REAENTATIVES

26 APRIL 1982

/MR, CHAIRMAN AND ''.^,EiERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEES:

' I AWECIATE THIS OPPORTuNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YbU TODAY

TO DrAJSS THE STATUS OF.THE ACTIONS REQUIRED OFTHE DEPARTMENT

OF D6fENsE uNDER THE NATIONAL MATERIALS AND MINERALS POLICY,

REARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACT,OF 1980, PUBLIC LAW 96179 AND
\*:

OuR POSTURE RL;ARD1NG THE RITICAL MATERIALS ACT OF. 1981,

(H.R. 4281).

To PROVIDE SOME PERSPECTIVE: I MUST CAREFULLY POINT OUT

THAT THE DoD IS A CONSUMER OF FINISHED WEAPON SYSTEMS AND

EQUIFMENT. WE ARE A SMALL CONSUMER IN THE OVERALL U.S.

MARKET PLACE AND GENERALLY DO NOT DIRECTLY PROCURE RAW

MATERIALS, WE ARE, HOWEVER, KEENLY AwARE OF THE RELATIONSHIP

OF MATERIALS TO THE NATIONAL SECIAITY AND THE INTEREST IN

PRESENT AND POTENTIAL MATERIALS POLICIES AFFECTING THE U,S,

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE.;;

BECAUSE OF THESE REASONS, THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IS

+ CONTINUING TO mOVE AHEAD SMARTLY WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

ACTIONS WHICH FULFILL THE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL MATERIALS

POLICY AcT OF 1980.

11.

,

.

or

1

4
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WHIIE 1HE PRE',IDENIS' NATIONAL NTERIALS AND MINERALS

PRuGRAM PLAN AND KEPORT .10 THE CoN6RESS ADDRESSES A bROAD
n.

SPEilRuM OF. FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES, J WILL ADDRESS,

ONLY THOSE RELATING TO DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MISSION RESPONSIBILITIES,

BEFORE P4OCEEDING, HOwEVER, LET ME REVIEW SEVERAL OF THE

.4 ACTIONS WE HAVE PREvlOuSLy REPORTED ON AND PROvIDE SOME

COm7,ENTARy ON THEIR FUTURE COURSE. THE ACTIuNS WE HAVE

. TAKEN RE:

1. ASSIGNED SENIOR MEMBERS OF'E SECRETARY 05kEENSE

STAFF, REPRESENIING BOTH THE'INDUSTRIAL RES('URCES

AND THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONAL

ELEMENTS, TO CONTINUE THE DEPARTMENTS' ,RESPONSIBII IIIES

UNDER THE ACT, THIS TEAM WILL CONTINUE TO FULFIL-L

THIS FUNCTION AND wORK CLOSELY WITH ASSIGNED COUNTERPARTS

IN THE DEPARTvENTS OF COMMERCE, 1NTERIOR.AND STATE,

THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, THE NATIONAL SECURITY

COUNCIL, THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY,

THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY, AND

OTHER CONCERNED FEDERAL GROUPS AS wen AS INDUSTRY

. AND ACADEMIA.

2. SECURED THE CONTINUING SUPPORT OF THE INSTITUTE FOR

DEFENSE ANALYSEi TO ASSIST uS IN ASSESSING THE

OVERALL MATERIALS, MINERALS, AND RESEARCH AND DEVELoRMENT

SITUATION AND, IN DEVELOPING POLICY OPTION IMPACT

APPRAISALS FOR OuR REVIEW. THIS CONTINUING EFFORT
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INCLUDIS CARLIOL ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY

AND 4°RODUCTIOa OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE DEPARTMENT

OF.DErENSE TO IMPROVE SUPPLY AND PRODUCTION ASPECIt

RELATED TO STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS INVOLVING

DOMUTIC INDUSTRIES. ' THESE INCLUDE COMPOSITES,

TrANIUM, NATURAL RUBBER, GERMANIUM, COBALT, PLATINUM,

NANGA1NIESE AND CHROMIUM AND OTHERS.

3. 4PART1'CIPATED IN SEVERAL WORK4NG GROUPS OF THE CARINET

r
1..tOUNCIL'ON NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT TO

DEVEtOP THE ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PUBLIC LAW

, 96-479.

'THE PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL MATERIANS ANts MINERALS PROGRAM

PLAN AND &PORT TO CONGRESS ENDORSESTHE ROLE OF RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT 41 ONE OF THE IMPORTANT OPTIONS TO DIMINISH

THE MATEMALSOND M1NEkALS VULNERABILITY OF THE UNITED

STATES. THIS PDEICY STA.TEMENT IS AN STRONG AFFIRMATION OF.

THE DEPAF0MtNT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIONS ALONG THESE LINES FIRST

OUTLINEDJSY.DR, ARDEN6BEMENT, W40 WAS THEN DEPUTY UND4R :

SECRETARY OF DEFENSt FOR RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING (RESEARCH

AND ADVAIkED TECHNOLOGY) INtHIS TESTIMONY BEFORE BOTH THE

HOUSE AND SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEES IN OARCH 1980.

IN THIS STIEMENT,:142. BEMENT SAID "IN FISCAL YtAR 1981;

wITH-ouR GROWING DEPENDENCE ONyOREIGN SOURCES FOR,RAW

MATERIALS, PIEATER EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON SUBSTITUTION

AND tONSERVATION. WE WILL STRESS TECHNOLOGY TO ACHIEVE MORE

INDEPENDENCE.IN THE AREAS OF STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS."

6

3

A I.



THIS STATEMENT WeDR. BREMENT STIMULATED THE UNDE(SECRETARY

OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING TO ISSULPOLICY GUIDANCE

TO THE MILITARY DEP4TMENTS AND DEFENSE )5004CJES TO CONSIDER

MATERIALS SUBSTITUTION IN THE PLANNING OF THEIR RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. THE,DEFENSEASCIENCE BOARD, IN THEIR

1980 STUDY ON INDUSTRIAL RESPONSIVENESS FURTHER REINFORCED OUR

POSTURE ALONG THESE LINES. THE ENACTMENT OF THE NATIONAL

MATERIALS AND MINERALS POLICY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACT

OF 1980 (Punic LAw 96-479) LENT ADDITIONAL IMPETUS TO OUR

EFFORTS. As MR. ROB62T TRIMBLE, THEN ACTING DEPUTY UNDER

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH-AND ENGINEERING (ACQUISITION

POLICY), REF;ORTED AT.HEARINGS BEFORE THESE COMMITTEES IN

MARCH AND 'JULY OF LAST YEAR, WE HAD INITIATED AND COMPLETED

A PROPOSEI4 "BOD-WIDE RESEARCR AND°DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR

SATISFYING DoD CR(TICAL AND. STRATEGIC MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS"

of'

BECAUSE OF THE MISSION RELEVANCE OF PRACTICALLY OUR

ENTIRE R&D PROGRAM WE HAVE ONLY A RELATIVELY MODEST PROGRAM

PRECISELY 6IRECTED AT THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECT SUBSTITUTES

FOR STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS, HOWEVER, A MAJOR

PORTION OF THE ONGOING MILITARY PERFORMANCE ORIENTED.MATERIALS

_.- #
,

f AND STRUCTURES R&D PROGRAM HAS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY,

BEEN PLANNNED TO STRONGLY CONSIDER,THE DIRECT SUBSTITUTION

OPTION WHILE STILL FULFILLING OUR MISSION NEEDS, FOR EXAMPLE,

OUR VAST MATERIALS COMPOSITES PROGRAM (ORGANIC, METAL, AND

11E.

CARBON MATRIX COMPOSITES) WHICH WILL DE LOP DIRECT SUBSTITUTES

47-007 082 - 2

0

1
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AND PRODUCTION DECISION OPTIONS FOR SEVERAL CRITICAL AND

STRATEGIC MATEILS. IS CURRENTLY FUNDED AT A LEVEL OF

ABOUT S80M 1N,FY 1982. THIS REPRESENTS ABOUT ONE THIRD

OF THE TOTAL DOD MATWIALS AND STRUCTURES PROGRAM. FURTHERMORE.

A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THE DoD RAPID SOLIDIFICATION

JECHNOLOGY PROGRAM, WHICH IS CURRENTLY FUNDED AT A LEVEL OF

ABOUT $24M IN FY 1982 WILL BE 'DEVELOPING SUPERALLOY AND

OTHER MATERIAtS wq1cH WILL USE LOWER FRACTIONS OF STRATEGIC

ELEMENTS AND DISPLAY APPRECIABLE PERFORMANdE BENEFITS.

OVERALL. ABOUT THIRTY PERCENT OF OUR TOTAL ON-GOING MATERIALS

AND STRUCTURES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WILL BE

DEVELOPING NEW MATERIALS WHICH HAVE SIGNIFICANT POTENTIAL. IN

AN.EMERGENCY SITUATIQN, TO BE USED AS SUBSTITUTES FOR CERTAIN

CRITICAL AND STRATEGfC MATERIALS IN THE PRODUCTION OF ESSENTIAL.

WEAPON SYSTEMS.

OUR THRUST ALONG THESE LINES WAS GIVEN ADDED ENCOURAGEMENT

BY ENACTMENT OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1982 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

-APPROPRIATIONS BILL WH1,51 INCLUDED $Y FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

'AND DEVELOPMENT IN METAL-MATR1X AND CARBON/CARBON COMPOSITE
1'
. MATERIALS TO ADDRESS THE UBSTI OPTION FOR SPECIFIg

MILIIARY APPLICATIONS.

THE PRESIDENTS' STATEMENT ALSO ENCOURAGES THE STIMULATION

OF INTERNATIONAL MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIE4,

WITH.THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND OTHER FREE WORLrCOUNTRIES.

WE HAVE, FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS, PARTICIPATED WITH THE NORTH

it)
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ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION ADVISORY GROUP ON AERONAUTICAL

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND THE DEFENSE RESEARCH GROUP

IN THEIR MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES EXCHANGES. FURTHERMORE,

THE MILITARY TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROGRAM, WHICH INCLUDES

PARTICIPATION BY THE UNITED KINGDOM, CANADA, AUSTRALIA AND

NEW ZEALAND, AND OURSELVES, WHICH HAS BEEN- IN EXISTENCE

SINCE 1957, KAB A SUBGROUP PRECISELY DIRECTED AT MATERIALS

TECHNOLOC1', IN ADDITION TO THESE FORMAL AGREEMENTS,INVOLVING

MULIIPLE FREE-WORLD COUNTRY EXCHANGES, kit HAVE A SERIES OF

DEFENSE RELATED SPECIFIC TOPICAL AREA N.-LATERAL INFORMATION

EXCHANGES PROGRAMS, DATA EXCHANGE AGREEMENTS, MEMORANDA OF

UNDERSTANDING, AND THE LIKE, WITH COUNTRIES SUCH AS THE

UNITED KINGDOM, AUSTRALIA, AND FRANCE. WE THEREFORE ARE IN

.k -FULL ACCORD WITH THE ADMINISTRATIONS' STATED POLICY.

THE PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL MATERIALS AND MINERIALS POLICY

STATEMENT FURTHER REAFFIRMS THE COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS
A

(COMAT) UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE FEDERAL COORDINATING

COUNCIL ON SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE

COORDINATION OF FEDERAL MATERIALS AND MINERALS RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT. WITHIN THIS POLICY GUIDANCE, THE CABINET

COUNCIL ON NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT IS GIVEN

RESPONSIBILITY FOR POLICY RESOLUTION OF ISSUIS WHICH MAY

ARISE. IT FURTHER TRANSFERS THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE

MATERIALS AVAILABILITY STEERING COMMITTEE WHICH THE DEPARTMENT

'OF DEFENSE HAS CHAIRED SINC'E 193, TO THE COMAT., WE WILL

INCLUDE INDUSTRIAL BASE CONSIDERATIONS IN THIS EFFORT. WE

, ENDORSE THESE ACTIONS AND AFFIRM THAT THEY ARE FULLY SUPPORTIVE
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OF THE SPIRIT AND INTINT OF H.R. 4281 "CRITICAL MATERIALS

ACT OF 1981."

As A BROAD SYNOWS OF THE FINDINGS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF

DEFENSE RESULTING FROM OUR WORK UNDER PUBLIC LAW 96-479, IT

IS CLEAR THAT THE fATH BETWEEN THE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING, THE

RAW MATERIALS AND THE FINISHED DEFENSE PRODUCT IS DIFFERENT

FOR EACH OF THE MATERIALS WE HAVE STUDIED, THE COMPLETE

PROCESSING CYCLE MUST BE CAREFULLY EXAMINED ON AN INDIVIDUAL

BASIS. THE FIRST MAJOR EFFORT ALONG THESE LINES THAT WE

HAVE ASSIGNED TO THE INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES IS IN

THE AREAS OF TITANIUM, COBALT, MANGANESE, CHROMIUM, AND

COMPOSITE MATERIALS BECAUSE OF OUR HEAVY PRODUCTION COMMITTMENT

TO THE USE OF THOSE MATERIALS FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF MILITARY

EQUIPMENT.

IN ADDITION, WE BELIEVE THAT:

1. STIMULATION BY THE ADMINISTRATION OF STRATEGIC AND

_CRITICAL MATERIALS COORDINATION AT THE HIGHEST

LEVELS OF THE GOVERNMENT WILL SERVE TO APPRECIABLY

IMPROVE OUR DEFENSE POSTURE;

2. STRONG SUPPORT FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN,T

AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS 67TER A

iTRONG POT4-T-IAL FOR REDUCING OUR OVERSEAS DEPENDENCY ,

FOR STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS; AND',

)
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A

3. THEJDEPENSE PRODUCIION ACT AND THE STRATEGIC

AND CRITICAL MATERIALS STOCKPILING ACTS ARE BOTH

FUNDAMENiALLY SOUND BUT REQUIRE SOME MODIFFCATION

AND 'IMPROVEMENT IN IMPLEMENTATION.

\ IN CONCLUSION, THE,DEPAFTMENT OF DEFENSE !REMAINS CONCERNED

WIr THE U.S. CAPABILITY FOIC INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION TO MEET

EMERGENCY REQUIREMENTS. WE STALL HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO TO

IMPROVE INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS FOR POTENTIAL SURGE AND

NATIONAL EMERGENCY SCENARIOS. THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRIAL BASE

PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH I.NDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNES,

INCLUDING T E IDENTIFIED MATERIALS AND PROCESSES REQUIRED,

MUST CONTINUCTO BE CAREFULLY, AND CONTINUALLY EXAMINED,

PARTICULARLY IN HIGH DEUNSE USE AREAS AND RAP.,IDLY CHANGING

TECHNOLOGICAL SITUAIIONS.

THIS COMPLETES MY PREPARED STATEMENT. I WILL BE PLEASED

TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS THE COMOYTEE MEMBERS MAY HAVE.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Our next witness is Mr. John Marcum with
OSTP. It iS a'pleasure to have you here.

I would like tip say that, although most of your statements are
fairly. short, your entire statements will appear in the recora. So, if
you wanted to sumrffarize, that would be fine with the committee.
You may proceed.

Mr. MARCUM. Thank you, Chairman Glickman and members of
the committee. I am pleased to be here today to discuss the pro-
posed "Critical Materials Act of 1981," as well as the "National

' Materials and Minerals Program Plan and Report to Congress,"
°which tht President recently transmitted to you.

The President's Science Advisor, Dr. Keyworth, has asked me to
emphasize the importance he and the administration place on min-
erals and materials policy. OSTP has participated fully in the de-
velopment of the plan which you recently received, particulgrly ih
its research and development portions, and we consider this our
submission as required under the National Materials and Minerals
Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980,

We are pleased with the recently issued plan, and' feel that
will be effective in addressing national minerals and materials
needs.

I know you will be happy to hear that I intend to be brief today,.
and address the proposed' 'Critical Materials Act of 1981," in light
of the focus that the adminigtration's program plan brings. I would
like to start by expressing appreciation 'to Chairman Fuqua and
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yourself, as well as the other.cosponsors of the bill, for recognizing
the importance al atidressing the need for high-level coordination
of the inan materials and minerals activities within. the Federal
Governme4t OSTP ;hares this concern, as I am sure my fellow
panel mem1Ders do also.

This administration is committed to dealing with the increasing
dependence of the United States and the free world upon forekgrr
sources for strategic and critical materials. The/National Materiels
ahd Minerals program plan and report to Congress setsforth the

priorities and coordinating structure to deal with the many
parts of this issue.. Let me briefly discuss what has been done and
what is planneche address this issue.

The Cabinet Council, on Natural Resources and Environment,
made up of Cabinet officers and chaired in the absence of the Presi-
dent by the Secretary of' the Interior, produced the National Mate-
rials and Minerals program plan arid report to Congress. The Cabi-
net -Council provides an excellent minerals and 'materials policy
review mechanism for a number of reasons. insures high-level con-
sideration of important materials policy issues on a timely basis,
p4ovides.fur prompt action on such issues by the President, and,the
Cabinet Council requires minimum administrative staff, relying for
detailed analysis upun the various agencies and departments which
have ultimate statutory. responSibility for implementation.

Following completion of the Cabinet Council program plan, the
President reviewed and transmitted it to the Congress. In his mes-
sage, the President emphasized the critical role of minerals and
materials to telt., economy', national defense, and standardtf living.
He also focused attention on the need for the Federal Government
to redirect its. materials R. &D. effort on long-term, high potential
payoff activities of wide generic application to improve and aug-
ment domestically available materials. In closing, the President ex-
pregSed that this policy. is respohsive to America's need for meas-
tfres to diminish minerals vulnerability by allowing private enter-
prise to preserve and expand our minerals and materials economy.

Under the plan, the administration will continue its review and
reform of excessively burdensome or unnecessary regulations and
statutes which adversely affect the domestic minerals industry.
More cost effective approaches are being considered for mine
safety, noise standards, lead standar*, and others. Administrative

claims are in progress. Land access r ulationg, Cleatn Air Act,
reforms such as streamlining the proof recordtrig, unpatented

Clean Water Act are all being reviewed foilmost efficiencY and ade-
quacy.

Materials stockpile policy is effectively addressed. This edminis,
tratiorr has undertaken the first stockpile purchase program in 20
years. In fiscal year 1981, the Congress provided $100 million for
acquisition under this program, and the President requested an ad-
ditional $106 million for fiscal year 1982, which is currently li,mit-
ed, however, by resolution to $57.6 million. This administration.will
streamline the stockpile planning process through 5-year planning
guidance for GSA acquisitions and disposals, and through a fiscal
year plan that matches annual budget ceilings, market conditions,
immediate strategic requirements, and GSA purchase activities.
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In the.area of mining and materials R. & D., the administration
has previously provided important new tax incentives in the Eco-
nomic Recovery and Tax Act ivhich should stimulate, private re-
search and, development and is also reviewing patent policy with
similar objectives in mind.

OSTP, in concert with each department And agency, has been
specifically tasked to direct senior officials in tile applicable agen-
cies to inaiuten or create effective mechanisms for constructive co-
ordination of this R. & D. policy. Any government financed R. & D.
activities will concentrate on long-term, high-risk, poteniially high
payoff projects with the best chance for wide generic application.
1:his should give the taxpayer a better payoff for the investment, a

' bigger "bang far the buck." 4'

Coordination of R. & D.' activities has been assigned in the plan
to the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and
Technology, which we refer to as FCCSET. This committee ,is
chaired by Dr. Keyworth. The plan endorses also the previously es-
tablished Committee ori Materials; COMAT, an interagency work-
ing group of the FCCSET, and directs that the- COMAT will have:

Assistant Secretary-level representation from the departments
and agencies concerned with minerals and materials.

Placement within COMAT of the Department of Defense Materi-
al Availainlity Steering Committee, as my Colleague mentioned ear-
lier, and the Interagency Materials Group.

Establishment of a Wprking Panel within COMAT to com:dinate
Federal research and development on essential materials.
...Establishment of a formal mechanism within Comat for informa-

tion exchange between agency materials research and development
program managers; and,

Policy resolution of materials research and development 'ques-
tions will be providea through the Cabinet Council on Natural Re-
p3urces and Environment. That was addressed earlier,

- I feel confident that we have the mechanisms in place to effec-
tively coordinate materials and minerals issues. As you know, the
administration's program plan was issued on April 5, 1982, and we
have not yet had sufficient time to iinplement it. We have a meet-
ing of the FCCSET scheduled in May to coordinate plans for imple-

. mentation of ou'r new policy.
Although rully endorsing the need for effective materials and

mineral's Olicy coordination, we feel' that the Presidential Commis-
Mon called for in H.R. 4281 would present an unnecessary addition-
al bureaucratic structure that, would cause inefficiency and delay
in materials and minerals policy coordination. It is important to
maintain the policy coordination structure closely related to the
agencies and departments which have ultimate statutory responsi-
bility fart:implementation. A new organization or commission would
add an Mecessary layer of bureaucracy and dilute agency in-
volvement in policy implementation. The structure now in place'
should accomplish the needed coordination to implement materials
and minerals policy.

Thank you for this, opportunity to testify on this most important
matter. I will be glad to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marcum foilows:]
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STATEMENT By JOHN M. MARCUM
OF THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POICY

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOCY

AvD THE
SUBCO*1MITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AV/ATION AND MATERI LS

April 20, 1982

-

Chairman Walgren, Chairman Glickman, and Members the

Cdmmittee: I am pleased to be her:: today to discuss the

proposed "Critical Materials Act' of 1981," as well a* the

"National Materials and Miriarals Program Plan and Report to

Congress," which thR President hs recently transmitted to
you.

Tne President's Science Advisor, Dr. Keyworth, has

asked me to emphoize the importance he and the Administration

place or minerals and materials policy. We are pleased witn

the recently iss..,ed Administratijan
Program Plan and feel ,-

that it will be effective
ad.lressing National materials

and minerals needs.

I know yobill be happy to hear that I intend to be

brief today'', aRd address the proposed "Critical Materials
-Act of 1981" 4281) in light of the focus Lhat the

Administration's Pr ram Plan brings. I would like to start

by expressing appreciation to Chairmen Fuqua', Walgren and

Glickman as yell as tc the other co-spons"ors of u.R. 4281

for.recognizing the importance of addrersing the 'need for

46
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hig2s level'coordination of the many materials and minerals

activities within the Federal government. OSTP shares this

concern as I'm sure my fellow panel members do also. The

Administration is committed to dealing with '61e increasing

dependenceof the United States and the free world upon

foreign sources for strategic and critical materials. This

"National Materials and Mineralg Progaam Plan and Report to7

Congress" sets forth the policy, priorities and coordinating

structurc to deal with the many parts of this iscue. C.bt me

briefly discuss what has been done and what is planned to

address this issue.. The Cabinet Council on Natural Resources

and Environment, made up.of Cabinet'Officeks and cheired by

the Secretary of the Interior produded the "National Maferilis

and'Minerals Program Plan and Report to Conaress." The

.°Cabinet Council provides an excellent minerals:lend materials

policy review mechanism for a number of re'asons: ensures_t /

high-level congideration of important.materials Tolley

issues on a timely'basis, provides for prompt action on such

issues by the President, and te Cabinet Coullcil requirAs&o

minimum administrative staff, rely,l.n§ for detailed ana/Ygis

*
upon the various.agencies and Appartments which have ultimate

statutory responsibility for implementation.

e.-
Following completion of 'the Cabinet Council PrograM

Plan, the President reviewed and transmitte4 it to the
. ,

Congress. 1n hS messaga. the President eophasized the

-
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critical rule ct,minerals;to our,economy-l-natior,e1 defensq, c

\ '4,

and itandard of living. He alzc focused attention on the .

..

nee0 for the Zoderal Gover;ment to redirect its materials 'r

. . r
.

( RiD etfort on -long7,teim, 1:.igh potential payoff activities of

wide generic applicaLion to Improve an,:", auyeent domestically

., available materaals."'In Cilosing., the President expressed

that this policy is resPonsive to America:s need for measures

4 to diminish miner s vulnerability by allarang private .-

:',,,

r erfterpri%.e to preserve and expand our ma.4rerals anl materaals
-.

;

econopy.

Under the Plan, the Administration,mill continie itS
,

-

&view and reform of excessiVAy burdensome or unnecesiSry

regulataons and statltes.which adversely affect.the dome.sti,-

minerals induAry. For example, pre;;Idus unceftail4in thd

Deep Seabed Mining Regulations has been pemO;.'el, making

rules for ekplwation ilcentes clearei'znd siMpler. Mnre

cost effrtive appmaches ee being considered for dine

safety, ndtse 6tandards,.lead standards, and others'.

Administr4tive re/orAs such as streamlining the prociss of

recording unpatented cl4ims are in progress. . Land Adces,s

tions, Clean Air Act, Clean Wdi Act,are all Ceing /

reviewed for cost efficiency and adequacy.

Materials stockpile,polilktis effectivelY addrees,d4 6'

This Administrati.on has undertaken the first stockPile .

purchase program in tweniYr yeZtrs. In FY 81, the Congress'

#
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4,

provided $100 M for acquisition and the President'requested
s,

an additional $106 M for FY 82, which is curtently limited

.by res lutiOn to $57.6 M. This Administration will streamline

the stJcpile planning proces;* through five-ye-31- planning

guidance for GSA acquisitions and disposals, and through a

FY plan that matches annual budget ceilings, market conditions,

immediate strategic.. requirements and GSA purchase activities. .

00'^

In the areA of mining and materials R&D, the Administration,

has previously,provided important new tax incentives in the

Economic Recovery and Tax Act which should stimulate private

R.D and is alF:o reviewing patent policy with similar objectives

in mind. OSTP, in concert with each department and agency,

has been specifically tasked to direct senior officials in

the applicable agencies tc maintain or create effective

.mechanisms,for constructive coordination of this R&D policy.

, Any government financed R&D activities will concentiate on

long-term, high-risk high potential payoff projects with the

best chance for wide generic application to materials problems

and increased productivity. This should give the taxpayer a

be.tter'payoff for the investment; a bigger "bang-for-the-

buck". Coordination 4 RiD activities has been assigned in

the Plan to the Federal Coordinating.Councik for:Science,

Engineering,,and.Technology (FCCSET), whidh is chaired by

Dr. Keyworth. The Plan end6rses the previously established

Committ,ee on MdterialS (COMAT), an interagency working group

of the. FCCSET, and direets;

2
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Assistant Secretary-eill reOesentation from the

departmentt and agencies concerned wirth minerals

and materialu

- - placement within COMAT of the Department of Defense

Material Availability Steering Committee and the

Interagency Materials Group;

establishment of a'working Panel within COMAT to

coordinate federal research and development on

essential material's;

-- establishment of a formal mechanism within COMAT

kor information exchange between agency materials

research and development program managers; and,

-- policy resolution of materials research and

develdpment questions will be provided,through the

Cabinet Council oa Natural Resources and Environment.

I feel confident 45,et we have the mechanisms in place

. to effectively coordinate materials and minerals issues. As

you know, the Administration's Program Plan was issuee on

April 5, 1982 and,we have not had sufficient time to implement

it. We have'ia meeting of the FCCSET scheduled'in May to

coordinate Plans 'for implemantation of our new policy.

1st

0
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Although iully endorsing the.need for effective materials

and minerals policy coordination, we feel that the Presidential

Commission callad for in H.R. 4281.wouid present an unnecessary,

additional bureaucratic structure that would cause inefficiency

and delay in materialc and mineralspolicy coordination. It

is important to maintain the policy coordination structure

closely related to the agencies and departments which have

,ultimate statutorp responsibility for implementation. A new

organization or commission would add an unnecessary layer of

-bureaucracy and dilute agency involvement in policy implementation.

The structure now- in"place should acc-omplish the needed coordina-

\
tion to'implement minerals and materials policy.

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify on.this

most impoi-tast, ma&ter. I Will be Zglad to answer any questions

you may here... .

Mr. GLICKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Marcuin. Wrodwill wait until ti;
other two gentlemen testify.

Mr. Robert Wilson of the Department of Commerce. It is a pleas-
ure to have you here. You may proceed. As I mentioned to Mr.
Marcum, if you wish to summarize, that would be fine with the
committee, or you may proceed as you wish..,Your entire statement
will appear in the record.

Mr, WasoN. Thank you, Mr.'Chairman.
My name is Robert Wilson and I am Director of the Offiee of

Strategic Resources, U.S. Departmeht of Commerce. I am pleased
to have the qpportunity to testify before these subcomMittees on
the "CriticalsMaterials Act of 1981."

We both agtee that the administration and Congress share a
common concern over the potential problems in minerals and ma-
terials supply to our Nation's industries. Two weeks ago yesterday,
President Reagan forwarded his national materials and minerals
program plan and report to Congress, as required by the act.

This program plan was developed by the Cabinet Council on Nat-
ural Resources and the Environment, charged by the administra-
tion with coordinating and developing minerals and materials
policy. The Cabinet Council established a Strategic Materials
Policy Task Force which includes the Department of Commerce
and other departments with materials-related responsibilities.

9 .3
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We believe that we have' Made excellent progress in developing
and, implementing our materials program, and it is the administra-
tion's intent that national materials policy continue to be coordi-

. nated through the Cabinet Council. We therefore oppose H.R. 4281.
It is true that materials issues warrant a suitably high level in
Government for coordination and resolution, but we believe that
the Cabinet Council meets- the intent of H.R. 4281 in this regard.

The national materials and minerals program plan has been
summarized by my colleagues, so don't feel like going into all of
the details of that. I will tell you% little bit more about what the
Department of Conimerce has done.

We were a major participant in the development of this program
plan, and we intend to continue in this role. DOC4iaired working
groups which developed recommendations on mat rials research
and development, materials analysis, and regulatçlry reform. We
completed our major study of "Critical Materials equirements of
the U.S. Aerospace Industry," which was requirec by the 1980 act.
This study forcasts aerospace requirements for c balt, chromium,
titanium, and tantalum through the year 2000 a d examines the
use of advanced materials technologies, such as r id solidification
technology and composites. It identifies potential poblems in mate-
rials supply to the aerospace industry and recnrnnds appropriate
policy approaches.

The Department of Commerce is now impr rig its materials
programs based ,on this analytical foundation. My office has been
directed to coordinate the Department's minerals and materials ac-
tivities. Through an internal program plan, we are focusing DOC's
resources on the goals of increasing the competitiveness of materi-
als industries and reducing industry vulnerability to supply disrup-
tions of critical minerals. Among activities planned within the De-e
partment are:

One, developing an information base and improving end-use
analysis through indepth industry studies as recommended by the
1980 act. Our followup study to the aerospace report will evaluate
the critical materials requirements'of the steel industry.

Two, we are working witilkthe interage-ncy Minerals Information
Coordinating Committee to fill important data gaps and improve
Government analysis for policy dev'elopment.

Three, we are addressing concerns about emergency prepared-
ness. We are working closely with GSA and FEMA to assess the
state of the materials.in the national defense stockpile.

Four. identifying substitutes for critical materials in essential
uses and the best available materials technologies in processing,
conservation, recycling, and so forth. We are initiating our materi-
als substitution information program with an industry workshop
on chromium substitution in September of 1982. We will also work
closely with COMAT in the coordination of Federal materials R. & D.

Five, we are investigating trade policy, approaches to materials
supply problems. Domestic ferroalloys producers have filed a peti-
tion under provisions of the Trade Expansion Act to investigate the
national security implications of increasing imports.
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Six,rwe are continuing our effortS 'to improve the investment cli-
mat fbr seabed mining. We are doing this through our participa-
tion in the review of the draft Law of the Sea Treaty.

, Seven, wQ are developing a regular industry consultation pro-
gram with Rey association and industry representatives. We espe-
cially want to acquire the views of the materials processing and
consuming industries so that we can adequately represent their
concerns on the Cabinet Council. , -.

In summary, thiwitpininistration has a comprehensive materials
and miiierals progra an. It has a coordinating body to imple-
ment that plan. The Department of Commerce has a related mate-
rials program plan and also a coordinating body. Now that the poli-'
cies, plans, and mechanisms are established, we must concentrate
on the implementation phase.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify and I rook forward to
working with these subcommittees in addressing this issue.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilson follows:]

t
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.
MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEES:

My name is Robert Dale Wilson and I am the.Director of the

Office of Strategic Resources, U.S. Department of Commerce.

Iam pleased to havjthe opportunity to 'testify before this

)oint hearing on the "Critical Materials ACt of 1981"

H.R. 4281)^.

The Administration and Congress have 4 common concarn abod't

Potential probleMs in minerals and materials supply to our

nation's industries. Our country's abili,ty to produce and

orocess some minerals and material% has declined over the paSt

decade,and imports account for an increasing share of our

mateals consumption. Congress passed the "National materials

l--Nand Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980"

(P.L, 96-479) because of the lack of a coherent approach to

minerals and materials supply issues. Two weeks ago yesterday,

President Reagan forwarded his National Materials and Minerals

Program Plan and Report to Congress as required by the Act.

-

This Program Plan was developed by the Cabinet Council on

Natural Resources and the Environment, charged by the

Administration with coordinating and developing minerals and

materials policy. The Cabinet Council, chaired by Secre.tary

Watt, established a Strategic Materials Policy Task Force which

97-007 0 - 112 - 3
3
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Indludes the Department of Commerce and other departments with

materials-related responsibilities. By using the Task Force

and the Cabinet Council as a forum, national policy has been

formulated with the assurance that all interested Federal

departments and agencies have an opportunity to express their

views and make their contribution. In addition, the Cabinet

Council process is flexible and can draw on both the.strengths

of the senior political leadership oi the Administration and the

expertise of our minerals professionals in the various agencies.

We have made excellent progress in developing and implementing

our materials program, and it is the Administration's intent that

national materials policy continue to be coordinated through

the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the Environment. .We

therefore oppose-H.R. 4281. It is true that materials issues

warrant a suitably high level in Government for coordination and

resolution, but we believe that the Cabinet Council meets the

intent of H.R. 4281 in this regard.

'In its National Materials and Minerals Program Elan, the

Administration has addressed the many different aspects of

materials issues. We are seeking to decrease our minerals and

materials vulnerability through actions to promote nationai

security, a prosperous economy, and the integrity of our natural
-

resources and environment. The main elements of this plan are

_AMP
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o The stimulation of private sector materials research and

development through the tax incentives provided by the

Economic Recovery Tax ACt of 1981 (ERTA) and an emphasis on

redirecting Government-sponsOred
research to basic long-

term, high-risk but broadly applicable materials research.

We have reaffirmed the
coordinating role of the Committee

on,Materials (COMAT). We fully agree with the Congress on

the Importance of research and development to materials

supply and CCMAT will work to give new direction to the

revised Government role in this vital area.

o The developript of a more effective strategic stockpile'

with improvements in the quantity, quality, and form of

stockpiled materials, and the selling of unneeded materials.

o Continued efforts to stimulate investment in domestic,

minerals and materials production through regulatory

reform and new tax incentives provided by ERTA.

.o A reexamination of our wilderness policy and an

acceleration of the review of public lands withdrawn from

mineral exploration so that the possible multiple use of

these lands can be evaluated.

o Improvements in th'e conductand coordination of minerals

' and materials data collection and analysis by the Federal

Government.

o Full coordination of
materials polacy and programs through

the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the

Ehvironment.

t""
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The Department ot Commerce was a ma)or participant in the

development of this Program Plan and we intend to continue in

this role. DOC chaired working groups which developed

recommendations on matertials xesearch and development,,materials

analysis. and regulatory_ reform- The Department of Commerce_

al-so completed its major study of "Critical Materials

Requirements of the U.S. Aerospac Industri" which was required

by the 1980 Act. This study forecasts aerospace requirements

for cobalt, chromium, titanium, and tantalum through the year'

2000 and examines the use of advanced materials technologies

such as rapid solidifi.cation technology and composites. It

identifies potential problems in materials supply to the

aerospace Industry and recommends appropriate policy aPproaches:

The Department of Commerce is now improving its materials

programs based on this analytical foundation. My office, the

Office of Strategic Resources, has been directed to coordinate

the Department's minerals and materials activities. Through an

internal program plan, we are focusing DOC's resources on the

goals of increasing the competitiveness of materiars industries

and reducing industrY vulnerability to supply disruptions of critical

minerals. Among activities planned within the Oepatbment are:

o 'Developing an information base and Improving end-use

analysis through in-depth industry studies as recommended

by the 1980 Act. Our follow-up study to the aerospace

report will evaluate the critical materials requirements

of the steel Industry.

3 6
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o Workinag7with the interagency Minerals Information

Coordin'ating Committee'to fill Important data gaps and

improve Government anaqsis for policy development. We

are particularly ineerested in developing better information

on the regulatory burden and colts of materials industries

for input to the overall regulatory reform effort.

2 Addressing concerns,about emergency preparedness. We w,111

work closely with GSA and FEVA in the next year in assessing

the state of the materials in the national defense stockpile.

Analytical efforts will be focused 'on wh'ether alternatives

to stockpile acquisition are cost effective.

o Identifying substitutes for critical maeerials in essential

uses and the best available materials technologies in

processing, conservation, recycling, etc. We are initiating

our materialssubstitutioninformation program:With an

industry workshop on chromium substitution in September 1982.

We will also work closely with COMAT in the coordination of

Federal materials RED.

o Investigating trade policy approaches to materials supply

problems. Domestic ferroalloys producers have filed a

petition under provisions of the Trade Expansion Act to

investigate the national security implications of

increasing Imports. The investigation is now ongoing and

3
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the Secretary of Commerce will make a recommen,dation

on this case later this year.

o Continuing our'efforts to improve.the investment climate

for seabed-mining. We are doing this through Our

partici:patIOn in the review of the draft Law of the Sea

Treaty, the development of seabed mining regulations,

and the negotiation of reciprocal arrangements among

seabed mining.nations.

o Developing a regular industry consultation program with

key association and industry representatives. We

especially want to acquire the views of the materials

processing and consuming industries so that we can

adequately represent their concerns on the Cabinet

Council on Natur:11 Resources and the Environment.

In summary, this Administration has a comprehensive Materials

and Minera.ls Program Plan. It has a coordinating body to implement

this plan 'the Cabinet Council on Natural Resoul;ces and the

Environment. The Department of Commerce has a related materials

program plan and also a coordinating body -- the ice of

Strategic Resources. Now that the policies, plans an mechanisms are

established, we must. concentrate On the implementa on phase. The

goals of the Administration, the Congress, and th Department of

Commerce are one and the same -- to improve th competitiveness

of our'basic industries and to reduce minerals an materials supply

vulnerability in cost effective ways. I thank ou for this opportunity

to testify and look forward to working %lith yo in addressing these

important strategic resource issues.

3
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Robert WilSOn orSouth Carolina
,RPPointed to Commerce Post

Robert Dale-Wilson, 29, of Columbia, S.C., has been

appoinied director of the new Office of Strategic Resources,

the U.S. Department of Commerce announced today.

Wilson has been executive assistant to Associate Deputy

Secretary Marthi Hesse since March. Secretary Milcoli Baldrige

sigeed his new appointment on Dec. 18. Wilson has worked on .

strategic resourcelssues and has represented,the department

on the Cabinet Council Working Group on.Strategic Resource

Issuee.
,

The new offige will be assigned to VI* economid affairs

'group headed by Resistant Secretary Robe-ft G. Dederick; it will

coordinate arl departiental activities relatad to strategic

materlalioadd
,

sild,,the'offide woulecoordinate studies of industries

that are ,heavy users of strategic materials; identify current

and innAva4ve practices in the materials industries such as-

" conservation, substitutApn, recycling, reclamation, and processing;

...end cbordinate studies of government etockpilet. The office also

wf11 develop.a business consultation program to ensure that the

vieWpoints of users of materials and minerals will be,considered

-4p the development of strategic resource policies.

Wilson forberly was engaged in private law practice in

' Columbia. We've.' co-chairnan of Lawyers for Reagan, South

Carolina.

Re graduated' magna cum laude from the University of South

Carolina in 1975 and re'ceived his law degree from the university

, in 1978. Me is married to the former Judy X. Diatom both are

natives'of Aiken county, S.C. '

I/S/82
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MI: Oucto4N. Thank you, Mr. NYilsOn.' I apprec,iate'your sum-- . _ ;.., . .;-csary,:tbk,' . ., ,

.

.. IlAttp-Idgy witness ii-Laiis pipielig Mr. Williani.ndleyydeputy as-
sistant gecretary for Energy and Uinerals 13f the pepartnrent of In-
terior. It is a pleasure to havCybitakere.' ' ' - .4- m to :im.

You may proceed, and your entiFt.stateriient will appear in thereco0. i . . _ .+, % ...
,...1,: Mr. ,PEIVILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman/

A .

. .flp . f.

.. I would like to 9ongratulate you, Mr.' chaicv)ian, andnheleh
man of the full committee for the courage an leadership that t

- committee, in particular, has derhonstrated over the past 'several
years with regard to America's materialsmeeds. This is particdlai.
ly with regard to the focui that this Committee placed upon materi-
als R. 'St l). as well as minerals Policy am- the adopfion of, the 1980
act. This administration shares your-concern.

& The President, as yOu know, on APril 5 released what I think is
the greatest statement, a'President ha's ever made with regard io
the role minerals' and materials pldy in the economy, in the nation-

"' al<defense, and -to the accomplishment of America's standard of
,livihg. It ceitainly is the first .such statement by, a President in
over three decadee, the first since,- President Eigenhower's Decem-

-- ber 1, 1954 statemnt. I -think it is comprehensive, it is more ag-
gressive and, frankly, given the state in which we.find -ourselves, it
needed to be thore aggressive. .

....Mr, Chaifman, you have received this morning an excellent sum-
mary trom John Marcum and Bob Wilson of the substAnce of' what

-the- li'resident hag proposed and the job that lies ahead of us.- I
might jugt say in summary that wle,have aIremendous task ahead
of,us. What we have proposed is merely the first sieP in a very
long road

. goals:thaP
d',,,defense And

tet me'fo'c
ment oil' e
havefff ver
parit Year. - .- . '

Ve-take_to heart theddireciiiiti of the Congress in the Mining ana
Minerals Policy Aet of 1950 .to "foster arid encourage" a dOmestic
minerals industry.Vehatte other rgsponsibilities, of course, but we'..:,
are ihtent upon accomplishing that directive which the Congress ,;,
gave to the ExecutAve Branch over 10.-years ago, and wasel.eaf.
firnied in 1980 by the actions-of this committek)We have movell
aggressively hi that direction.,

We havb revoked sonie 120 Oufilated land withdrawals; returning
.

approximately 20 million acres to multiple use. We haie adopted

program. As you know, in 19'53 when the OCS -Lands Act wes ) '
for the first time in, 30 years an OCS luird rock minerals policy and

adopted, Provisions were made for an OCS hard rock mit4ng pro-
gram. Nti adminisiorx, in higtdry adopted stich d' prograril. Earli-o ,
er this year, Seerr. :kA. ,-..-vviitt did, agd we will ,mplie aggressively in
the fdture with regard to marigariese nodulei the Blake Plateau
o the Coast of., Geo
Co t of Ai,askreand; in the

mite regources, among others,

I

I.

f

,

return America-14i its greatness and to achieve the
must reach to have' ,a strong economy and -national

healthy-standard of living. -
s for.a few minutes on the adtivities of the Depart-
terior witt regard to Minerals policy. I think we
tstapOing record. Wer_tire proud of our'job'over the

'

'th regard t,9 san and gravel off -the
tire, if the intefest lies there in chro-
ff the CoastOf'Oregon.

&
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We have opened up five national recreation areas to strategic
and critical mineral leasing.-Ks you know, Mr. Chairman, the Con-
gress adopted these five NRAs, they made provisions for leasing of
minerals on those lands. And no administration in history took
that direction to heart; we did. We insured that those lands are
now available as the Congress fully intended.

We have for the 4rst time in the Bureau of Land Management,
the Federal Go'vernment's leasing authority, a deputy director for
Energy and Minerals to insure proper focus of that responsibility
in the Bureau of Land Management's land managing responsibil-
ities.'And we have adopted a procedure we like to call GEM, which
is geology, energy, , and minerals evaluation, to insure that in the
land use planning which affects one-third of, the Nation ,that
energy and mineral concerns, partictilarly strategic minerals, are
taken. into account.

We have massively reorganized the Bureau of Mines to return
that agency to the strong position that it has held in years past,
particularly as an advocate of the public interest, the interest that
the public has in maintaining a strong domestic minerals sector In
addition, we have significantly redirected the research and develop-
ment activities of the Bureau. One of the first actions we took in
February of 1981 was to request a change of some $8.6 million irt
research and development activities that the Bureau of Mines was
doing in order to insure that we focused upon the strategic and
critical minerals issues, including questions of recycling and substi-
tution.

I might add that, out of the $8.6 million, the Congress did ap-
prove a $5.8 million change, and we are moving ahead with new
increases in this very important program.

Our U.S. Geological Survey is increasing its activities in mapping'
to insure that the proper maps are available for eXploration and
development of public lands which are available to multiple use,
and we Eave significantly increased USGS funding with regard to.
their research into the science of the occurrence of mineral re-
sources so we, might know better about what resources are there
and how we might best find them.

In additiqn, the Sedetary has recently announced, as you know,
a major wilderness policy which we think both protects the wilder-
ness.eihat has been created and places impetus upon the Congress
to move rapidly to end the uncertainty with regard to the public
lands. The bill would also provide Congress the opporutnity to reex-
amine the question of wilderness and the foregone values and the
mineral resources in the year 2000. I think the Department has
embarked on an exciting prpgram. Of coulte, we realize that the
Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970 speaks both to energy min-
erals as well as non-fuel minerals. I have focused this morning, be-
cause of the concern of this committee, just on the strategic and
critical minerals area.

The administration shares this concern. It is not just focused in,
one department or agency, it is administration-wide. Whether -yo,
talk of the Department of Defense or Department of Commerce or
the Department of State, we all share a deep cOncern about strate-
gic and critical minerals.
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Our activity with regard to the minerals industty is focused on
such things as our Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 which pro-
vides for the revitalization of the domestic industry. We have
moed aggressively to reexamine'the public and national interest,
in the Law of the Sea Treaty negotiations now ongoing, to insure
that our concerns-are properly taken care of. We have asked for a
5-year reauthorization of the DefenSa Production Act, and we have
moved aggressively to implement that act to insure a responsive-
ness on the part of the administration. As you know, Mr. Chair-
man, for the first time in 20 yeaKs, an administration has moved
aggressively to implement and to fulfill the stockpile as it was in-
tended to be.

We are opposed to H.R. 4281,Mr. Chairman, because we believe
we now have in place a structure which -Provides the capability to
be responsive. It is not a sub-Cabinet group, it is a Cabinet-level
group It involves the participation of Cabinet officials and direc-
tors of agencies throughout the Federal Government who focus
upon these issues. In fact, in the creation of this policy, we did
have that high-level involvement, we did have two full Cabinet ses-
sions to discuss the issue, and it Was focused on by the highest level
of administration officials. -

We believe that we can be resOnsive. We believe that we will be
responsive to the concerns of this Congress. In fact, we are now in-
volved in such a process under the defense appropriations bill with
regard to silver sales. We are using this Cabinet Council mecha-
nism to study the question that the Congress has asked us to study,
apd we will shortly submit our findings to the Congress.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my summary remarks. I do appre-
ciate the opportunity to be here. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank
you and the chairman of the full committee again for the support
that this committee has givgn this administration for out aggres-
sive attitude and approach to these strategic materials issues.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pericifey followsl

4. 4
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Statement of William P. Pinney
Assistant Secretary--Energy and Minerals

Department of the Interior
beforet the

Subcommittee on Science. Research aryl Technology
andthe

Subcommittee on Transport etion, Aviation and Materials
Committee on Science and Technology

U.S. Rouse of Represairativea

Tuesday, April 20, 1982tMr. Chairmen, Ladies and Gentlemen:

It gives me great pleasure to appear before this joint hearing of your

two subcommittees to prov'ide the views of the Department of the Interior

ani of the Administration on H.P. 4281 the "Critical Materials Act of

1980," as well as our comments on the implementation of PL 69-479, the

"National Materials ani Minerals Policy, Research ani Development Act of

1980."

President Reagan was concerned with the strategic materiala posture of

tke ;lotion even before his Adminiitration took office in January 1981. A

panel of distinguished experte had prepared a detailed report on the

nation's strategic materials position for the Presidentelect. This report

was reviewed by Secretary James Watt before he became the Secretary of the
r

Interior. Certainly the earlier work of your Committee, which culminated

in, the 1980 Act, served to heighten the interest in, ani concern for, our

national materials position.

Early in the Administration, the President's Cabinet Council on Natural.

Resources and the Environment, chaired pro tempore by Secretary Watt, tackled

the job of establishing a policy ration on minerals and materials. While a

subcabinetlevel working group wad established in part to develop the report.,
ihe4Congress called*for by Secion..5 of PL 96-479, its more fundamental

43
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goal was to put on record this Adminiatration'scomatment th;t mineral and

materials isues would receive the long overdue national attention they need.

The deep commitment of President Reagan's Administration became evident ven

before the.President's report was released. Several Cabinet 'Reuben; and other

Administration officials spoke out forcefUlly on the need to reverse the

pattern of , inattention 'given to long-range minerils and materials ivailability.

Clearly there hac been a Lack of foresight 'lave& to minerals und,materials

issues in the inierrelated areu of foreign, national security, public land,

sand general domeaticiscaicies.
,.

This minerals and materials connection was well understood by the
-...,

Ccamittee on Science and Technology as you ;orked to put intb law the purpose

'and objectives of FL 96-479. The Cabinet Council therefore did not attempt
_

to restudy what had.been studied over and over in the past. Rather, the group

focused on the problems in light of past studies and existing evidence with

the aim of faising the issue to a national priority.

The country could not afford to await ,the completion of still move

protracted studies before remedial actions ;rere taken. Secretary Watt ther ore

moved directly and forthrightly, within the Halts of his legislated authority,,
to facilitate access to i public lands. 'This was done not only to stimulate

,.
the prcduction of strategic, materials but more ianortantly to restore sound

0
multiple use which is so eSsential to America's economy and which includes

careful attention to constrvation and environmental pktincille4si.
..

On March 13, 1981, President Peagan called for the expenditure of $100

million for the first ajor addition to oestrategic stockpiles in Ohr, two

decades. $78 million went to purchase cobalt, a material critical to our

national defense yet seriously short of thkNational Defense Stockpile goal.
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Partly in response to Section 5(e) of Pt 96-'419 and partly in response

to his own deeply-felt concerns, Secretary Watt initiated a reorganization

of the bureau of Mines to improve its canacity to assess international

ainerals supplies. He redirected several'million dollars to increase

the level of the lureau's mining and metaliurgical reseasich in strategic

and critical minerals. Mineral and energy resources were placed on anI
equal footing with other resources in Federal land use decisionmaking

within the bureau of Land Management. In more recent months the Secretary

has created the Minerals Management Service, elevating the former Conservation

01vision of the U.S. Geological Survey to an enhanced position in the

Department.

It is important to note that the President clearly emphasized.that the

actions taken and proposed do not represent the entire solution to our

mineral and material problems.. Rather,.these important initiations are

the beginning of a realistic national approach toward meeting the objective's

Of the 1980 Act. Meanwhile, intensive consideration by the Cabinet

Council on Natural Resources and Environment continued" One early benefit

of such consideration was the direction given by the State Department to

our negotittors at th; Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the

Sea. They were told that the United States would take much firmer

position with respect to assuring U.S. firms access to deep sea nodules

ard other resources than had been contained in the then-existing c1raft

of the Law of the Sea Meaty. This determination to assure access to
?

the aineral wealth that lies not only beneath our own borders but also

beneath the oceans of the world was clearly expressed in President Reagan's

statement of January 29, 19E2.

0
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'As:emphasised in the 1980 Act, the\lationship between materials and

national security is fundamental. In this regard, this Adainistration

kaa consistently advocated a S-year extension of the basic Defense Production

Act, width provides the foundation for meting luny materials needs of our
defense and defense-related activities.

Last year.we vere pleased to see that .the Cangress extended the

basic act for one year, but we note thst this legislation is currently
scheduled to expire again on September 30, 1982. We strongly urge the

mehers oi`this.Comaittee to ensure that the exiting Defense Production

Act be extended for a 5-year period. In these critical days, it is
crucial that we *end it clear signal-to our own people, to our allies, aneto

thom who would threaten vorld peace, that the United States ia deterained

to improve our national security posture.

President Reagan' increasing concern with the defense posture of this
country sotivated his to establish the Esergency Mobilization Preparedness

Board on December V, 1981. This important Board which is chaired by the

Aa;istant to the President for National Security Affair's, consists of
representatives of 23 key Federal departments, agencies, and executive

offices. The mandate of the'group is to develop bverall policy and a specific

plan of action which will immediately Aaprove the nation's preparedness

capabilities.

Presid7ht Reagan's National Materiale\and Minerals Plan and Report

which Was submitted to the Congress on Ap'ril 5, covers the several items

already mentioned. In addition, the report empha sizes the Adminisitration's

impoitant role in ncoZ1qinvestuent in our basic industries throuih
the tax benefits provided by !canonic Recovery'Tax Act of 1981.. ,
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Both the Cabinet Council on Katural ResourCes and Environment and enior

officials of the White House Staff engaged in long and ca eful deliberations

on these mineral issues. ,

,

The Administration's efforts to reduce unnecessary and burdensome

regulations should also be of benefit to industrial developaent. In this

connection, it is worth noting that the **Federal Register** of 1981 contained

64,000 pages--23,000 less thit it had in 1980. And in the first-quarter of

this year, the Federal FegAter has\ en running at the rate of only 55,000

pages' per year. ;

We believe in the ingenuity of the American free epterprise system.

It is vitally important for government to encourage the search for, and

development of , domestic supplies of minerals needed by the American economy.

This is fundamental to revitalizing our economy, providing jobs and providing

the opportunity for more Americans to enjoy a high tandard of living.

In the context of government regulation, we again tress, the vital

aportance of balanced public land policies which recognise the high poten0tIal

that many of our publit lands hold for critical and strategic minerals, and

which acknowledge the felt that explOration and _eduction operatiory can be

conducted in an environmentally sound way.

In your letters of invitattt;rt to appear today, fou specifically requested

our comments on RR 4281, We recognise fully this Committee,' past concern

kith the nation's saterials posture. RR 4281 was introduced on July 27, 1981,

prior to many of the action. already described in this statement and covered

at greater specificity in President Reagan's National Materials and Minerals

Prograa ?len of April 5, 1982. The thrust of RR 4281 is to create yet another

government agency known' as the Counc 1 on Cri tic al Mate ri

:

4
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W*,belleve, wherever possible, the Federal Government should be

streamlined sad simplified. It certainly need not and should not be
.:.

expanded fur'ther.

pm existing 5 Cabinet Councils and the Emerge ncy Mobilization Planning---!
Board, plus the regular program reviews by the Office of Management and

Budget, assisted by the President's Science Advisor, obviates the need

for the Council proposed by HE 4281. We do not need more Councils, more

tudies, and more reports. For these reasons, we oppose enactment of

this well-intentioned legislation.
WI

What we do oeed is action on the fin:tinge' and recommendations

of earlier studies and reports, including those of sour committee; the

fuller inventory of energy and mineral resources on those public',
lands; strategic stockpiling; and an extension of the Defense Production

Act. We look forward to' working with you in implementing these mutual

goals.
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Mr. GLICKMAN. Thank you for testifying. -

We have been joined by Mr. Geoige Brown, the former chairman
of one of the subcommittees, and I= know that he will have some
questions of you, too.

I am going to have a number of questi ns. i appreciate all of
your testimony. I realize that there has b en some effort done in
the last year and a half to enhance feder 1 efforts related to criti-
cal materials, although I would have to te 1 you that, except for the
Department of Defense testimony, much of the testimony today
sounds fairly ideological and self-serving. Also there is kind of a
tendency I sense in this testimony prefer the develOpment of do-
mestic lands over the developmen of substitutes with no mention
of foreign policy implications an relate rns. I am going to
-get into these questions, and you think out what I just
said. .

I would first like to ask another question, and I guess it would be
addressed to Mr. Pendley but anybody else may want to answer.
The 1980 act stated that the Executive Office of the President on
specific departments should implement the policies and programs
expressed there in. Yet, to a large extent, 11/2 years after the act's
passage, many of the programs have not yet been acted on or ana-
lyzed. For example, section 4 of the act calls for the improved col-
lection, analysis and dissemination of materials information, Simi-
larly, section 5 calls for the Secretary of the Interior to improve
analysis, of mineral data in Federal land use decisionmaking How-
ever, the administration's policy statement calls only for an exami-
nation of minerals data, including its use for Federal land use and
the possible benefit of a minerals information center. I speak of
"Minerals. We talked about materials before. There is a big differ-
ence between a rock and its final use, as Mr. Donnelly so aptly
stated.

Why has the administration been so slow to carry out these and
other provisions of the act, and who is going to do these analyses,
and what is the present timetable for that completion?

MI". PENDLEY. Mr. Chairman, I think that the administration has
been responsiye. I think this administration, for the first time, has
involved the questions of materials and minerals and energy re-
sources in the land use planning process. In the past, that has not
been the case. For the first time, we do have a deputy director of
the Bureau of Land Management whose s ol e tesponsibility is to
insure that these concerns are phigged into he land use planning
process that BLM undertakes. ,

We do have an opportunity for our geologists and for our mining
engineers to look at these decisions that are being made in BLM
and the yecommendations that are being made in BLM and the
conflicting uses that occur with regard to the public lands to insure
that the public interest, with regard to the development of these
important resources, are taken' into account.

With, regard to our data analysis capability, we have moved to
strengthen that ability in the Bureau of Mines to insure that this
Nation understands our own smineral questions, and those of for-
eign mineral resources. We have increased the funding for our data
equipment, and our minerals availability system. Our mass system
is second to none in the world as far as accumulated knowledge.

97-007 0 - 82 - 4
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We haNe insured that the private sector reporting to that system is
minimized so as not to be'overly burdensome but at the same time,
our actions has,e insured that the system has the capability to pro-
vide information to the President and to the Cabinet Council with
regard to minerals policy.

So, Mr. Chairman, I think we have moved very aggressively to
implement the intent of,the act.

Mr GLICKMAN. To gd bacjc to my question, how do you define
minerals versus how do you defind materials? That, I guess, is
where we are corning from in terms of the organizational issue.
There is a difference between the rock and its end use. I got the
implication from Mr Donnelly's testimony that DODand that is,
I believe, where the heart of our critical resources and materials
issue isis more concerneclAout end use. 'Arid you and Interior
seem to be concerned only about the rock part of the situation,
which is only asrnall part of the larger problem.

So I would ask you, how would you define the difference between
minerals and materials?

Mr. PENDLEY. Mr. Chairmanyour question is well placed. Be-
cause of the statutory responsibilities that we have the differences
that we have, and we do have that split of concerns. You are right.
The Department of the Interior focuses its attention upon getting
the mineral resources and making them available and insuring
that they can be economically developed. At that point, of course,
the Department of Commerce takes over with regard to some of the
end use applications and to insure some of these other aspects. Cer-
tainly the Department of Defense is a consumer of these products
and the Department of Defense is properly concerned about the
end use application of many of these resources.

I think it would be redundant for the Department of the Interior
to spread its focus into these areas, An exception however, is the
Bureau of Mines 'research and development activities in the area of
substitutes.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Let ,me ask you this question for anybody here:
How easy is it to detenine what is a critical a strategic material?
Who defines that?

Mr. PENDLEY. Mr. Chairman, that has been defined by the Con-
gress in the Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpile Act of 1939,
and the hit has been developed by an interagency group in past
years based upon the availability of supply domestically, the avail-
ability of supply from close or friendly sources, and the amount of
supply that comes from foreign interruptible sources. Taking into
account all those factors, a final number is detkrmined for the ma-
terials which 'are needed during a 3-year wartime. That is the defi-
nition we use mgt.

Mr. GLICKMAN. I would like Defense, Mr. Foster,. to answer that
question. First of all, how easy is it to determine what is a critical
or strategic material, and how are material requirements for na-
tional security determined now? I think that is.key to what we a're
trying to deal with.

Mr. FOSTER. If we took the two terms, "strategic" and "critical,"
I guess our definition would be that critical is needed for the pro-
duction of weapons systems and strategic as insofar as where their
location is.
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Mr. GLICKMAN StrategR relates to location?
Mr. FOSTER. Location, yes.
Mr. GLICKMAN. Do you glean location as to where the minerals

might be p4oduced?
Mr. FOSTER. Where the minerals and the processing facilities

. would be found. r
MT. -GLICKMAN. OK,
Mr. Pend ley talked about this determination is maa7rut<uant to

the 1939 Federal law. How do you make that determination as to
. what is strategic and critical? Do you rely on some interagency

task force or is that done internally?
Mr. FOSTER. That is done as an interagency activity to determine

for the 90-some-odd materials in the critical stockpile.
Mr. GLICKMAN. The reason why I asked is that, in the President's

report, the words "critical," "Atrategic" or "essential" and "materi-
als and "minerals," five terms of art, all seem to be used inter-
changeably. So I want to get some understanding as to what their
definitions are. You define critical and strategic; how about essen-
tial? Is that a term of art, or is that just a subjective term?

Mr. FOSTER. I don't have a definition for essential, except for per-
haps survival of the country. .

Mr. GLICKMAN. OK. Mr. Wilson or Mr. Marcum, I wonder if you
might respond to any of the questions that I am asking here now9

Mr. WILSON. We define it at the Commerce Department as pri-
mary, secondary, or fabricated Materials which are essential to the
industrial base in which we might find ourselves import dependent
on or the processing capabilities have declined. So it is a dynamic
term that it can change in any given situation. That is our defini-
tion of strategic.

I think essential materials is a little bit redundant in that essen-
tial materials would probably include strategic and critical As you
move up the list to what the particular mineral or material is used
for, Obviously it becomes more critical.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Marcum, do you have any comments on any
of these?

Mr. MARCUM. No. I essentially agree with Mr. Wilson. I think
this is a dynamic standard. Thg essential characterization is really
one that is not different from any normal dictionary usage.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Let me go back to the Department of Defense.
What research and development programs for substitution are
being considered by the Department of Defense?

Please state your name for the record.
Mr. PERSH. My name is Jerome Persh, staff specialist, materials

and structures.
We view our composites program as being, first, performance re-

lated, to improve performance in military equipment. But a great
. deal of the program, what it is generating could be considered sub-

stitutes. For example, practically every one of our military aircraft
in production now has composites in use. We have displaced alumi-
num and we have displaced titanium by the use of composites.

Now the intent of the program was not to develop substitutes,
but to develop aircraft which would have performance capabilities
that the aircraft using aluminum would not. So that, in a sense, is
a substitute.

A S.
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In other Nits of our composites program, in metal matrix, we
are deeloping metal matrix materials which can displace berylli-
nm There are seNeral othtr examples where tbe_intent of the pro,
gram is to improve performance, reduce costs, reliability, and so
on But, as y ou go along, you find you are displacing critical ,mate-
rials It is placed M'the back of people's minds. And there are some
things that we cannot develop substitutes for.

Mr GLICKMAN, Like what?
.Mr PERSH Titanium We are doing Work on development of ti-

tanium for seagoing operations. I don', want -to get into classified
matters Now, that particular metal has certain attributes which
we haNe to have .are developing for this particular application
the weldability, the fracture toughness, and sp on. We are also de-
eloping titanium for aircraft, which is a different alloy of titan-

ium For that application of titanium, we can't develo0 an alter-
nate in metal matrix. But for the seagoing operation, there is no
substitute. We have got to use that material.

Mr GLICKMAN Have you developed an R. & D. program plan for
substitution beyond that mentioned in the testimony? I think yoq
talked about ap $80 million, as I recall, inlasic R. & D.

Mr PERSH What Mr. Donnelly spoke of, that 'was the onOne
composites program.

Mr GLICKMAN OK. What else do you have besides that jn terns
uf materials substitution or,materials research and development?

Mr PERSH. Within our rapid solidification program, which is co-
ordinated under COMAT, VJQ have a rapid solidiNcation working
group. Our portion of the prograrn will develop superalloys for gas
turbine applications which, hopefully, will have lower contents of
cobalt, chromium, and so on. But that is in the future,

Mr GLICKMAN. D,o you have any new initiatives planned for con-
sideration?

Mr PERSH. Yes. We aske,very seriously looking at the use of
carbon composites for gastVpine applications. We are very seri-
ously looking at it. It is a veXy difficult research problem.

Mr GLICKMAN. For how many years and what kjnd or dollar
commitment are you talking about?

Mr PERSH. It is probably a good 7 to 10-year program to do this,
Now, if 'that can be donethe problem here is oxidation, carbon
oxidizes very rapidly in high temperaturesif we can protect the
carbon, we can displace an immense amount of sUperalloy"materi-.
als, very expensive supeialloy materials.

That is funded at a relatiyely low level nOw. But it will build up
over the years as wesee some promise in it. As a matter of fact,
the Senate Armed Services Committee, In their report on the
authorizing appropriations, added, I believe, $2 million to the de-
fense appropriations just for that program because it promises a
vast savings in critical materials.

Mr. GLICKMAN. I would like to ask either you or Mr. Foster this
question. Do you find some conflict between the Interior Depart-
ment's and OSTP's statement that there will be long-term, hig
risk technology research, that the private sector should have aK
the incentives with the Tax Act to do everything else related OD .

your needs for critical and strategic materials? For example, do
you think, given the current economic, climate, that the private
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sector can do any of this research or will have the resources to do
it, even defense contractors?

I guess *hat worries the is that in fact we have these enormous
potential shortages of certaiit key materials and minerals, and if
the commitment on behalf of the administration 0 geared more to-
wards opening up public lands and letting the private sectorif
the marketplace is there find the answer§. that,be a little
bit contradictory with DOD's needs to, in a more immediate fash-
ion, develop materials substitutes?

Mr: Fosrsit. I think we could say that die Department nf Defense
ney.er really totally depended on anybody else for its R. & D., it had,
ifg own efforts. If we took a look at where we are now.in aircraft
R. & D, and its results in fighter aircraft,, we find that, as Mr. Persh
was saying, we have an AV:8B Harrier Jump Jet that we make for
the /Amine Corps which, consists of somewhere around 26 percent
composites by weight.' We have an F-15 which consists. of about
almost 1 percent composites by weightno, that one is less. The
F-18 is about 15 percent composites by weight, and F-15 is not quite
15 percent.

hat J.,:am saying is that we haven't waited for anyone else; we
have our own R. & D. We should really recognize, that the R. & D
efforts by the Department of Defense is mission related for the im-
provement of weapons systems. In sOme eases, as you know, our ad-
vantage over other countries is marginal, at best, and" we wouldn't
want to sacrifice that capability .for substitutes alone. It has to
remain with the-capability of weapons systemstto.perform.

Mr. GLICKMAN. OK. But that gets to the basic heart of this bill
that we talked about. That is that, if the Department of Defense

6 essentially does its own thing, how does that relate to policy- con-
flicts with the Cabinet-level council that may have other things or
other issues that it wants to pursue? What is concerning me is that,

t if the Interior Department wants to, let us say, pursue a minerals
and materials policy, and Mr. Watt is Chairman of the Cabinet-
level Council, it could turn outio be totallY irrelevant to what you
are doing and you will pursue your own thing. I guess that is what
bothers me now.

Mr. PERSH. Let me try ihis one. There are certain things that we
have to do. For instance, the private sector Nyill not do research
and development in tank armor, tank treads, gun barrels, ammuni-
tion. There is no ccivilian use for that. We, cannot depend on any-
body else to do thatAresearch and dexelopment That is what is
meant in the statemeintby mission related R. & D. We do an awful
lot in submarines, ships, ammunition:ordinance, space vehicles.

Mr. GLICKMAN. But that relates to some degree to aerospace.
What you are doing still 'relates .1;) some degree to the .clondefense
side ot the picture; net $whoIly, butfor, example, I truess the De-
partment 6f Commerce tally in their statement about doing a
study. on steel and resources needs. You were supposed to have
been doing and mayrie.. you- have been doing a thihg on the aero-

, space industry in the Commerce Department.
Mr. WILsoN. We have completed that one, yes.
Mr. GLICKMAN. You have completed it.
That has got to relate to what the Department of Defense does in

some degree, because building an airplane is bgilding an airplane

u '
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e\713.o,though an F-18 may have slightly different needs than a 767.
I just iNiteil the It6e1ng plant in Seattle, and I knOw that there are a
tremendous nunilier of composites going on these new airplanes.
.That is a consumer iteht. Part of th6t was done by DOD wvk, part
of it was NASA work, part of it may have been private sect-6r
work.

I guess what bothers me through all of this discussion is that if
the heart of Government work now, even with what you said, Mr.
Pend ley, is going to.be, in the Department of Defense, and.you have
a Cabinet-level Council that is .supposed to be coordinating 'materi-
als policy," and if DOD continues to essentially do their own thtlig,
which I would expect thorn to do; I am Rot sure that what you have
proposed is all goihg to be very effective.

Mr. MARCUM. Let me try to respond to* that, Mr. Chairman. I
think, first cif all, we have to recognize there is an essential distinc-
tion betVieen the programs that this administration wants to be in-
creasinkly undertaken as a responsibility of the private sector and
those programs which'IfIrfunded to megt critical defense peeds.
Some of theprograms that have been described clearly do not fall
under this juncture cif the Government feeling that it would be in-
appropriate to fund nearer-term research and development activi-
ties. I

The areas where we want to shift our emphasis into the longer-
term', potentially high-risk, high-payoff areas, are thbse areas
which are not the subject of critical defense requirements.

Let me also explain a little something more, about the way That
issues are co6rdinated at the White House. For example, there

'Would be three different channels by which issues might in fact be
raised to the level of attention of the President. One would be the
Cabinet Council that we bave discussed in the testimony today. An-
other, in the, event of an urgent defense need, which required spe-
cial attention or special funding, would be to proceed through the'
National Security CounCil system. There is a National Sectirity
Council process, Nation61 Security Council meetings would be held,
and there. is an entirely different proeedure for proving critical de-
fense needs. Finally, in any case, no agency, of course,,goe off and
does What it wants to do or does its.own /thing. Its budget requests
are approved through the Office of Management and Budget and-

'reviewed within the White House and by other interested parties.
The essence of the plan that we have transmitted to you is'that,

for those activities whicb do not come under this special 'defense
requirements category, we will have a regular oordinating proce-
dure which consists of the'Cabinet Council and, in the research and
detrelopment area, the Federal Coordinating Council. Those Mecha-
nisms, with the subgroup of the COMAT, will insure the kind of
information ,exchange, accessed prograrns and budgets, that I think
you are concerned about.

Now, there is the other channel, though, and that is the essential
thing that I wanteçl to point out.

Mr. GLICKMAN. How active has OSTP, within the Cabinet Coun-
cil been inyolved in the preparatio of the President's report? How
critical or active a participant has he OSTP been in the develop-
ment of this-report?

44,"
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Mr. MARCUM. We have participatedfor example, I am the as-
sistant director of the office and Dr. Keyworth is the director and
the science advisor to the President. One or the other of us has par-
licipated in the Cabinet Council sessions themselves. I have also
participated and members of my staff in some of the preparation of
working group papers, particularly in the research and develop-
ment area.

-Mr. GLICKMAN. Would you consider that as major participation?
Mr. MARCUM. I think given the size and the responsibilities of

our office, I would certainly !consider that to be major and appro-
priate participation.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Before I move to Mr. Brown, I would like to ask
one final question. How is foreign policynot how it relates sub-
stantively, but how logisticallyis foreign policy regarding miner-
als and materials developed vis-a-vis the Cabinet Council? Who is
responsible? Where i that transfer?

mr,__WIL40x.__The_Lutern_sition_ .1- loss a I . a a M
Department has primary responsibility.

Mr. GLICKMAN..Within the Department of Commerce?
Mr. WILSON. Within the Department of Commerce, right, special

trade representative. The general philosophical framework is that
we don't want specialized commodity policies or foreign policies
based on commodities because they have not proved workable in
the past. In the resent policy statement, though, you have seen
where State, Defense and the International Trade Administration
all take light of our particular vulnerability of a particular materi-
al from some country when they are arriving at trade policies. So
the matter is receiving attention.

Mr. GLICKMAN. But I am talking about the question of foreign
policy, now. What is the responsibility of the Secretary of State in
all of this? How are they involved in transferring, let us say, needs
into foreign policy considerations?

Mr. PENDLEY. Mr. Chairman, the Department of State has been
an active participant and a major participant in the development
of the policy. As you note by some of the statements in the policy
itself, there are indications about cooperation with foreign coun-
tries, Particularly with our European allies, with regard to an un-
derstanding of our Nation's minerals needs and their minerals

, needs, the status of the stockpile, cooperation with regard to re-
search and development activities and others. So the Department
of State is a participant in the Cabinet Council.

I want to clear up what may be a misconception about the Cabi-
net Council. Although the Cabinet Council on Energy and Natural
Resources is limited to some six.,members, in fact the Cabinet
Council itself expands to accommodate a broad area of interests. If
all the Cabinet members are interested in a particular topic, ,as
they are interested in thematter of strategic materials, they all
participate. It is not a closed-door session; anyone who desires to
participate on a particular issue may participate at the Cabinet
level in the Cabinet Council. .

Mr. GLICKMAN. Let me ask you this question: How many times
has the Cabinet Council met?

Mr. PENDLEY. I have no idea, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GLICKMAN. I mean five, two, one, twenty, thirty?

5
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Mr MARCUM It meets with considePable frequency, as a matter
of fact I wouldn't want to hazard a guess as to, within this admin-
istration, as to whether it might be on the order of 20 times. It cer-
tainly met on that order, in othel- words, with the frequency of usu-
ally more than one meeting per month.

I think the question you Want to ask, of course, is how many
times has it met on this particular issue. That is something that'
am sure Mr. liendley might be able to address.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Do you know? If you don't, we would like that
provided for the recoTtl$ if possible.

Mr: PENDLEY. They had two full Cabinet' sessions on this poliCy
statement.

Mr GLICKMA.N. What kind of staffing is dedicated to the Cabinet
Council in connection with the implementation of this act or in ma-
terials and minerals,reiated issues?

Mr PEN DLEY. Mr. Chairman, the'Office of Policy Development of
the White House provine' Liza to the Cabinet Councils. I can'
speak directly to that. It differs with each Cabinet officer. The im-
plerhtliktation of the policy statement is to be undertaken by each
of the departments that have responsibilities, as we indicated in
the statement.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have ti many

questions and I don't have the extensive involvement in this area
that you do.

I am 'looking at the President's report and att;libd to,it is At-
tachment B, a list of the national defense stockpile inventory. I
wonder if you gentlemen could take a look at it. I want to ask you
to help me understand just what the policy is on things like that.
Look at the items in which there is either a shortage with a dollar
value in excess of $1'billion, which is a large number, and explain
to me what the situation is with regard to policy on this items.
There are not very many, maybe a half a dozen.

For example, aluminum, we have a situation where there is a
very small amount of aluminum on hand and we have a'very large
FEMA goal, 700,000 short tons. We are short over $1 billion worth
of aluminum, yel that is the most common element that is availa-
ble I just wonder why we list it as a billion-dollar shortage when it
could be acquired in the market without too much trouble? I§ it a
matter of where we set a target that is unrealistic or what?

Mr PENDLEY Mr. Chairman, the question of stockpile policy is a
question for the Federal Emergency Management Agency, as you
know, or FEMA. The stockpile goals are set by the administration
in an interagency body cVith participation from the agencies you

isee represented here today, as well as others. This group takes nto...-
, account the fact that the system is dynamic and changes occur in

our domestic supply, as well as our smelting, and productive capac-
ity and our source of supply from foreign sources. It is reviewed on
a fairly'constant basis in the face of these changes.

I can't reipOnd any further than that with regard to the wisdom
of this particular goal, but I can tell you that it has been reviewed
and that the goal that you see there is the present conclusion of
the administration. As I said, however, we are constantly reviewing
the subject.
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Mr. BROWN. Well, the questibn that I would haye is that if you
would have that goal, amd aluminum prices are depressedand I-
am going to ask the same thing about some of these others
copper, for example. There is a shortage of nearly $2 billion in
copper. Copper is at its lowest price in history almost .at the oress
ent time. Copper firms are going broke for lack of a market.

I am asking where the policy is that rational people would follow
-in a circumstance like this? Is sornebody in charge? Why aren't we
doing something, either changing the goals or using this best avail-
able of all times to meet the goals?

Mr. PENDLEY. Mr. Chairman, FEMA is engaged in purchasing at
this tnne. I can't Comment specifically. They have requested in-
grgased funding for these purchases. At the same time, the admin-
istration has requested that we dispose of some of these excess ma-
terials and use the funds we receive as a result of those sales to
acquire additional supplies. In addition, we wish to use a bartering

ther areas to ac-' et t t

quire additional supplies.
Our effort to dispose of silver, for example, to purchase addition-

al supplies has been delayed somewhat because of an amendment
was attached to the Defense Appropriations Act, and we are now
involved in the study of the silver disposal. At the same time, we
are faced with the fact that the metal prices are low. They are low
for those we want to acquire, as well as those that we want to sell.
So we do have a prOblem with regard to the disposal.

Mr. BROWN. But our national defense is the most important
problem facing this Nation, isn't it?

Mr. PENDLEY. I certainly agree with that,.Mr. Chairman. -
Mr.-BROWN. We are not going to let a little thing like a shortage

of money stop us. P .

Mr. PENDLEY. I think.that maybe Mi..-Dontielly might want,t6 ie-
spond to that or Mr. Foster. /Mr. MARCUM. Let me take a crack at that, Mr. Brown, if I might.
I would like to just point out that, firat of all, the targets that you
see in there are sct by.FEMA. After those targets are set, we, as
pointed out, as a matter of fact, in this new program plan, will
make purchase decisions based on a 5-year planning cycle which
has to take into account overall budgietary ceilings and our other
essential priority which is economie recovery.

In the fiscal year 1982 budget, as I mentioned in my own testimo-
t ny, the President requested $106 million in additional money for

stockpile purchases. Tliat is currently limited by resolution, the
budgetary resolution, to $57.6 million. We have several different
constraints that have to be satisfied.

I think that this is a dynamic process. Tliese represent desirable
targets, but they are not targets which are set and expected to be
achieved independently without balancing other or overall budg-
Acary objectives and priorities.

Mr. BROWN. Well, as I say, I am not sophisticated in this. I am
trying to understand the relationship that all of this has to a na-
tional material policy. If I can't elicit from you gentlemen whO are
suppbsed to be the most conversant with It a rational explanation
of these things, I am going to assume that we really don't have n
very well coordinated or rational materials policy.

t . .
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am just picking on the big ticket items here in excess of $1 bil-
lion. Of course, all of these targets could be met over a reasonable
period of time byas I read tbe bottom line here, we have an
excess of over $5 billion worth of materials ip the stockpile in ma-
terials that are above what we have apparently decided is neces-
sary. Why don't we sell the $5 billion .and buy.some of the things
that we are short of?

Mr. PEWDLEY. Mr. Chairman, w e trying to do that. The ad-
ministration came forward and s ugh an authorization to dispose
of the silver and the tin. The .$2.11 at the time was made up
of the silver. We sought that Athorit and we received that au-
thority. Then, in the Defense Appropri ion Act, an amendment
was attached that prevented us from c ntinuing to dispose of
silver.

Mr. BROWN. That is because of the conc rn_of certain Members
of Congress over the stability of the pr.ice of ilver.

e

Mr. BROWN. Has that anything to do with t :unker-Hunt situ-
ation?

Mr. PENDLEY. I have no idea, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BROWN. Looking at one of these in particular where I have

had some experience over the years whdre we need a little R. & D.
help in this country to improve our defgnse posture, that is the
rubber satiation. We ate short over $1 billion in rubber from the
targets. There is no shortage of rubber; it is-just that we depend on
a long supply line. One of the alternatives that we tried in World
War II is developing a domestic rubber supply.

Are any of you able to speak as to what is happening in rubber
right, now?

Mr. WitsoN. I know the Depariment of Agriculture is working
on guayule as a potential substitute for that, but I am not sure of
the status.

Mr. BROWN. Do you know whether the Defense Department is
seeking to establish a purchasing program for guayule rubber?

Mr. WitsoN. No, I don't. .
Mr. BROWN. Do any of you know?
Mr. FOSTER. The Department of Defense has a guayule-program

that it is looking at which has beeri recommended by the Joint Lo-
gistics aommanders. We a're examining that right now. We had a
propoSal from FEMA to OMB which was'clenied recently.'

Mr. BROWN. That was a $200 million grant program, to acquire
guayule stockpile?

Mr. FOSTER. It was for domestic natval rubber capability.
Mr. BROWN. There is a considerable amount of development

work that has to be done on guayule. Anyone who is familiar with
guayule is well aware of that. I am hist wonderingwe don't -Rave
any guayule experts on this panel, I guess. .

Anotker matter of personal interestwe will move off this sub-
ject since I am not getting much help, anywayI have been con-
cerhed about the possibility for a number of years of recycling. I
am reminded of an old article that Glen Seaborg wrote years ago
called 'The Recycled Society," or something like that, in which he
suggested certain methodologies which would be used to identify
that materials that went into things so that they could be, more
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easily recycled and he developed this at some length. But the es-
sential point is that we waste too much stuff in this society. The .

military.and the Federal Government is one of those that wastes a
lot df this..

Are any/of you aware, in aninection with research on material
'policy, as to whether or not efforts are being made to engage ir re-
search and development of processes hich could lead to the great-
er recyclirtg of some of these scarce rrraterials?

Mr. %sox. The National Bureau of Standards at the Commerce
Department is working with the American Society of Metals on
workshops.11ater on in the year to look at reprocessing, conserva-
tion and recycling. The workshops will be held on-two 'different

levels: the managerial level 'rand the technical level. They are to be
used basically as information gathering and dissemination to show
businesses why.it is more, profitable to invest in recylcling than
perhaps some dther method. So that research and those types of in-
formation enhanges are being-planned.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, I have nt further questions.
Mr. GLICKMAN. I would like to follow up a little bit on what Mr.

Brown said. Pam going to read you something, and then I am going
to refer it to a specific issue for your comments.
.."Several policy areas appear to have been given major attention"

in the President's Report 'talking about the report that you sub-
mitted"mineral deyeloRment ion Federal lands, deregulation,
Cabinet Council policymaking, coordination, , and administration
economic policy. Yet, these policy areas were given relatively little
attention in the guidelines offered by the Act: land policy,-sectione
3(7)-and 5(e)(3); deregulation; section 4(8); and Cabinet Council co-
ordiriation, section 5(a)(1XD). Thus, the report may seem to be, to
some extent, lts a vehicle for promoting current administration
policy issues rather than a complete response-to the requirements
of the act. This view may be supported by the number of areas of
concern that were raised by the act, but esientially ignored in the
report: scientific and technical engineering manpower needs, espe-
cially for research and development and critical materials areas;
the need for long-range assessments of minerals and materials
needs and requirements, preferably for 5, 10, 25 years; the need for
incjeasing mining and metallurgical 'research capabilities by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines; the need for greater attention to resource re- .

.covery, recycling, and waste materials disposal; and the need for an
early warning system for materials_supply and availability prob-

. lerns."
Comments?
Mr. PENDLEY. Mr. Chairman, I disagree. As I said in my state-

ment in the summary of actions that we have undertaken, you
can't do anything with regard to minerals policy unless you insure
the availability of highly mineralized Federal lands, and the devel-
opment of the mineral resources oir those lands. Just as we found
out at the time of the energy crisis, America is not energy poor;
America is energy rich. America has domestic sourees of,minerals.
And when those resources are economically viable and when the
Government iS not obstreperous in its attitude' toward that develop-
ment, then that development will ttake place and those material's -
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and minerals w ill be available for the American people. That is
why we moved aggressively.

I think that the indication of the 1980 act and its restatement of
the 1970 act directs the administration to do just that, and we
have We hese increased our long-range data.collection capability..
We Kase improved the system in the Bureau of Mines. We have
asked for increased funding for Bureau of Mines research, includ-
Inv their recycling and substitution efforts. We are developing in
the Bureau of Mines the capability for an early warning system to
determine what eventualities may cause dislocations and lack Of
su ply.

So I think the statement is incorrect. I think we have been re-
sponsive, and we are moving ahead to remedy the problems that
the act foresaw.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Well, let me tell you what concerns me. First of
talkect almost exclusively about minerals until the 'end. I

guess what concerns me is this. If we have a policy that is devoted
exclusively to opening up ihe public lands and mining cobalt in
Yellowstone National Park--

Mr. PiNDLEY. Mr. Chairman, I object. Mr. Chairman, the Secre-
tary hds said tinie and time again there will be no mining in the
parks, there -will be to timber cutting in the parks. The law forbids
it., Mr Chairman. I think this is the type of thing that has unfairly
characterized the Departinenf of Interior's activities. We will not
mine in the park, Mr. Chirirman.

Mr. GucxmAN. All right. You can object all you want to, but I
ant still.going to raise my question. ,

My question is. If the policy is geared towards mining, whether it
be in parks or whether it be in areas of the country that might
has4 been generally deemed to be pristine untilhisi time, or if the
policy is geared towards reviewing lead standards under OSHA or
asbestos standards which is contained as a potential policy in the
addendum to the President's reportyou have OSHA lead stand-
ards, regulations, need for reform, means of abatement very costly,
-review to focus on .cost effective approaches, OSHA asbestos stand-
ards, reviewing scientific evidence on asbestos under reviewwhen
are you going to deal with the major concerns of materials policy?

I guess what concerns me is if this is the way that we are going
to achieve criticalsmaterials independence, as opposed to pursuing
substitution and R. & D. and some of the "more long-teim and dif-
ficult- type of ways of achieving it, then I am not sure that strat-
egy is going to be agreed to by a majority of the people in this
country.

On the other hand, I fully realize that some of the regulations on
deep seabed mining and some critical issues need to be reviewed.
But I guess what my point is is that if the Cabinet-level Council in
pursuing this problem is going to neglect critical areas in order to
eliminate lead standards or asbestos standards and is going to mine
America and neglect materials substitutionwe have a problem.
The issue we are facing is materials and their use. That is what we
are' talking about. We are talking about building airplanes and
building bombs and building tanks and building cars, and not
rocks, so to speak. If we pursue only these other matters we don't
end up With any materials policy. I guess that is the point I make.

r
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Mr. Wilson, did you have a comment- there?
Mr. Wu_soN. Mr. Chairman, it is not a mining policy. The state-

ment contained, in addition to land availability, sections on re-
search and development, minerals data collection and stockpile
policy. It is very comprehensive. So I takt issue with you on that.

I would argue in what you said a moment ago about this policy
statement being a foundation for other administration policies. The
materials and minerals problem is a subset of the national econo-
my. And some of the things that we have done, including the accel-
erated cost recovery system, the tax credit, the general economic
recovery program that we have put in place, goes to the very heart
of changing the structural causes of this problem. So I believe it is
a very comprehensive statement. I don't belied it is a springboard
for other policies. But it is included within other national policies.
It is a national problem and is part of the national economic prob-
lem.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Marcum do you have any comments?
Mr. MARcum. Yes. I would like to, first of all, say, Mr. Chairman,

I have to excuse myself in just a few minutes. So let me make this
comment, and if there are any other specific questions of me, I
would be happy to answer themfiefore I have to leave.

I agree completely that this is a comprehensive policy. I think
the way you were characterizing it represents a very selective read-
ing of it. Ift fact, there is a very considerable emphasis in this pro-
gram plan on research and development, on materials substitution

../0' and on rapid solidification technology. This administration,-
through the Department of Defense, through the Department of
Commerce, and the Department of Interior, has conducted a
number of wdrkshops in eqch of these areas, with considerable em-
phasis in our budgetary allocations in these areas, and you will see
in the upcoming activities of the Federal Coordinating Council and
the COMAT a very vigorous examination of existing Government
programs to insure that there is proper emphasis on research and
development of a character which might solve some of the prob-
lems that you mentioned; that is, longer-term research which
really Cs fundamental to solving some of these problems.

Mr. GLICKMAN. You are not going to ignore things such as Mr.
Brown talked about in terms of recycling and tho.se kinds of issues?
I guess what concerned me as I read this report is some of the
things which you have just stated were part of policy were really'
not explicit in the report itself.

Mr. MARCUM. Well, it is certainly our intention tq, make them
very explicit in the implementation--

Mr. GLICKMAN. And to be high.priority.
Mr. MARCUM. That is right.
Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. As long as Mr. Marcum is taking responsibility for

all the R. & D.we have had a native rubber R. & D. bill on the
books for several years. This Administration has proposed reducing
the funding for it. Yet, we are short over $1 billion worth of natu-
ral rubber highly necessary for defense purposes, aircraff tires,
that sort of thing, in the inventory.

It doesn't sell with me to say you have an aggressive R. & D. pro-
gram when you are not even following the authorizing legislation
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and requesting money to carry on a program in an area vital- to
national defense. Believe me, I am serious about this.

Mr GLICKMAN Let me ask you this one question because I know
you have to leave, and I think it is more relevant for you than any-
body else. Congress, both in the 1980 act as well as H.R. 4281: con-
tinues to endorse the concept laid down by virtually every study
commission during the past 30 years that national materials policy
should be coordinated .through the Executive Office of the Presi-
dent. Nonetheless, the administration continues to prefer that such
coordination take place through the Cabindt Council on Natural
Resources and Environment.

What do you see as the major objections to carrying out such co-
ordination within the Executive Office, and what do you see as the
major benefits in the use of the Cabinet Council?

Mr. MARCUM. First of all, let me say that there are two organs
within the Executive Office of the President that will be carrying
out a review of materials and mineraispolicy questions. -One-is the
Federal Coordinating Council on Science and Engineering Technol-
ogy, and its subsidiary group, COMAT, which I mentioned, that is
chaired by the science advisor to the President, that is housed
within the Executive Office of the President and will be used as the*.
principal vehicle for review of certain development programs.

The real utility within the Cabinet Council, which, incidentally,
is also within the Executive Office' in the sense that it is chaired by
the President and chaired in his absence by the Secretary of the
Interior or by other Cabinet officers, is that it provides a standing
mechanism to resolve those policy issues which cannot be readily
resolved through the interagency coordinating process that would
be available in the normal budgetary review or FCCSET/COMAT
sort of review,that we do have. S9 I think the existence of both of
these mechanisms provides and opportunity for day-to-day coordi-
nation, oversight, research and development direction and for Cabi-
net level and presidential attention to those Policy issues which re-
quire that level of attention and consideration.

Mr. GLICKMAN. 05. But you state that H.R. 4281, Mr. Fuqua's
bill, would cause inefficiency and delay in materials policy and co-
ordinationor at least I think that was implied. Maybe I am put-
ting words in your mouth. . -

But the current policy came to us about 6 months late. I guess
what I am concerned about, and you can respond to me, is how
could the Cabinet Council be more inefficient than the current bu-
reaucracy?

Mr. MARCUM. I think the question is: How can it be more effi-
cient than the current bureaucracy? First of all, the Cabinet Coun-
cil, of course, is not part of the bureaucracy; it is in fact a constitu-
ent group of presidential appointees who head the various depart-
ments and agencies which are members. Its function, again, is to
resolve issues which require interagency arbitration or presidential
consideration.

Our, reportyou mentioned repeatedly that it is 6 months late.
Our report, in ours view, is a prompt report. It is the result of a
very extensive and comprehensive review within this Government',
I certainly second Mr. Pendley's comment that it is a very funda-
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mental and important review that has not been accomplished in
ieveral previous administrations.

Mr. GLICKMAN. A final question for you: Your statement notes
consideration of more cost .effective approaches for mine safety,
noise standards, et cetera. Could you elaborate on what you mean
by more cast effective?

What concerns me is the OSHA standards and the need for
reform reviewing scientific evidence on asbestos. Areyou contem-
Plating eliminating the asbestos standards?

. Mr. MARCUM. No. But, again, I would not want to prejudice the
outcome of the reviews that are mentioned in thew I think the
cost effectiveness is a very desirable goal and it implies a proper
balancing of economic and other societal complications of regula-
tory procedures. .

Mr. GLICKMAN. OK.
Mr. SI\amansky. you have no auestions.
Mr. Brpwn, do you have any additional questions?

- (.-Mr. BROWN. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GLICKMAN. OK.
There may be questions from members who were not here, so we

may have additional questions for you. There may be some specific
questions for DOD, particularly on some of it, to the extent that it
is not classified, on iib me of the specific material. We appreciate
your testimony, and if additional questions come in, we would ask
you to respond to them. .

Mr. PENDLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will be responsive.
Mr. GLICKMAN. Our next panel of witnesses is Mr. Stanley Mar-

golin, Federation of Materials SocietiesI think you are accompa-
' nied by some folks and they may sit with you at the table, if you
.wish, Mr. Emanuel Horowitz, Mr. Michael Deutch and Mr. Nathan

. Promisel. In addition, we have Hope M. Babcock, deputy counsel,
National Audubon Society. Formerly, I believe, you were Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Energy and Minerals at the Department of' the Interior, during 1977 and 197,9. ,

Mr. Margolin, why don't you proceed first. The entire statement
of all of the witnesses will be printed in the record in their entire-
ty, so you may feel free to summarize.

,
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STATEMENTS OF STANLEY V. MARGOLIN, FEDERATION OF MA-
TERIALS SOCIETIES, ACCOMPANIED B,Y EMMANUEL HORO-
WITZ, VICE PRESIDENT, FEDERATION .OF MAVERIALS SOCI-
ETIES; AND HOPE M. BABCOCK, DEPUTY COUNSEL, NATIONAL' 4`

AUDUBON SOCIETY .

Mr. MARGOLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Stanley

V. Margolin, immediate past president of the Federation of Materi-
als Societies and Chairman of the FMS Government Liaison Corti-
mittee. Accompanying me is EManuel Horowitz, first vice pres,ident
of the Federation. Unfortunately, Michael Deutch and Nathan Pro-
misel, who were participants in the preparation of this statement,
could not be here to'clay.

FMS is a consortium of 14 technical s'Ocieties whose members
represent nearly 750,000 professionals with materials expertise
from -.ndust y, academia.--government-and-privateeensulting.

Our remarks today reflect views developed at a colloquium on
"The National Policy Agenda for Strategic Minerals and Materi-
als" sRonsored by the FMS and the National Society of Professional
Engineers on February 2 in this City this year. The colloquium
brought together materials professionals from the FMS constituent
societies, Members of Congress and their staffs, Executive Branch
personnel, industry and academia.

We commend the subcommittees for holding ,these hearings on
national materials policy FMS is proud to have participated in de-
velopment of the National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research
and Development Act of 1980, and stands ready to assist in the im-
plementation of materials and minerals policy. Without passing
judgment on the Presiden4ts April 5 message to Congress, we note
that this is the first administration in 30 years to issue a key state-
ment .on the importance of materials to the economy and security
of the United States. We are reviewing the President's statement
and will be discussing this subject at the FMS conference on Strat-
egies for Coping with Critical Issues Related to Engineering Mate-
rials and Minerals to be held at Harpers Ferry, W. Va., in July.
Your staff will be participating in this conference, and they and we
will keep you informed of the outcome.

Major issues which arose out of the February 2 colloquium and
will form the basis for the Harpers Ferry conference include the
follow ing:

One, materials are a vital national problem With implications for
defense preparedness and retardation of economic recovery and
growth.

Two, the materials problem contains financial, structural and in-
stitutiOnal components which the materials industry cannot resolve
by itself. This is evidenced by the migration of our basic industries
overseas. Our steel industry is declining. Our ferrochrome industry
is declining. We are exporting 'copper ore for foreign processing.
These are hemorrhages which are not being stemmed.

Three, in defense considerations, increasing complexity of mili-
tary weaponsleads to greater dependency on sophisticated materi-
als. In som e. of these critical materials, we already have entered
into excessive and risky dependence on interruptable foreign

efr*-
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sources. Because of the tincertairity of Meure demand, there is- no
economic incentive for domestic companies to invest in nevi facili-
ties to produce and process these materials. A prime example is the
titanium capacity of this country. -

Four, because of early initiatives . in certain technologies and
heavy inVestment in processes and equipment, U.S. industry is
lOcked in a mode that requires updating to increase pr-oductivity.
Foreign competition has the advantage in this context. . -

Five, there are cooperative arrangements between government
and industry abroadparticularly in Japan, but also in Germany,
Fraiice and Great Britainwhich enhance the econoinics, produc-
tivity and competitive effectiveness of-foreign industry. That kind

'of industry/government relationshipwhich does not currently
exist in the United Statesmay require some parallel if U.S indus-
try is to remain competitive both at home and abroad.

Six, the United States must emphasize the development of ad-
vanced high technology materials with improved performance char-
acteristics to satisfy the demands of high teChnology industries
such as energy, transportation and communication.

Seven, the totality of our foreign policy must be sensitive to our
dependence on countries, friendly and unfriendly, stable and unsta-
ble, for so much of our materials and minerals needs. International
trade agreements, the Law of the Sea Treaty, import and export
policy, technical specifications, technology transferthese and
many other consideratiOns are vital, interacting factors that affect
the availability of our needed materials and minerals. Many of
these factors must be more fully recognized bY government officials
who exercise control over them.

Eight, there is a need to assess the adequacy of the list of identi-
fied materials for storage in the stockpile to make certain that they
meet current and future needs. The quality quantity and forni of
the materials in the stockpile must meet specification requirements
which-enable them to be utilized on a timely basis as needed.

Nine the United States must evaluate its materiAls processing
capacity and capability to determine whether it is adequate-10k
converting materialsincluding those in the stockpileinto prod-A
uctS required for national defense needs. - -

Ten, the United States must develop a better understanding and
data base for current and future requirements for science and engi-
neering graduates to meet increasingly complex industrial and de-
fense needs.

Eleven, there is concern that the Nation may not be producing
an adequate supply of technologists, vocationally trained personnel
and support people to operate the equipment and facilities required
brindustry.

Twelve, the United States must greatly expand constructive rela-
tionships between academia and industry.

Thirteen, problems related to the role of the materials life cycle
in the field of energy need to be redefined in light of changes hi
technology and the economy.'

Fourteen, because of bureaucratic vagueness, the existing legisla-
tion relating to materials has not been implemented. Government
activities in the materials arena must be bettei defined and coordi-
nated.

97-007 0 - 02 - 5
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In conclusion, the United States needs a more coherent, compre-
hensive, definitive materials and minerals policy, and a plan and
program with appropriate priority and means to achieve this
policy. The February 2.colloquium on which this statement is based
clearly raised these needs and the necessity for technical input into
government regulatory decisionmaking. The Federation of Materi-
als Societies stands ready to assist in this important task.

With my statement is a list of the societies who are membeof
the Federation.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Thank'you, Mr. Margolin, for an excellent state-
ment. -

[The prepared statement of Mr. Margolin follows]

6
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Chairman Walgren, Chairman Ghckman, members of the Sutcommittees,

I am Stanley V. Margolin, immediate Past President of the Federation of

Materials Societies and Chairman of the FMS Government Liaison Committee.

Accompanying me are Emmanuel Horowitz, first vice president of F)Y1S, and

Michael Deutch and Nathan Promisel, members of the rms steering committee

which prepared this statement. FMS is a consortium a fourteen technical

:societies whose members represent nearly 750,000 professionals with

materials expertise from industry, academia, government and private

consulting. -

Our remarks today reflect views developed at a colloquium on "The

National Policy Agenda for Strategic Minerals and Materials" sPonsoredIff

the FMS and the National Society of Professional Enginee s on February 2

a this year. The colloquium brought together materials p ofessionals from
....----,

the FMS constituent societies, members of Congress and their staffs,

.0 Executi Branch personnel, industry and academia. ...

-We CO friend the Subcommittees for holding these he;rings on national

rnateri 3 policy. FMS is proud to have partIcIpated in development of the

National Materials and Minerals Policy, Researc nd Development Act of

1980, and stands ready to assist in the implemen don of materials and
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minerals policy Without passing judgment,on the President's Apri1.5

message to Congress, we note that this is the first Administration in

thirty years to issue a key statement on the importance of materials to

the economy and security of the United States. We are reviewing the

President's statement and will be disdussing this subject at the FMS

1

conference on ''Strategies for Coping with Critical ISS%iell Related to Engukermg

Materials and Minerals" to betheld at Harper's Ferry, ,Yest Virginia, in July.

Your staff will be participating in this conference, and they and we will keep

you informed of the outcome.

form the basis for the Harper's Ferry conference include the following:

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

1: Materials are a vital national probleni; with implications for defense

preparcdness Ind retardation of -economic. recovery-and growth,

2. The materials problem contains financial, structural and institutional

components which the materials industry cannot resolve by itself.

This is evidenced by the migration of our basic industries overseas.

Oar steel pidustry'.rs declining. Our ferrochronNndustry is declining.
-

We are exporting copper ore for foreign processiu: These are
,

hemorrhage which are not being stemmed.

3. In defense consideiwtions, increasing complexity of military weapons

to greater dependency on sophisticated materials. In some

f
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niateials,owe already have entered into excessive

andiolsitY dePendence on interruptable loreign sonrces. Because

of the 'uncerttainty of futur'e demand, there is rib economic incentise

tor' dordestic companies to invest in new facilities to produce and
r

proceas`these mate;ials. A .13rime etample is the titanium capacity

of this cguntryo
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foittlart cOMPETITTVD ADVANTAGES

4..BeCausa. of early:ftritiativessikcertain technologies anti heavy

investmontsin procpssdi and, equipment, 1J,S industry is locked
, ',I: ó (

fis,kriluctri,"Ot requirds Updaing to increase productivity. Foreign

cslimpettitiqn has the advantage in this context:

I.

S. -hizere'are cerop'crative ariwngements-lietwee n government and

indtii6y abroad, particularly in Japan but also in Gerrnahy,

;

Fsj'ace and rtat Btairin -4- which etance the economics;
.

prosAuEtivity and competitive afectivenesie of foreign.industr.
,

gf induttry/government relationship -- which does not

cue'rently,exist in, the Unitid States -- may require some parallel

if U.S., lndustry is-to remain competitive both at home and abrAd.
6. r

; 6. The U.S. must emphasize the development of advanced hIgh technoi'ogy

;nateriiii..with unproved performan haracteristics to,satisfy the

demands of high teohnology industries such s energy, ttansportation,

and communication.
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FOREltr POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

7. The totality of our foreign policy must be sensitive to our dependence

on countries friendly and unfriendly, stable and unstable, for so much

of 4iur matertals ancliminerals nee.ds. international trade agreements,

the Law of the Sea treaty, Import and export policy, technical

specifications, technology transfer -- these and many other consid-

erationssare vital, interacting 'factors that affect the availability of

our needed materials and minerals. Many of these factors must

be more fully recognxzed by government officials whotaxercise

control over them.

.8TOCKPILE ISSUES

8. There is a need to assess the adequacy of the list of identified

materials for storage in the stockpile to make certain that they

meet cur rent and future needs. Therality, quantity and lorm

of the materials in the stockpile must meet specification 'require-

ments which enable them to be utilized on a tamely basis as needed.

9. The U.S. must evaluate its materials processing capacity and

capabilityto determine whether it is adequate for converting

materials -- including those in the stockpile -- into the products

required for national defense needs.

EDUCATION AND MANPOWER

10. The U.S. must develop a better understanding and data,hase for

-
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current sod future requirements for science and engin ring- - -
graduates to meet increasingly complex industrial ad defense needs.

11. There is concern that the nation may not be producing an adequate

supply og technologists, vocationally trained personnel, and

support people to operate the equipment and facilities required

by industry.

12. The U.S. must greatly expand constructive relationships between

academia and industry.

ENERGY

13. Problems related to the role of the materials life cycle in the

field of energy need to be redefined in light of changes in technology

, and the economy.

INST ITU TIONA L CONSTRAINTS

14. Because of Sureaucratic vagueness, the existing legislation relating

to materials has not been implemented. Government activities in

the materials arena must be better defined and coordinated.

CONCLUSION

The United States needs a Are coherent, comprehensive, definitive

materials and minerals policy, and a plan and program with appropriate

priority and means to achieve this policy. The February 2 iolloquium,

7 _t
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vn which this statement is based, clearly raised these needs *lid the

necessity for technical input into government regulatory decision- king./The Federation of Materials Societies stands reedy to assist in this
T

important task.

The members of FMS are.

American Association of Crystal Growth

American Ceramic Society

American Chemical Society

American Institute of Chemical Engineers

American Institute of Mining, Metallureca). Petroleum Engineers

Americ9 Society of Mechanical Engineers .

American ociety for Metals

A4erican Society for Testing and Materials

The Electrochemical Society, Inc.

Institute of Electrical it Electronic Engineers
fr

/Qational Associattoi of Corrosion Engineers

Society of Manufacturing Engineers._

Society of PlaMics Engineers

Electric Power Research Institute (Observer Society)
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STANLEY V. MARGOLIN

Mr. Mhrgolin is a senior staff member of Arthur D. Little, Inc. He
received a 3.5. in Chemical Engineering and a M.S. in Chemical Engineering
Practice from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Mr. Margolin vas iSsociated for three years with E.I. duPont de Nemours
Co., Inc. where he did process design work dealing with the design,

procurement, and construction of chemical plants.

Mr.-Margolin became a member of the professional staff of Arthur D. Little
in 1953 and since that time his work has dbvered a wide range ot chemical
engineering, process metallurgy, technical, economic and environmental
studies. Among his activities for Arthur D. Little are process development
studies involving metals and minerals, fuels, process engineering, engineering
studies involving chemicals, metals and minerals, building materials, and
energy. He has been'active in analyses of regional areas for the exploitation
of minerals, both metallic and non-metallic, as applied to basic industries.
He has been active in siting studies for various types of basic operations.

Mr. Margolin's participation in economic and technical evaluationi undertaken
for client companies has resulted in many successful avenues of industrial
diversification. Nis leadership on research and development programs has led
to process and production innovations which have been patented.

Mt. Margolin has been associated with the energy industry and in particular
solid fuel processing and development of technology. He was responsible
for the development and construction of procetses for the production of
smokeless fuels from lignite and wood sources. He was responsible for-
program of development vork on the Athabisca tar sands. Mere recentlu-he
has bean active in conducting studies on the conversion of coal tc various
products including gas, liquid, and solid..

He has been active in air pollution control and stream pollution abatement,
and the recovery of valuable materials from waste effluents. He has -

coordinated and led a great number of studies for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency on economic impact, including the analysis of air
standards on the nonferrous industry, and the analyses of inpact of water
standards on the nonferrous industry, asbestos, and mining industries.
He was project manager of the large American Iron and Steel Institute
study, "Steal and the Environment - A Cost Lnpact Analysis." He was
resonsible for a large study dealing with the value of research done In
the areas of health effects ot air pollution and another study dealing
with the implications of research and legislation.= air pollution control.
He has been responsible Tor major environmental impact studies of both
steel sill expansions and U.S. Steel's proposed now steel nill at Conneaut,
Ohio. He has been active in studies dealing with future researd and

.
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development in the steel thdustry and assessment of diffusion of steel
technology in ihe industry.

A Registered Professional Engineer in Massachusetts, Mr. Margolin is a
member of the American Institute of Mining. Metallurgical and Petroleum
Engineers. the American Mining Congress, American Iron and Steel
Institute, National Coal.Association, National Association of Manufacturers
Environment Committee, and the Environment Committee of the Business
Industry Advisory Committee co OECD. He is also a Fellow of the American

Institute of Chemists and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
He is immediate Past Presideat of the International Briquetting Association
and is also 1=ediate Past President of the Fedeilation of Materials Societies.

Arthur D blau, Int
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Mr. GLICKMAN. Ms. Babcock, why don't you proceed.
Ms. BABCOCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to take advantage of+our offer to put my fl1 test i-

mony in the record, and I have prepared a summary which Id
like to give now.

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you today National
Audubon Sctiety's concerns about public lands protection and min-.

eral development activities. I would also like to discuss recerit legis-
lative proposals that affect that issue, including H.R. 4281 and the
administration's April 5, 1982, National Materials and Minerals
Program Plan and Report to Congress. As you will see, ours is a
slightly different perspective on the problem.

An organization ot nearly half a million members, the National
AudubonSociety has become increasingly involved in the issues
surrounding U.S. strategic mineral supplies. Our growing concern
stems from the fact that the strategic mineral supply has become a
factozi in the debate over protection of our public lands. As an ex-
presskn of this concern, National Audubon joined with six other
national conservation organizations to prepare a report on strategic
minerals issues and public land policy which we released last Octo-
ber. I would like to ask, with your permission, that the executive
summary of that report, which is approximately 11 pages, be in-
cluded in the record at this hearing.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Without objection, it will be included.
Ms. BABCOCK Thank you.
[The summary follows:]

7,j
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_Intraduction an4Summary

Over the last few years the subject,of strlategic
minerals has increasingly become an issue of national

debate. We have heard forceful rhetoric about
a "minerals crisis" and the implied need to open
virtually all public lands, including wilderness areas,
for development. Our organizations:

Environmental Policy Center
Friends of the Earth
National Audubon Sotiety
National Wildlife Federation
Natural Resources Defense Council
Sierra Club
The Wilderness Society

believe strategic minerals to be an important national

issue. We have been concerned about the tenor of the
debate, and this briefing book represents our analysis of.

critical aspects of the strategic minerals issue.

Strategic minerals policy has two components which

are of long-term national consequence:

national security
public land use and resource policy

We have tried to clarify the national interest'in both of
.hese areas.as they relate to strategic minerals policy.

To accomplish this, we addressed a number of issues
which we believe are the focus of public concern:

the extent alid significance of U.S. dependence
upon foreign sources fonstrategic minerals;

the stability of exporting nations, the size of
U.S. stocks and stockpiles, and the potential
forodomestic production;

whether or not there is evidence of a "resource
war" being waged by the Soviet Union;

whether or not there is a massive and unwarranted
resouite "lock-up" of public lands;

proposed legislation apd the Reagan Administra-
tion's plans for strategic minerals and public

lands policy.

Following are a series of questions and the answers which
resulted from our analysis. They appear in the order of

the sections in the briefing book.
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Domestic Production and Needs
_ .

lt,t,he U.S. so dependent on foreign strategic
mineFals that national security is threatened?

Of 10 df the major strategic minerals used in
the U.S., we are net exporters of 2 (lead and
molybdenum), and we import 4 from stable,
friendly western hemisphere nations. The
remaining 4 (chromium, cobalt, manganese,
platinun) come from nations considered unstable
or unfriendly. Being dependent, however, even
on those nations considered unstable, is not
the same 'as bei ng vul nerable. Mineral s for
which we ,are exttenely dependent are stockpiled
in significant quantities. Although the stocks
in some cases are below the U.S. 3 year goal,
the combination of industrial stocks amil_w_vern.,

--ment stoc kpi les in Most' cateftentfinstireral
years' supply. Furthermore, siiiéitrategl c
use of post of these minerals constitutes
only a small percentage ef their total use,
these stocks and stockpiles could last much
longer in a critical situation.

Why are greater quantities of needed minerals not
produced in the United States and wouldn't greater
access tO public lands increase domestic proeuction?

There are two primary reasons why minerals are
not produced in the U.S. in greater quantities:

1. Either they do not occur here,in great
quantities, or it is cheaper to produce
them in other countries.

2. The U.S. has lost much of its mineral pro-
cessing capacity in recent years.

Thus, opening more public lands will not
necessarily result in more mineral production.
Publielands, for the mast part, are open to
mineral development. The Blackbia-area in
Idaho is an example which carbines both the
economic and the public lands'factors. The Black-,
bird area has high potential for cobalt and was
designated non-wilderness for the purpose of mineral
ectivity. Blackbird mining claims are held by a
Canadian compahy which is seeking a goverment
subsiclY for its operations because of "soft"
world prices for cobalt. If the Blackbird cobalt
were produced, there is no assurance that it would
be sold to U.S. purchasers.
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Foreir Dependence in Persectiver-
Q. Does U.S. dependence on unstable trading partners

for some strategic minerals create a major national
security Problem?

Q.

Q.

This question is considered in our text in light
of three factors: (1) what quantities of key non-
fbel minerals do we import, (2) how stable are
the exporting countries upon which we rely, land
(3) what other sources or substitutes are available
for those minerals-we must import from unstable
sources?

Our nalysis indicates that U.S. dependence dofis
not eriously affect our national security. Net
impo t reliance data shoe that the U.S. has,
for e most part, stable trading partners from
whom we can continue to imOrt large quantities
of the minerals and metals we need for industrial
and defense purposes.

Although total self-sufficiency would be impossible,
isn't it in the United States' best interests to be-
come as self-sufficient as possible?

Practical considerations dictate that on balance,
total self-sufficiency is not a desirable ob-

`jective. Depletion of America's resources would .
ultimately leave the U.S. at the mercy of, other
suppliers. Furthermore, the withdrawal of the U.S.
from international supply relationships could
disrupt the worldwide economy, as well as our own.
In situations where U.S. imports arg unstable,
alternative sources, substitutable comodities,
and conservation metlyds All offer important
options for avoidinglulnerability.

Is a "resource wars being conducted against us by the
U.S.S.R.?

Many experts on fomign affairs argue that not
only is the Soviet Union not engaged in a "resource
war" in southern Africa or elsewhere, but that
economic constraints would make such a "war"
virtqally irnpossible. Their analyses indicate that
the Soviets are neither attempting to deny minerals
to the West as a political strategy, nor are they
seeking to control world supply for their own
needs. Our text quotes from some of these sources
at length. -

rt
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Domestic Resources: An Overview of Current Informatia-----

Q. Is the U.S. "locking up" badly needed strategic minerals
by not allowing development on public lands?

Over 400 million acres of public lands are fully
open to mineralidevelopment. And most of the

rest is open to at least some mineral activity.
Even wilderness areas which constitute only 3.4%
of the total U.S. land base, are to remain open
until January, 1984, and beyond that date even

full, development is permissable on valid existing
claims and leases. Despite the fact that most
public lands are open to development, in 1977
less than 1/3 of non-fuel mineral development
came from public lands,

Q.

It is important to note that, of the 60 areas in the
National Forest System wbich have been analyzed as
partof the wilderness study process, only 5 have
been indentified as having high mineral potential.
None of the minerals identifieg in these 5 areas
art minerals for which we are heavily dependent on
unstable or unfriendly countries. Of the 13 Bureau

of land Management wilderness study areas for whichi
mineral surveys have been completed, none has signi-
ficant mineral potential, 2 have moderate potontial
(for zeolite and gypsum). While some areas of
public lands have not yet been assessed for mineral
potential, several things are clear --

1. The vast majority of public'lands are open for
develiipMent.

2. Some of our most environmentally sensitive
areas, such as many wilderness areas, do not
contain significant quantities oestrategic
minerals.

3. Our parks, refuges, and wilderness areas are
uniquely valuable. They should be sacrificed
only if there is no alternative.-

The Public Lands and Mineral Development: Availability

And Regulation

Isn't mineral exploration blocked by the wilderness
designation process?

-- The Wilderness Act provides that mineral prospecting
may be allowed indefinitely if "compatible with
preservation of the wilderness environment."
Wilderness areas are not great storehouses of

J

4
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minerals mostly because boundaries have been
drawn to exclude potential mineral deposits, not ,
because restrictions have barred development.
In National Forests, areas with high.mineral po-
tential in proposed wilderness areas have been
exluded rom wildernett designation. The Federal

Land Policy and Management Act (FLPKA) contains
specific provisions to accomodate mineral concerns
as part of the BLM wilderness review procets. It

mandates a special USGS/Bureau of Mines mineral
rvey on any area being recommended for'wilderness;

itf1ly protects e;isting mineral rtghts; it
protects "grandfathffed" mineral activities which
existed prior to enactment. It also leaves
wilderness study areas open to-establishment of new
mining claims and leasing, and it allows for new
activity which creates only "temporary" impacts
of up to 10 years. Of the 338 million acres
administered by the BLM, 91 percent have already
beep released for development.

Q. Does it make sense to withdraw lands from development
simply for enviironmental reasons?

Lands are withdrawn for a variety of reasonst only
a few df which are strictly environmental. Lands
are withdrawn for watershed projects, powersites,
administrative sites, townihip/municipality requests,
military installations, stock driveways, irrigation
projects, and experimental stations, to name a few.
Less than 28%*of the federal lands are
withdrawn from claim staking and less than 22% from
leasing for envitOnmental reasons. Withdrawal

*of public lands for public recreation and wildlife
protectidh is just as valid as any of the other
reasons for withdrawal. In fact, withdrawing lands
for broad, public multiole use is likely to benefit
more citizens than-most of the other uses.

Q. Why does industry complain that federal leesing and
permitting procedures unduly restrict fuel and non -
fuel mineral industry activity?

Industry officials contehd that the Interior
Department's leaiing and permitting procedures.
unduly restrict access and.increase costs. However,

in a February, 1981 report, the General Accounting
Office outlined steps necessary to inerease oil and
gas development on.federal*lands. GAO's statistics
showed that the primary delay in'the approval .

process for applications for permits to drill for
oil and gas was "the tine taken by applicants to
submit information to the Survey." The conclusions
of this report may be assumed to epply.to mlneral
leasing as well.l
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'Conservation Alternatives to Foreign Dependence

To what extent are there practical alternatives?,

Numerous alternatives, applicable to all sectors

of the minerals economy, hold premise for
Wending our resurce base:

/

Many of the innumerable tons of valuable metals
lost to landfills and scrap piles can tie

recycled.

More readily available materials can be substi-.
tuted for less accessible materials.

New manufacturing technologies may reduce the
need forsertain strategic minerals.

Mining and recovery techniques can'be idiproved
to ingrease yield.

Pr oduct designs can be refined to decrease the

amount of metal consumed.

What specifically needs to be done to hasten implemept,
ation of conservation alternativeo?

Researth called for under the National Materials
and Minerals Policy, Research, and Development Act
of 1980 should be expedited.

t.

diethods for encouraging or requiring recevery and
recycling of strategic minerals should be developed.

New techniques to improve the yield from mining
and processing operations should be developed.

Comprehensive and continuing studies to find
substitutable minerals should be a national,

priority.

Studjoi-otthe economic and technical viability ,
of darious-conservatiolf methods should be u er-

taken.

Metal-by-metal estimates of the impacts.that
alternativespight have on America's ability to
decrease dependence on foreign strategic minerals
should be undertaken.

97-007 0 87 - 6
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Conclusions and Reconnendations

. .r TOse questions and answers have led us to several
4

'AC - 't ' ' conclusions. While the U.S. is dependent for some
strategic minerals' on foYeign nations, most of the
natigps from whcm we import are dur frionds or allies
and are stable. For those few strategic minerals for
which we derSend on unstable or unfriendly countries,
we have several years supply in stocks and .stockpi les.
Furthermore, we have seer no conclusive eyidence that
any "resource war" exists, and much evidence to the
contrary. In fact, if the U.S. cuL's off its supply
relationships with trading partners, we are likely to
weaken existing alliances and harm our own and others'
economic pos ition.

N

Arguments that public lands are "locked up" and
should be opened imediately for unrestricted ntiner,al
development are respectively 'wrong and unwise. Most
public lands are in fact open to development. Little
mineral activity is found in wilderness areas because
most of their boundaries have been drawn to exclude
significant mineral deposits. Wilderness study areas
are subject to indfistry exploration and continuing

iduirveys to determine mineral potential.
,

Many strategic minerals are not,developed in ithe
ted States either because they are not to be fOund

here in significant quantities (for example, we have
no identified economically developable manganese
reserves) Or because it is considerably cheaper for
industry to produce those minerals elsewhere.

We conclude that ther is no compelling reason
to open publ ic lands which are not already accpssible

. to miperal development. Our-public lands belong to all
Americans. In those few areas where mineral activity
has been limited, it is only where other important uses

. of the land or critical national resources would be
destroyed by unrestricted development.

*
Our long history of multiple use ot.federal lands

has been based on shared access for 'al l 'Americans. This
includes recreationists, farmers, ranchers, historians,
scientists -- as well as timber, oil'and mining

w companies. The Vruth is that mining is a private use
of public land. Of all those uses mentioned above,
mining is the only use which makes the area in which it
occurs essentially unusable for any...123,13er purpose.

_Where mining occurs multiple use is usually impossible.

.
ooi .

4- ..
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Our conclusions have led us td a poSition'of

unanimous opposition to 3354. The National Minerals

Security Act eif 1981. and tOattempts by the Administra-
.

tion to open additional public lands for mineral develop-

ment. .

We'oppose H.R. 3364gor maiiireasOns:

. 0
The bill through the national minerals policy and
minerals (council which it would establish, would

grant sw ping authority to the Secretary of the
Interior.

-- Under provisions of the bill the minerals council
would be staffed primarily by volunteers. These

"volunteers" could only come'from industry, since. .

no one else could afford to pay people to "volunteer"
to work for a government agency. This would simply

be an industry lobby within gdvernment.

Thesbil1 would elevatemineral'development above
all other uses of federa) lands regardless of their
importance. In fact, land use,plans for WI lands
woul,c1 be required to treat development of any
significant mineral deposit as a "dominant use"
Even lands with dnly marginal potential could be
used far mirieral purposes at the expense'of other

uses. This is entirely inconsistent with multiple
use of public lands.

-- H.R. 354 would overturn resource protection and
development policiet estahlished by Congress over
the course of the last cengiry. It would give the

Secretary absolute- authONIt-to grant mining
industry access to any national part, wilderness
area. pr wildlife refuge, among other areas. '

requires the Secretary to request
.pominations for review of withdrawn lands and *

then to determine the suitability of any nominated
lands for mineral location or lAsing. 'On any.
federal 'lends where mineral location or leasing
is found compatible by the Secretary, he is
directed to apply-the provisions of* general
MiliTTITTaws. This gives unprecedented, broad
discretion to the Secretary to open "withdrawn,
unrestricted, or closed" public lands to mineral

entr.y. Given the,inclinations of the current
Secretary of the Interior, we have no reasen to
believe that any areas would be found incompatible.

(

cr.
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The bill would further jeopardize our irreplaceable

national wilderness system.* making it open to
mining until 1994, despite the fact that
industry has already had 80 years to establish
claims and leases in these areas

Secretary James'Watt, has identified the development
and implementation of a minerals policy as a top
priority of the Reagan Administration. The goals of
such a policy were ,indicated in a draft Administration
option paper dated August, 1981. According to this
document the Administration is considering a number '

of legislative and administrative -changes including:

amendments to weaken the Wilderness Act;

amendments to weaken the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act;

a number of other proposals which are similar tp
those in H.R. 3364.

Our analysis and conclusions have prompted us to
make a number of recommendations which we believe will
contribute both to a sound minerals policy and to
continued protection of our most valuable natural
public lands areas.

I. Since trade relations and stockpile preparedness are
essential to strategic minerals security, both should ,

be enhanced.

2. Methods for encouraging or requiring recovery and
recycling of strategic minerals should be developed.

3. The development of new techniques 6 improve the
yield from mining and processing operations is
important.

4. Comprehensive and continuing studies to find sub-
: stitutable minerals should be_a national priority.

S. A careful assessment of our dornetic processing capacity
should be done.

6. Exploratory information should be publiEly disc)osed to
assist in theresource planning process.

7. The 1872 Mining law should be modernized to assure
environmental protection and to provide for equitable
leasing systems.

8. Management criteria should eabdeveloped that make
public lands which have been withdrawn for
envirommental reasons the last of the lands to be
made avallable for mineral exploration and develop-
ment.

401

We believe that H.R. 3364, combined with what the
Reagan Administration has said about the need to
develop minerals on public lands should be of great
concern to all Aniericaps, the oeners'of those public
lands. We strongly believe that the national interests
in both strategic minerals and public lands dictate

'the need"for a,reasoned public debate., -.1* hope that

this book wil 1 contribute to that reasoned debate.

8.1
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MS. BABCOCK. In that report, we looked at the assumptions and
issues involved in domestic production of and need for strategic
minerals, foreign dependence, and the availability of public lands
to minerals development. We concluded that:

America is not hostage to the Soviet Union or any othercountry
with respect to its mineral needs. In fact, for the most part, we
depend for satisfaction of these needs on stable trading partners.
This does not mean, of course, that our minerals needs should be
considered as an element in our relations with the Soviet Union.
However, our approach should be based on reality, not on inflam-
matory rhetoric:- Self-sufficiency is neither a desirable nor.practical
national goal as it leads to depletion of our domestic resources and
disruption in international trading patterns.

The domestic sources of most of these minerals are on private,
not public, lands.

Less than 20 percent p atioWs public lands have been with-
drawn or in some way restriqted for environmental reaoons frorp4
mineral developmen,t activiti6s. By far, the vast majority of with-
drawals are for nonenvironmental reasons. .

Pending legislationand I would refer specifically to H.R 3364
and H.R. 5603and administration policy would unnecessarily
open up wilderness areas to mineral development and disrupt the
process of reviewing public lands for wilderness characteristics arid ,

i mineral potential.
The National Audubon Society and the other national cons rv (

tion groups have participated in the legislative debates sur
ing increased access to mineral resources on public lands and have
made many of these points before. Despite what our critics say, the
environmental community is not at all desirous of taking positions
which might in anyway jeopardize our national security. However,
it is our assessment of the factors in the strategic minerals debate
that acceleration of mineral development on public lands or weak-
ening the regulations which provide protection for surface re-
sources- on these lands are unnecessary actions and are, in fact, not
in the national interest.

Because we do not view public land availability as the Vllain in
the problems besetting the strategic minerals industry, we trongly
oppose efforts by this administration, as reflected in H.R. 5603 and
the President's April 5 report to Congress, to accelerate or abort
the orderly process of reviewing public lands for wilderness charac-
teristics under the Wilderness Act, RARE II process and the Feder-

. al Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.
410 I think several points are worth noting with respect to the proc-

esses under those Acts: 4-
Ninety-one percent of the 338 million acres .4 Bureau of Land

. Managpment lands have already been released to mineral activity,
although the FLPMA review process is.not yet complete.

Under the Wilderness Act of 1964, most national forest wilder-
ness is examined for mineral potential prior to deSignation..

Of the 106 areas reviewed bir the U.S. Geological Survey and the
....7. Bureau of Mines, strategic minerals in any amount greater than a

trace were found in only 25 areas.

i ..
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As wilderness areas have been established, many boundary ac-
commodations have been made tp assure mineral access by indus-
try.

Finally> lands that are found not to have, overriding wilderness
value during the wilderness review process are released immediate-
ly for mineral exploration and development.

Our position on public land availability clearly places us at odds
with the assumptions behind the National Minerals Security Act
and the Wilderness Protection Act, as well as those behind the
President's April 5 minerals report to Congress. Specifically, we are
opposing these bills for the reasons that are set forth id my written tf
testimony.

However> most of the elements in H.R. 3364 and H.R. 5603 are_
reiterated in the President's April 5 report to Congress, which
causes us considerable distress. That is while wesupport the Presi-
dent's position on the need to-continue to inventory public lands to
determine their' mineral potential we are disappointed at the con-
tinued focaron opening up these lands to mineral development, as
well as at the idea of industry nominations becoming the driving
force in classifying those areas.

We would have liked to have seen instead a strong policy state-
ment by the President making public lands withckawn for environ-
mental reasons the last of the Ian& made available for mineral de-
velopment activities, with a direction to the land management
agencies to develop appropriate criteria implementing that policy
and to incorporate those criteria into the planning processes man-
dated by FLPMA and the Resource Planning Act.

We do not believe that either the economy or the international
situation> let alone the small amount of acreage we are talking
about, justifies any single purpose focus on the Nation's public land
to correct the perceived imbalance in our strategic minerals posi-
tion or throwing aside the protections crafted by Congress of these
critically important national resources.

We are also concerned about rhetoric in the April 5 report about
eliminating barriers to the development of the mineral resources of
the deep seabed, and want to be sure that those barriers are not
those protecting this fragile environment or the safety of those who
perform this work.

Similarly>, mindful of the administration's record to date on
reform of environmental regulations, we await with some anxi-
etyI Would say bolstered appendix A to the President:s
Reportthe details behind any plan to reform "excessively burden-
some or unnecessary regulations and statutes," which adversely
affect the domestic-minerals industry.

While 'individual cases may exist in which the public interest,
would be served by these kinds of changes, any sort of blanket ap-
proach such as that proposed in the April 5 report or set forth in
the two bills that I have described previously, should be viewed
with suspicion by this Congress

We would also have liked to have seen greater attention paid to
the need for a careful assessment of our domestic capacity to proc-
ess these mineralsfocusing on your concern, Mr. Chairman, about
materials and the end of the processas well as a realistic analysis
of our international trading relations. We think there continues to

\
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be too much emphasis on extracting the rock and stockpiling these
materials and too httle emphasis on- improved processing and
having the necessary trained manpovver to perform the latter func-
tions Just having the materials on hand or in the ground will 'not
help if we dgri't have the capacity to pi-ocess thosr minerals.

We are disappointed that the April 5 report does not contain an
..explicit statement supporting expanded research on alternate

methods of, conserving, substituting and processing critical materi-
als, including new manufacturing teChnologies, improved mining
and recovery techniques and less mineral consumplive product de-
signs.

We are concerned about public availability of the results of this
research and ask this Congress to he sure that there be full public
disclosure of the results of any research undertaken .as a result of
the April 5 report, consistent, of course, with our national security
interests.

Finally, let me turn now to H.R. 4281, the Critical Materials Act
of 1981, which proposes the establishment of a Council on Critical
Materials. The clear intent of thisvproposed legislation is to tell the
administration to get on with the business of implementing the Na-
tional Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development
Act of 1980. We commend Mr. Fuqua for this %fort and for recom-
mending the establishment of a Council on .Critical Materials in
the Executive Office of the President. While we may/have concerns
about the functioning of such a Council in this administration, we
are confident that controls can be legislated to prevent its capture
by the minerals industry.

Clearly there is a need to coordinate and pull together the di-
verse programs in the 'executive branch dealing with minerals and
material.s .4nd the need to. avoid unnecessary expense dnd overlap
in these programs. We favor H.R. 4281 over the President's propos-
al that this function be fulfilled by the Cabinet Council on Natural
Resources and the Environment because of the independence of the
Council in the Executive Office of the President from existing de-
partments. This independence will increase the*Councirs ability to
adv ise the President and to compel coordination in these dispersed
programs, just the concern that you were expressing, Mr. Glick-
man. An independent Council is also consistent with the recom-
mendations of the 1980 act. I refer you to sections 3 and 4 of that
act.

However, we are conoerned that the Council not be staffed and
,) funded in such a way as to create a bias towards the interests of

tit mineral industry, To counter that possibility, we suggest that
one of the three members be representative of thespublic interest
in protection of natural resources and the environment or that, al-
ternatively, the staff of 'the Council be organized in such a way
that that mandate can be carried out. We also request that the de-
liberations of the Council be open to the public and, to the degree
that the Council's recommendations have enabling authority, tliat
the formulation of those recommendations be subject to public
notice and comment.

Use of formal advisory cbmmittees authorized in H.R. 4281 con-
taining representatives, not just from industry, but from academia
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andllie public interest sector as well and public meetings can be
useful in this regard.

We also recornmeqd that language be added to the findings and
purposes section of the billthat would be section 2(a)to assure
consideration of environmental protection in the process of develop-
ing adequate supplies of strategic critical industrial material, and
to assure consistency with the goals a,nd purposes of environmental
statutes such as the Wilderness Act. In that regard, we would like
to see some recognition tn H.R. 481 of the importance of natural
resources and the, need to protect ehose resources for future genera-
tions while achieving our desired national goal with respect to sup-
plies of strategic minerals and materials.

We would also like to see some mention in section.5 of the bill of
the need to undertake research and furtherance of alternate meth-
ods of conserving, substituting and processing critical materials
consistent with the directives contained in section 4 of the 1980
statute.

As this pmmittee continues its deliberations on issues involving
strategic minerals, we urge you to refine a working formula which
helps to identify critical mineral and materials supply problems.
We are concerned, obviously, about the scope of that definition.

As members of this committee are aware, materials are defined
in the 1980 National' Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and
Development Act to include those needed for "industrial, military,

.and'essential civilian needs," The Federal Emergency Management
Agency has the responsibility for coordinating with other agencies
to produce a list of strategic materials for stockpile purposes. We
would urge that such strategic materials be limited to thosetritical
to our Nation's defense indugtrial base.

To further' develop useful management guidelines for Such criti-
cal materials and minerals, a number of factors need to be careful-
ly weighed. Low availability of resources, geologic evidence of do-
mestic resources or lack thereof, international trade relations, ex-
isting domestic production capabilities, stockpiling plans, and the
potential for conservation, recycling and substitutions are all essen-
tial elements to be evaluated in determining the critical nature of
the Nation's minerals or materiala needs on a minerals-by-minerals
basis. "-

I thank you for this opportunity to appear before nu and hope
that this Oa's been helpful.
,o.[The prepared statement of Ms. Babcock follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF HOPE M. BABCOCK
DEFUTY COUNSEL AND DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC LANDS'S PUBLIC WATERS

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ON

H.R. 4281, CRITICAL MATERIALS ACT OF 1981
BEEDRE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND MATERIALS

APRIL 20, 1982

Mr. Chairman and Meaters of this Committee.

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you, today, National Audubon%

Society s concerns about public lands protection and mineral development acti-

rives, recent lesislative proposals that affect that issue, including your bill,

Mr Chairman H.R. 4281), and the Administration's recently announced (April 5,

1982) National Mater-fag and Minerals Program Plan and Report to Congress. ,.

An organization of nearly half a million members, the National Audubon

Society has become increasinglyinvolved in the issues siirrounding U S.

strategic mineral supplies. Our growing concern stens from the fact that the

strategic mineral supply has become a factor in the debate over.protection of

our public lands. As an expression of this concern, National Audubon joined

with six other national conservation organizations to prepare a report on stra-

tegic minerals issues and public land policy,'which was released October, 1981.

In that report, we looked at the assumptions and issues involved in domestic

production of and need for strategic minerals, foreign dependence and the avail-

ability of public lands to mineral development. I would like to ask that the

Executive Summary of that report be placed in the record of this hearing.

After comprehensive review of the nation's strategic minerals needs, the

issue of f eign dependence and the availability of .the nation's public lands .

to satisfy those needs, we have concluded that

S 51
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America is not hostage to the Soviet Union or any other

country with respect to its mineral needs,

the domestic sources of most of these minerals are on private

not public lands;

less than 20 percent of the nation's public lands have been

withdrawn for environmental reasons from or restricted for

mineral development activities;

pending legislation (H.R. 3364 and H R. 5603) and the Admini-

stration policy would unnecessarily open up wilderness areas

to mineral development and disrupt the process of recovering

public lands for wilderness characteristics and mineral potential.

The Rational Audubon Society and other national conservation groups have

participated in the legislative debates surrounding increased access to mineral%

resources on public rands and have made many of these points before. We have

testified in opposition to H.R. 3364, the National Minerals Security Act, and

in opposition 6 H.R. 5603, the Wilderness Protection Act, because of Tur

position that there is no need at the present time to increase private, single

use access to our nation's public lands Despite what our critics say, the

environmental community is not at all desirous of taking positions which might

in any way jeopardize our national security. However, it is our assessment of

the factors in the strategic minerals debate t t acceleration of mineral de-

velopment on public lands, opening public l which are currently withdrpei

to mineral activities, or weakening the re ulations which provide protection for

surface resource'values bn these lands are unnecessary actions and are, in fact,

not in the national interest.
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fbreign Dependence

Critical premises 'behind this Administration's strategic minerals program
i

arid also behind ii.R 3364 talc( H R. 5603 are the presumptions that (1) the United

Stases is becoming increasingly dependent on foreign sources for strategic and

critical minerals, and (2) that that dependence equates with national vulner-,

ability

a It is our position that current American dependence on foreign sources of

strategic minerals awl materials is consistent with $istoric trade patterns for

these materials and tht for the most part, the United States' has stable trading

partners, like Can;da, Australia, Mexico and Brazil , from whip it can and does

import large'quantities of.minerals and metals. For those industrial minerals --

manganese, cobalt, chromium and platinum-group metals -- for which we rely pre-

dominately on South Africa and Zaire -- sources not considered clearly stable --

experts in the field, such as Leonard Fischman, consulting economist and

recently of Resources for the Future, 9aintain that producing countries, such

as these, cannot afford 6 wi thhol d raw materials from Western markets.

Thereis no clear evidence that the Soviet Union has instigated a "resource

war" against the United States, such as the Administration has suggested. Two

foreign policy experts, Dr Robert Legvold of Columbia University and Dr. Robert

Price of the. University of California, in testimony before the Africa Subcomittee

of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, July, 1981, provided ample refutation

of this argument. This dogs not iheAn, e course, khat our mineral ne&ls and

endence, should not be considered as an element in our relations_with the,

Soviet Union, hoWever, our basic apeproach should be basecl'on economic, reality

not inflamatory rhetoric

o
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Complete self-suffloency is not necel'sartly a desirable or practical goal

for the Jnited States and may lead to increased rather than decreased vulner-

ability. Foreign minerals dependence has been a phenomenon throughout most of

America's industrial history. The Paley Commission (President's Materials

Policy Commission), which reviewed America's mineral dependence of the 1950s.

rejected in its 1951 report, the goal of self-sufficiency as too isolationist.

The goal of self-sufficiency inevitably leads to depletion of America's,exist-

ing mineral resources, which would ill-turn leave our country truly vulnerable.

Devoting limited resources, such as capital to domestic production is less

economically practicable than devoting them to foreign production and improved
smo

domestic processing'capacity because of the limited nature of domestic supplies

of some of the more.critical materials Furtt)er thg withdrawal of the United

States from international supply relationships could well cause economic dis-
,..-

ruption in third-world countries, which would be to our national detriment.

Such disruption could lead to political instability,end could force most

countries wnio acquire Important foreign capital from the stle of ;trategic

minerals, to the Un'ited States, to seek markets elsewhere. It is in our interest

that these countries look to us as a stable, reliable source of income.

It is our view, therefore, that foreign,dependence, while a military con-
.

cern, is paramountly an international economic trade matter, and rather than

limit opportunities, it can create new trade possibilities.

1he Availability of Public_ Lands

The assumption behind linkage ol increased domestic production of strategic

minerals and freer access to our public,lands is that federal land withdrawals

9
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are sanehow blocking domestic mineral production. After extensive analysis

of this issue, we have concluded (and documented in our October, 1981 report)

Ar/eilat this assumption is-slimply not supported by the record.

s Using data from 1977, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) has cal-

culated that two-thirds of the U.S. minerals productison comes fnxn private, not

publiC% lands As we discuss the availability of U.S. mineral resources, it is

important to keep this fact firmly in mind.

With regard to our publif lands, of the 728 million acres of federal lands

in the United States, over 400 million acres -- over half of the public lands --

are open for development under the mining laws. Much of the withdrawn acreage

(the 328 million acres) is closed for other than environmental reasonsi for

instance, tavnship/municipality requests, military installations, watershed and

irrigation projects, powersites, administrative sites, stock driveways and

experimental stations -- a fact proponents of opening up wilderness areas con-

veniently ignore. Only a little over one-fourth of the nation's public lands

is withdrawn from mineral activity for environmental reasons. (Based on date

derived from Management of Fuel and Non-Fuel Minerals and Federal Lands, OTA,

1979, draft policy options for the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the

Environment entitled Availability Of Federal Lands for Exploration and Develup-

ment of Strategic Minerals, August, 1981, and Minerals and the Public Lands,

refeased, the National Audubon Soceity and six other environmental organiza-

tiOns, in October, i981). Ten percent of that environmentally withdrawn federal

land is in the National Park Systern. where the advisability of'withdrawal and

protection of natural resources is seldom esputed. This leaves 15 percent (or

112 million acres) of our nation's public lands outside the National Parks,

6

;
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wnicn as ofr:1 Units to mineral acti vi ty ior env) FonmenUl reasons . There is

an additional 3.5 percent 26 million acres) on which mineral prospecting and

development can take place, but only in a manner "compatible with the preserva-

-tton-of tne_kalderness environment" und4 the Wilderness Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-577)

Given the adverse environmental impacts associated with mineral development,

such as.jair and water pollution, soil erosion and, wildlife habitat destruction,

these percentages hardly represent disproportionate protection of natural resource

values being held in the national interest.

Pending Legislation and the Prpsident's April 5 Report to Congres;

Our position on publ.ic I;nd availability clearly places us at odds with the

assumptions behind H.R. 3364 and H.R. 5603 as Well as those behind the President's

April Minerals Report to Congress. The rhetoric surrounding these bills and

in the President's Report fails to distinvish befween lands withdrawn for en:

virolimenUl,reasons and lands withdrawn for other reasons. Thus, while we miggt

quibble that,estimates of public lands unavailability by the Ameritan Mining

Congress of 75 percent and by the Administration of 68 percentat; too high,

mucp mord' serious 1,s their failure to distinguish between the differing reasons

for land wi thdrawal s ;

'Because we do not view public land availability as th.4 villian in the Ord-

bleats besetting the.strategic minerals industry, we strongsly oppose efforts. by

this Administration, as reflect in H.R. 5603, to accelerate or abort the

orderly process of reviewitry pu tic lands for wildernes% aracteristivs ugder

the Wilderness Act, RARE II (Forest Service Roadless Area'Review and Evaluatign)*

tbis regard, . opoess currnt iforts by ktis Adugostratign to c4ctrivent
the intent of the RARE 14-process by authorizing roads in wilderness study
areas'which by definition'had been roadless.

9 .f.
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and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) (BLM Wilderness

Review). Several points are worth noting with respect to the wilderness review

process.

1 Ninety.une pe cent f ther--338-mtlilonr-arres-of-BLM lands-have-already

been released to mineral activity, although the G1.114A review process is not yet

complete. Completing these surveys has been made a prior:ity item for the USGS

and the Bureau of Minei, and the Administration.has voluntarily accelerated to

1987 the FOP.% 1991 deadline ior completion of the BLM Wilderness Review.

2 Under the Wilderness Act of 1964, most national forest wilderness is

examined for mineral potential prior to designetion.

3. Under the Forest Service Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE 11)

process initiated in 1977, 25 million acres of the 190 million acre national '

forest system has been surveyed to date. :

4. Although the U,S. Geological Survey/Bureau of Mines mineral survey

trocess which takes place under each one of these review procedures has not

provided, by any means, an exhaustive and definitive assessment oethe public

lands\ it has focused on those areas for which protective restrictions are being

considered. Of the 106 areas reviewed by the Survey and BOM, sVategic minerals
V

in any amount greater than a "trace" we're found in only 25 areas.

5. As'.wilderness areas have been established, many boundary accommodations

have been.macie" to assure mineral access by industry: For example, specific

provisions were yitten Into the last Congress River of No Return Idaho Wild-

erness legislac/ion CD aspre the availability of'-what appeared to be significant

cobalt resuurces in the Btackbird area. The Congressional committee reports

accompanying the 1980 Coldrado Wilderness legislation make it clear that pre-

vious mineral devImptent and mineral potential were both factors in delineating

4
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the wi lderness area boundaries which finity erterged. During the debate over

sAlaswa wilderness each of the seven "world class" mineral sites identifred bY

the mining industry was excluded from the eventual wilderness bOundary. They

were__ the_aoheniaa Basin site. which was- excluded- from--the-Hest-Chichagof-Takobi---- ----...

wilderness, the Green's Creek site, which was excluded from the Admiralty

Island Wilderness, and the Quartz Hill sit* which is excluded from the Misty

Fjords wi 1 dernes s.

6. Lands that are found not- to have cnierriding wilderness value durIng

the wilderness review Process are "released" itrediately for mineral exploration

and development

In light of these facts, we oppose H.R. 3364 because the bill will

allow private industry to nominate sites in wilderness

areas giving private mineral interests priviledged access

"
to public resources which have been withdrawn in the

national interest,

give the Secretary of the Interior unprecedented and broad

discretion to opeh-to mineral development any Congressionally

"withdraWn, restricted or closed public lands," including

national parks and national wildlife refuges,

extend by 10 years the Wilderness Act of 19E4 deadline for

new mineral claimstaking and mineral leasing. Such an ex-

tension is both unnecessary anci not in, the public interest.

We oppose H R 560.3 because the bill will.

. allow the President to open .ayi wilderness area to drilling

and mining before the, year 2009 in case of some vague, un-

defibed "urgent national need" and without Congressional

concurrence,

i`
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pngn a,U wilderhess lands after the year 200Mor further

mineral'Aevelopment.

allow the President,-at any time, to ,withdraw protection

from BLM wildernelS study areas, without the donsent of

Congress, by declaring them unsuitable for 'wilderness

designation,

permanently release all BLM study areas recommended.for

wilderness.production that have not been designated by

Congress as wilderness by January, 1985, and all non-

designated Forest Service lands'under the.RARE II process.

by 1988. This type of "now or never" schedule would

allow opponents to kill wilderness proposals simply by

delaying them for a few years by parliamentary tactics;

bar the Forest Service from ever again proposing any
.

additional wilderness areas after current proposals have

been acted ugIon: This provision along with the permanent

"release" of the BLM lands'from further consideration is

like passimi a law against further expansion of the

National Parks System.

,Most of the elements of these two bills are ;Titerated in the President's

April 5 Report to Congress. We are, however, pleased to support the President'ss

Position on the need to continue to invento.ry federal lands to determine their

mineral potenti ,
but te oppose any effort by the Administration to seek new

legislation:1 e H.R. 5306, which will open up environmentally withdrawn lands
--

for mineral de elopment or will accelenate by toi5 much the Wilderness review process.

,97-007 0 - 82 - 7
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We do not believe that either the economy or the international situation let

alone the small amount of acreage we are talking about, justifies any single

purgose focus on the nation's public lands to correct a perceived imbalance

in'our strategic minerals position,or throwing aside the protections crafted

by Congress of these critically important natural resources.

We are also concerned about rhetoric in the April 5 Report about "elimi-

nating barriers to ihe developgent of the mineral resources of the deep seabed"

and want to be sure that those "barriers" are not those protecing this fragile

environment or the safety of those who will be performing this work. Similarly,

mindful of the Administrat)on's record tb date on "reform" of environmental

regulations, we await with some anxiety the details beilind any plan to reform

"excessively burdensoone or unnecessary regulations and statutes" which adverse-

ly affect the domestic minerals industry. While individual cases mal exist in

which the public,interest, would be served by these kinds of changes, any sort

of blahket approach, such as that proposed by the Administration or set forth

in H.R. 3364 or H.R 5306 or the April 5 Report should be viiwed with suspicion

by this Congress.,.

Not wishing fo dome before you today with nothing good to say about any of

the legislativp proposals pending before this Congress or about the President's

April 5 Report, we praise the support found in the Rresident:s Report for more

research and for promoting efforts to improve foreign Minerals data and analyses,

and for identifying the weed to improve our stockpiling position. However, we

would have liked to have seen greater attention paid to the need for a careful

asse'ssment of our domestic capacity to process minerals as Well as a more

realistic,analysis of our internationaj trading relations Making changes in
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domestic*policies and praktices_withOut adequate information, inthis regard.

Is likely to preclude developmentof a cohesive strategy for better addressing
-

lnineral problems.,

- We are disappointed that the April 5`fleport does .hot contain an expltcit

sntement supporting expanded,resear0 on alternan methods of conserVing, sub-

stituting and processing eriticalrmaterials, including new manufacturing tech-

. nologies, improved mining awl. recovery techniques and.less mineral consumpt

-product designs. We would ask thi Congress to be slire that there be as <11

public disclosktre of the results of this research.as possible, within the con-

fines of our national security.intere§t, and,that the minerals industry not be

allowed to withhold data frOm the public or the government for proprietary

reasons..

We were disappointed not to see in the April 5 Report support for moderni-

zation of the,1872 Mining Law to insure the applioation of environmental

itandards to the minerals industry and to provide for an equitable leasing

system and for a fair economic,return to the government and the American people.

We would also have lisked to have seen a strong policy statement by the President

making public lands withdrawn for environmental reasons the last of the lands

made available for mineral exploration and development and a suggestion that

the land management agencies both develop appropriate criteria implementing tnat

policy and incorporate those Criteria into the planning process mandated by

the Resources Planning Act and FLPMA.

Finallx, let me convent on H.R. 4281, the "Critical Materials Act of 1981,"

which proposes the establishment of a Council on Critical Materials. The clear

intent of this proposed legislation is to implement the National Materials apd

Minerals Poiliby, Research and Developnent Act of 1980. We commend the Chairman

for recommending the establishment of a Eouncil on Critical Materials in the

Executive Office of the Pres.ident. In that regard, we Oppose the suggestion in

the Apeil 5 Report by the Admini'itration that the Cabinet Council on Natural
".

Resources and Environ6ent fulfill this function.

9
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:

We agree with the premise underlying both proposals that there Is a need to

.coord4nite and pull together the diverse progAms in the Executive Branch 'deal-

ing with mineral& anic.materials and the need to avoid unnecessary expense and

overlap in these programs. We favon H.R. 4281 over the President's proposal

because of the independence of the Council from existing departments, whtih will

t\ increase the.Councirs ability to advise the Pres,ident and to compel coordination

in these Ospered programs. However, we are concerned lest the Council be
4

staffed and fugded in such a way to create a bias towards the interest of the

minerals industry. To counter that possibil4ty we suggest that one of the three

members be representative of the public interest in protection of natural re-

sources and the ehvvronineni or that alternatively, the staff of the Council.be

brganized in such a way that that mandate can be carried out We also request

that the deliberations of the Council be open to the public and to the degree

that the Council's recommendations have enabling authority that the formulation

of those recommendations be subject to public notice and comment.
_

We would also recommend that language be added to the findings and purposes

section of the bill*(Section (2)(a)) to assure consideration of environmental

protection in the prodess of developing adequate supplies of strategic criticbl

ridust4ial materials and consistency With the goals and purposes of the Wilder-

ness Act. In that regard, we would like to see some recognition)pi H.R. 4281

of the importance Of natural resources and the need to protect those resources

for future generations while achieving our desired national goal with resPect

to supplies of strategic minerals and materials We wodld also like to see

some mention 'in Sectiqn 5 of the need to jtndertake research in furthcranCe of

alternate methods of conserving, substituting and processing critical materials

4,- I thank you for this opportunity to appear before you and hope that this

testimony has been helpful

lu
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Mr GLICKMAN Thank you for your excellent testimony.
Mr. Margolin, I would like to ask you what the present state is of

our tndustrial processing capabilities? You mentioned that in your
statement, as did Ms. Babcock. Are they sufficient to meet our eco-
nomic and strategic needs, and is the problem of criticaLmaterials
as much one Of industrial processing as it is of minerals supply?

Mr. MARGOLIN. I think our basic industries are in A deplorable
state. If the trend line continues, we are in real trouble in this
country. I pq.ponally have done a, study of the steel industry in tha
.country and Nade projections tliat we would be losing because of
normal attntiok lack of capital formation, over 11 million tohs of
shipment capabilities over the rtext decade. I think that partièular
timefratne may be shortened as more and more announcements are
made in the next weerts and months about plant closures.

The same thing applies to the nonferrous industry and our fer-
roalloy industry, as many people have 'testified before me at this
meeting and others, as far a the'state of the kesent basic industry
in this country!'

Mr' GLICKMAN. Then not only. we have perhaps problemg
with raw materials, blit 'we face ,even graver national security im-
plications because' we are not going to be able to make the product
here in America.

Mr MARGOLIN That is correct. We are exporting our industries
overseas.

Mr GLICKMAN. This is perhaps not totally within the jurisdiction
of the subject matter, but you talked ,about the different role be-
tween Government and industry in some of our competitive areas,
it was one of the items in tile testimony.

Mr. MARGOLIN Yes.
Mr. GLICKMAN/ I recently spent 2 days at Boeing in their Seattle

Division. We were talking about the competition that they have
with 767 and Airbus and the promotion effort the European eco-
nomic committee has in connection with the marketing of that air-
plane.

How do you propose improving that industry/Government coop-
eration to improve our international competitiveness?

Mr. MARGOLIN. One of the arenas that seems to disturb the in-
dustrial base in this country is the fact that there is a lack of clear
signals from the Government. Therefore, in many of the oper-
ations, people are not making decisions until they see a clearer pic-
ture of what the Government wants. It may be in the regulatory
Arena. It cOuld be in the tax arena or whatever.

The operation such as in Japan with MITI taking the lead on
this industrial base, or with the Germans and the French and the
BritishI just came back from a meeting in Berlin in which We
talked about the steel crisis of the'world. This was one of the issues
that came up out of that meeting, that the national Governments
are 'taking a stronger position, either directly or by setting policy
which allows the private sector to operate in a better business at-
mosphere.

Mr. GLICKMAN. This administration would argue that they are
doing the latter. That is, they have lowered tax rates dramatically
and they have provided the incentives for capital formation. They
have argued that they are doing the same thing in the regulatory
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picture Yet, I have kind, of this instinctive underlying feeling that
that is not going to hack it in terms of coripefing with particular
Japan and our VVestern European allies. That is, there may need to
be something more direct than that."1:

Mr. MARGOLIN, I would tend' tot agree. What the direct approach
would be is something that Would have to be looked at carefully.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Do yotk have any comments on the Cabinet Coun-
cil vis-a-vis the H.R. 4281 is a better way of implementing a nation-
al policSr?

MM1GOLIN Well, we, as professionals, don't think we have
the capability of talking about organizational structures. But we
would like to make one comment, and that is that a lot pf it is atti-
tudinal If you want to say there is a materials problem and a min-
'erals problem in this country, then let us go about trying to solve
the problem, let us not talk all around it and study and restudy it.
Cet us get to working on the actual problem and the solution of the
problem. But whatever organization is more favored, they should
be doing that.

Mr. GhICKMAN. Mr. Shamansky?
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr Margolin, on page 2 of your testimony, you say in the "scope

of the Problem," paragraph 2: "Our ferrochrome industry is declin-
ing. We are eZporting copper ore for foreign processing." That
really sets up all kinds of ideas into my head. When I was in col-
lege way back then, we had .a definition in economic geography
that, "A colonial economy was one in which they exported raw ma-
terials and imported finished goods." We have made it to that
status now, apparently, correct?

Mr. MARGOLIN. Correct.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. OK.
Now, if I understand this correctly, we expor(the ore and import

the finished copper.
Mr. MARGOLIN. This is an example of the material coming out of

the West, going to Japan for smeltifig, and coming back.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. OK. I don't mind tellingiyou that that is really

goofy..I am from Ohio and we have iron ore. When I was in college
we could make steel for the niarket better than anyone else be-
cause we had the iron ore at the Great Lakes, we had the coal
nearby, we had cheap water transportation, and we had the end
use all right there. It is very logical and it worked.

I am reacting then negatively to your suggestiork that there is
something about the Government's role in this that keeps every-
body off guard bectise they don't quite know where the Govern-
ment is going. I would like to make a suggestion that the indus-
tryand I mean both management and laborhas to look at their
own industries. There is nothing about the Government's policy
that so set up an industry that it is cheaper to take the ore out of
this country., send it to Japan, and irrOort the copper-back if the
parties themselves don't want it to he that Way. I think that is a
shift that it is too easy to use the Federal Government as a whip-
ping boy.
4 Mr. KAGOLIN. Mr. Shamansky, I 0ould agree:with you that in-
dustry,. rna)afgement and labor have made contributiohs to this
problem I thihk, though, if we had some polities directed tit the
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broad awect, which we halve been pushing for years to have,.then
we may be able to get some of the light at the end of the tunnel,
ev.erybody could see what the real problems are, and we could go
about solving them.

Mr S1AMANSKY. j don't want to act as if the elements, the ridic-
ulous aspect of this thing is, it seems to me, fairly obvious. At what
point does management become galvanized and says, "Whars going
on here with our own 'industries?" The executives of the copper
companies can't turn to labor and say, "What is this difference?
Why can we not compete?" ,

U.S Steel managed to find $1i billion or so to make a capital ac-
quisition of Marathon Oil from Finley, Ohio They managed to find
capital to do that. They could not find the capital to renew their
plants around Youngstown, Ohio. So the capital is there, given the
will to do something about it.

It is interesting that you are saying and looking at this very .
distinguished libt of methbersthat you apparently give up on the
idea that leadership can really come from the effected industries
themselves. I am sort of disappointed thateveryone is looking to
the Federal Gov ernmept to provide the leadership, and then, in the .
other breath, they sit around complaining because Government is
interferring with their businesses.

MARooLiN. Well, I am not in any way implying that we are
giving up .1 don't think we are.,

Mr SHAMANSKY. Well, v-vhere,is the leadership, though? You are
not giving up, but are you very effective about it? Do you have a
program? Does your federation have a program?

Mr. MARGOLIN. I don't think it is in the province of our feder-
ation as a bunch of professionals to come up with a program as
such. I think we are a communicator, we are trying to bring to-
gether the vkinous forces that act in the 'Materials community and
get the message across.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. To whom are you communicating? Who is talk-
ing to whom?

Mr MARGOLIN. That is what we are trying to improve. We want
to get academia to be talking to industry, industry to be talking to
Government, Government to be talking to academia. Part of our
overall progr.am is trying to implement, that arena. The Harpers
Ferry conference is a- mechanism we are using to get the problems
aired out by all people and try to come up with direction.

Mr SHAMANSKY. I will leave thjs line of questioning with just
this comment. The idea that it is cheaper for the steel to be impott-
ed from Japan than it is to produce it in the Great Lakes-Ohio
Valley is simply a self-inflictecl wound.

Mr MARGOLIN. I will fully agree with you that we in this coun-
try, in our own maikets, we can produce steel cheaper than any-
body else, especially in the Great Lakes area. I have studied that
for the last 15 years, and I- have studied foreign operations, and I
do believe that.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I am a layman and I figured that out. So there
is hope for us all here.

I would like to allude very briefly to your paragraph 11 On page
5. "There is concern that the Nation may not be producing ade-
quate supply of technologists, vocationally trained personnel and
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support people to operate the equipment and facilities required by
industry."

I don't mind telling you, sir, that we have had a battle in this
commiitee to make sure that that condition not prevail. Unfortu-
nately, it is become a very partisan sort of thing. The Democrats,
the majority here, at least, tryteg.to overcome the absolute mind-
less approach of the Office of Management and Budget in doing
away with the trainhig of our future cadres of researchers and pro-
fessors and weeding in that area. I think it is absurd.

With respect to energy on paragraph 13 on page 5, "Problems rg-
lated to the role of the materials life cycle in the field of energy
need to be redefined in light of changes in technology and the econ-

. qmy"again, we recently had the Secretary of' Enetgy. I guess he
will scion be a,dearr or a president of a medical 'college. He is an
oral surgeon by profession. His testim8ny over the last year and a
quarter would convey, at least to me, the impressionfthat the only
energy policy that this administration has is with Ausclear, some-
how or other; buying Clinch River and all those other things, to
almost the exclusion of any other process available.

Would you like to elaborate on your paragraph 13?
'Mr. MARGOLIN. Yes. Oir of the things we have been noting of

late in the press was the number of failures we are having in our
nuclear reactors that are in operation. They happen to be materi-
als failures. So are finding out new things that we didn't know
when we first designedtur nuclear reactors.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. About the brittleness of metal?
Mr. MARGOLIN. Thal is right.
Now, as you go into the synthetic fuels program, we may be find-

ing some new arenas that we have to operate in and we may need
to have newer materials in order to deal with some of those prob-

r.: lems that we haven't thought of today.
I remember going back when we were looking at steam boilers,

backign the 1950's, and we had corrosion problems until we reapg-
nizeorthe fact that in some of our imported oils we have vanadrum
and sulfur, a perfect combination for making sulfuric acid, and
they were corroding our boiler tubes. We came out with new de-
signs and new material substitutions for that.

So it will'be a continuing program as we go into the 1980's in our
changing energy posture.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I would like to congratulate both you and Ms.
Babcock on your statements. They were very succinct and quite to
the point.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GLICKMAN. Ms.,Babcock,' you made the point that nations

such as Zaire apd South Africa cannot afford to withhold raw ma-
terials froln Western markets. But the closing of the Zairian cobalt
mine in 1978 was due to invasion of Zaire. How do we deal with
similar inadvertent upheavals that may 'have absdlutely nothing to
do with what the current government wants to do? I am trying to
play the devil's advocate with you.

MS. BABCOCK. That is fine. I think one of the things that we do is
to focus our research efforts to avoid the dependence on that single
material, and cobalt is probably a poor example of that. We may be
a bit up the creek in a situation like that. I don't think, however,
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the answer is to open up the wilderness areas to 'Mine for cobalt,
cobalt w hith may be of questionable quality and the material
which the market cannot absorb.

Mr. GLICKMAN. The other question' I would ask is what is your
reaction to a. critical or s.trateg4c materials impact statement, as
',s.uggested by the adthinistrati6n?
. Ms. BABCOCK. An impact statement such as an environmental
impact statement or the tegulatory statement?

'Mr GLICKMAN. I 'think it- would be an ,across-the-board impact
statement as pare of his program plan.

MS. BABCOCK. I think that is probalk a very good idea, particu-
larly if they are going to be recommendingcertainly the regula-
tory changes will require some type of impact statement to comply
with NEPA. In, terms of an impact statement accompanying this
report, it would be very, very helpful to have them assess the envi-
ronmental implications of what they are proposing, if that is re-
sponsive to your question.

Mr. GLICKMAN. It would not be an environmental impact, it
w.ould be a response of critical materials impact. It would be a par-
allel ,to NEPA essentially that would alsowhatever regulatory
action were Psken, there would have to be critical materials impact
statement.

Ms BABCOCK. An evaluation of what the impact would be on our
strategic minerals and materials?

Mr. GLICKMAN. Yes.
Ms: BABCOCK. Well, I guess, on the one hand, I would say that

that might overemphasize a situation. And I would also, I guess,
add that the delay factor that that would add to implementing any
policy that another agency has to go through to evaluate some-
thing. I don't see why that type of assessment wouldn't be made
part of w hatever the proposal is or a part of a NEPA statement to
be rolled in, not as a separate action.

Mr. GLICKMAN. OK.
Ms. BABCOCK. I am hot quite sure what they are propOsing there.
Mr. GLICKMAN. I am not either. But I would thiqk that they are

proposing something to parallel NEPA.
Ms. BABCOCK. But geared specifically toward the impact on our

strategic minerals supply.
Mr. GLICKMAN. I happen to think that that is probably not an

unreasonable situation, but I don't know how it would be imple-
mented.

Ms. BABCOCK. Again, I think it would be a question of pOlic par-
ticipation and whether or not fhat document itself is open to legal
challenge. You can really spinoff and do a variety of concerns from
a proposal like that.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Do you have any different fIefinitkri of "critical
minerals or materials" than what you have heard here ay?

Ms. BABCOCK. I have heard a range of definitions. No, I hink our
concern is that the definition not be broad that w tever pro-
grams are developed to accelerate or' gi e preferenco, o the use of
those materials or the extractionsof those minerals not cover on the
entire waterfront For example, *e wouldn't want to see coal listed
as a strategic or critical mineral if that meant somehow the coal
leasing process was jecipardized, accelerated, that the strip mine
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regulatiods would come.out ev weaker than they are right i4ow.
We would look at it in terms of the consequences. So we would
prefer a fairly narrow definition

Mr. GLICKMAN. OK.
Mr. Shamansky, do you have any other questions?
Mr. SHAMANSKY. No, Mr. Chairman:;"
Mr. GLICKMAN. I think this has been a very good hearing this

morning. We will have the next set of hearings Thursday morning
at 9 o'clock. We appreciate your testinionyfrom the Federation, as
well as Ms. Babcock.

The hearing will stand adjourned until Thursday at 9 a.m.
o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 11.12 a.m., the 'subcomniittees adjourita, to re-
convene at 9 a m., Thursday, ApriL:22, 19821
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oVERSIGHT

ublic Law 96-479National Materials ad.3 Minerals
Policy, R. & D. Act of 1980 and Consideration of7
H.R. 4281Critical Materials Act of 1981

THURSDAY, APR&22, 1982 ,...

-..

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND.

*
TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, ANTI-
4TION AND MATERIALS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RE-

SEARCIL,AND TECHNOLOGY,
' Washington, D.C. :

The subcommittee met, pursuant to potice,.At 9:05 a.m., in room
.2318, Rayburn House Office 'Building, Hon.. Doug Walgren (chair-
man pf the Subcommittee on Science, Reseitrch and Technology)
presiding. *

PreSent: Represeritatives Walgren, Shamansky, Dunn, and
Skeen. . ,

Staff present. Paul C.. Maxwell, majority science consultant; and
Donald L. Rheem, minoritY technical consultant.

[The prepared,opening stateinent of Mr. Walgren follows]
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OPENING STATEMENT

HON. DOUG WALtREN.

H.R. 4281 "CRITICAL MATERIALS ACT OF 1981"

APRIL 22, 1982

TODAY IS THE SECOND IN IWO DAYS OF HEARINGS ON'THE CRITICAL

MATERIALS ACT OF 1981 (H.R. 481). ON TUESDAY, WE HEAP FROM

A NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATION WITNESSES ON THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION

AS WELL AS THE PRESIDENT'S RECENT PROGRAM PLAN AND REPORT RE-

LEASED EARLIER THIS MONTH, I THINK IT WAS CLEAR AT THAT TIME of

OUR SUBCOMMITTEE°S CONCERNS FOR THE OVER-EMPHASIS IN THE PRO-

GRAM PLANFOR MINERALS AND'DOMESTIC RUBLIC LANDS MANAGEMENT. I

BELIEVE WE MUST BE AWARE OF,THE CONTINUING'MATERIALS PROBLEMS

IN SUCH BASIC PRODUCT-ORIENTED INDUSTRIES SUCH AS STEEL OR,THE

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES, AS WELCAS OUR FUTURE MATERIALe NEEDS.

TODAY WE WILL HEAR FROM TWO GROUPS OF OUTSIDE WITNESSES,TO LOOK

AT CURRENT PROBLEMS SPECIFICALLY IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY AND

THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY, AS WELL AS A VIEW TO THE FUTURE REGARDING

ADVANCED CERAMICS AND COMPOSITES. AS A CONGRESSMAN FROM PENNSYLVANIA,

I AM WELL AWARE OF THE CONCERN FOR THE STEEL INDUSTRY AND I AM

PARTICULARLY INTERES;TED IN HEARING TESMIMONY ON THIS ISSUE. la ALL,

I THINK THIS MORNING'S TESTIMONY SHOULD BE VERY HELPFUL TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEES' CONTINUING ACTIVITIES REGARDING.H.R. 4281.
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Mr. WALGREN. I want to welcome you to the committee. Today is
the second of 2 days of hearings by the two subcommittees, the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology and the Sub-
committee on Transportation, Aviation and Materials of the Com-
mittee on Science and Technology on'the Critical Materials Act of
1981,k11.R. 4281). On Tuesday, we heard from a number of admjnis-
tration witnesses on the proposed legislation as well as the Presi-
dent's recent program plan and report released earlier this month
covering critical materials problems.

I think it was clear at that time of our subCommittee's concerns
for the overemphasis in the program plan for minerals and domes-
tic public, lands management. I believe we must be aware of the
continuing materials ,problems in such basic product-oriented in-
dustries such as steel or automotive industries, as well as our
future materials needs:

Today we will hear from twogroups of outside witlesses to look
at current problems, specifically, in the steel industry and in the
aerospace industry, as well as a view to the future regarding ad-
vanced ceramics and composites.
, As a Representative from Pennsylvania, I am well aware of the
concern for the steel industry and I am particularly interested in
hearihg testimony on this issue. I think this morning's testimony
slyould be very helpful to subcommittees' continuing activities re-
garding H.R. 4281. We hope to create a record wfiich will support
progress in this area that we can work with in recommending spe:
cific actions to other members and in attracting the attention of
the full committee as a whole to this problem.

Our first panel is made up at this point of Richard Mulready, the
vice president of technology of Pratt & Whitney Group of United
Technologies, and E. F. Andrews, the vice president of Allegheny
International, who' comes from rn,ypart'of the country. We are par-
ticularly pleased that you are he e, Mr. -Andrews. Of course, Mr.
Murready, the same applies: However, it is always 'nice to see
people whom I have met before who are good friends.

Let me invite you to proceed. We will start with Mr. Mulready.
Written statements or details will be made part of the record auto-
matically, but please feel free to proceed a you think most effec-
tive in creating a record here. We are very interested in your views
in this 'area.

Mr. Mulready.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. MULREADY, VIICE PRESIDENT,
TECHNOLOGY. PRATT & WHITNEY GROUP, UNITED TECHNOL-
OGIES
Mr. M6LREADY. Thank nil very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chair-

man and members of thelkommittee, I am Dick Mulready, vice
president, technology, for Pratt & Whitney Group, the largest unit
of United Technologies.

I am pleased to be here today to comment on the administra-
tion's response to Public Law 96-479, the National Materials and
Minerals Policy Research and Development Act of 1980, as well as
the Critical Materials Act of 1981 (H.R. 4281) sponsored by Chair-
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man Fuqua and numerous other members of the House Science
and Technology Committee.

Piatt &,Whitney manufactures jet engines for both military and
commerciaj applications. As a user of large quantities of strategic
and criticaI materials, we are concerned about-,Government policies
and legislative initiatives which affect raw materials availability,
researcl\ and'develapment efforts, stockpile policy, and other relat-
ed matters.

In OctobeT 1979, 'I testified before, a joint hearing of the Science,
Research and Technology Subcommittee, and the Natural -Re-
sources 'and Environment Subcommittee. The subject then ,was the
Materials Policy Research and Development Act of 1979 (H.R. 2743).
which later became Public Law 96-479. It is gratifying to see that
the House Science and Technology Committee has continued its in-
terest in and concern with strategic and critical materials matters.

Before addressing the subjects of todaff's hearing, j would like td,
review sane of the events which haken place since I testified'
on the Materials Policy Research and Development Act. In 1979
Pratt Whitney became directly involved in the issue of strategic
materials when it appeared thatsboth cObalt and titanium would be
in short supply: The potential shortaqs of our basic raw materials
led us to"take several steps to reduce our needs. First, we utilized
materials better by developing and applying "near-net" shape man-
ufacturing techniques. Forgingsand these are forgings made with
a special, processwere designed and made with less overstock,
thereby reducing the Amount of material that is machined away as
scrap. W.e Also recycled more of the chips that were machined away
and returned this scrap to engine-quality use. Prior to that time,
that scraf) had been, downgraded and used for secondary uses.
These forms of-conservation meant less raw material needed for a.
finished part. A: '

Lastly,. we substituted alternative materials, ow with ldwer
strategic material content, wherever possible. These efforts result-
ed in substantial savings in the materials of concern, and in the
case of cobalt lowered our needs by approximately 20 percent.

In the past, PrAtt & Whitney and United Technologies have par-
ticipated in variOus congressional initiatives which have related to
the'availability of strategic and critical materials. We have pre-
sented our yiews during congressional hearingi on such subjects as
publiclands policy, domestic production of cobalt, the condition of
the'Defense Industrial Base, and reform of the National Defense
Stockpile.

The U.S. Government has also begun to address' the materials-
. availability issue, and it has taken ,the following constructiye ,ac-

tions in the last 2 years. The Idaho Wilderness legislation was en-
acted in July 1980 with a precedent-setting provision which puts
aside a small portion of the River of No Return Wilderness where
cobalt mining is designated as the dominant use for the area. Last
summer, the administration purchased 5.1 million pounds of cobalt
for the stockpile. This cobalt meets the highest technical standards
of the industry today and provides a small but known reserve suit-
able for' jet-engine use.

hi addition, the U.S. Government has announced an agreement
with Jamaica to obtain 1.6 million tons of bauxite. This transaction

44



is particularly noteworthy since agricultural barterdairy prod-., uctsand excess stockpile materialtinwill be utilized for the s
acquisition. -^14

The release earlier this month by President Reagan of the na-
tional materials and Minerals program-plan and report to Congress
represents a very significant milestone in our Nation's approach to
the materials issue. We applaud the administration's effort to ad-
dress this subject in a camprehensive and coordinated fashion. The
policy statement and report rhresent a significant step in identify-
ing the cduntry's materials problems and the actions necessary to
reduce our vulnerability to supply cutoffs. While we have not had
adequate tiin to study the administration's proposal in great
detail, we endorse the administration's choice of the following cor-
nerstones of our national materials policy:

A national defense stockpile which contains materials in suffi-
cient quantities and of the appropriate grade, form, and qua,lity to
'reduce our vulnerability to joreign supply cutoffs of maifty.----
which we normally import and need to support our economy and
national security;

Identification of domestic resources and the continued search for
technology which would eventually allow these resources to be pro-

,. duced id an economiEal and an environmentally acceptable
manner;

...Support for R. & D. w4jch can produce substitution options and
conservation and reqcling methodology in the future;

- And, last, increased focus on national materials and resources
issues through Government awareness and action.

One of the concerns addressed by both H.R. 4V1 and the Presi-
dent's materials policy staternent is the coordination of materials
research and development efforts. Pratt & Whitney's experience
with the coordination of Federal research and, development efforts
has historiadly been good. It has been very good, I might add. We
are currently working with the Defense Advanced Research Proj-
ects Agency (DARPA) and the Air Force Materials 'Laboratory
(AFML) on rapid solidification technology which offers a promising
development approach to new materials which require lower stra-
tegic material content.

Another example.of the results which can be obtained by Gov-
ernment-industry cooperation can be found in NASA's effort which
has traditionally provided st stimulus to the aeronautical industry
by supporting proof-of-concept work. This conceptual technology
'has opened doors for industry to channel its development re-
sources. Past testimony before congredional committees has pro-
vided evidence of NASA contributions to technology in aeronautics
which benefited both commercial and military aviation. One proof-
of-concept effort supported bY NASA Lewis Research Center led to
the technology, developed by our induptry in the 1950's enabling
compressors to accept a higher axial air flow velocity. That work
on the transonic flow compressor became the basis of today's high-
efficiency compressor designs. It made possible the modern, effi-
cienthigh-bypass ratio turbofan leading to U.S. supremacy in the
enethe field.

A strong U.S. aerospace industry provides a number of benefits
tG our national economy. According to Aerospace Industries Associ-
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.
ation statistics, the U.S. aerospace industry supplied close to 1.2
million jobs in 1980 and contributed almost $12 billion in net ex-
ports to our 1980 trade balance. Continued Goverment-industry co-
operation is essential to assure that'these benefits are maintained.

Public Law 86-479 states in the declaration of policy:
The Congress further declares that implementation of this policy requires that

the President shall, through the executive office of the President, coordinate the 're-
sponsible departments and agencies to, among other measures, " estfiblish a
mechanism fur the coordination and evaluation of Federal materials programs, in
cluding those involving research and development so as to complement related ef
forts by the private sector as well as other domestic and international agencies and
organizations

The administration's national materials and minerals program
plan and report to Congress indicates that this function will be car-
ried out by the Committee on Materials [COMAT]. Established in
the early 1970's, COMAT was subsequently disbanded in the late
1970's. This administration has reaffirmed COMAT's role in mate-
rials and minerals research and development efforts and has
placed it under the direction of the Federal Coordinating Council
on Science, Engineering, and Technology in the Office of Science
and Technology.Policy. Unfortunately, COMAT is not a permanent
bOdy, and th,ere has not been high-level agency participation in its
activities in the past.

Pratt & Whitney believes that Public Law 96-479's mandate con-
' cerning Federal materials R. & D. coordination would be more ef-

fectively implemented by a high-level permanent authority. We
therefore believe that H.R. 4281's approachthe creation of a
Council on Materialswould be preferred over COMAT which
historically has not enjoyed high-level attention and has no perma-
nent charter.

I would like to restrict my remaining comments to the national
defense sto,skpile and the admilsistration's proposed stockpile
policy. The substantial concern shown by this administration for
the condition, role, and operation of the stockpile is welcome. The
administratiosi's materials and minerals program Plan states:

We must assure the responsiveness and staying power of the industrial base A
crucial aspect uf any industrial mobilization capability ig a secure, reliable, and silt'
ficent supply of critical raw,and processed materials.

This statement indicates an awareness of the vital role that Tfia-.
terials availability and the stockpile should play in that- prepared
ness. Review of the quality as well as the quantity,pf the stockpile
is long overdue.

The establishment of a panel with private-sector input to review
the quality pf stockpile materialand our company has offered to
provide experts in material quality' for this,effortas proposed by
-the administration is essential. We need to know not only the
quantity of the materials held by the stockpile but also their grade,
form, and technical specifications. Once the current stockpile in-
ventory is known, action to improve quality and adjust quantities
can be more sensibly undertaken.

Two other administration initiatives regarding the stockpile
merit discussion. Pratt & Whitney supports the administration's
decision to extend the planning period for stockpile acquisitions
and disposals from the current annual plan to a 5-year assessment
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of potential acquisitions and disposals. This longer term perspective
is vital if we are tv adequately assess materials trends and develop-
ments and effectively use this data to make well-informed decisions
regarding material purchases and sales.

The Reagan administation has also indicated its intention to es-
tablish a study group chaiied by the General' Services Administra-
tion to "determine whether there are inventory management defi-
ciencies that can be corrected by measure such as rotation of stocks
and upgrading of storage sites.' We believe that this review should
be conducted by some other body, perhaps.the General Accounting
Office, rather than an in-house effort by GSA which currently
manages the day-to-day stockpile activities.

In general, Pratt & Whitney believes that the administration's
stockpile policy is a good one, but unfortunately it does not go far
enough. The crui of our stockpile problem is its organizational
structure or in this case the lack thereof. Stockpile responsibilities
currently are spread throughout the executive branch of the Gov-
ernment. A picture of today's stockpile organization chart closely
resembles a jigsaw puzzle. GSA handles the daily stockpile oper-
ations while the Federal Emergency Management Agency is re-
sponsible for stockpile policy. A number of other Government agen-
cies also have a piece of the stockpile puzzle including the Depart-
ments of Defense, State, Commerce, and Interior.

Pratt & Whitney has recommended in past testimony before the
House Armed Services Committee that structural changes in the
stockpile's organization are essential if true improvement in aur
sttckpile situation is to be achieved. Senator Harrison Schmitt has
introduced the Strategic Stockpile Reform Act of 1981S.1982
which establishes an independent Strategic Stockpile Commission
to handle all stockpile responsibilities including management,
policy, and day-to-day activities. We believe the Schmitt approach
is constructive with several important benefits. First, it consoli-
dates all stockpile functions establishing a Central authority for
this important institution. Second, it cryates an independent body,
isolated from political pressures, to address what have historically
been controversial and sensitive issues.

The quality, grade, form, and quantity of stockpile inventories,
while important facets of the stockpile question, are overshadowed
in the long run by the importance of an effective stockpile organi-
zational structure. Pratt & Whitney endorses the concept of an in-
dependent central authority to carry out the important functions of
the stockpile and respectfully suggests that this approach be given
serious consideration by the administration and the Congress

Pratt & Whitney looks forward to working with you, Mr. Chair-
man, and members of the House Science and Technology Commit-
tee in addressing these and other issues of mutual concern.

I would be happy to answer any questions you or members of the
committee may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mulready followsl
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Mr. chairman and member, of the Committee, I am Dick Mulready,

Vice President, Technology, for Pratt & Whitney Group, the largest

unit of United Technologies. I am pleased to be here today to

comment on the Administration's response to Public Law 96-479, the

National' Materials and Minerals Policy Research & Development Act

of 1980, as well as the Critica_ Materials Act of 1981 (HR-4281)

k
sponsored by Chairman Fuqua and numerous other members of the House

Science and Technblogy Committee, Pratt & Whitney manufactures jet

engines,for both military and commercial applications. As a user

of large quantities of strategi.c and critical materials, /we are

I' concerned about government policies and legislative initiatives

which ffect raw materials availability, research and development

efforts stockpile policy and other related matters.

In October 1979 1 testified before a joint hearing of the Science,

Research and Technology Subcommittee and the Natural Resources

and Environmene Subcommittee. The subject then was the Materials

Policy Research and Development Act of 1979 (HR-2743) which later

became Public Lay 96-479. It IS gratifying to see that the House

Science and Technology Compittee has continued its interest in

and concern withibtrategic and critical materials matters.

Before addressing the subjects of today's hearing, I'd like to re-

view Some of the events which%have taken place since 1 testified

on the Materials Policy' Research and Development Act. In 1979,

Pratt & t.Mlitney became directly involved in tte issue of strategic

materials when it appeared that both cobalt and titanium would be

in short supply. The potential shortages of our basic raw materials

led_us to take several steps to reduce our needs. First, we utili-

zed materials better bv developing and applying "near-net" Shape

a
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manufacturing teLhniques. Forgings were designed and made with

less overstock, thereby reducing the amount of material that is

machined away as scrap. We also recycled more of the chips that

were machined aliay and returned this scrap to engine quality use.

These forms of conservation meant less raw aterial needed for a

finished part. Lastly, we substituted alternative materials,

ones with lower strategic mateCial content, wherever possible.

These efforts resulted in a substantial savings in the materials

of concern and in the case of cobalt lowered our needs by

approximately 20.

In the past ?ratt& WhitneN and United Technologies have partici-

pated in various Congressional initiatives which have related to

the availability of strategic and critical materials. We have

presented our views during Congressional hearings on sech subjects

as public lands policy, domestic production of cobalt, the condition

of the Defense Industrial Base, and reform of the National Defense

Stockpile. 1

The U.S Government has also begun to address the materials availx-

bility issue and has taken the following constructive actions in the

last two years. The Idaho Wilderness legislation was enacted in

July of 1980 with a precedent-setting provision whicb puts aside

a small portion of the River :f No Return Wilderness where cobalt

mining is designated as the dominant use for the area, Last

Summer the Administration purchased 5.1 nifl.ion pounds of cobalt

for the stockpile. 'This cobalt meets the highest technical

standards of industry today and provides a small, but known reserve
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suitable for jet engine use. In addition, the U.S. Government has

announced an agreemeni witt) Jamaica to obtain 1.6 zaillion .tons of

,.bauxite. -This transaction is particularly noteworthy since agri-

cultural barter (dairy products) and excess stockpile material (tin)

will be utilized for the acquisition.

The release, earlier this montN, by President Reagan o44 th.e National

Materials and Minerals Program Plan and Report to Congress repre-
,

gents ,a very signifficant milestone in our natdon's approach to the

.aaterials.cssue. >We applaud4;he Administratiod's effort to address

this subjeCt *in a comprehensive and coordknated fashion. The policy

statement and report represent a significant step in identifying the

countryla materials problems and the actions necessary to reduce

our vulnerability to supply cutoffs. While we have not had adequate

time to study the Administration's propo'Sal in great detail, we

endorse the Administration's choice of,the following cornerstones

of our national msterias policy.

A National Defense. Stockpile which contains maierials in

sufficient quantities and of the appropiiate grade, form

and quAnty to reduce our vulnerability to foreign supply

cutoffs of materials which we normally leport and need cc

4,
support our economy.and nationa1 security.

Identification of domestic resources and the continu0 search

'for technology which:would eventually allow these resource.s to

be produced in'an economical and environmentally accdptable

manner .

,
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O Support tor 1U.1) which can produce substitution options and

conservation and %recycling methodology in the future.

o Increased focus on national materials and resource issues

through government awareness and action.

One of the concerns addressed by both HR-4281 and the resident's

Materials Policy Statement is the coordination of mate ials research

and development efebrts. Pratt 6 Whitney's experience ith the

coordination of federal rese'arch and development effor s has

historically been good. We are currently working with the Defense

Advanced Research Projecte Agency (DARPA) and the Air Force

Materials Laboratory (AFML) on rapid solidification technology,

which offers a promising develOpment approach to new materials

which require lower stkategic glaterial content.

Another example of the results which can be obtained by government/

industry cooperation can be found in NASA's effort which has

,traditionaily phavtded a stimulus to the aeronaut/cal ihdustry

by supporting proof-of-concept work. This conceptual technology

has opened doors for industry to channel its developmentoresources.

Past testimony before Congressional committees has provided evidence

o Ni1SA contributions to iechnolog; in aeronautics which benefitted

both commercial and military aviation. One proof-of-concept effort

supported.b.;'NASA Lewis Research Center led to-the technology

develWe by our industry in the l950's, enabling compressors to

accept , higher axial air flow velocity. That work.on the transonic

flow co pressor ecame the basis of today:s high-efficiency com-

vresqo signs. It made possible the modern efficient; high-bypass

12
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ratio turbofan, leading to U.S. supremacy in the engine field:

I, strong U.S. aerospace industry provides a number of benefits

to our national economy. According to Aerospace Industries

Association statistics, the U.S. aerospace industry supplied close

to 1.2 million jobs in1980 and contributed almost $12 billion in

net exports to our 1980 trade balance. Contt'nued governmen/industry

cooperation is essential to assure that these benefits are ;saint:Lined.

PL 96-479 states in the Declaration of Policy, "The Congres further

declares that implementation of this 'policy requires that he President

shall, through. the Executive Office,of the President, coordinate the

4
responsible departments and agencies to, among other measures ,

establish a mechanism for the coordination and evaluation of Federal

materials programs, including,..those involving research and develop- '

ment so as to somplement related efforts by the private sector as -.*

well,as o'ther domestic and international agencies and organizations,

" The Administration's National Materials and Minerali Piogram

Plan and Report to Congrdss indicates that this,..funetion will be

carried out by the Committee on Materials COMAT). established in

the early 70s, COM AT vas subse uently disbanded in the 1444 70's.

This Adminisjration has reaffirm d COMAT's role ln materiils'and

minerals r rch'and developmen efforts and has Placed it: under

'-
the direction of the Federal Coo dinating Council on Soeence%

Engineering and Technology (FCCS T4. in the Office of Sce and

Technology Policy (OSTP). Unfor unately, COMAT is not a permanent

body and there has not been high level agency pirtecipation in its

activities in Ore Rest. Pratt S Whitney believes that.PL 96-479's

mandate concerning federal materials R&D coordinatio8 vould be more

-"V
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effectively ,isplementet by a high-level, permanent authority. We

therefore believe that gRL4281.'s.approach - creation of a Colncil
.

on Materials --.,would be rpreferred over'COMAT which historicalll has
\

noi enjoyed high-level attent4on and has no,permanent chater.

would like to rmstrtct4y'remainins commenti!tb the Nation.4

Defense Stock17114t 41d the Ad:IdOcration's proposed Stockpile Policl.

4

;

4

The substantial .concern shown by this Administration for the condi-

tion, role and operation Orthestockpile is welcome. The Admincs-

[ration's Materials and Minerrls Prosiest Plan states.. "We must

assure the resp siveness and staying power of the industrial '6ase.

'A cru&ial aspect of any industrial mobLfization ct?ability is a

secure, reliable and sufficlent supply,of critical rit> and processed

materials." This statement indicatea a.t'avareness of the vital role

that materiali availability 'and the stockpile ;hOuld play-in that

, preparedness. Review of tte.,qualit'ytes well as the,qua,s.tity of

the stoapile is long averdue
,.

The establiabment of a mnel with PLve.te sectoi inhus.,to rThew the
. "

quality of stockpile materiil as proposed lPy.the Admilfistration is

essential% We need knot+ not only.he quantity of materials.held

by the/a-roil-pile put also their,srade, form ani t"echnical sdpcifi-

cations. Oncethe current stockpile inventory is 06Wn.mccion.to
,

.

improve quelity0and.adjuit quantities can be,more sensibly under-

taken . 1

/0
Twoother Administration initiative\s regarding the.seqckpile metit

. t

,discu'asion. Pratt 6 Whitneyeupports the Adminispation's decision

to.etend the planning period for stockpile ac4uisitioaS and dis.

e.

r /
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Posals from ihe current annual plan to a five-yetr assessment of

potential acquisitions and disposals. This longer-tern perspective

is vital if We Are to "adeqdately assess maierials trends and develop-

ments and effectively use this data to bake well-inforned decisions

regaMing aaterial purchases and sales.

The Reagan Administration has also indicated its intent n to establish

a study group chaired by the General Services Adminlyfation (GSM._

tro 'determine whether there are inveniory manageatnt defidiencies

that can be corrected by measures such as rotiolkeratpdcks, and uP-
-

grading of storage sites.' We believe that this review should be

conducted 1)7 some other body - perhaps the,-General Accountiffg Office

.4ZAD) - rather than an in-house effott-t.LCSA which currently manages
,

the dayrto -day stockpile activities. 4

In general, Pratt 4 Whitney believes t'hat the Administration's stock-

pile policy is good one, but unfortunately it doesn't go far enough.
/

The crux of our stockpile prgblem is its 'organizational structure - or

in this case, the lack the f. Stockpile re,X.C.Z._ sp'onsibilities currently

are spread throughout execuNove branch of the government. A'

picture of today's stockpile organization chart closely resembles

jigsaw puzzle. GSA handles the daily stockpile operations while

the Federal Emergency Hanagessent Agency (FEHA) is reponsible for'

stockpile policy. A number of other goxernnent agencies also have

a piece of the stotilpile puzzle including the Departm;nrs of Defense,

Stlite, Commerce and Interior.

Pratt & Whit'neyehas recommended in past testimony before the House

Armed Services Committee that structural changes in the stockpile's
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organization are sasential if true improvement in our stockpile

situation is to be achieved. Senator Ha ison Schmitt has intro-

duced the Strategic Stockpile Reform Act o 1981 (S-1982) which

establishes an ind4pendent Strategic Stockp e Commission' to

,
handle all stockpile responsibilities inCludin managemer;t, policy

and day-to-dRy activites. We believe the Schmitt approach is

constructive wfth severml important benefits. Firs it consoli-
..

Aates all stockpile functions establishing a cen
a

this important institution. Second, it,creates an independent

body - isolated from political pressures - to address what have

hisCorically been contreversial and sensitive issues.

The quality, grade, form'and quantity of stofkpile inventorieR,

whilt important facets of the stockpile questions-are overshadowed

in the long run by the impottance of an effective stockpile organi-

charity for

zotional structure. Pratt & Whitney endorses the concept of an

independent central authority to carry out the important functions

of the stockpile and respectfully suggests that this approach be

given serious consideration by the Administration and the Congress.

..

Pratt & Whitney looks forward to working with you, Hr. Chairman, and

members of the House Science and Technology Committee in addressing

these and other issues 'of mutual concern. 1 wourd be happy to

answer any questions you or members of the Committee may have.

i

t

%

t
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VICE PRESIDENT-TECHNOLOGY

Richard C. Hulready is Vice President-Technology ft United Technologies'

Pratt 6 Whitney Croup, East Hartfoid, Connecticut.

He'-joined the Corporation as an analytical engineer at United Aircraft
.

Research/Laboratories in 1946, after receiving a Bachelor's degree in

Aeronautical E;iiineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In 1952, Mr. Mulreedy moved to Lratt 6 Whitney as an assistant project

engineer, where he vas involved in the development of ramjets and other

advanced eirraft engines2 Later, he was.junior project engineer

assigned to of the company's J57 turbojetito liquid

hydrogen fuel, ,then project engineer on the model "304" hydrogen

expander engine.

.

/n 1958, Mr. Mulreedy became project engineer for the fiist liquid

hydrogen/O:iygen ibcket engine, the RLIO, which later became one of

the workboKke ngines in the U.S, spice program.

He also has served as assistant chief engineer Ivratt 6 Whitney's
4

Florida Research and Development Center, where he was responsible for

the development o'f the highpressure hydrogen/oxygen rocket engine

technolegy. In 1970, he was named program manager of new business

development, and in 1976 he became Director, Technical Planning. In

1980, he was appointed to his current position.
.

Hr. Mulready vas one of three recipients of the coveted 1974 Goddard

.6
Award.presented by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-

. A
nautics, presented for 'significant contributions to the development

ok practical LOX-hydrogen rocket angines.".
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Mr WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mulready. Let us then
turn to the other witnesses'for their statements, and then we will
come back for some discussion.

Mr..Andrews, it makes sense to go in order of appearance at this
point.

STATEMENT OF E. F. ANDREWS, VICE PRESIDENT, ALLEGHENY
INTERNATIONAL

Mr. ANDREWS. Right. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. For
the record, I am E. F. Andrews, vice president for materials of Alle-
gheny International. I appreciate this opportunity, Mr. Chairman,
of appearing today on an issue that has been close to my hea`it for
many years. I have spent the last 35 years of my life dealing with

. the raw material problem, and I have spent the last 15 years of my
life trying td get a government national materials pglicy of some

, sort established.
I do have a written 'statement which is quite complete and can go

into the record. I will move on for just a few remarks and then go
-to questions... For the first 150. years of_this country's history, we were consid-
ered to be self-sufficient in our materials needs, We did not need
anybody. Isolationism was a political issue. All of a sudden aftei
World War II, we began to address ourselves to the critical materi-
al problem. The Paley Commission was appointed, and America
slowly began to realize that perhaps indeed we did have a problem.
Two things basically happened. Two basic things happened that
changed after 'World War II. One was the technological explosion,
the explosion_ that catapulted.,us into the jet age and the computer
age.

I You do mot remember airplanes, Mr. Chairman, with propellers.
I started the war in an airplane,with a propeller on it. We went to

e the jet age. We put a man,on the Moon. We got the Shuttle. We
built a computer. We did this all since World War II. That techno-
logical explosion then said that you no longer can get along with
irdtl, cotton, wood, and tobacco. We needed the more noble and
more sophisticated metals of 'chrome and cobalt and platinum and
so forth. ..

The second thing thateccurred during this same period of time
was .a process that I like to call:decolonization. At the same time
that we had this technological explosion demanding more sophisti-
cated metals of 'Which Amerjca was virtually devoid, we had the
process of decolonization. Whereas originally, when we needed
cobalt, we went to .Belgium and they went to their Belgium Congo
to get some cobalt, today you go to Kinshasa or Lubumbashi and
get it from a'country called Zaire or Zambia.

The explosion of the Third World placed the world's reserves in
the hands of less politically stable, shall we say, and perhaps even
unfrienilly countries.

Up front, I think we should also make clear, Mr. Chairman, that
there are no shortages. There are no shortages of anything. This
world, I do not believe, is running out of anything, nor will it, and I
do not even care because if we will get out of the way and let the
cYstern work as we dig deePer and deeper into the bowels of the

er,

-
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Earth to get less and less yielding ores, the cost to do so will rise,
and we will begin to design. away because we cannot afford it. By
the etime we do truly run out, it will not make any difference.
Nobody will be using it anyway. The system is self-correcting.
There is no shortage and do not worry about it. There is no crisis
today, so let us not act in the atmosphere of crisis. There is no'
crisis. I do not know of any metal' today that is not in plentiful
supply and dropping price. Therefore, be at ease.

However, I did not say that we did not have'a problem. Indeed, I
believe that we do. Now, there are those who -would say, as we
have for the last 30 years every time we have gone lurching from
crisis to crisis and we pull out into one of these dead periods,
"Well', the problem is over. Let's not do anything."

Well, we are in,one of those lulls. There is no shortage, nor d6 I
think there ever will be, and we areTortunately not in a crisis. I do
not say that I do not think that we will ever have a crisis. I think
that we may.

The problem then is abrupt interruption, unexpected denial of
access, not existence of material. Will we always have access to the
material we need when we need it? That is the only problem.

Therefore, as those who would say that this is not important, let
us examine the importance for a little bit because we tend to get
locked into the defense orientation or the national security orienta-
tion of the problem. I totally agree with that. That has to be up
front. The Constitution says that the Federal Government exists
for 'the purpose of the national security. Any time you put any-
thing ahead of that you are asking for trouble in my opinion.

However, is it important? Well, it is important to your district,
Congressman. Without manganese of which we have none in the
United States, we have got a bit of a problem.-We do not know how
to make steel. Without chrome we have got a bit of a problem, for
by definition stainless steel must contain 111/2 percent. of chromeh
by? definition. /

N&w, without chrome and without cobalt and without manga-
nese, these three products aloneand we have none ih the United
States virtuallysome cobaltwe cannot build your jet airplane.
We cannot make his jet engines. We cannot build a nuclear subma- ,
rine..We cannot build a barrel for a tank. We cannot shoot off a
missile. Ah, that is defense. We have got to do something.

Also, without chrome and without cobalt and without manga-
nese, you will .have to repeal your environmental laws. We cannot
build a catalytic converter or an air scrubber without chrome. You
will have to close all your restaurants or repeal your sanitary food
-laws. You will have to shut down your hospitals or go back to
wooden tables and rusty knives. Without these items, you not only
change the standards of.Jiving but the very health of this Nation.
Y0.11 change its Physic@ health as well as its economical health be-
cause we cannot build a computer, drill fot oil, build an auto-
mobile, or build a poper station.

Helmut Schmidt has said of the economy of Germany with only
60 million people, "Shut me off frOm African chrome for a period of
2 years and you will decrease thy employment by 2 million people
in a population of 60 million and cause my GNP to drop by 25 per-
cent." Now, take that in terms of the United States.
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Now, is there a problem? Well, the real right says' that there is a
resource war going on I happen to be generally in support of that
view Seven years ago, I was asked point blank whether I thought
that the Russians had a design to encircle the critical materials of
the world, my answer to tilat was, 'Nes, a grand plan."

Certainly, you look at the Mideast and their encroachment upon
he Persian Gulf, certainly, you look at southern Africa and the en-
croachment and destabilization that is going on there, today, a war
exploding again in Namibia, the Persian Gulf Of metals. Certainly,
look at the tinderbox of Central America,10uatemala, El Salvador,
NicaragUa, the oil, the nickel, the bauxite, the Panama Canal, the
sealanes. The growing influence of these three critical areas in the
world is obvious. That is the resource war. Let southern Africa fall
into the hands of the Russians or whoever our enemies might be
and tthey will control 99 percent of the world's platinum, 98 percent
of the world's manganese, 97 percent of the world's vanadium, 96
percent of the World's chrome, 87 peroent of the world's diamonds,
and 70,percent of the world's gold, and I could go on with the list.

We do not believe there is a resource war? A Russian under
every rock? Let's not believe that. All right. There is a growing
group of people in this country and in the United Nations who
would hae us self-deny our access to chrome and manganese. Let
us put an economic sanction on South Africa and close it down.
Are we prepared tudo that?

You say that they are not going to do that. What about a cartel?
The Arabs have proven that 11 nations can cartel successfully for a
few years, but only 2.nations need to cartel to settle on chrome and
cobalt if they choose to, and'they could. That could happen, I sup-
pose.

However, even forget that. What if southern Africa goes up in
sheer racial war and destabilization? It took 7 years to bring a tiny
country like Rhodesia doWn. What.will it take to bring a country
like ,South Africa? What if that siuff just was not coming out for 7
years? Our national security isn't endangered. Nobody is shooting
at us. You just cannot get at it. That could happen. What if the
white people down there just say, "OK, hang it. Let's walk out."
That is a country holding every deepmining record in the world.
When Mobutu took over Zaire he had 14 college graduates ih the
entire country, and he went into a 20-year retrogiession. Mozam-
bique is a good example of the rapi& exodus of the skills and tech-
nology of a country. That could happen.

However, let's say that none of those things are going to happen,
I am just using scare tactics. Just continue what you are doing
today: Ninety-six of the world's reserves of chrome are furnishing
40 percent of the world's supply of chrome annually, Four percent
of the world's knowri reserves of chrome are furnishing 60 percent
of the world's annual supply of chrome. Ninety-five percent of the
Western World's known reserves of manganese are furnishing 37
percent of the anoual consumption. FiVe percent of the world's re-
serves are, furnishing 63 percent of the world's consumption. Con-
tinue those practices.

The Bureau of Mines has said in a report to the State Depart-
ment that every known deposit outside of South Africa could ex-
haust within a decade. Therefore, you do not have to have, "The

9
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Russians. are yorning The Russians are corning Just keep what
you are going to do

Nov., are we going tu hay e a technological brepkthrough? Yes Of'
course. we are going 6) haye it Look A hat frozen food did for tin
and the need for it Look what satellite communications did for the
need of copper Aire Certainly, we are going to mine the sea some-
day It A ill not be in my liktime probably Maybe it will be in
yours, Mr Chairman. We will probably mine the moon Certainly,

e .% ill haye technological breakthrough You are going to see
sorne fascinating things in ceramics and plastics. We are going to
hay e great breakthroughs There will be carbon composites, carbon
matrix, all technologies of the future. However, I have two prob-
lems Pile is time You cannot tell them to hurry up and be inven-
ny Can we and are we ready in the next decade') I will worry
about that down the road and let technology take care of that.
Second, the Um\ ersity of California has said that it would take $2
billion and 10 y ears of research to design away from 60 percent of
ourconsumption of chrome, just 60 percent. Now, who is going to
spend .32 billion and 10 years to learn how to get along without a
product that the South Africhns have a thousand years supply of
and will probably be selling at 50 cents a poundprobably? Who
wants to inYest in that kind of research just to put,it on the shelf
just in case?

Now, with that situation I don't think that Government policy
has been yery helpful In fact, it has more or less exascerbated the
problem. Take the situation of chrome. Within one decadeand
this is when I started calling for a national materials policy and a
body mandated by law to Manage this problemthe United States
passed a whole passel of laws that mandated an increase of 20 to 25
percent in uur consumption of chrome. These were your environ-
mental laws We mandated an increase in the consumption of
chrome Within the same decade we placed an economic sanction
on the country that at that time was furnishing 95 percent of our
chrome. We ih e re cutting ourselves off from what we had just man-
dated an increase in consumption of. At the same time we cstab-
lished an enforcement agency in the EPA whin 1:51-1 arouna and
shut down one-third of the smelters that were processing what
chrome we did have. At the same time, another agency of Govern-
ment remoyed the restriction on the export of stainless scrap out of
this country, and we sent out thousands of tons every ton of which
contained 400 pounds of chrome. At the same time, we enacted
land, management policies that began to strangle the exploration in
this country for chrome. Now, that all happened in one decade as
Government policy.

We just went through a 3-year shortage of mOlybdenum tripling
the price to this country, but we produce twice as much molybde-
num as we consume, but we just had a severe shortage and tripled
our price Why, because we are the only industrial nation in the
worldand I am not saying that this isn't rightI ant pointing.it
out-ithat permits the export of a critical material prior to satisfac-
tion of domestic need. Should we continue that? We are for free
trade. That is Government policy.

At the same timeand one of the reasons that I began to call for
closer management of the stockpilefor 10 straight years, when
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you could see the cobalt supply shrinking because of a dropping
nickel and copper market and moving more and more to a thin
cobalt market, the U S. Government stockpile policy put 5 to 6 mil-
lion pounds per year into the marketand there was an 18 million
pound marketfor 10 straight years masking the growigg short-
age. and the invasion of Shabas Province was merely the straw
that broke the camel's back. We ourselves increased our vulnerabil-
ity by our action in Government policy. This is why I have been
saying that indeed we need a national materials policy We need a
national materials policy that has a mechanism or art organization
mandated by law to manage this problem. Nobody is in charge
That is the basic problem.

We need to internationalize our data base. One of the problems
with the Bureau of Minesthe finest da4a base, the finest organi-
zation in any government anywhere in the world, unparalleled, has
no peerit is interior, and a great big section of the problem is ex-
terior. We must internatioalize our data base. We must take a
National inventory of the assets of our land. The people of America
have a right to know what is in the closet before you lock the door
and then knowingly make the decision whether to lock the door.
We still may lock it, but at least we will know what is inside of it
when we lock it

We must take a look at our .export and import laws and come to
the conclusion of when we have damaged an industry. When we
put the sanctions on Rhodesia, I testified before this Congress that
leave them on for 3 years, and .you would set in force the irrevers-
ible demise of the ferrochrome industry and we did it Now, we are
running arounif and saying, "My, my, we have got a sick ferroch-
rome industryw We did it as policy. ,

We need to examine the incentives and remove the disincentives
on research, conservation, recycling, all of these things that you do,
not because of the critical material, but because it is good business.
It is just plain good business.

We need to examine a whole passel of laws: The antitrust laws,
international laws, taA laws, laws affecting multinational corpora-
tions that are obstacles to working in a worldwide arena.

We need to reexamine the priorities we put On ourselves between
national security, human rights, and environment..I have come out
many times opposed to the use of economic sanctions on critical
.materials as an instrument for bringing political change, because it
has a 100-percen t fail u re record.

We need to speak to theAlitockpile which I will not take time to
go into. My paper gives a lengthy presentation of my position on

i the stockpile, but I will add two points. One is we should look at
private stockpiling with Government incentives. I personally do not
think that it will work, but two countries are doing it. Studies now
are underway by the International Economic Study Institute in
Washington to look at this. We must get over being afraid to at
least take a look at economic use 'of the stockpile because every
transaction in and out of that stockpile for 20 years was for eco-
nomic abuse. Congress better set the parameters for economic use.
You cannot tell me that ifbur security is not threatened but we
are closing this country down because of a 7-year destabilization in
southern Africa that you are not going to turn to your stockpile.

I d ,

i
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NoNA, ,oil ale going to do that under w hat rules, under what regu-
lation.. under whose authoi itN," We better quit being afraid to look
at that problem

Now as to the President's repor t. I would say seeral things Ba-
sically. it is good I am optimistic It is too narrow It do6sn't go far
enough It does establish the fact that now the Government official-
ly r ecogn I/es that we hae got a problem It does, indeed, estabiish
that fact It is not specific, and it is irtually devoid of any funding
considerations I du not see where anything is going anywhere
unless somebody funds something to du something. It does call for
an action of domestic polio and reexamining the land acts and so
torth. 'but it Nartually ignores the international problem lt does es-
tablish a cabinet Louncil to carry out its problem, and under this
adnunistration I am perfectly happy with that cabinet couuil be-
cause that cabinet council, in my judgment, is moving well, doing a
good job, has the initiative, is moving along My problem is that
the next administration will eh mate it I. therefore, call for some-
thing mandated by law that co keep it in.

hae spolen to the stockp anagement. I think this report
ignores economic stockpile considerations, while the National Ma-
terials Policy Act of 1980 under section 5(083)2 calls for attention to

-that problem You cannot ignore it. The law has mandated that we
look into a It skirts the Defense Production Act. I think that we
should nut only extend the Defense Production Act, but we should
extend title III of the Defense Production Act and have it as a
weapon in our arsenal We do not have to use it until we need it,
but we should have it available.

I hae already said what I would do with\our data base Unfortu-
nately, the President's report to the Congress calls for no legisla-
tion Therefore, we must continue to give consideration to the bills
before this Congress. Fuqua H.R. 4281, Santini H.R. 33(11, Schmitt
S 1922, McClure S 1338 alland I could go on with others-,--have
portions of them with merit worthy of our consideration

I am optimistic. I think we have taken another step toward a na-
tional materials goal so long as we corisider the President's report
as a beginning, and that is all that it is.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad to answer
any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Andrews followsd
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I am E. F. Andrews, Vice President, Materials and Services,
for Allegheny International. I appreciate this opportunity to speak
to the issues,before this committee. I have spent the last 35 years
of my life dealing with the problems of raw materials supply and have
been calling.in a very specific way for a national maf,ekials policy
for the past 15 years. I am very pleased to see that one may be
appearing on the horizon.

I would like to make a brief statemenetimman4 up where we
have been and where we are. I am attaching for the record a white
paper that I developed about a year ago which sets forth in a very
specific way recommendations concerning a national materials 'policy.

It is now a well accepted fact that, while this country for
many years considered itself self-sufficient in its material needs,
the technological explosion following world war II created a need
for more sophisticated metals to support us in the jet and computer
age. During the same tiMe period, the process of decolonization was
als0 occurring, placing huge deposits of these sophisticated metals
in the hands of Third World or eastern block oriented nations, thus
creating the concerning dilemma of increasing import dependence on
a politically unstable portion of the world.

Let me state up front, today there,are no shortages. There
is no crisis. In fact, I do not believe that this world IS running
out of anything. The problem is merely access at time of need.
Some sal, there is a resource war, and it is the current plan and
strategy of the Soviet Union to encircle and control these Third World
resources so that they might have the power to deny us access when
itsuits their purpose. One needs only to examine the encroachment
of the Soviet influence in the Persian Gulf, southern Africa, and
Central America to be Concerned that perhaps a resource war does
indeed exist. However, if we are not ready to accept that thesis,
we still have a problem. There are those who would place extended
economic sanctions against South Africa, which has the largest
reserves of chrome ore and manganese, thus denying ourselves access.
There is the possibility of cartels, civil war, and extended desta-
bilization of southern Africa, cutting us off from vital resources.
There is the possibility of a rapid exodus of the white skills and
technology with a retrogression of production as occurred in
Mozambique and other places. Any of ;hese would cause us severe
supply problems.

But, let uS say none'Or-these things happen. If we continue
present rates of operation, 961 Of the world reserves of chromium
furnishesonly 40% of the annual production. The 4% outside southern
Africa furnish 60%. For the western world supply of manganese, 951
in southern Africa furnishes 37%.of annual supply. The 5% outside
furnishes 63% of annual supply. If this rate of depletion continues
for another decade, exhaustion of all reserves but African becomes
a real threat.
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How important i cobalt, chrome, and m ganese? From a
defense point of view, witHout them we do not know how to make steel,
Jet engines, gun barrels,'missiles. But also, without them, we
would have to repeal our environtental laws, close down our food
processing plants, close our hospitals, shut down power stations,
stop drilling for oil.

Of course.: research and technological breakthroughs will
supply some of the answers. Look what frozen food did to the need
for tin and satellite communications to the need for copper wire.
Someday, we will mine the ocean or even the moon. Time is the
problem. What is our plan for abrupt interruption? Can we wait on
research then?

Government policy not only hias noi helped, but in many
cases, totally exacerlDated the problem. Chrome, cobalt, and
molybdenum are example" sof such governMen't policy abuse.

For all of ihe above reasons, I have been advocating for
a long time that we ..do need a national materials policy covering both
the domestic supply that we do have and the international supply that
we do Rot have. The policy calls for:

l. k,mecharyism or. organization to establish and implement.
/ -

2. Interhatfonalization of data base.

3. National inventory of the as'sets in the land we do have.

4. Reexamination of our export and import policies.

5. ,Establishment of incentives and temoval of disincentives for

9 research and conservation.
.."

6. Reexamination of our laws--anti-trust, international, etc., and
rem6val of the obstacles to solving the problems.

'. Reexamination of our priorities among national security, human
rights, environment, etc. .

8. Total reexamination of the stockpileits policies. Study of the
qeed for private stockpiling and the need to establish parameters
for Ole economic use,of the stockpile.

With regard to the President's report, on balance, it is
good. I am optimistic that it will lead to something more substantive.
It is a beginnIng, but only a beginning.

134
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4
It does establish the point that we are at risk with over-

.

seas dependency d need-a Rolicx.

It is not specific °sad is virtually ,devoid of funding oafs- ,

siderations. 4

It does Cell-for an active domestic policy and examination '

of our various fand acts. It elmose ignores the interdational prob-
lems that face us.

It does establish a Cginet CounCil to carry out this
program.

ply'concern is that, without the mandate of law, will cthe
next administration eliminate such a council?

-It does establish some improvements in stockple management--
the 5-year consideration.

It does 'not get to the guts of the problem-and is mostly
cosmetic.

,It skirts past the issue df economic stdckpil.ing and
private stockpiling. While the National M.laterials Policy Act of 198,o ,.

calls for protecting the national securita, economi well being, and
industrial produqtivn, it seems to me the we, must consider economic

,use and stop, eccinomic abUse of the, stockpile.

It gos,tpony consideratiop of Title 3 and the DefenSe
Prqduction'Act. 'I leccimmend that we extend Title III and keerS it
as a weapon in our arsenal, availabld for use if and when it is

tuly need$4.
,

'It "does call for improvement in our'clata base. But training

a, feW Piople iirthe State DepartMent is hardly internationalization of '

thelBureau of Mines. Making metal experts out of diplomats seems to
me tO'be a tough )ob!

.
I

,

, There is no legislation proposed in the report; ther fore,
I would think that we must continise to consider provisions in bills
in Congress, such as Fuqua HR 4281, Santini HR 3364, Schmitt SH.982,

McClure S 1338 and others, They have important provisions that need. :'

It to be addressed. As I said at the beginning, I-am optimistic. I '

assume more is to come and look forward td. it:

11

Thank you.

e
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",. ehave 4evoked most of, the-lAst 30 eters ..7drking In and
:4iheinj2.concerned abqu4, the.ratearb kUpply prOlemspf my, company ,

and My country. ,For many Years,t-have been c.411,51g for ajlational
-materials policy and a.htghe...r.p4file.1%n this gelnemalsub*t. I

_believe it is finally beginning4tgamdve to.the .65p4af the nlatiorial
agen4a, and6I am very pleased,to-R4v,e it do'so. In'the peitdecade,
4).0 h'ave.gone through; the National maeerialefolior Commission .

'stitcional commission 'on Supplits andhr,tages, acidAhe iniritgqn.cy
study of the materials problem. But not:fang much occurred .to changp.

--- the collision coursd of whqch the Paley' ieport gave timeiI_Wachieg.,
Nothing much, tliat is,.until what can be Milestone legisldtfen
pleared Cdrigrest dast dctober. ,.

.

,
, e ,, ..

, Chromium presents a good exataple of why such a .policils.
'needed. The United States has virtually'do chromium indiOnous to.5'

)' this country. But at the same...time, we were in an'accelerating, 1'
high Level of consumption, we passed a group of environmental laws 4
that virtually mandated an additional increate in the contamption '
of chrome to/flake the clean ain and clean stream equipment and .

converters on our autovbiles. Aeter we had,mandated this Increase
in th6- consumption of chrome, we then'unilaterally, in another patt
of government, place...5 an embargo.on'the importation of chromipxn

4.
,...' from what was then our largest supplier, Rhodesia. At the s e

time, we applied stricter environmental enkoroement'on the anti-

..
guated ferrochrome industry reducing its productive,capabilities.
Also at the same time, we atlowed unlimited expAtt of stainless

- steel scrap, eta ton of which cóntained 400 pounds of chrbme.
Truly, a good e mple Of the nted for a coordirfated materia4s
policy. . .

. .

A brief look at hiseory, and particularly at some events
# .0nd developments that occurred in the lifetimes'of most of.us'here,
will help explaifi and in.part define our present national predicament

%. Wthis matter, /

- . , - .

- .America 'had all the resourcesn.; needdfrom the outset6of
its nationhood and through its flirgt 150 years or so. -It was singu-
karlY plessed vith timber, water, iron, coal, copper:etroleum, and
moah more---adequate for ,thgAterican economy of those days.

.
,-,)

That happy condition began to change markedly atter the
First, WOrkt1 Wax. It was not that we exhaugtea our resources but

i that new,materials were required by our'indubtrial society: rubber,
forelfisanced, a$' we realized with a shock when, in the Secondllorld V
,Watp,othe japanese overgansoutheast'Asia.

.
.' .

. . , , / ...

. 4- ' . The eArSiosipn in tecoporagicar development during and
..- after that last glckal war:kaa meant unprecedented advances in the

$ Quality of out natwnai life an& has wondrously transformed older..%
Industries and.brolight new industries uriimagined,only decadds agp.
BLt that exploion.als$ pat an end to our historic self-sufficiencv.

.
j f ", ,

- . 14 ,
. b a

*I
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,
r
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We are import-dependent, in whole or in part, on a long list of
minerals without Whose assured and long-term supply we cannot
function in'the industrial sense. I am not speaking here of oil.,
for that is a topic which has not wanted for attention, but of
non-fuel minerals: chrome, cobalt, manganese, platinum-group
metals, nickel, tin, tungsten, and a. score or so more.

Beyond technological development at a constantly
aclelerating rate of sophistication, the minerals predicament
was enormously complicated by vast world-wide political changes.
these included "decolonization" by the old Western imperial powers
and the emergence of Third World nations. And it so happened that
Providence chose to endow a number of the Third-World nations,
particularly those in southern Africa, with minerals on whlch we
are most dependent.

However salutary certain global political changes may be
in the historical annals of sblf-determination, they have meant,
to say the least, a destabilization of minerals access.

Now, as we venture further into the topic of non-fuel
minerals, it would be well to avoid two extremes of mental attitude.

First, there's the attitude of blind faith in technological
miracles. We solved the World War Il rubber crisis in shoq order,
didn't we? We put a man on the moon, didn't we? Surely we can make
-Cobalt or chromium out of straw or who-knows-what when the crunch
comes:

The fallacy of such gee-whizery lies not in ahy essential
deficiency of technological.research and development. Lord knows
we've seen astonishing develOpments that have altered dependence
on minerals. Consider what frozen foods have meant in respect to
tin cans. Or the laser and satellite communications in respect
to copper wire. Yes, there will surely be technological developments'
at some unforeseen:time 'that will reduce or perhaps eliminate our
present dependence on one or more strategic minerals.

, But the point is.precisely that.the time is unforeseen.
Time is at the heart of the problem. What presses for immediate
attention and coordinated action is getting America from now tot
say, 1990 or 1995. 'Wonderful indeed if we are mining the moon in
the next century. But what can be done to mine the earth and have

, assured access to its mineral treasures in the next five, ten,
fifteen years?

Secondly,I recognize that there Some authorities who are '

concerned that we may be consuming basic resources of this world ata
faster rate than we should. I do,not wish to get into that argument.

1 3
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however, I am one who believesthat the world is not really running

out of raw mfterialq. It has been said that the first pound of

copper ever discovered in this k,rld is probably still here some-

where. Of course, all and everytping are finite. If somehow or

other, we consume or destroyountili there is no place to stand on

this planet, then I guess we could say the raw materials are gone.

But-il do not believe that is within our time frame of thinking.

I do nct anticipate that we are likely to encounter any serious

natural constraints on the exigterice of raw material, at least in

the next 25 to 50 years and possibly 25 decades. in the case of

those raw materials that may run out, if there are any, we will

merely let the system work' As we reach deeper into the bowels of

the earth for less yielding"pres. Costs will rise: As the'cost

to ext.ract these materials rises, thelprice to the consumer will

rise. As the price rises, consumers wiAl be forced to design away;

and by the time the Supply is exhauStedi the need for the product

will be gone also. It really is a self-correcting system, if we

will Dust let it alone and let it happen.

Avoiding then either extreme -- the one of blind trust
in instant technology, the other of resource-despair -- let's look

at the situation in four Dust.basic minerals.

kirst off, there's'Chrome, ilidispensaile to the manu-

facture of stainless steel, tcArrFgarings, and surgical equipment.

This country,has virtually no indigenous chrome. The world's

reserves of it lie almost entirely in southern Africa -- in the

Republic of South Africa and in Zimbabwe, the former Rhodesia.

Then there's cobalt, 'essential'to jet-aircraft engines,
machine-tool bits, hnd FaiTient magnets, to name some broad

categories. We unport 98 percent of our cobalt, the bulk of it

from Zaire, the former Belgian Congo. Guess which nations account

for a big share of the world's reserves, after one totals Zaire's

and Zambia's? Our not-so-well-wishers, the Soviet Union and Cuba.

"at

Next, there's manganese, without which you cam't have

steel, period; and for wFictiqeare almost wholly import-dependent

Of the world's present iteserves of manganese, the U. S. Bureau of

Mines estimates that southern Africa accounts for some 40 percent

and the Soviet Union for 50 percent.

Finally, there's the platinum group of metals, on which

we are more than 85 percent import-dependent for the manufactpre

of catalytic converters And a variety of electronic and chemical

products. Roughly three-quarters of platinum-group reserves are

in South Africa and about one-quarter in the Soviet Union.

This recital-irldicates'why the four I have chosen put

of a much longer list surely quality as "strategic" and why the

3
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reliability of their supply IS,less than reassuring. You also
gee why the Soviet Union already holds a powerful position from
which to conduct a "resource war" and why southern Africa has
been aptly called the 'Persian Gulf ot_Metals."

The hallmark of such strategic minereks is their pervasive
use,throughout a modern industrial economy. Le us supposp, for a
moment, that somebody in Deeroit or any other American city were to
sayr wel;., in a pinch we could make do without chrome or cobalt.

, Make do? Without these you couldn't build a jet engine
or an automobile, run a train, build an oil refinery or a power
plant. You couldntt process food, under present laws, or run a
sanitary restaurant br a hospital pperating room. You couldn't
build a computer, clean up the air and water, and on and on.

The four minerals I've mentioned, plus others which we
must import, impact intensely on our national defense -- for 'What
defense could there be without planes and tanks and missiles?
They impact intensely on our basic industry and on our quality of
life, as shown by some.of the specifics I've cite0, and on the
employment of our work force. With regard to jobs and national
outplit, listen to what Helmut Schmidt, Chancellor of West Germany,
has said about his country of some 60 million people. .4t, you cut
off West Germany's chrome for a year, according to Schmidt-, 'there
would be two-and-a-hay million people unemployed and a dnop in
the GNP of 25 percent! Translate this in terms of the American
.ecbnomy and you have a "crises" by theinost conservative defini-
tion of thr term.

What can we d eo to alleviate it or at least render it less pr-
Suchare the broad outlines of our mineral dependehce.

carious?

One thing we can and must do is stop commissioning
studies that come to nothing. What we need ame s,tudies upon which
we are determined,to act. Happily, a solid start in that con-
structive direction was made.in the closing weeks of the last
Congress. /t.Was.then that the lawmakers passed, and the out-
going President signed, what is formally known as the National
Mater}als and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of
1980. .

The Act declares, and I quote, "that it is the continu-.
ing policy of the United States to promote an adequate and stable
supply of maerials necessary to maintain national security,
economic well-being and industrial production with appropriate
attention to a long-tetm balance between resource production,
energy use, a healthy environment, natural resources conservation,
and social needs." /t sets dorth a comprehensive list of steps '

4
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to be undertaken by Executive departmeqs and agencies An line

with the Act's objectives and calls on the President to submit

to Congress within a year of thd law's enactment a "program

plan -- including budget proposals and organizational structures.

Against the badkground of this promising start, some
general comments and recommendations ori certain aspects of a

future program may be in order.
-

. We need'a coot-dinating mechanIsm, operating immed-

iately undlr the President. Let us call it, for the'sake of
hypothesis, a National Non-Fuel Manerals Board. It should have

full authoritto cut across departmental jurisdictions in the

interest of dee7gning and carrying out a total and consistent

minerals polIcy.-

As part. of the Xkecutive Office of the President,

tte N.N.M.B.-would coordinate Wnd mitigate programs, tasks and

analyses among the various agencies relating to the security of

strategic minerals supplies. It would also redbmmend action, for
the PresIdent, Congress and other Executive agencies.

It would add no new bureau or department but would

combine the in-place functione.of one each from State, Treasury,

Defense, Cgmmerce, Inter4or, Transportation, Labor and Energy.

2. To facilitate private sector advice, I would

establish the President's Resource marilui.y-nwa (PRAB) --

modeled after the structure of the former "President's Foreign

Intelligence Advisory Board," i.e. limited term membership of
distinguished experts from relevant fields, in this case from

the mining, minerals production and end user industries; plus

the fields of labor, environmental studiesl regulation impact,

investment banking and.geopolitical/national security affairs.

3. Welieed a thorough inventory of our nation's reserves

and resources in strategic 1-1(3 other minerals -- a reliable data

base, in other words. Specifically, this need concerns what is or

may be avilable ds reserves in America's public lalds.

The Federal Government owns abodt one-third of the

U. S. land areas 'mostly in the West and Alfka. In 1968, the

amount of this.land withdrawn.from mining d exploration -- and

my own concern at thig point is with exploration -- came to

r-17 percent. ,Eight years later, the figure was a1most,79 percents

As an Interior Department official:noted at the time,

the withdrawal for conservationist purposes "Is being done too '

VIL
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1

often without detailed knowledge of the existing mineral potential
of these lands." At the very least, I would add, Americans have a
right to know whatresources of theirs have been locked away and
are being locked away and whys

4. We need to internationalize the capabilities of the
U. S. Bureau of Mines to assess supplies of minerals. The data base
provided by the Bureau in this country -- with respect to those
areas where it may freely operate -- is the best in the wo;ld.
But the minerals problem is worldwide in scope, and so the data
base should be as worldwide in scoee as international political
conditions allow.

The new public law recognizes this need by directing
the Secretary of the Interior to promptly initiate actions aimed
at improving the Bureau's capacity in an international sense. A
decided improvement, it should be noted, could be effected by
stationing a total of 20 to 30 Bureau experts in a few select
countries.

5. We need a total reassessment of our present defense
stockpile -- amounting, at today's inflated prices, to about'
$12 billion -- and we need new policies concerning it.

The reassessment shOuld be made in the light of such
considerations as quantity, quality, and mix. Are we too short on
this and too long on t:Iat? What have time and weather done to the
quality of, say, cobalt that was laid down 25 years ago? Should
.we not, for example, change the ratio of imported ferrochrome to
chrome ore, now that a,series of misguided actions in the past has
v1rtually destroydd our former capacity to smelt chrome ore into
ferrochrome?

Questions like these and remedial measures based on
answers to them can help bring about a viable stockpile, appro-
priate tb current realities. \

A new program will then be_required foi, among other
things, buying and selling relatively small quantities each year
so as to maintain the quality of stockpile materials on the one
hand,and to,nake sure that markets are not dislocated on the other.

Further, Congress should establish parameters for certain
limited economic uses of the stockpile. This statement must not be
taken as-IFTITITig there should be an economic stockpile, distinct
from the established one for defense. Rather, it means that in
the case of certain stockpile items which are essential to national
well-being and on which we are import-dependent, Congress should

/
#
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allow for carefully circumscribed conditions under which they can
be drawn on for economic purposes.

'Economic use of the stockpile could have value in-pro-
viding the time required for the United States to implement such
long-term araFore permanent solutions as substitution, conserva-
tion, and the development of alternate sources would provide.
The United.States must consider this alternative in its domestic
and foreign supply policy.

The present policy of using the strategic stockpile as
a de facto economic stockpile, subject only to the vaguest guidance'
and controls, we believe, is unwise and should be discouraged.

The legislators should explore to establish guidelines
under which the stockpile could be so used. Among these should be:

(a) A certain percentage of import dependency before an item
would be considered for stockpiling -- example, 75%.

kb; The geographic location of the supplying countries shobld be
considered. In.other words, the utgency would be quite.dif-
ferent perhaps on an item from Canada, as opposed to an item
fromChina or Africa.

(c) The number of supplying countries would be heavily considered.
If only two or three countries supplied the item, it would be
considered with a grelax deal more concern than if twenty or
twenty-five countriescould supply the item.

(d% The ease of substitutibility of the material would be an
additional criterion and the essentiality to the domestic
economy and to our security would also be weighed.

Ae) we should take into account the economic or non-economic
leverage that we might have oh the gupplying country. /n
other words, are they more dependent upon us than we are
upon them?

(f) The political stability of the supplying country would be
a major consideration as would be the cartelability of the
item.

Congress should also provide in the enabling legislation
the parameters under which items would be taken out of the stock-
pile. Stockpile disposal for price stabilization purposes I
consider would be unwise and e4 inadvisable intrusion in the
free market; however, certairvother parameters for disposal should
be made quite clear so that all concerned would know when a disposal
time was near; for example: i

'
.
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(a) Never dispoSe oi,stockpile for export purposes.

(o) Never dispose at a higher rate than the difference between
consumption and production in this country.

(c) Never sell from ti)e stockpile when the material is available

through normal channels. ,

,

(d) Replace materials'in the stockpile only at times of low maiket

activity.

(e) Insofar as possible, sell only to domestic consumers.

The most dif4mult problem is providing for the management
of the stockpile withinithe parammters set forth by.Congress. How

can economic use of thelstockpiIe be designed and okrated so that
it will not be misused for financial advantage of special interest
groims? How can it be iufficiently insulated from the political
process to prevent its misuse yet insure it will achieve the public

benefit for which it was established? It must be sufficiently
insulated from the politiqal,process that it may act in the public

interest and yet remain tesponsive to Congressional scrutiny.

One final word on stockpiling. It is not and cannot be

a long-term solution to our import-dependence on strategic minerals.

It can only serve as a buffer in case of crisis, tide us over in

case of war, give us options and maneuvering room in case of civil ,

disruption at a source of overseas supply. In short it is a limited

hedge agairist risk in a highly disturbed world.

6. we must, as the new law states, "promote a vigorous, com-
prbhensive, and coordinated program of materials research and
development." At tle same time, we must gverhaul tax policies
towards the maning and metallurgical industries. Ironically enough,

these policies have been a disincentive, not only to research, but

to the capital formation needed to develop the its of research

as well as the r e. ources available to us.

7. But eve as we press on with iD, we must avoid fantasies ,

gi

ok a quick technological fix. Substit tion -- the use of a new or/
smodified substance for another.-- can readily become a voodoo

incantation to exorcise thg demons of mineral.dependence. If one

remembers in this context that a substitute -- for chrome say --

has to pe of as good a performance quality as thetaterial for which

it substitutes and also that it has to be reasona.ly price-

. competitive, then fantasy will give way to reality. And reality

is, for example, one considered estimate that it would take us

10 years to design away from chrome and might cost as much as a
billion dollarS; meanwhile, there is more than a thousand-year

supply of chrome in southern Africa that might well be sold for

something like SO cents a pound. .

14:
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These comments should not be taken as depreciating
purposeful RcD across the spectrum of Materials and minerals,
but rather as putting the problem of dependence in focus. The
one kel element of that problem is diplomatic -- which leads to
the next point.

8, We must reconsider the balance -- some would call it
imbalance -- we have struck in recent years between the require-
ments of national security and the advancement of social justice
throughout the world. The Washington Star put the issue well in
an editorial some months ago, entitled "Bulletin from the Resource
war."

". . .While the XreMlin (wrote the Star) has been
trying to advance Its interests-via 67ild-ups of
well-positioned bases and client states in such
areas as Africa, the United $tates has concentrated
on human rights and hopes of coming out 'on the right
side of history by forbearing to press material or
geopolitical interests against revolutionary regimes.

"There is still time for us to protect ourselves
in the area of strategic materials. But it will take,
a rethinking of priorities in the it

me
we define allies

and adversaries &broad as wela as i dostic stock-
piling policies."

Keep in mind that at the heart of our predicament is fair
access to sources. Put another way, the problem is not sufficiency
of..the strategic minerals on which we depend, but rather the
peculiar nature of their geographic distribution. Given that
nature, 'clisrupt!ion of some supply is a very real possibility.
And the power to disrupt is, in this matter, the power to deny.

I would briefly note, however, with respect to what the
Washington Star called "rethinking of priorities in the way we
define allies and adversaries abroad," the phenomenon of selective
indignation. This phenomenon has characterized much of our_diplomacy
towards mineral-rich areas of southefh Afrioa. For instance, at one
time we embargOed the importation of chrome from the then state of
Rhodesia whileiat the same time we were buying chrome from that
citadel of hunan liberty, the Soviet Union.

Wb
specifically,
no lest than
should tilt t,
natiOn erne

!Is

disappr ve 4)

e answer to such inconsistency and, more
e need for looking after our security interests

ur moral ones? At the least, it seems to me, we
the principle that our conducting trade with another
no implication whatsoever that we either approve of
that nation's internal policies.
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9. Further, in the diplomatic arena, we should try, in

international forums and with individual Third-World countries,

to shore up contract law and equity in tiftlincial and commercial

transactions. The essence of such law and equity is common benefit

to all parties concerned, as we have to make clear more Iorcibly

than we have done. IC accomplish,that will take, Among other
things, persistence and a stockpile of patience.

It has been nearly 30 years since the Paley Report warned

us of the predicament that lay ahead for us in strategic minerals.

The warning was by and large ignored. The predicament is upon us.

But it need not becomx a orisisli..f.we rally ourselves now to act

steadfastly and with purpose. - -

The materials and mineits-law adopted last fall is a

good start. But it is only a start. Nothing guarantees that we

will proceed with appropriate ',speed to make the most of it --

nothing, that is, except the initiatIve and resolve of people

ike yourselves all across the nation.

Initiative and resolve are each a human resource. And

f rpinately, America has those qualities in abundance.

If we bring them to bear now on our minerals predicament,

will not and Cannot fail.

1/29/81

E. P. Andrews

National Bureau of Standards Workshop
February 9 r. 10, 1981

97-007 0 - - 10
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Mr SHAMANSKY Thank you, Mr. Andrews. I want you to under-
stand that the Lhairman had to go to another hearing, and I will
temporarily chair the hearing I appreciate your coming from Pitts-
burgh to testify.

Dr. Hirschhorn

STATEMENT OF DR. JOEL S. HIRSCHHORN, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, CONGRESS OF THE
UNITED STATES

Dr HIRSCHHORN. Yes, thank you. I am Joel Hirschhorn,- Project
Director, Office of Technology Assessment.

Mr. Chairman and Congressmen, my statement summarizes
those findings of OTA's report to Congress on "Technology and
Steel Industry Competitiveness" released in 1980 which are of rel-
evance to today's hearing on the Critical Materials Act of 1981,
H.R. -1281, and the administration's response to Public Law 96-479,
the National Materials Policy, Research and Development Act of
1980. I will first summarize our findings on the state of the domes-
tic steel industry, including the impact of Government policies.
Then I will discuss how the existing and proposed legislation on
materials policy may pertain to the specific problems of Our steel
industry.

My first point deals with the conditions and problems in the U.S.
steel industry. Since World War II ended, the U'.S. steel industry
has declined from a position of world preeminence, high profitabil-
ity, and international competitiveness to an industry that has
fallen behind techndlogically, become less able to sene the needs of'
other domestic industries, lost its ability to compete in internation-
al markets, become one of the least profitable industries in the
Nation, and reduced its workforce drastically. In the past two dec-
ades, employment in the domestic steel industry has been reduced
by over 100,000 people. Moreover, the U.S. share of world steel pro-
duction has dropped from about 25 percent in the early 1960's to
about 15 percent today. World steel production doubled in this
period, however, because steel production is very cyclic, it is today
at a low-level worldwide.

There is no single cause of the decline of the domestic steel in-
dustry. Often what is spoken about as the real problem or cause is
merely a consequence of something more fundalnental. The indus-
try itself has often cited forces outside of the control of manage-
ment for its problems, including unfairly traded imports of steel,.
Government policies and regulations, and the high cost of energy
and labor.

There Was continued to be some steel importS which are undoubt-
edly traded unfairly, mostly from Europe. The majority of steel im-
ports are, however, not in this category. During periods of low
worldwide demand, considerable excess foreign 'steelmaking capac-
ity could easily replace unfairly traded imports which have been
prevented access to the U.S. market.

U.S. Government policies have frequently been uncoordinated,
contradictory, and inattentive to critical issues facing the domestic
steel industry. Unlike almost all other nations, the United States
lacks a high level of awareness or of conse4us on the need to have

1 .1
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a strong dome4tic steel industry. This is striking because we haVe
more of the necessary resources than most nations and an extreme-

- -ly large market for steel because steel remains a critical engineer-
ing material for the functioning of our society.

The steel industry appears to have been more adversely affected
by Government policies than other industries. However, it is impor-

, tarit to note that a number of domestic steelmakers, particularly
small-firms known as minimills which are based on the use of fer-

.,t" rous scrap, have been quite successful during the period when most-- of the large integrated steelmakers, based on the use of iron ore in
blast furnaces, have suffered considerable declines in performance
Minimills have not only been highly profitable, they have also
proven themselves quite competitive against both foreign steel-
makers and integrated steel firms.

While it is true that the steel industry has not received signifi-
cant Federal assistance for R. & D. activities, the industry itself

- has spent a very low fraction of its revenues for this activity. For
the most part, Government support of an industrial R. & D. has re-
flected the level of funding provided by industries themselves for
R. & D. There has been a long trend of declining R. & D. spending.
Dividends to steel company stockholders as a fraction of aftertax .

Profits have not declined similarly even though both are dikretion-
ary uses of available funds.

Neither is the cost of environmental regulations in itself a major
.c. ause of the domestic steel industry's problems. The Japanese steel
industry and some other domestic industries have had similar envi-
ronmental costs. Moreover, the funds spent on diversification ef-
forts of U.S. steel companies have eliceeded the costs of environ-.
mental regulation.

Much attention has been given to, the rapidly increasing costs of
labor in the steel industry. However, steelWorkers worldwide are
generally paid premium wages because of the nature of working in,
steel mills. It is important to remember that the management of
steel companies have acquiesced.to the demands of domestic steel-
workers. The lack of improvement in recent years in labor produc-
tivity, especially compared to substantial improvements by many
foreign steelmakers, parLcularly Japan and West Germany, cannot
be attributed to deficiencies of the workers themselves. Rather, the
limitations of the facilities and technologies provided by the compa-
nies to its worlsers explain lagging prOductivity to a great extent

The OTA studies have revealed the need to place increased em-
phasis on examining how the management of steel companies
make their investment decisions regarding the creation and adop-
tion of technological advances. Even before the industry's discre-
tionary capital declined markedly, there was a reluctance to invest .

heavily in higher risk, technological innovations for production
) processes. The industry, for the most part, prefers to adopt proven

technolokies that have a record of successful' commercialization. A
growing dependence on foreign steelmaking technology has reduced

. the development of innovative technologies well suited to domestic
needs ,and resources, such as coal based direct reduction of iron ore
to replace coke ovens and blast furnaces. The industry's conserv-
ative strategy also reduces learning opportunities for stepdily
making improvements that can lead to gaining competitive advan-

14 /
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tage. Buying proven foreign Atechnology secures, at best, second
place in the competitive marketplace. Our aging technological base,
therefore, has led to lagging labor productivity, and poorer steel
quality, higher energy costs, and greater pollution than our more
advanced competitors.
" Now, I would like to trim to the national m rials policy and
how that is related to the steel industry. BfOre one considers hoW
a national materials policy might impact on the domestic Steel in-
dustry, ,it is.instruCtive 'to consider how past policy efforts aimed
more specifically at the steel industry have succeeded. The prob-
lems of the steel industry, during the past several,decades have re-
oeived considerable public attention. Any objective assessment of
pi-esent conditions, however, would lil(ely conclude that -past Gov-
ernment attempts at solving the steel indostry's ,problems have
failed. The Solomon plan of the Carter Administration, including
the formation of the Tripartite Committee, the EDA loan guaran-
tee progrard, the Trigger Price Mechanism, and faster depreciation ,
did not lead to any permanent or meaningful reversals bf the CQ111-

mon ly acknowledged trends in the declining performance. Neither
has delayed compliance with the Clean Air Act or the general eco-
nomic policies of the present administration brought about any sig-
nificant revitalization of the domestic steel industry or signs that it
is imminent. ,

As the problems of the U.S. steel industry remain, therefore
seems appropriate to examine how the xisting law,cproposed gis-
lation, and the achpinistratfion's recent response an materials policy
may offer some hope for public policy tharmight be more effective

-than past attempts at rejuvenating our steel industry.
Public Law 96-479 provides a definition of materials that clearly

would cover,steel. Steel certainly' is "needed to supply the industri-
al, military, and essential civilian needs of the United States in the
production of goods.or services." Moreover, few would argue that
there is not "a prospect of shortages or uncertain supply" for steel.
Domestic steelmaking capacity has been declining for years, will
'likely decline further, rr4is particularly inadequate in certain
product lines and for cer quality levels. When world derhand
for steel is at a cyclic high r when there is a major military effort
underway, the U.S. depend ncy for even 15 to 20 percent of our
steel ,lieeds could prove undesirable. Either costs increase sharply,
delivery times escalate, or supplies become uncertain. Major
sources' of foreign steel are Japan and Europe, not North America'.
Moreover, it is well within the realm of possibility that continu-
ation of declining performance in the integrated teeltnakihg sector-
could lead to steel imPOrts accounting for 30 or 40 percent of 'do-
mestic needs in the years ahead,

However, natiortal. materials policy' efforts have not focused on
steel or, for that matter, other basic materials processing industries
that qualify for serious and comprehensive Federal policies con-
cerned with future vulnerabilities. Within the materials policy
arena, the emphaMs has been oq critical or 'strategic materials and
minerals rather than high-volume "traditional materials out of
which the industrial infrIstructure of the Nation is constructed.
The focus has hpen on those materials for which the tnited States
has very littlelf any supplies, or on those for whic our foreign
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source are risky, We do,',not wish to suggest that this fgcus is
wrong. but [newly .that the entire range of materials critical for
the functioning of our society should be considered in national ma-

,
terials policy.

In H.R. 4281, for exAmple, there is explicit definition of "critical
materials- that would orear:ly direct the efforts of the proposed
Council on Critical Materials to include basic, materia4, industries
such as steel. Many. oLthe numerous Govern/nth-it studies on the
domestic steel industry, including that of OTA,.have recognized the
need for somw institutional mechanism to coordinate the many
Federal ,policies that impact on the steel industry. Nor has there
ever been anin-depth and continuing analytical effort within the

,...Oovernment to concentrate on future needs and capabilities with
respect fo our steel.industry. There has been too much reliance on
the'data and analysis of the industry itself which, not unreason-
ably. have focused on the needs of their industry rather than on
national.interests which can diverge from economic considerations
alone: -

TI;ie current administration's approach to materials policy has
. generally been focused on minerals and to a lesser extent on mate-

rials. in President Reagan's statement of policy only the word min-
erals'is-used. Here too, therefore, there 16 little.evidence for includ-

-. ing basic materials such as steel in the pro'grams aimed at respond-
ing to Public Law 96-171). Moreover, -we understand that in re-
sponse to this law the admithstration is conducting the second ma-
terials case study on the sIeel industry. However, there is little
likelihood a yet another study revealing 4ny. new information. We
know what the problems are. What is needetl is a concerted effort
for the Federal Government to.motivate the industry to investment
commitments in rejuvenation of its steelmaking facilities over di-
versification investments:

In summary, OT,A suggests your subcommittees examine the, po-
tential benefits of e' xplicitjy broadening the definitions and scope of
national materials policy activities to include basic materials such
as steel which remain criiical, essential, cmd "Of strategic impor-
tance to the Nation. More tonstructive policies and actionS afe'
needed that recognize the- importance of the steel industry, its dy-
namic structure, 4nd continuing improvements in technology sucK
as continuous casting, and the recognition that it is the manage-
ment of steel compa'nies that must be committed t6- being ihe'best
technologically; in order to make the industry competitive. If the
proposed Council') ori..Q.riticai, Materials in Hyli,..,4281 also had the'
clear mandate ioude!1. with the steel industry, then the steel indus-
try might well receive the coordinated policy attention necessary
for both its own survi.val and the Nation'9 well-being.

Thank you.
[The-ipreparbd statement of Dr. Hirschlisorn follAws:1
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STATEMENT OF JOEL S. HIRSCHHORN

PROJECT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

BEFORE TN.?

SUBOAITTEE ON SCIENqE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

SUBCOMMITTEE 6N TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND MATERIIALS

, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ONLTED STATES NOUSE liF REPRESENTATIVES

April 22, 1982

Chairmen and Congressmen, my statement sumdSrizes thosj

findings of OTA's re;pprt to Congr.ess.on TECHNOLOGY AND STEEL

INDUSTRY COMPETITIVENESS, releaied'in (9g0, which are of

relevance,to today's hearing od the "Critical Materials Act

1981". (H.R. 4281), and the Administration's response to P.L. 96-

479,.. the "National Materlals Policy, Reseajch and Developmemt Act

of 1980. I will first summarize our findings on the state of the

domestic steel industry, including the impact of government

policies. Then.I.will discuss how the existing and proposed

legislaigon On materials policy may pertain to the specific

problems of our steel industry.

'CONDITIONS AND PROBLEMS IN THE:U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY

Since'World War II ended, the U.S.,steel industry has

declined from a position of world preeminence, high profitability

and international competitiveness to an industry that has fallen

eehinetechnologically, become les.s able to serve the needs of

oeher.domVstic industries, lost its-ability to compete in intern

national markets, becoMe one of the least profitable induAtiee

in the,nation, and reduced its workforce drastically. In the

past tiao decades, employment in th.4 'domestic steel itidustry has

bepn reduced by over 100,000 people.' Moreover, th'w.U.S. share of

' world steel production has dropped frSm about 25 percent in the

early 1960's to about 15 peroent today Wozad steel production-

doUbled in this period;_however,beca se teel productionis very

N
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cyclic, it is today at a low level worldwide.

There is no single cause of the decline of the domestic

steel indUstry. Often what is spoken about as the real problem

or caus'e is merely a consequence of something more fundamental.

The industry itself, has often cited forces outside of the control

of management for its pr*oblems, including unfairly traded imports

of steel, government policies and regulations, and the high cost,

of energy and labor. 4

There has`continued to be some steel imports which are

undoubtedly traded unfairly, mostly from Europe. The majority of

steel imports are, however, not in this category. During periods

of low worldwide demand, considerable excess foreign steelmaking

crpacity could easily replace unfairly traded imports which have

beeeprevented access to the U.S. market.

U.S.. government policies have frequently been uncoorSinated,

contradictory and inattentive to critical issues facing the

domestic steel industry. Unlike almost all other nations, the

United States lacks a high level of awareness of or consensus on

the need to have a strong domestic steel industry. This is

striking, because we have more of the necessary resources than

most nations, and an extremely large market for steel because

steel remains 'a critical engineering material for the functioning'

of our society..

The steel industry appears to have been more adversely

affected by government policies than other industries. However,

it is important to note that a number of domestic steelmakers,

particularly small firms known as minimills which are based on

the use of ferrous scrap, have been quite successful during the

period when most of the large integrated steelmakers, based on

-the use of iron ore in blast furnaces, have suffered considerable

declines in performance. Minimills have not only" been highly

profitable, they have also proven themselves quite coTpetitive

againit both foreign steelmakers and integrated steel firms.

While it is true that the steel industry has,not received

Ns4,444.

1,
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signficant ...iytal issistance for R&D activities, the industry

itself has spent a yet-, low fraction of its 'revenues for this

activity. 'For the most part, government support of'indu.strial

R&D has reflected the level of,...funding provided by industries

themselves for R&D. There 'has been a long trend of declining R&D

spending. tDividends to steel company stockholders as a Jracticix_

of aftertax profits have not decIfned similarly, even though both

are discretionary...uses of available funds.

Yeither is the cost of environmenta'l regulations in itseff a

.maJor cause.of the domestic steel industry's problems. The

Japanese steel industry and some other domestic industries have

had similar environmental costs. Moreover, the funds spent on

diversification efforts of U.S..steel companies have exceeded the

costs of environmental regulations.

Much attention has been given to the rapidly increasing

coAs of labor in ,the steel iiidustry. However,' steelworkers

worldwide are generally paid premium wages because of the nature

of working in steelmills. It is important,to remember Apat the

management of steel companies have acquiesced to the delrands of

domestic steelworkers. The lack of improvement in recent years

in labor productivity, especially compared tm-TNtantial

improvements AY many foreign steelmakers, particularly,Japan and

West Germany, cannot be attributed to deficiencies of the workers

'themselves. Rather, the limitations of the facilities and

technologies provided by the companies to its workers explain

lagging prodlictivity to a great extent.

The OTA studies have revealed the need to place increased

emphasis op examining how the managemeet of steel companies make

their investment decisions regarding the c-reati.on an'd adoption of

techno1ozica4 advances. Even befo;e the industry's dlscietionary

capital declined markedly, there was,a reluctanr o invest
s

heavily in higher risk, technological innovations for production

processes. The iridustry, for the most part, prefers to adopt

proven technologies that have a record of successful

commercialization. A growing dependence on foreign steelmaking
-

411.
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technology has rvJuced the Sevelolaxent of innovative technologies

well suited to domestic needs at'lltresources, such as coal based

direct reduction of iron ore to replace coke ovens and blast

furnaces. The industry's conservative strategy alsp reduces

learning opportuni'ties fOr steadily making improvements that can

lead to gaininrcompetitive advantage. buying proven foreign

technology secures, at best, second place in the comi)etitive

margetplace.

Our aging technological base, therefore, has led to lagging

labor productivity, and poorer steel quality, higher energy costs

4.,/and greater pollution than our more advanced competitors.

NATIONAL MATERIALS POLICY AND THE STEEL INDUSTRY

before one considers how a national materials policy might

, impact on the domestic steel industry, it is instructive to

consider how past policy efforts aimed more specifically at the

steel industry have succeeded. Tile problems of the steel

Jndus.try during the past several decades have received'.

considerable puplic attention: Any objective assessment of

present conditions, however, would likely conclude that past

government attempts at solving the steel initustry's problems have

failed. The Solomon plan of the Carter.Administration, inclusling

Ole formation of the Tripartite Committee, the EDA loan guarantee,

progratn, the Triggen Price Mechanisq and.fasier depreciation did

not lead to any permanent or meaning.ful 'reversals of the 'commonly

acknowledged trends in declining performance. Neither hart '

delayed compliance with the Clean...Air Act or,the general economic

policies of the present Administration brought about any

significant revitalization of the domestic steel indust.ry, or

signs that it is imminent

As the problems of the U.S. steel industry remain,

therefore, it seems appropriate to examine how the existing lfw,

proposed legislation and the Admienistration's recent response on

materials policy may offer some hope for public policy that might



be more effective than past attempts at rejuvenating our steel

industry.

P.L. 96-479 provides a knition of materials that clearly

would cover steel. Steel ce_tainly (\s "needed to supply the

industrial, military, and essential civilian needs of the United

States in the production, of goods or services." Moreover, few

woul4 argue that-lhere its not "a prospect Of shortages or

uncertain supply" for steel. Domestic steelmaking capacity has

been declining for years, will likely decline further and is

particularly inzdequate in certain product lines and for certain

quality ,levels. When world demand for steel is at a cyclic high

or when there is a major military e?fort underway, a U.S.

dependency for even 15 to 20 percent of our steel needs could

prove undesirable. Either costs in'crease sharply, delivery times

escalate or supplies become uncertain. Hajor sources of foreign

steel are Japan and Europe, not North America. Moreover, it is

well with the realm of possibility that continuation of declining'

performance in the integrated steermaking sector could lead to

steel imports accounting for 30 or 40 percent of domestic needs

in the years ahead.

However. national materials policy ;fforts have not focused

on steel 'or, for that matter, other basic materials processing

industries that qualify for'serious and. com_prehensive Federal _

policies concerned with future vulnerabilities. Within the

materials policy arena, the emphasis has been on critical or

strategic materials and minerals rather than high volume, tradi-

. clonal materials out.of which the industrial infrastructure of

the nation is constructed. The focus has been on those materials

for which the United States has very little if any supplies, or

on those.for which our foreign solirdes are risky. We'donot wish

to suggest that this focus is wrong, but merely that tce entire

range of materials critIcal for the' functioning of our society

should be considered in national materials Policy.

In H.R. 4281, for example, there is no explicit.definition

of "critical materials" that would clearly direct the efforts of

-

I
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the proposed Council on Critical Materials to.include basic

materials industries such as steel. And manY of the.numerous

government studies on the domestic steel industry, including that,

of OTA, have recognized the need for some institutional mechanism

to coordinate the manyFederal policies that impact on the steel

industry. Nor has there ever been an in-depth and continuing

analyt.ical effort within the'tov,ernment to concentrate on future

needs and capabilities with respect to our steel industry. There
4

has been too much reliance on the data and analysis of the

industry itself which, not unreasonably, have focused on the

needs of their industry rather than on national Cnterests.which
-

can diverge from economic considerations alone.

The morrent Administration's approach to mater ials policy--

.has generalliy seen focUsed on mineraks and, to a lesser extent on

materials- In President Reagan's statement of-policy only the

word minerals is used. Here too, therefoCe, there is little evi-

dence for including basic mat'erials such as tel in the programs

aimed at responding to P.L. 96-479. Moreover, ue undertand thai

in response to this law the Administration is conducting the

sec.and materials case'study on the sleel industry. However,

there is little likelihood of yet another sf4idy revealing anrnew

idlormation. We know what the problems are- What is needed is a'

concerted effort for tge Federal government to motivate the

industry to investment commitments in rejuvenation of its

steelmaking facilities over diversification investments.

In summary, OTA sumests'your subcommittee; to examine the

potential benefits of explicitly broadening the definitions and

scope of national material's policy activities to include basic

materials such as steel which remain critical, essential and of

stratesdc importance to the nation- More constructive policies

and actions are needed that recognize tht_ importance cif the steel

industry, its dynamic structure, and continuing improvements in

technology such as continuous cast"ing, and the recognition that,

it is the management.of steel companies that must be Committed t6

. , .being the best iechnologically in order to make the industry

competitive. If the proposed Co7Incil On Critical Materials in

4281. also had the clear mandate to deal with the steel

industry, then the steel industry might well receive the

coordinated iOlicy attention necessary for both its own survival

and the nation's wellbein/.

,
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CONTINUING SUCCESS FOR UNITED STATES MINIMILLS

by Joel S. Hirschhorn

Office of Technology Assessment*

United States Congress, Wash., DC

INTRODUCTION

Most Americans have never heard of steel minimills '(or

market mills or nonintegrated steelmakers if you prefer). Even

people who deal with industry, economics or business issues, to a

-large extent, are unaware of the existence of minimills in bhe

United S'tates steel industry. More disconcertingly, they are

unaware of the historic importance of the rise of the minimills

during the past -decade. Today, minimills represent about 15

percent of U.S. stee4 production and integrated steelmakers

remaia_the dominant segment oethe indutry. This may explain

why many accounts or analyses of the U.S. steel industry make no

mention of minimills. For example, a recent book (1) analyzes

the decline of the U.S. steel industry and gives recommendations

foe reviving the industry, but contains no mentrahl0 of
- ,

minimills. President Carter's Steel Industry TriPartite

CoMmittee of industry, labor and government, had no spokesman for'

minimills. Most important, however is not what Mlnimills

ptovide today, but what their future contriOtiin could be.

The Jack of a universally accepted or even simple definition

of minimills and the absence of standardized information on

minimills by government or industry contribute to the recognition

problem. A useful definition is that minimills use electric

furnaces and either ferrous scrap or direct reduced iron. They

* The views expressed here are strictly those of the author and
not necessaril thqse of the Office of Technology Assessment.
(1) R. Bolling and J. Bowles, "America's Competitivy Edge,"
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1982.
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are not an opera?ional part of an integra,ted steel company. A

large electric furnace facility one million tons or more per

year) producing direct reduced iron from ore would not be a

minimill, but rather it is an integrated steelworks, but without

the blast furnaces. Minimills may range from single company,

single plant operations with an annual capacity of 50,000 tons to

multipfant -operations of a single company with individual

capacities of 600,000 tons or more and aggregate capacities of

well over a million tons per year. Electric furnace shops or

plants of Integrated steelmakers are not described as minimills,

although if they become independent, as two Armco plants did

recently, then they enter the minimill segment. In addition to

the blast furnacecoke oven-based integrated steelmakers, the

third' segment of the U.S. steel Industry includes the

allo speFlalty steelmakeNs. The key difference between these

and miniMills is that alloy/specialty firms make more costly

steel products in relatively small quantities for more

sophisticated applications as compared to commodity carbon steel

products made by minimilKs. However, many make no such

distinction between alloy speciallty seelmakers and minimills,

since their size and technology are usually similar. Moreover,

some minimills are becoming Alloy'specialty steelmakers.

During the past decade, as discussed and documented recently

,y the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (1), U.S.

minimills increased their market share from just a few percent to

about 15 percent.today, an increase of about (0 million tons of

steel production annually. There are now close to 50 minimill

companies with a total of about 65 plants. This rapid growth has

occurred in a period of vety,,sluggish growth in steel demand in

the United States. Minimills have captured markets- from

integrated steelmakers in several product lines and reduced

import penetration also. Table 1 presents data for 1973, 1979

and 1140 on the three major product liries of-wire rod, light bar

(1) U.S. Congressional Office of Technology AssessmAnt,
"Technology and Steel Industry Competitiveness," Wash. , DC, June,.
1980.
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Table 1: DECREASING IMPORTS FOR THREE MINIMILL PRODUCTS

(all tons in thousands of net tons)

PRODUCT/CATEGORY .

Wire Rod:

shipments

exports

imports

apparent consumption

1973 1979 1980

2,040 2,861 2,688

90 27 212

1,416 985 829

3,366 3,819 3,305

percent imports 42.1 25.8 25.1

product/total import ratio* 3.4 1.7 1.5

Bars, light shapes:

shipments

exports

imports

apparent consumption

1,034 1,466 950

12 18 25

457 232 134

1,479 1,680 1,059

percent imports 30.9 13.8 12.7

product/total import ratio* 2.5 0.9 0.8

Reinforcing bar:
. ,

shipments

exports

imports

:apparent consumption

5,135 5,303 4,684

152 86 166

286 117 77

5,269 5,334 4,595

percent imports 5.4 2.2 1.7

product/total import ratio* 0.4 0.1 0.1

Total steel products:

shipments 111,430 100,262 83,853

apparent consumptIgn 122,528 114,962 95,243

percent imports 12.4 15.2 16.3

*Product/total import ratio ratio of percent impo;Es of

particular product to percent imports for all steel products.

Source: Based on AISI "Annu.al.\\Statistical Reports."

1

15u
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shapes and reinforcing bar made increasingly in the U.S. by

minimills. The data illustrate the impresdive decline of import

'penetration in these three steel products as compared to all

steel products, even when demand decreases.

The shift in such product lines from integrated to minimills

is difficult to illustrate with data; however, from 1974 to 1980

U.S. Steel Corp. shipments in the category that includes these

three products decreased 6 million tons (1). This is consistent

with the closing of its wire rod mills in Califognia in 1979 and

in Chicago in 1981. In September, 1981 Jones & Loughlin Steel

announced that it was closing its wire rod mill at Aliquippa) Pa.

and leaving leaving the market. The American Wire Producers

Association said in July, 1981 that minimills had 51 percent of

the overall wire and wireproducts-market, with integrated mills

taking 26.2 percent and imports having 22.8 percent (2).

Moreover, a number of minimills have demonstrated that

stedlmaking can be profitable, far more profitable. plan for

integrated steelmakers. Table 2 presents summary data on the

three maln segmants of the U.S. steel industry, including data

which show the substantially higher profitability for minimills

as compared to integrated steelmakers.

Table 3 summarizes recent modernization and expansion

activities of U.S..minimills to illustrate the continuing growth

Erend of this industry segment. The early 1980's will likely see

an increase of about 5 million tons of annual capacity.

At the same time 'that they ha've proven their cOmlietitiveness

against both domestic and foreign steelmakers, minimills have

moved away from .the simplest steel products to more costly and

sophisticated products as they continue their growth, as

illustrated in Table 4. The notion that minimills merely make

reinforcing bar for concrete'is erroneous. Interestingly, nearly

half iihe U.S. minimills do not make reinforcing bar.

A

(1) U.S. Steel Corp. annual reports of 1980 and 1978.
(2) American Metal market, 'July 21, 1981.

I.

1 5 .3
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TABLE 2: SLMMARY DATA ON THREE U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY SEGMENTS

CHARACTERISTIC IN.TEGRATED IIMI LL ALLOY/SPECIALTY

steel shipments,

1980 total 83 15 2

return on invest-

ment, 1978 6.9

steel only-pretax

'profit, 1978,

S/ton shipped 9.60

. 12..3 11.1

31.60 81.33

employment costs.

1978, S%ton sHipped 209 138 -341

percent steel

continuously cast,

1980' 17 18 25

Sources: Mostly from "Technology and Steel Industry

Competitiveness," Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress,

1980. Continuous casting data, existing or committed, from,

lomme tary, May, 1981, Institute for Iron ahd-Steel Studies.

'The importance of the minimill. phenomenon is that it

signifies a fundamental restructuring of the U.S. steel

industry. There continues to be a shift of market share awayl

from integrated steelmakers to the minimills and a decentra-

lization and reduction in the-"concentration of firms in the

industry. While the tot'al amount of steel imports has not been

dramatically reduced by the success of the minimills, nor from

other actions such as the' Trigger Price Mechanism of the

government, there is clearly a shift in product lines 65r imports

"-`
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Table 3: RECENT U.S. MINIMILL MODERNIZATIONS AND EXPANSI9
7.

...
. ; , .

, .

._
,

Atlantic Steel, Atlanta, Georgia:. Recently completed $25

million modernization, including a continuous caster:,

with a third furnaee capacity could increase from

500,000 to 800,000 tons annually.

4

Bayou Steel, La 'Place, Louisianna: New $160 million 65.0-,0600

tons a year mill to produce rounds, flats, angles,

channels and I-beams.

Cascade Steel Rolling Mills, McMinnville, Oregon: Uprating

electric furnaces from r70,000 to 250,000 t9e5\per year

and widening product range to include merchapt ections.

Chaparral Steel, Midlothian, Texas: Recent $200 million

exp4nsion increased annual.icapacity from 600,000 to 1.6

million tons for finished steel:

Connors Steel, Birmingham; Alabama: Recent $11 million

modernization.

Davis Walker, Stockton, Calif.: 600,0d0 tons per year mill to

produce wire rod by 1983.

Florida Steel, Jackson, Tennessee: New $55.5 million minimill

being built with 400,000 annual tons merchant.shapes

capacity; fifth plant for company.

Kentucky Electric Steel, Ashland, Kentucky:01 A $25 million

program, including two new electric fue<c71;xill

increase capacity from 180,000 to25.11,000 tons a'nnually.

Marathon Steel, Phoenix, Arizona: Modéinization increasek"

capacity !rom 140,000 to 165,000 tons annually.

9 7-007 () - 82 - 11
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Table 3 continued

North Star Steel, Monroe, Mich.: A $80 million 400,000 ton per

year plant began operating in 1980; a second furnace

with its existing bar mill could double capacity.

Northwestern Steel and Wire, Sterling, Ill.: Two new contin-

uous casters at cost of $30 million and $12 million

retrofit of bar mill.

Nucor CorP., Plymouth, Utah: New 400,000 ton minimill just

completed; a third furnace could increase capacity by 50

percent; fourth plant for company.

Ohio River Steel, Calvert City, Kentucky: New 400,000 tons mill

at 867 million cost scheduled for mid-1983 startup.

Raritan River Steel, Perth Amboy, New Jersey: New mill

operational in 1979 with 750,000 tons wire rod capacity.

Roanoke Electric Steel, Roanoke, Virginia: New electric furnace

and other improvements will,boost capacity from 300,noo

t'o 500,000 tons per year.

Structural Metals, Seguin, Texas: New 90 ton furnace increased

annual capacity from 180,000 to 300,000 tons.capacity.

Texas Steel Co., Fort Worth, Texas: New large electric furnace,

continuous caster and possibly a new rolling mill to be

installed.

--as- wail as for the domestic integratred steelmakers. The driving

force for these changes, in large measure, is the success of the

Mlnimills.. Moreover,, statistical ,information about the U.S.

steel industry would be ar more distressing were it not for the

presence of the minimills heir better performance.
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Table 4: PRODUCTS OF4g:S. MINIMILL COMPANIES

PRODUCT

4 Reinforcing bar

Bars - round

squares

flats

Billets-carbon
r

as

NUMBER OF COMPANIES

26

25

13

11

22

Light sections - angles 19

channels 12*,

tees 4

Ingots 3

Wire rods - carbon 8

high carbon 5

, Wire - bright 4

galvanized 4

barbed 4

Slabs 3

HeAvy sections - angles

channels

3

2*

Source: Based mostly on data in "Iron and Steel Works of the

World, 7th editionetal Bulletin Books, London.

REASONS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE MINIMILLS

.411ile there are a number of factors tliat can be used Cr, a

general way to explain the success ofU.S. Minimills, it is

pOssible to use three basic categories: (a) management styles avl

strategies, (b) economic and financial factors and (t) technology

,Se
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related factors. To sode extent ttiey are interconnected. But

foremost is the'importance of management.N.

Management: The fundamental characteristics of most

minimIlls have beeh shaped by the views and %knowledge of

manage.1ae4-dd 1 ng

o locating plants to take advantage of nearby ferrous scrap

supplies, marke.t1 for well defined and limited steel products,'

available electrical energy, and available nonunionized labor;

o establishing and maintaining exceller* relations with

customers, emphasizing service as well as product gualiSy;

o creating gOod.relations with labor, including relatively'"

high leyels of total pay and often substantial incentives for

increasing productivity; less restr ive work rures than with

unionized labor are also possible;

cm developing and implementing long range strategies for

expansion based on combinations of rounding out existing plants

and building new plants with new product lines;

o while not usually investing in signiticant R&D,

nevertheless maintaining a.high propensity for risk ?Iv1g and

gtick adopton of new technology made available from ansoGrce;

aCcording to the OTA study the percentage of technically educated

professonals 11 top management wa thre ejoffle6 greater for

mihimills than forideegtated a-teelmakersr-

q maintaining the highest priority fot-keeping-caPit,al and

production costs down in order to maintain or' improve

competitiveness, including, f example, design and construction

of their oWn facilities;

0,when Ivcessary pursuing aggressive marketing and-pricing

tactics Ih orMer to maintain or increase market shaFe, even in

, the face of -dealining demand and- aggressive imports.

'

The above list.' of :minimill management attributes 'are
.

strikingly gifferent than the charapteristics of management of

large Integrated steelmakers. It appears reasonable to conclude

that many minimill:anagers, often with experience in integrated,

comp&Ries, believed they had to act differently in order to be
+di
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much more suctzelatal. N.It is also important to recognize that

this success has taken place at the same time that the integrated

steelmakers have suffered their most serious historic decline and

duri^g a period in which the U.S. government has assisted them in

many ways through, for example, favorable trade policies, tax

laws and direct assistance.

Because American industry has been so distressed in recent

years, there have been many analyses of industry strategies and

raanagemenir Some of these are carticularly useful in under-

standing the strength of minimills. For example, as noted in the

OTA report, the linking of manufacturing process and product life

cycles together helps explain the difference between milimills

and integrated steelmakers. The notions of Hayes and WheeKright

(I) ,include the use of a product-process matrix which explains

the benefits of having a plant Make relative few, high volume

products in a continuous flow.. In contrast to integrated steel-

makers, minimills have pursued a strategy aimed at minimizing

costs and maximizing the actual use of plant equipment. This is

in Contrast to the supeymarket approach of most integrated

companie who often had extremely expensive facilaties being idle

\
because too much of its broad product mix Were not being

manufactured most of the time.), The basic idea of the minimills

to build new plants Iri different locations in order to make

different products is extremely important. This basic philosophy

of carefully matching manufacturing process technology to product

mix has led to extremely high efficiencies and prodactivities for
(

minimills
.

Hall (2) has made a very interesting study of several mature

U.S. industrtes,---including steel, to examine what business,

strategies are particularly effective in a "hostile

enyironment". By -hostile the author means: slow growth,

(1) R. H. Naye4 and S. C. Wheelwright, "Link reanufacturing
Process and Product Life Cycles," Harvard Business Review, Jan.-

Feb. 1979, pp. 133-J40.
(2) W. K. Hall, 'Survival Strategies In A Hostile Environment,"
Hartrard Business Review, Sept.-Oct., 1980, pp. 75-85.

V
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Pfthiation, increasing government regulations and intensifiedi

foreign competition. Hall did not Include any minimills

(although he examined several large integrated steelmakers), but

his general findings are enlightening. "Uniformly, the successes

come to those companies that achieve either the lOwest cost or

most differentiated position," he concludes. While lowest cost

chiefly explains the minimill success, alloy/specialty

steelmakers htve, to a large extent, succeeded because of product

quality or pro erty iff,erentiation. The repeated 'widening of

the product line of minimdll companies based on achieving the

lowest cost position Telative to both domestic and foreign

competition, the recent trend of acquiring ferrous scrap

businesses to insure future raw material supplies, and the

location'of plants to reduce expensive transportation costs and

take advantage of demographic shifts, ail provide a textbook

example of management'f need to have "an early warning of the

coming hostility and an early strategic repositioning for a

company to survive and prosper."

Finally, there is the important work of Leone and Meyer on

how managment decides to capacity iR a time when many

economic laws seem to be shak by reality (1):

In a wide variety of industrieg, unit costs

associated with capacity additions using the

best, most up-to-date technology have followed

what we call a U:shaped cost-development pattern

over t4.me. Frequently in current dollars; and

to a lesser extent in deflated dollars, production .

costs have first declined, then bottomed out,

and finally risen over time. Many industries

(have) found it ever more exPensive to repPac

or expand capacity. Productivity improveme

no longer offset cost increases due to inflation,

energy and capital costs, or regulatory constraints.

(l) R. A. Leone and J. R. Meyer, "Capacity Strategies for the
1980's," Harvard Businesss Review, qov.-DEc:, 1990, pp. 133-140.
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Production costs associated with nyi installations
tend to be higher than for exist ,g-capacity.

Today more and more industries hav, to seriously question
any inate desire to increase capacity. The implicat ions for

management is that scake and timing, technology choices, and

demand forecasting must be evaluated carefully. With regard to
Scale and timing, the authors note capacity additions "should be
undertaken with more hesitancy, be smaller in scale, and occur
more frequently. Smaller increments of capacity [are more)

' attractive because they risk less and are relatively easily
accommodated by market growth: In practiroce, this phengmenon
helps explain the current success of minimills in the steel
industry - mills which, 'though not necessarily as cost-efficient
as thelr larger cOunter-parts when operating at full capacity,
need only minimal capital commitments. As part .of a strategy to
nibble away at a growing, steel market, they can ef fectively
underbut the econapc arguments for constructing large greenfield
niills. Larger facilities, by virtue of their dependence on
volume for operating economies, lack this strategic
capability." Although I don't agiee with the authors' contentidn
that at high operating rates integrated steelmakers possess an
nr;insic cost advantage over minimills, their basic arguments

are sound.
The shond implication is for technology. "In a rising cost

situation, management tends to adopt production methods with

relatively high variable costs and low capital costs for the
simple reason that facilities built to this rule tend to be
smaller in scale and risk less capital. Management will find
this risk-reducing strategy even more effective if the prices of
raw materials swing with the market demand for the final'
product." The authcli go on to note that for minimills "these
small-scale fac lities have a double advantage: (1) they have few

economies of .s ale to lose in a downturn, and (2) their raw
material inputs tend to fal.1 in price as demand slackens."

Lastly, the authors note the increased importance of demand

At
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forecasting: "Manaqement must be able to analyze Umand carefully

and forecast it accurately." Simple extrapolation from the past

is not sufficient anymore. It is not entirely all

the m maniills have grasped the point, although the shifts in

products in new mills being built 'by, experienced minimill

companies suggests that they are keenly aware of the need to

capture...new niches in the steel market. An important related

factor is that with uncertain and low demand the basis of
competition for new capacity often,shifts eb nonprice dimen-

sions. "The operators of minimills in the steel industry have
-

successfully employed service and delivery times as competitive

weapons."

Economic and Financial Factors: The simple fact is that the

economics of minimill steelmaking are very attractive. The:

actual capital costs for a new minimill are about 10 to 20

percent o'ithe costs of a greenfield integrated steelp/ant, about

$150 to kl0 per ton of annual capacity today. And roundout

expansion of existing mills is even less costly and being planned

by many mills, see Table 3. Moreover, all the basic inputs, such

as labor, raw materials and energy, are significantly lower cose

than for integrated steelmaking. Labor costs per ton of finished

steel (see Table 2) are low because of high productivities, not

because of low wacies. Oaterials and energy costs are low because

primary ironmaking is avoided usually, the combination of

electric furnaces and continuous casting is highly effacient, and

because _scrap prices have been favorable. The costs of

environmental regulations have been relatively low alsq because

of the absence of ironmaking. Minimills have demonstrated that

profit margins can be high for steel products generally

considered to have the lowest profit margins. In contraatto
Integrated firms(1), minimills, for the most part, have low

(1) For example, in the recent notice of McLOuth Steel's
bankruptcy, after years of very poor financial performance, the
firm's ownership of a private jet and membership in sever'al posTi
private clubs were noted. The Wall Street Journal, december 9,

ou
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overheads , or in ii rect cgs ts such as for R&D, mass med la

advertising, lobbying the government, and 'executive benef its.
Generally, minimills are lean operations wi thout a lot of fancy
trimmings.

,
Another important economic factor is that the entry costs

into the seel indtstry by way of minimills is relatively low and
tile time necessary to put up a plant ra the, short. It is also
eas ler .to take advantage of newly perce ived opportunities.

_

On the financial side, 'minimills , for the mos t part, have
.shown a tendency to reinvest earnings in steelmaking rather than
spend prof i ts on d ividends to stockholders or on diversif I-
cat ion. It should be noted at this point that therei is ve ry
limited financial in formaton on U.S. minimills, because- many are
either privately owned or are owned by . relatively large
corporations who do not disclose data on their minimills.

Table 5 presen,ts data on a number of steelmakers to
illustrate the d ivers ity of profit abil ity and, more importantly,
the strikg di f ference in d Ividend payment philosophies. The

div idend carrela tor measures how closely di vidend payments . follew
changes in net income. The data show that the pore prof itable
companies ad3ust their dividends to reflect incOine changes. The

least prof i table companies mainta in d iv idends even when income
falls or actually increase dividends in some cases., Moreover,
the dividend payout percentage also correlates with
prof itability, with the mare prof i table companies paying out less
div idends. Even within industry segments the same dependences on
prof itability persist. The averages for the minimi 1 1 and

integrated segment§ reveal that min imil Is tend to be more
,4

prof itable, pay less dividends .rid have their dividends more
reflec't 1 ve of changes in income as compared to integrated
steelmakers. The dividend. behavior of the minimills tends to
verify the aggressive, forward-,looking management styles of these
f irms, with a ph ilosophy of making their' stocks attractiue on the
bas is of iuture growth and appreciation rather than for d ividend

1981.

a
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Table 5: PROFITABILITY AND DIVIDEND DATA POP STEEL COMPANIES

1976-1980

Minimill = M; Integrated =°I;

Alloy/specialty = A

RETURN ON DIVIDEND DIVIDEND
(COMPANY EQUITY (%) CORRELATOR PAYOUT (%)

Nucor (M) 27.5 .

Carpenter Tech. (it) 17.4 )

Florida Steel (M) 12.8 .2
Armco (I) 12.0

Northwestern Steel

fi Wire (M) 11.4

CFLI (I) 9.6

rnland (I) 8.7

National (I) 6.5

Republic (1) 5.7

United States.Steel (I) 3.8
,

.Bethlehem (I) 3.3

l(eystone (M) -1.3

McLouth (I) -7.6

-

AVERAGE:

MINIMILLS 12.6

INTEGRATEDS 5.3

.970 6

.936 34

.854 24

.929 38

.160 39

.522 75

.808 54

.497 511.

.831 41

.182 78

-.055 97

- -27

.350 -26

.661 23*

.508

(* = exclude negative dividend 'payouts)

Dividend correlator statistical linear correlation coefficient

for tependence of dividends on net income; it has a value of 1.0

foe, a perfect correlation for dividends increasing with

increasing net income, and -1.0 for trie perfect negative

dependence. No value is given for Keystone because there was
tof

only4one yearly dividend during period.

Based on data in company 'annual reports.

17
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payments. Whereas the debt to equity ratio for'integrated

steelmakers- has climbed in recent year's, many minimills have

generated sufficient profits which they have reinvested in their

.companles to keep their debt ratios relatively low. ,.../,7'..

,

Technology-related factors: A fundamental ad antage of
1

minimills is the use of highly efficient tectinolo . U.S.

minimills have demonstrated their tendency to adopt the most

advanced cost-saving technology as soon as possible. Table 2

shows the much higher use of continuous casting in the minimill

segment as compared to integrated firms. Many older minimills
o

have recognized the increasing benefits of continuous casting and

'replaped their older equipment, something which the integrated

mills are still doing at a rather slow pace. However, some of

the older minimills without continuous casting have had serious

problems being competitive and profitable.

Minimills have moved quickly to-use very large, high powered

electric funnaces and to use associated technologies, .such as

water cooled panels, to increase their efficiencies.

More recently, minimills are adopting direct oxygen

measurement techniques to pour killed heats of low carbon steels

(1), which otherwise are impractical to make.

Another area of progress has been the use of direct reduced

iron am-a complement to scrap which has required modifications lc;

electric furnace practices but wlkich provides a means for

minimills to produce cleaner, higher quality steels. 'A number of%

newer minimiAls have been designed with the use of direct reduced

iron in mind, including, for example, Raritan River Steel. And

the Kotf steel operations have pidneered both the production and

use of dire'ct reduced iron as the major source of iron units for
t

a furnace.

, Nucor has pioneered Tontinuous steelmaking and have plants
.,

! that roll continuously cast billets directly into finished

s.

(1) 33 Metal Producing, "The steady ascent of the 02 probe: mini-
' steel's secret weapon against low-carbon steels," Sept., 1981,

..,- .

pp. 62-64.

,

,
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products.

All the indications are that U.S. minimills will continue to

aggressively'pursUe and find new technological opportOnities in

their unrelenting pursuit of high efficiencies, hiah produc-

tivities and low manufacturing costs.

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES TO GROWTH

All the above factors notwithstanding, minimills live in a

real world which also contains potential obstacles to their

future growth.

First, there are a cluster of obstacles that have often been

cited by Integrated steelmakers. There might be a shortage of

ferrous scrap or such an increase Ln scrap costs that the basic

competiti,je position of minimills 'is put in Jeopardy. However,

there appears to be a,growing conSensus that scrap shortages are,

unlikely because, for example, increases in steel cdnsumption ar .

small and steel and steel-containing imports (autos') contribute

-to the U.S. scrap supply. And when scrap p'rices increase, steel

prices are also likely to increase. Moreover, the greater use of

direct reduced iron will provide a means of escaping the

dependence on scrap. A recent repoet on direct reduction (1)

precricts that by 1985 direct reduced ' irczn will represent 10

percent of the input to electric furnaceS. Minimills will have

the option of buying imported direct reduced iron or; eventually,

of making their own in relatively small plrits or buying it from

independent producers in the U.S... Nor is there any substantial

evidence to Indicate hat, for most parts of the nation where

minimills are concentrated, there,will be any severe problems for

minimills with the cost or availability of electricity. The OTA

study examined the influence of future increases in energy

costs. Even if electricity costs increased substantially, the

cost advantage of minimills would remain; however, instead of 50

percent les; energy costs tra'ditionally, there might be a 30

(1) "Direct Reduction as an Ircinmaking Alternative in the United
States," Fordham Univ. for U.S. Dept: of Commerce, Nov., 1981. ,
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percent advantige gv,.c integrated mills in the future.

Two other arguments often presented actually may have more

validity. As minimills expand their product mixes, make more

sophisticated products and det more technology intensive, they

will indeed face higher costs. Yet it is also likely that the

costs of integrated producers will rise for similar reasons.

Additionally, as particularly attractive market areas Eecome

saturated, minimills will compete increasingly with each 'other

rather than with less efficient integrated producers or foreign

steelmakers. This is a real problem that can only be solved by

the continuation Of the trend of minimills to broaden ancl

carefully select their products for specific new ,location,§rrana

maintain their emphasis on technolocjical,superiority... The need

for more sophisticated strategic_9.1.44;AZ.

On the less trailitional side ave-ry real problem for

minimills is the involvement of the government in ways which

provide advantages to integrated steelmakers, particularly the

less successful, ones, A recent new benefit for the less

profitable steelmaker (as well as other kinds of companies) is

the ability to sell their tax credits to profitable

corporations. Such government policies have as one effect

sustaining the existence of ,fundamentally weak steelmakers.

Other policies such as proViding regulatory relief and import

protection (from products made mostly by integrated firms) can

increase capital formation that is then used for diversifisation

rather than reinvestment in steelmaking. Minimills generally

have receives, proportionately, Eewer benefits from virtually all

gOvernment policies affecting industry. Policies which distort

the marketplace ,have a tendency to harm the truly competitive

firms.

Another factor is the lack of a minimill trade association

which could serve many legitimate fourposes and Orovide some

balance to the vigorous efforts of the.American Iron and Steel

Institute. Although AISI has nine U.S. minimilj members, their

influence is very small since they represent only about 10

percent of the number of members and even less in termsof

1 7 o
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productien or sales levels. Only one out of the 68 committee;

chairmen is from one of these minimills: interestingly, the

shaIrman of the electric furnace steelmaking committee is from an

integrated steelmaker. At their last general meeting, when a

senior industry speaker gave examples of "a great many exciting
4

and.positive stories to tell about the American steel industry

today," not one was of a minimill.

What makes U.S. minimills,so successful couldvturn out to be

their weakness: their traditional free enterprise, entrepreneural

and'. individualistic spirit. They go it alone. They want

government to stay out of eheir way. Indeed, they are exactly

the type of cap talists that made the United -etates great.

However, the poll ical structure .of the U.S. Is based, in part,

on having opposin3 parties engage in adversarial relationships.

A U.S. minimill trade association could provide balance to the

information and viewpoints of the AISI *epresenting, for the most

pare, Integrated steelmakers. It is not necessarily a question

of the minimills getting something from the gdvernment "or the

public, but rather providing the type of information that might

prevent government policies that distort the marketplace In favor

of integrateefirms. .

Moreover, there may Indeed be inCreasing legitimate needs of

rwimills that could be better served through cooperative efforts

rather than either Individual pursuits, neglect or use of ,firms

supplying the industry. For example, as minimills become more

sophisticated technologically, thd need for Joint R&D that could

benefit all the firms betomes more obvious. Additionally, need

for external capital c6uld become greater and more general public

awareness of minimills might be beneEicial.

Lastly, a potentially important development is 'the changing

ownership of U.S. minimills. There has been a steady movement

toward greater corporate ownersh4p by nonsteel companies entering

the steel industry through acquisition of minimills. There is

also more foreign ownership of U.S. minimills. In themselves

these changes do not necessarily imply anything negative.

However, it seems clear ihat an important element of the minimill
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success story is the risk-taking entrepreneural spirit normally

associated with individuals and small corporate efforts. Both

the increasing size of existing, successful minimill'Isnd the

increasing ownership by large corporations could therefore remove

some of the vitality of the minimill movement.

FORECAST...OF FUTURE GROWTHS

The OTA study provided 40411forecast of future minimill

production potential by examining the possible fractions of

certain steel product lines that minimills could capture by

1990. That work was based on the 1978 distribution of production

of steel products and indicated that a 25 percent market share

for minimills was feasible by 1990r

A revision based on 1980 data is given in Table 6. Also

included in this revision are those imports which minimills have

captured increasing fractions of in the past (see Table 2) and

another increment of minimill production resulting from 50

percent of these imports. The result-' is that by 1990 U.S.

minimills might represent 27 percent of total U.S. production.

The assumption here is that minimills will broaden thei'r product

mix sign-ificantly into structural shapes, platv, pipe and

tubing, and hot strip. It should also be noted that it is likely

that there will be further plant closings' by integrated

steelmakers.

A recent compilalion (1) indicates a raw steel capacity of

20.5 million tons annually for minimills, but does not include

certain new plant additions and roundout expansions now in

progress or planned. If these are taken into account, the total

by 1990 would easily be hetween 23 and 25 million tons. Total

U.S. steel production in 1990 ma0164. less than about 100 million

tons, assuming a 1 percent annual increase from X980. Hence, it

appears reasonable for minimills, with their very high yield from,

raw to finished steel, to'reach the 25 to 27 percent market share

(1) Commentary, Institufe for Iron and Steel Studies, May, 1981.

,
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Table 6: Forec.ist of

(all values

Steel 1980 US

PrCduct shipments

.

bars 8496

reinforc.bar 4684

wire rod 2688

wire products 1768

st tectura1s 4861

plates 8080

hot strip 669

pipe & tube 9096

totals 84843*

172

Potential 1990 Minimill Market Shgre

in thousands of net tons)

Minimills 501 of

potential 1980 1980 imports

.

55% 7222 }25(

100% 4684 39

100% 2688 415

100% 1768 211

20% 972

25% 2020

25% 167

25% 2274

21795 990

market share = 22785/84843

*Total U.S. shipments plus 990,000 tons gained from imports.

Source: Based on AISI Annual Statistical Report, 1980.

level, even.if it requires more expansion in the late 1980s.

The chief unpeitainties in this forecast include: the

general state of the U.S. economy, the import situation,

government policies, and the diversification and plant closing

actions of intelrated steelmakers. It is important to remember,

however, that not so--many- years-- Ehe 'majoi U.S. integrated

steelmakers totally dismissed the importance of the minimills.

All signs are that minimills 4111 be aided in their quest for

growth by the increasing diversification etforts. of integrated

firms oho see greater opportun,4ies for profits from other lines

of business. They may also be helped by the closing of some of

the smaller integrated steelMakers tha't cOntinue to face serious

economic problems. Moreover, there may be more divesting by
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Integrated steelmakers ot . electric. furnace plants which the

become minimills.

-. -

coNCLUSIONS

U.S. mintfillls have achieved considerable success during the

past decade in terms of.profitability, increases in domestic

market share, broadening of product mix and steady improvements

in technological ,efficienc7y. The chief cause hat been excellent

management that has been able to capitalize on opportunities in

the marketplace, technology, resources and labor. While there

may be some impediments to continued growth, the likelihood is

that the growth rate of the past ctecade will con'tinue,

essentially about 1, percent per year increase in m'arket Share and

roughly 1 malllon tons per yeai production capability. By 1990

U.S. minimills Could produce as much as 27 percent of domestic

;teel and make an irliportant contribution to strengthening the

U.S. steel industry. But maturity also) brings thatlenges to

sustaiting rapid growth, and minimills may have to demonstrate

their adaptability by, for example, Joining together in a unified

way to better present their story to both government _and the

publit in order to maintain a competitive m;rketplace f.24 steel.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Thank you, Dr. Hirschhorn. I had We terrible
feeling of deja vuas I heard your testimony. It seems tha't for the .

last 25 years, I will say, I have been reading about the steel indus-
try just-not being able to cumpete. It is 'behind technologiCally T

They say that we are going to need x billion Oollars -and we have
got to do all this, and they are behind continuously.

I thought that one of your most telling points was the fact that
yO"-the dividend payments haven't been slipping. I ur steel industry

being managed by the financie officers or by s elmakers?
Dr. HIRSCHHORN. Well, one of the findings of our steel study was

that there seems to be a trend, over a period of perhaps more than
a decade, that technical people were playing less of a role in the
management of steel companies. Mostly what we see are MBA's
and accountants and lawyers running-- .

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Look, it is OK to mention MBA's, but knockoff
the lawyers.4Let's get that clear. [Laughter.] .

Dr., HIRSCHHORN. However, in fact, it is interesting to note that
some of the more successful steel companies have a greater involve-
ment, let's say, of technical people, particularly metallurgists,
people who have worked in the plant who seem to be more commit-
ted to staying in steelmaking.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. However, somehow your language in here about
what is neededit is on page 6:

97-007 0 - A2'- 12
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What IS is .t ui rted etloit lot tilt Federal Goernment tu mott%ate thv
indumr to m1/4( .ififitilittiu iit. ifi I cp.Refiation of its steelmaking fat:dines
met- titer-ahcatioti ime.ttlients

At this late date, it seems to me that the Federal Government
ought to say that apparently nothing can motivate these people if
profit doesn't In our system theoreticailv_profit mutixates_ them.

.W uitt-you like to corriMeht on that9
r HIRSCHHORN. Y,es What we are saying, I.-guess, is that it cer-.

tainly dues nut look good 'The trends, are fairly obviouS. It 4oes
appear thlt there is an increasing commitment away from steel-
making. However, w hat we are also shying to you, particularly

ai regard tu the theme of today's hearrng, is that steel remains
an absolutely essential material for thelunctioning of uur society
We tend to take it for granted.

If the people who run the steel Industry do not take into account
the national welfarethe national needsto a sufficient degree,
then certamly the proper rale of the Federal Government is to try

-to motivate them a little more.
Mr SHAMANSKY Yes, but do you motivate them by nationalizing

thorn.'
Dr fliRscinionN. Well, I would hope not.
Mr SHAMANSKY I am not making the suggestion I mean, we

ave had 2.; years of tdring to motivate them. Frankly, I am wor-
d about the qualitSt of the management.
Dr. HiRscuitioRN As you clearly see, the quality of management

IS major theme uf our study We feel ehat a very large part of the
pro m ib, in fact, the management bf the steel,eompanies

I do rI131. have any easy answer for you except that we think that
some mechanism at a high Federal level which would bring togeth-
er, in an objective way, the needs of the industrythey have legiti-
mate needs We recognize their need to make money,_

Mr SHAMAN'SKY. Yes.t thipk it wo-tird-be the function of manage-
ment to point out their needs. I would think they would need say

increas in wages tied to increases in productivity.
The reason that I am mentioning this is that I am from Ohio.

Youngstown laborthe United Steelworkers thereapparently
were satisfied ur bought off Vith,iricreases in vages while no in-
Nestment was made back into their plant until they suddenly woke
up one day and there was no plant,. there.

Dr HIRSCHHORN. Yes.
Mr SHAMANSK\ Therefore, I am not absolving the historical or -

traditional v iew of labor in this country of not looking at manage-
ment decisions. It has caught up with- them there Maybe they
should have looked into how much -rnaney was put into the plant as
distinguished from the hourly wage.

Dr HIRSCHHORN. Yes,
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Maybe that would have made a big diffeience.
Dr. HIRSCHHORN. I would like to emphasize to you that,it is easy

always to talk about the industry as a whole and to mak,e general-
izations. However, within the industry itself one sees trerriendous
diversity in the quality of management, in the philosophies Chat,.
the managers use, ahd the commitment to steelmaking, in the
.de ire to take risks. Within the industry itself, I would say that'
th re are some very, very competent people, some companies that

7-vo
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afe bettei tnanagd than others, and i think that with a little pub-
licit\ go, en to a lot oi tlwse kaos and analyses and some means to
coordinate a Go %ernent polity', I think what you 'would provide is
cl niechanism for those who are more competent ithin the indus-
try to have niore influence '
-_Mr SHAMANSKN Well, that is why I was worried about a generar

policy :applicable to all The industrY. When some companies are
Adoing better than others,. hy would we form some kind of policy
that apphed to all when maybe.sonw of those managements should
fail based on performance.

br HIRSCHHORN We haw said that in our report. that we recog-
nize that some plants are poorly located Some plants are truly ob-
solete 'Th are not in the right .market areas anymore. They

:
should be closed

.

. Mr SHAMANSKI I made the point the other day when, Mr Mar-
golin testified that when I was m college and took economic gebgra-
phy. a hallmark of a colonial economy was where they shipped out
rAw _materials and imported finished products We are now at the
stage w here we are shipping out raw materials and importing fin-

' ished goods. hether It be for copper or wheat
Dr HIRSCHHQRN Yes .

Mr SHAMANSM We are importing_things in Ohio we haye got
t.-(A'l and iron ore on the Great Lakes. and cheap water transporta,
tion in the middle of the market, and the steel industry cannof
compete 'with o\erseas steel There is no rational explanation for
that It does exist I mean rational in the sense that I just cannot
see wir that g-hould be

4Dr 1-m1So-if-0AN Well, as I say, IT is not a simple problem There
are many causes,to explain the situation, but we would tend to em-
phasize the need not to offer money to the industrythat'is not
the answerbUt to recognize that {he problems lie within the in-
dugtry, itself-to a great degree. When I suggest the need foqederal
policy, Please understand that I am not suggesting the need for
dn-ect

However, I think that it is important' to recognizebecause we
do all of us tend to take steel for grantedthat should the Nation
find itself in a situation where we are very, very dependent on im-
ports----

Mr. SHAMANSKN. I.do think you make the po,int very well, and I
du not mean to slight it I am so indignant about the other Thank
you.

-Dr. HIRSCHHORN [Contiralling]. Yes.
Mr SHAMANSKY. Mr Andrews, United States Steel managed to

find $6 billion plus in capital to acquire Marathon. I don't- know
Could they ha've; acquired $6 billioiyT u to make United States
Steel.competitive9

Mr ANDREWS No.
-Mr SHAMANSKY. They couldn'it have.'
Mr ANDREWS I am rwt privl to what was going on inside the

books of the United States Steel Corp., but as I understand from
what I.have read find so forth, the attractiveness of that is the re-
serves or tht. Marathon Oil Co. That was what everybody Was chas-
ing after

Mr SHAMANSKY. Y'es

1 7
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Zs,11- ANnitEws Therefore, the financial conarnunity was willi
bet on that

Mr SHAMANSKN Wouldn't the cbmpetitive gains to be derived
from making steel more efficiently have been attractive'

Mr ANDREWS They evidently did not think so.
Mt SHAMANSKY I atn. looking at the track record. You know,

their Judgment calls over the last 20 to 25 years at-least to me are
not terribly inspiring.

Nlr ANDRENAS I will hpve no comment on that, Mr. Chairman. .

SHAMANSKN The reason I am asking is I know that your -

firm has been diversifying,
341r ANDREWS. Yes, sir.
Mr SHAMANSKN You have changed your name to Allegheny In-

ternational to reflect the breadth of your activities.
Mr ANDREWS That iS right.

SHAMANSKY Yes
Mr. ANDRENAS. As with United States Steel A very high percent-

age of their profits have come from the chemical industry.
NIr SHAMANSKY That is right I h ve down here in the margin

chenucal and oil
1 Mr ANDREWS Right of

A err high percentage of our profits come from outside the steel
indyst ry

Mr SHAMANSMS Yes, but that 'seems to me, to be really poor
business to neglect your basic core business. It seems to me...that
you ,:ould well make the argument that we could be compAltwe
there It seems to me that they just turn, their backs on their own
basic industry

ANnizEws. I think that probably 'from a stockholders return"
an mestrnent return on equity consideration, that is exactly
where they arrived at What are they in business for'

Unfortunately, it sounds very hara--
Mr SHAMANSKY Yes
MI ANDREWS [continuing]. Very cold, very dispassionate, very

unpatriotic, and very everything else'
Mr SHAMANSKN. But that even includes just writing down the

wh.ole investment in their steel industry.
1r ANDREWS. It is highly capital intensive.

Mr SHAMANSKN Well, they have some responsibility for that.
.\NDRFAVti Oh, yes They have-full responsibility for it. I am

talking about the industry now
Mr SHAMANSKY. Yes Ae
Mi ANDREWS. The industry has a full, responsibility for that.

They let it slide in my personal judgment. However, you can see
and I think you can see in case after casewhere the manage-
ments of those companies h4e said, "Where are we going?What is
the best thing that we can do for the stockholders who have invest-
ed m this corporation? Why do we exist? Do we exist to make
'money or to make steel?;

MI SHAMANSKN Bef6re turnthg fhis over to my colleague from
Michigan I just have one more area to question.

What Federal policies or programs Are the highest priories in
dealing withthe problems'of your industry? In this case, I am talk-
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mg about your steel industry What has the steel industry done to
resolve its own problems')

I frankly think that based un the record, that it is sorry.
Mr ANDREW s Well, I don't think that I should even answer that

question because we haw got Dr Hirschhorn here, and as you
know, we hay e gone to the point where the steel industry is a very,
erv minor portion of our nearly 6-1 billion corporation

Mr SHAMANSKY I was .just thinking about your chatting
amongst your colleagues Is it the Duquesne Club that the--
Laughter I

Mr ANDREW S I try. not t gu to the Duquesne Club too often
Mr SHAWANSKY. You n ght learn something.
Mr ANDREWS Well, maybe I should, yes.
Mr SHAMANSKY. Nat much
Mr ANDREWS. They are concernedthat is what John L Lewis

said a long time ago,
do not go there that_

However, they, d1'-co
cern that I see that

t much That is one of the reasons why I
.:

, are concerned abouttit*, primanöcon-
ey are in is the impact of Federal regul'atians

in the environment and these kinds of things. Qne of the major
\ 0 i 1 u,q- n :, that we htto in the specialty steel industryand still do
hayeis the foreign ompetition that is unfair competition We
haw felt and said all along_that we will stand toe-to-toe with any-
body under the same rules However, when he has got brass
knucks on and we have g;ot booting gloves on, we tend to ge our
teeth kicked in We are arkiling, "Hey, let's make it a fair i ht
We then haw to stand toe-to-toe with anybody, and we bell e that
we can. ,

Mr SHAMANSKY. Mr Andrews')
Mr. ANDREWS Yes.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. You will get no argument from anybody

tommittee
Mr ANDREws Yes I am sure of that
Mr. SHAMANSKY. I frankly think, though, that has been

out so many tidies--
Mr ANDREWS. Oh, yes. That is true
Mr SHAMANsKY [continuing]. That

ness.
Mr. ANDREWS. There is no question about itl'he management

records of at least portions of the industryand the Doctor is right
You cannot speak categorically really because there are some very
successful companies in the steel industry.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes I think that the idea that their refusal to
be on the cutting edge of technology, the very short-term looking at
eyery quarter that they 1\ave to raise the dividends to make sure
that the inwstment portalio managers are happy with the results
is ..q.tat they haw simply been eating up their capital They have

iimply been eating themselves alive
Mr ANDREWS That is right.
Mr SHAMANSKY. CongresNnan Dunn.

. Mr. MINN. Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Dr. Hirschhorn, you go on through six pages of testimony to dis-

count some of the problems that we have been talking about Com-
pention,and high wagessome of the things that we have been

it is an alibi to

on this
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cover inept-



talking about user the vearsaren't really the problems You, I
guess like 1)1 Aluireo,,, tied into the management practices, and
Nuu utlitlerscore in Ow hot prirf that perhaps the proper role of
'Government is in the area of management technology

I think that ,our suggestion goes far -astrearn. that.. a minerals
bill should somehow deal with better management technology for
United States Steel I don't think that you have done a very inclu-
sis e job of telling us exactl,s, what the Gosernment role should be
in that better technolog

Would .sou like to z,ee us tire all the management in the existing
management of United States Steel or replace them with Goverw-
ment workers" .Give us .some specifics What is tl-re role that yitu
want Government to play?

It is er-, easy to sa,s to me, "I think we should have better riian-
agernent technolo* That is nice, but where do we go from there9-
How does Government do_that9

Dr Thirs(hrisno; Well. T think that one of the critical needs that
we focus on i the need to have better long-range strategic, plan-
ning in the industr The long-range strategic planning for an in-
dustr.v .that is critical to the functioning of our society also de-
mands that the Gosernment play a role in this because the nation-
al welfare is at account here

Therefore, what I am suggesting to you is.that some high-level
coordinating mechanism in the Federal Government could work
with the management of the steel industry, work with labor, to de-
setup a long-range strategic plan to cover J:0 years or 20 years at
least

Mr DUNN Are vou suggesting to me that the Federal Govern-
ment does nut funa engineering education as an example9 That is
long range We made a big commitment to education a long time
ago That is where those people come from. What else besides
training those people would .c.ou like to see the Government do9

Dr HIRSlHHURN. Well. I think an appropriate Federal committee
or council or whateser could autfine how much steelmaking capac-
it is needed for the next 10 years, for the next 20 years, what kind
of technological adsances should be implemented more vigorously

We hase continuous casting in this country We have about 20

percent of our steel made by continuous casting
Mr DCNN Do you mean that GoNernment people will know

more about the new technologies than ou9 Is that what you are
saving"

br HIRscfmoRN Well, let's say that they might motivate the
coMpanies We has e access to continuous casting technology at the
same time uther countries hase. Now, Japan is making something
oN,er kII percent of its steel by continuous casting. We are, among
the major steelmakers of the world, way far behind in the use of
available technology

I think that the Federal Government could stimulate and mon-
s ate the management of steel companies to stay Ommitted to steel

Now, there are other roles of the Federal Government I want to
point outwe can give you concrete exampleshow Government
policies in the past have been contradictory.

Mr DUNN No. we are going to talk about where we go from
here
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Dr Hills( trti aorrN Well, I m suggesting to you that the counci.41l
the proposed t.ounk II or some mechanism like that could make
sure that Federal 'Joik les did not"hae contradictory effects on a
critical industry such as steel

..,

Again,1 would gie "you examples in the case of continuous cast-
ing whrre Federal polio, did not allow certain investment tax crea-
its to be obtained la\ Chose steelmakers' who We anted to invest in
Lontinuous casting That was a good example of how the Federal
Government stood in the way of,some %err necessary investments
Nobody was watching that kind of interaction between tax policies
over here and implernention of technology somewhere else.

Mr DL NN One of the proisions that United States Steel did use
on that Marathon deal was the safe-harbor leasing provision
Would it be a good idea to rewrite that to say that companies not
in a profitmaking mode can only take advantage of safe-harbor
leasing proisions if they intend to use the money for their basic
manufacturing The company could not use the funds.to proide to
Marathon Oil. Would that be a way to do it?

Dr HIRSCHHOR%. I think SO I testified SOMerinie ago--
Mr DUNN That is the first concrete thing that yOu have said to

me
.Dr HMS( HHURN. I gae testimony whek the delayed compliance

with the Clean Air Act came up I said Ilaat the money' that was
generated from that delayed compliance shoulle spent on R. & D
as a lung-range investment in the future for he steel industries
Nobody listened. We hae said that all along, that if you do some-
thing like the leasing arrangement ur delayed compliance that you
put some strings on it.

NOVv. the industry has refused consistently to allow any strings
to be put on anything You can consistently see, as has been point-
ed out earlier, a trend of diversifying out of the industry and
spending money in other ways rat,her than being committed to
steelmaking I would agree with you That is an excellent example.

Mr DUNN. Thank you
Mr. SHANIANSM. Thank you, Mr. Dunn.
I was going to have some questions for Mr. Mulready.
Mr ANDREWS Yes He got a message for an urgent call from his

office
Mr SHAMANsxv I realize that. Mr. Mulready, you have just

come back at the right time. That is perfecifiming.
Mr. MULREADY. I aM Sorry. J had an 'urgent phone call
Mr SHAMANSKY That is all right. The primary focus of the

President's report was on domestic mining of materials with partic-
ular emphasis on public lands policy- And regulatory reform There
has been Jome concern expressed about the failure to focus on such
issues as industrial processing of materials, substitution, conserva-
tion, and other areas.

In your testimony you said that this was a very significantthe
President's report was very significant and an important thing.
Why is it so significant9

Mr MULREADY Well, I th'ink as Mr. Andrews said it is a first'
step. It is a recognition that we have in fact a problem and that we
ought to get at it. However, I think also, as he has stated, it does
not go faT enough.

jr
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Alt SHAMANsh's How Ww111c1 uu change it'' How would you
moye tt along to where you think it ought to be? .

Mr Mt. LREADN I am an engineer
Mr SHAMANSIS I will not hold that against yoU, sir I just want

you to be proud of that
Mr ML ',READY. I am Nery happy to state that the problems in

our industry are quite different from the st6el industry--
Mr SHA1ANSK1 Yes .

Mr Mt 1.12KAON icontinuing, Our view of the major materials
problem is thaf it is a transie

4
rather than a steady state problem

In the steady state circumstance, we really do not have a materi-
als shortage If we can keep the material flowing and make it
aNailable to the industries that need it, the true exhaustion of
these materials really is a long, long way of The thing that we
must protect against is the temporary interruption which can
occur tot a Nat iety of reasons, but whose impact on the productive
capacity of the country IS potentially 'very damagmg.

The solution to that problem /s a functioning national stockpile
It shopld vOrk like an accumulator

Mr SHAMANsKN Fxcuse me. I am Rot-an engineer What is an
accum ulator?

Mr Mt LREADY It is a device that absorbs excess material in
tames of low demand and supplies the transient excess demand
during a time of peak requirements That is what the stockpile
should be

Mr ANnimws That is right
Mr MULREADY It takes care of the problem when for some

rt,a;,on the supply doesn't match up with the demand It is the
nlajut solution to the problem in this country. and its zanagement
.is the thing that I think the Goyernment should focuiTts attention
on .

Mr gliAMANsK1 Howeer, right now, it is my understanding
that the National stockpike can only be used in the event of a Na-
tional emergency or declaration of war by the United States.

Mr MULREADY Yes
Mr SHAMANSK1. And the question is Pratt & Whitney or any of

the United Technologies branchesI have a friend who has spent a
whole career With Sikorskyif there is a crisis overseas like in
Zaire. that is notit seems to me by the terms of our national,
Stockpile law. that is not the kind of a crisis that would permit us
to draw upon the stockpile

Mr MCLREADY Yes.
Mr SHAMANSKY However, clearly, it affects the whole supply
Mr Mt_ ',REAM We Scan have a very serious supply disruption

w ithout e.er haN mg had a declared national emergency ,Therefore,
I think that the stockpile system should respond to those interrup-
tions in suppk which occur for reasons other than those which
result in a declared national emergency

Mr SHAMAN:an Do you think that the President's report took
notice of that.'

Mr MUREAD1. Not to the degree that we would have liked
Mr. SHAMANSKN OK Would 3,01.1 care to submit a letter or some-

thing highljghting or calling attention to that problem? We would
make it part of the record without objection

1
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Mr. MULREADY Yes. I would-be happy to do that.
Mr SHAMANSKY I think IL s a very important point, and I ap-

preciate your mentioning it.
M. MULREADY. I feel very strongly about that.
[Material to be supplied follows]

1 ti
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June 4, 1982

Mt. Robert N. Shamansky
Subcommittee on Transportation,
Aviation and Materials

308 Cannon House Office Building
Washington D. C. 20515

Dear Hr. Shamansky:

j
400 kW. Street
Lem Kenton Canna:hew CMOS

.-40-_you requested, during my testimony to the Subcommittee
on-Transportation, Aviation and Materials, on April 22,
1982, the following letter summarizes our view withrregard
to the need for reform of the strategic stockpile and its
management.

Of the many facets Of the strategic and_critical materials
problem which have been the subject of speeches, seminars
and studisa and much legislative activity, we have come
to believe that the single most hmportant factor is the
need to improve the management of the national stockpile.
It appears to us that there is, no fundamental shortage
in the world of our,critical materials and with reasonable
usage and the potential for diacovery and improvement in
recovery and reclamation, that, supplies should be adequate
for centuries. We also believe tbat in the normal course
of events, that the economic Process of the market will

--make these needed materials available to the user industries
in the United States. The reason for our collective unease
is that we are all concerned about the potential transient
case where some force, external to the country, could deny
our needed pupplies of materi '1 for some period of time.
The concept of a national stoc pile of critical materials,
for which we-are dependent o oreign sources has been
an obvious answer for the çt four decades.

It is unfortunate, however that while the concept is
sound,'the reality of the stoCkpile is that it falls far
short of its potentialyalue to the country. It has in
fact been misused by past administrations and its mismanagement
during the 70's was the major reason for the cobalt panic
in 78-79. By altering the goal levels for cobalt, surpluses

, and deficits have been created overnight. During the 1950's
the U. Government bought 83 milrion pounds of cobalt
as partial satisfaction of a goal of 129 million pounds.
In 1959 the goal was summarily reduced to 19 million pounds
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and suddenly the stockpile had a 78 million pound surplps.
Fifty-four million pounds were then sold between 1967 and
1977, supplying an average of 302.of the United States'
annual requirements. In yet another dramatic reversal,
the goal went from an all-time low of 12 million pounds
in 1973 to itiIresent goal of 85 million pounds in 1976,
once again crea ing a deficit. This inconsistent stockpile
policy was the major reason for the cobalt shortage in
1978/79, The Zairean supply was put on allocation, but
in fact there was no major damage to the mines, and the
Zairean production goals for 1978 were slightly exceeded.

These changes in tockpile goals and inventories have been
disruptive for both producers and users. Stockpile sales
were curtailed in 1977 with no warping and it took time
for new sources to be developed. The cobalt shortages
of 1978 and 1979 were, for the most part, self-inflicted
and resulted from an inconsistent stockpfle management
policy.

We helieve that consolidation of stockpile responsibility
and authority is essential. This central authority must
reside in an pdependent body such as has been proposed
by Senator Harrison Schmittin the Strategic Stockpile
Reform Act (s.1982).. Such an organizational structure
would enable the tockpile to be managed in am environment
isolated from political pressure, and with long-term
national objectives in mind.

I appreciated the chance to testify before the Commfttee
on this critical issue and would be happy to answer any
further questions which you might have.

Sincerely yours,

fe
R. C. Mulready
Vice President, Technology

Met
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Mi StiAMA:h1 How do you view the coordination of the mate-
rials pohcy tbtough the Cabinet council Has it been effective, and
do you teel that it will adequately address other aspects of materi-
als policie s. than minerals"; There seeThs to Pe such an emphasis on
minerals in the President s report in the Cabinet council sugges-
tion

Mr MULREAD1 I am sorry I have an ear blockage from the
flight this morning

Mr SHAMANSK \ OK. How do you view the coordination of mate-
rials policy through the Cabinet council?

Mr Mt. LREADI I think that they are doing quite a good job now,
but I am.also worried about the long term. I think it was Mr Pend-

ob the Interior Department who said that this was the first ad-
ministration since Eisen-h-bwer that really paid any attention to the
materials problem. I think that we need a structure that will func-
tion over the long termi long-langq policy on the basis of law as
Mr Andrews has said Vak.

Mr SHA'MANSK\ . Do...you think that the billthe legislation that
hiRe been alluding towould do a better job or do you think

that the Cithinet council is sufficient'
Mr MI. LREAD) I think that the problem is larger than that. As I

said in fny testaiiony, the best approach rothe overall problem
bliat I hae seen is the one proposed by Senator Schmitt in the
Senate bill 1982

Mr SHAMANSKy. I want to thank the witnessês for bheir testimo-
ny and their respohses to our questions.We will go to the next
panel' Thank you, gentlemen.

Mr Lubin and Dr Mueller, welcome to the committee
As shown on the identifying card, o'n a purely personal note, are

you am, relation to a Mr. Harold Lubin 9f Columbus?
r ,

Mr. Li MN I don't think so.
Mr SHAMANTk \ OK. He is a very distinguished physician I just

thought that I might inquire!'
If you would hke to begin your testimony, sir, we would be glad

to receive it

STATEMENT OP GEORGE LUBIN, SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS,'
INDUSTRIES, INC.

Mr. Lt. BIN. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, distinguished
niembers of the subcommittee, my name, is George Lubin and my
credentials are that I have spent almost a half a century in the
plastics industry. I am representing the Society of Plastics Indus-
tries I am here to testify on behalf of Public Law 96-479 and H.R.
4281

The Society-of Plastics)Industry, whom I am r,epresenting, in-
cludes about 1,100 member companies. It is a company organiza-
tion It is the major.national trade association of the plastics indus-
try Its membership represents over p5 percent of the production
and about 75 percent of the plastics materials sales in the United
States A major operating unit of the society is the Reinforced Plas-
tics Composites Institute, formed in 1944, compriping 312 compa-
nies that muld fiber-reinforced plastics products, supply raw mate-
rials or equipment fbr production of such products, or _purchase
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them tur far ication and assembly into finished goods such as air-
craft, trucks, automobiles, boats, and 4,0 on

Altho4h SN did nut participate in the developments which led
to the passage of Public Law 90-479, we have more than idle inter-
est in the subject of critical materials.

On niy own, I woul.i...likto add that we are a very healthy in-
dustry We hate nu apparent critical materials problems We have
nu apparent management problems We haNe a very bright future.
Any problems that we hate are minut In fact. many of the metal
cympanie, subscribing to the motto. "If you can't lick them, join

haNe taken a great financial interest in, the plastics indus-
try

The only problem that we do have-is in boron filaments which
we use sparingly "Wie core of boron is tungsten and the supply of
tungsten does gibe us somewhat of a problem. However, that is the
only ease that I know of where we do have a problem with critical
materials.

The plasti c. industryand sPecifically the reipforced plastics
branch of this industrysince 1940 has become a major s'tipplier
fur materials in our economy. It has progressed faster in that time
than any other industry that I know of with the possible exception
of electronics with computers.

This typical role of plastics is riot limited to the household uses
on Ix hich we hate become so dependent and so familiar with. We
are now also a principal supplier of critical materials for a whole
range of products

To illustrate, I will cite some 6xamples and show some slides of
how plastic materialsprimarily fterglass and some advanced
compositesare used today.

Adtanced composites are materials which consist ot' fibers and
resins. There are three primary fibers. Boron, which is a metallic
fiber, graphite, which is made by burning out all the impurities
from rayon or acrylic fibers, and kevlar which is an organic fiber
deteloped by DuPont originally for tires and which found a very'
large use in our industry.'

The first item that I am going to discuss is boats. The'use,of fi-
berglass boat started almost as soon as the fiberglass inderstry
became an industry. It required no machinery. The boats are easy
to fabilcate. You just lay' up your fiberglass and the resin in a
simple mold and you can make excellent boats. Of course, the in-
dustry has become 14ery much mechanized, but the basis process is
still very similar to what we used to have.

The boat indUstry has had such( tremendous growth that the pro-
duction of %\ooden boats has been almost eliminated. It reminds me
of -an incident Again, you were talking so much about South
Africa. The South African Government at one time decidsd to
choose betwieen three types of boats. metal (aluminum), fibeFdass;
and wood. They couldn't decide SO they constructed one of eactrand
sent them out on maneuvers. There was a very severe itorm -and
the meta} boat and the fiberglass boat collided. The metal boai
sank. Therefore, the'South African Navy and the Goxernment now
use primarily fiberglass boats

1 S
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Then we hae building construction materials which is a tremen-
dous indIstry in itself. Here is a typical example of a building
frolit

(Slide 1 shown.]

'Mr. LUBIN The panels comprising the front are about 6-feet wide
and about li-feet long. They ai-e made in very simple molds with
the solor molded in. You never have tolpaint it. The-'niaterial is
light. It is ,noncorrosive. It resists all kinds of atmovheric cOndi-
tams, and it can be considered permanent. It is also very inexpen-
hi\ e to fabricate. This type of constr ction is finding more and
more uses as wego alpng. r

Composites, again, are used in roof trusses and in bathrooms.
Most of all modern construction in bathrooms consists of complete
units which are all fiberglass. The bathtubs are all fiberglass. The
iriks are fiberg4s Even toilet seats occasionally aee% fiberglass.
Practically all:new mobile homes are made-out of fiberglass. Cor-

repated roofing and corregated patios are common.
Automotie products have a tremendous future. Pertaining to

car bodies, the Chevrolet Corvette is now known all.over the world.
There are hoods and grills such as the one that you see on tfie
slide

O
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Mr. Luting. There are engine mounts, truck cabs, and bodies,
The new Ford engine which is being devetoped by Ford using

graphite has only a few metal parts. The block linets, the cams,
land the pistons are metal. The remainder of.the engine is graphite
composite. The Iveight savings are going tc0e spectacular and so
will the mileage.

Mr. LUBIN. This is one of the most interesting of' the future appli-
catiOnseVen present applications. The composites, as we know,
are simpar materials to metals. However, the advanced composites
that I mentioned have one peculiar property which is unique
These tfilaterials have a fatigue, strength which is sc high that es-
sentigily tileA are fatigue free. They do not fatigue. The effect of
fatigue as you can seewhen you fly in a plane, you see the wings
go up and dowit, and you wonder how long is that going to contin-

. ue befare,:it breaks off: Well, these materials can go on indefinitely,
Their'fatigue strength is almost'equivalent to their static strength
Normal materials such as aluminum or fiberglass tove a fatigue
strettgth of about one-quarter of their initial strength You have to
supply a factor of safety of four. In other words, you have to in-
wease the,weighe four times before you use them.

Graphite, boron, and kevlar are designed with maybe a 10- to 15-
percent jnargin of safety, and you have a very light structure.

Now, the springs, of course, have an ideal applicatiion for cars
They are using them more and more, and the weight savings are
spectacular.

Next slide, please:

J
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3 shown Weight -avings with composites.r

WOight Savings
In CRP' Cbmponnts

4

Mr IA BIN An ordinary spring %Neighs about 38 poun& in steckl.
weighs11., pounds in graphite The weight savings forircar is S8

pounds For a truck, the spring weighs 125 pounds It weighs 30
pounds in cornposytes, so the weight savings for a truck is 380
ppunds,which is a considerable araount of weight not to "carry
Vext'slide. please.

[Slide Oshown-.)*
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Mr. IA BIN. In airimft, one of tile greatest applications for com-
posites are id the, 717 w inch 3 oti see there. Inter-estingly enough, the
main problem in reinfureed plastics is acceptance. We found a long
time ago that they are cost-effective and weight-effective, but the
public seems to be afraid of seeing a fiberglass skin on a plane, espe-
cially a commercial plane.

The 747 has 10,000 Square feet on the outside surface. The way it
is made.is they spray a thin layer of aluminum on the mold first,

L. and then back it up with, a heavy layer Of fiberglass. Essentially, it
is fiberglass with an aluminum surface. It looks like aluminum, but
it is fiberglass.

[Slide 5 shown.]

Mr ix N. For some of the future planes like ,the 767, the,col-
ored secti ns show where the advanced composites are used. The
big or orange glob in the middle is the floor of the plane. It is all
kevlar. The aft sections of the 'tail and wing are graphite compos-
ite.

The interesting thing about this plane is it is made all over the-
world The secions are made by companies in Spain and Italy and
Germany and Holland and Englancland the United States and in
Japan. It is subcontracted by Boeing so it is really a United Na-
tions plane.

Next slide, please.

" - -
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Mr, LUBIN. Here is a military plane. t is an E2C. The E2A which
was the first,edition of this had the rst fiberglass safety-of-flight
tail installed.on it. The' rotodomei is actually, en AWACSrtype
aircraft. It is an airborne detection p ane. The size of this dish in
the middle is 24 feet in diameter. The tails that you see in the back
are also fiberglass to allow the radaFto go through. This plane was
the first one to use fiberglass structurally in production on heav,ily
loader parts.

The interesting thing about fiberglasseverybody wants to know
how .

Mr. DUNN. Can I ask you a queStion?
Mr. LUBIN. Yes.
Mr. DUNN. Do you know why thaf aircraft has s? many vertical

stabilizers?
Mr. LUBIN. I beg your pardon?
Mr. DUNN. Do yoll know why that aircraft has so many vertical

stabilizerstails?
Mr. LUBIN. Tails? I was in on the design of that. flow, let me rec-

olledt. There-are four tttils, three of which are articulated, and the
fourth a slab fp. Aerodynamically, because of the presence of
the rotodome, it Oas found necessary to put four rather than the
nor,mal two tails..

Nr. DUNN. Thank you.
Mr. LUMN. You are welcome. Therefore, this plane. has been

flying around for about 20 years, and we were fortunate to find one
rotodome which was discarded after modifications, We cut it up
and we tested it, and we found that the strength degreded very
little. Any part of the plane where the paint pealed off had some
degradation. Where the paint was intactafter 20 years of .severe
flying through all kinds of atmospheric conditions, through several
wars actually, we found that this material did not degrade Thii
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was something that we did not know very accurately in our indus-
try. We had laboratory test data but not actual 4ong-term service
performance for reinforce& plastics for aircraft use, and we found
that it was spectacular. We cut up sections of other planes and we
found the same ihing. There was practically no strength reduction
if the cornposite waslproperly prOlected with paint.

Next slide, please. ,

[Slide 7 s)Kownj -

Mr. LUBIN. This is a commercial plane. It is a Lear Fan which is
about 95 percent graphite composite. This is the late§t addition to
our air fleet, and the mileage which you get on this plane is almost
equ'ivalent to what you get in a car. In other words, they get 10
miles per galloh which is quite impressive.

This is one of the first prototypes, and this plane has a tremen-
dous future. There was a similar plane, by the way, made by Win-
decker Aircraft in Texas. There was an interesting thing that hap-
pened to it. It flew from Midfand, Tex.; to Dallas, and as they ap-
proached the airport the pilot asked for 'instructions for landing,
and the controller asked diem "Where are you?" Pilot said, "We
are just approaching the airport." Controller replied, "We can't see
you. Fly around some more.' They flew around some more. But the
tower couldn't pick them up because fiberglats is transparent to
radar. The plane finally had to return to Midland. Therefore, if you
make these planes, you have to put some special metal foil around
them so they can be picked up on the scope.

Graphite, however, is not quite as Pad as fiberglass. It is not
transparent to radar. You have probably heard about Stealth Air-
craft which is completely invisible to any radar pickup.

1 9
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[lide 8 shown.]

a

Mr. LUBIN. OK. This is, the latest design in aircraft. This is the
forward swept-wing aircraft where the wing is tilted backward as
you see. This was designed 'for the greatest maneuverability. This
plane is being designed and built by Grumman Aerospace, and' it is
expected to be faster and much more maneuverable than any other
aircraft in existence.

The wings take on such tremendous loads that the only possible
way they could build it is by using the new, advanced composites
which.have tremendous stiffness and strengths.

Just to give you an idea of the stiffness, the stifkess of steel is 30
million pounds per square inch. The stiffness of grhphite fibers ap-
proaches 75 million, so it is much stiffer.

When you add resin to the fibers to produce a coinposite, of
course, the modulus is decreased. It is still a material which is one-
fifth the weight of steel but is as stiff or even stiffer. Therefore, it
offers aircraft designers .quite a tremendous payoff.

Next slide, please.

190.
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[Slide 9 shol:vn.)

-.AI.WVkfr MATER1AV APPLICATION

9(X? )2()

Mr. LUBIN. Here is the history of niaterial applications in air-
craft. It started,with fabric and wood. It went to wood monocoque
to a steel structure to aluminum to magnesium castings, and final-
ly to all types of resin-base composites and later metal matrix com-
posites which is expected to be used much more around the year
2000. This is the progress in aircraft inateirials. If you have any
questions on this, I willbe glad to answer them later.

Next-slide, please.
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MF. LUBIN. This is the expected growth of the application of corn-
posites in the airframe structure, both primary structure and sec-
ondary structure:The use of composites in the prirnary structure
will probably double by 1989; and in the secondffy structure
almost W times the present use.

Next slide, please.
[Slide 11 shown.]
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Mr. LUBIN. This is an interesting aiiplication. This is the Space
Shuttle. The cargo doors of the Space Shuttle are all graphite.
They are very lightweight, completely Corrosion resistant, and du-
rable. Also, the tiles are ,bonded on, with a plastic-ceramic adhesive

Next slide, please.
[Slide 12 shown.]

Mr. LUBIN. This is going somewhat into the future. This is a new
NASA project of generating energy in space. NASA discovered that
if you put solar mirrors in space where you don't have the atmos-
phere, you get much higher efficiency in generating energy. They
came up with a program to make a large truss with solar mirrors
and station it in space. The only way something like this would be
feasible is to build, it on a Space Shuttle. The sizes are just astro-
nomical. The size of the trugs is expected to be something like 3 by
9 mil6s.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Miles?
Mr. Um. Miles, fight. It is a very lightweight structure. The'

structure is made in this form. This is one of the trusses.
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[Slide 13 shown.]

Mr. LUBIN. It is made on.a machine installed, in the Shuttle. In
fact, this machine is in existence. NASA has it. Grumman diesigned
it. I was with Grumman at the time. We tried it out and it worked
fine.

After the truss is made, a section of this trussheç is the full
trusscari be miles long. The trusses are co inedne slide--

[Slide 14 shown.]
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Mr Lt.hanv [continuing]. into finished solar stations. This is*the
\station that could be 3 by 9'miles with the solar mirrors

. The interesting thing about this is it started in aluminum, using
.luminum tape which was deliNered to the Shuttle in the shape of
spool. The alumidum was formed into structural shapes, welded
into those trusses, add then they found out that the aluminum ex-
pands and coritracts as the Sun changes angles, so that wheii they
tried to beam the microwave energy to Earth, it could miss the re-

' ceiving station. They couldn't havp that because it could burn up a
large area. Therefore, they asked for a material that has a zero co-
efficient of thermal expansion. In other words, it shouldn't change
in dimension from temperature. Graphite composite is such a ma-
terial. Graphite composite is completely stable. No matter how
miich you heat it or cool it, the dimensions don't change. The new
units, therefore, are being made in graphite composite by a differ-
ent type of machine, anda section of that structure is on the table
oyer there. ,

This can soon become a realityincidentally, the Japanese GOV-
ernment is negotiating with NASA in building the first one over
the city of Tokyo. If this is a success, the estimates are that it will
take care of about one-third of the power i-equirements for this
city. That is planned for the year 2000.

The reasons fiberglass-reinforced plastics are preferred for these
applications are because of their high strength, lightweight, corro-
sion resistancethey clOn't ru4tand ease of fabrication.

The manufacture of these plastics involves taking thin layers of
'glass fabric or glass tape and laying them up in the proper thick-
ness. First, we precut them in the proper shape and we lay them
up find we mold them. What that means is that our scrap rate can
run as low as 3 to 4 percent. ,

Now, if you take metal shapes and machine themtake titan-
ium, for instancesometimes you have a 90-percent scrap rate in
titanium. Therefore, the cost of the material becomes very, very
high. Here the scrape rata is so low that in spite of the fact that
plastic composites are more expensive, we can come up with a com-
parable finished part cost.

The fabrication of composite plastics alone is a multimillion-
dollar industry with firms fabricating parts in the United States,
Japan, Spain, Italy, Germany, Holland, and England primarily.
This is fOr advanced composites, but there are fiberglass industries
all over the world including India, Hong Kong, and other undevel-
oped countries.

Also, in the energy-generation field tomposites offer tremendous
potential in two ways. The energy sto ge flywheelsyou have
probably heard of -thoseare under mendous stress when they
go on full speed. Plastics offer the ly materials which are light
-enough -and strong enough not to fa apart. The wind generators

. have bladesfiberglass bladespresently which are as long as 150
feet long kind expect to go even longer 'primarily because of the
lightweight.

FgNIIoking to the future, some in our industry have projected that
ra hite fiber reinforced matrix composites will eventually replace

many metal structures, while graphite, fiber reinforced aLuminum
may replace titanium and steel in products such as jet engines fan

to



\blathis ( , orrosion and heat-resistant ceramic-and glass matrix com-
posites reinfoiced with .silicon, carbide, and graphite fibers could
replace high-chromuni- and high-cobalt-content nickel base superal-
loys Some specific examples of potential applications'of high-per-
formance composites are 'ted ..he appendix.

The use of pIastil5ërials °Rends upon oil and natural gas a§
a source of raw material§ of which we will use Only a small per-
centage Actually less than 2 percent of the total is used for the
plastics industry There will continue to be secure doniestic sources
of these raw materials for many years to come As a recent study
by Franklin Associates has indicated, "For mpst- end-uses, plastics
products require less energy to manufacture and use than equiva-,
lent products made.of alternative materials."

SPI's comments of October 12, 198, to the Departmeht of Com-
merce Task Force on Public Law 9.6-479 recomme ed the estab-
lishment of a central data reception office within th overment to
help fulfill tbe intent of the law. A copy of our c ments are at-
tached The Office of Strategic Resources, in the Department of
Commerce has assumed that role In January, our members re-
ceived a request for information from that office and are in the
process of preparing responses.

We believe there is a crucial role for the Federal Government in
coordinating policy and st4mulating programs on critical-materials
However, the plasticasindustry continue§ to support a principal re-
liance on the private enterprise system for developing .needed new
materials This includes, to the maximum extent possible. the free
flowi of scientific and technical information. The SPI hopes that
Public Law 96-479, and any subsequently enacted critical materials
legislation, will be administered with this in mind.

Just on my own behalf, apart from SPI, I would like to comment
on present efforts by the Government on information control I

havg been very active in the interriational field, both with Eur9pe-
an -Ind Japanese firms and with Russian scientists There are/out-
side of metal composites, practically no developments in composites
where we in the United States have exclusive know-how The
major advances and discoveries have been completely documented
in publications and scientific meetings to which all scientists and
engineers have access.

The only proprietary information that should not be disclosed
Van. the specific processes developed by the U.S. companies for their
own use which should remain festricted. Most of the developments
in the composite field, however, were paid for by the Government--
military amplications,and they must be made available 133,41w to
the coMpeting companies.

Due to the present information exchange, the discoVeries arid de-
velopments,abroad are shared by American. companies. On "my
recent trip to Europe, last September, I visited many composite
manufacturers and the only restricted areas were military design,
not materials or processing.

During my trips to RussiaI have been there §eyeral timesin
1977 as a guest to their Academy of Sciences, I Was ?flown an oper-

ion where boron, aluminum jet erigine blades were being fabricat-
ed using equipment which was an exact duplicate of what I had
seen in the United States. This process was extremely restricted in
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the United States, !ind the Russians showed me our restricted oper-
ation. The niachine was identical to the one that I saw at Hamilton

,Standard
In Riga, Latvia, in .tke U.S S R., there is an institute where in

one place they have over 200 sttess analysts working on the design
artd development of cOmposites. I do not believe that we have that
many in our entire industry. Because of my visit there, publica-
tions by,this institute, are regularly sent to me by Russian scien-
tists for my information which I make available to all interested
scientists and to our Government which translates them into Eng-
lish One copy of such book will be published soon in New York

However, it is interesting that Russia lags behind us in applica-
tions due to fear of failure'. Here if you have a new process or a
nev material, you can introduce it to the public and if it works,
fin -If it doesn't work, back to the drawing board. It doesn't work
that way in Russia It is back to Siberia. [Laughter I

Therefore, the Russian scientists are very reluctant to try some-
thing new. All their techniques are developed, and they are waiting
for-someboth to give them a push. They do not like to stick their
necks out Thakis why they do lag behind us in plastics and corp-
posites.

. Now, here is something that is very important Excessive restric-
, tions on the distribution of information on composite materials and

processes does not aLcomplish anything besides stifling information
flow between inteiested parties in the United States Information
on design and novel military applications ihould, naturally, still
remain classified.

We have had lately a tremendous push on additional censorship
There are articles and papers which have absolutely no strategic or
militarv importance which are scrutinized and very frequently are
canceled or refused publication for some reason by groups in the
military who have no ideawhat--they contain.

I pubhshed a book about 10 years ago with a chapter written by
a Navy employee. The Navy refused to approve it. I sent it to the
Navy censorship several times requesting clarification of what was
classified there They would not give me any information Finally, I
went to the Assistant Seeretary of the Navy, and he applied pres-
sure, and the book was released. They took out one picture that
w4as supplied by Owens Corning of a pleasure boat.

Th'is Just shows whatanyway, to meis a problem. It is this
flow of information which has made our industry develop so fast If
we have a new idea, we share itk It.may be pvculiar to our -indus-
try, but it works It works very well, and we are very happy with
it Without this ideasharingwe could never have developed the
present state of technology which is the highest in the world.

In conclusion, the SPI is encouraged by the leadership role of the
Federal Government in critical materials policy. We appreciate the
steps that have been taken to s9mulate the development and use
of alternative materials, including plastics. We believe the plastics
industry has an important contribution to make to this Nation's
materials security and we would welcome future opportunities to
present our views to the Congress.

If I may have your indulgence .for a few more words of my own
againI can make this available to you if you are interested-

9,
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Public La* 96-479 and fl.R. 4281 lean very heavy toward mining
and metallurgr and related materials I feel that equal emphasis is
required toward nunmetallit, materials, especially plastics compos--
ites and chemical mateiials.

If 4281 is enacted, a special effort or division is needed to run pri-
vate and Government research activles and to determine and
eliminate duplication. Much too frequently, both private companies
and Government agencies authorize or perform development and
research work of great importance vThich; if not published, will

'eventually be duplicated by another organization.
A directory of research and development projects should be pub-

lished regularly and should be consistently updated to prevent such
duplication.

I have just one more thing before I leave which I was thinking
about recently. Plastics is an interesting happening in our life. We
have had four ages of man. Stone Age, the Bronze Age, the Iron
Age, and now we are in the Plastics Age.From birth to death, we
are surrounded by plastics. When a baby is born, he gets put into a
plastic crib. He gets fed with a plastic bottle. When he grow up, he
is dressed in plastits. He is fed from plastic ,utensils fle sits on
plastic furniture. He lives in plastic'houses. He travels .ip plastic
cars, and gets'eventually buried in a plastic coffin.

Thank you. .

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lubin follows:]

,
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished pembers of the subcommittee.

My name is George Lubin.' I am hert today to present
..,

the views of The Society of the Plastics Industry's (SPI)

ReinforCed Plastics/Composites Institute on P.L. 96-479,

the National Materials and Minerals Policy Research and

DevelopMent Act of 1980 and H.R. 4281 the Critical Materials

Act of 1981.
t.

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. includes

1,200 member companies and is the major national trdde

associationof the plastics industry. Its membership

represents over-95% of the production and about 75% of the

plastics materials Sales in the United States: A major

operating-unit of the Society is the Reinforced Plastics/

Composites Institute, comprised of 312.companies that Sold

fiber reinforced plastics products, supply raw materials or

equipment for production of such products, or purchase them

for fabrication and assembly into finished goods such as

aircraft, trucks and automobiles.

Although SPI did not participate in the developments which

led to the passage of P.L. 96-479, we have more than an idle

interest in the saject of critical. materials.

2
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The industry in its relatively brief history has become

the major supplier of materials in our economy. This pivotal

role of plastics is not limited to the Aousehold uses with whicg

we have all become so dependent and familiar. We aie now also

a principal supplier of critical materials tor a range of

products.

To illustrate, I will cite some examples of hdw a plastics

material - fiberglass used today:

- Boats. The use of reinforced plastics has-almost_neplaced

the use of wood and metal tor hulls from canoes to

minesweepers. (Slide)

- Building and Construction Materials. ComposiCes are used

in building walls,roof trusses, bathrooms, bathtubs,

sinks, mobile holes, corrugated roofing and patios. (Slides)

/

- Automotive Products. Car bodies, hoods, grilles, engine

mounts, truck cabs and bodies. (Slides)

I have included additional exapples in he Appendix attached

to my testimony.

The reasons fibLrglass pinforced plastics are preferred for

these applications are because of their high strength, light

weight, corrosion resistance and ease of fabrication.

Composite plastics combin several materials in layers to

achieve unique characteristics, such as light weight, fatigue

strength (higher than any other materiO.$), and stiffness.

Furthermore, there is almost no waste during the manyfacturing

process.,

2 9 ,
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'
The fabrication of composite plastics alone.is a multi-

-

miIllon dollar industry with firms fabricating parts in the
,

U.S., gapan,.Spain, Italy, Germany, Hollaneand England. (Slide).

In the energy generation field composites are used in
,

,,.'
,

,

energy storage flywheels, in fissadn energy generators for
. ,
coil 'insulation, and for wind energy blades. (Slide)

. q

Looising 'to the future, some in our industry have projected

pat grAphite fiber reinforced matrix compositeS wall
A

eventualfy replace many aluminum structures, while graphite

fiber reinforced Aauminum.may replace titanium in products

such as let engine fan blades. Corrosion'and heat resistant

ceramicand glass matrix composites reinforced-with silicon.

carbi/e 'and graphite fibers cc:Add replace high chromium and

(ugh cobalt content nickel base superalloys. Some specific

examples of potential applicati.ons of high performance composites

are clted 'In the appendix.

The use of'pfastics paterialt depends upon oil and

natural gasa,s 4'source of raw materials. There Will continue

tm besecure domestic sources of these raw materils for many

years to come. And, as a recent study 'by Franklin Associates
*

has indicated/ "for most end-uses, plas't,ics prodmcts require'

-less 6nergy to manufactures:rid use than equivalent products

made of-,alternatiVe materials."

Franklin Associates, Ltd., Plastics: The Energ3, Saver."

Prarie Village, KS, 1981

2
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SPI's n4Mments of October 12, 1981 to the Department of

COmmerce Task Force on P.L. 96-479 recommended the establishment

of a central data reception office within the government to .

help fulfill the intent,..of the law. (A copy of our comments

is attached.) The Office Of Strategic Resources in the

Department of Commerce has assumed that role. In January

our members received a request for information from that office
111

and are in the process of preparing responses.

We believe there is'a crucial role for the Federal"

government in coordinating Eicilicy 'and stiMulating programs

on critical materials. However, the plastics industry continues

to support a principal reliance on the private enterpr4se
,

systM for developing needed new materials: This Includes,

to the maximum extent possible, t4e free flow of scientific

and technical information., The SPI hopes that P.L. 96-479,

and any subsequently enacted critical materials legislation,

will be administered with this in mind.

Just on my own behalf, apart from SPI, I. would like to

comment on.present efforts by the Government on information

control. I have been .very active in the international

both with European and Japanese firms and with Russian

scientists. There are, outside of metal composites,

9 f- 007 0 - 82 - 14

field,
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practically no devetopments in composites where we, in the

United States have exclusive know-how. The major advances

and discoveries have been completely documented in publications

and scientific meetings to which all scientists and engineers

have access.

The only u,oprietary 4,nformation that should not be

disclosed are the specific processes developed by U.S. companies

for their own Use which should remain restricted. Most of the

developments in the composite field, however, were.paid for by

the Government (military), and they must be made available

(by law) to the competing companies.

Due to the i)resent information exchange, the discoveries

and developments abroad are shared by American companies.

i On my recent trip to Europe I visited many composite manufacturers

and the only restricted areas were military design, not

materials or processing.

During my trip to Russia in 1977 as a guest of their
t

Academy of Sclencep, I was shown an operation where boron/
. A0

aluminum Jet engine blades C.rei:e being fabricated using

egtNoment which was an exact duplicate of,what I had seen

in the U.S1

In Riga, Latvia, (Part of U.S.S.R.) there is an Institute

where in one place they have over 200 stress analyst+,i2Lking
.

on the design and development of composites. I don* believe

s.

_./
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we have that mAny in Rur entire Industry. Publications by

this Institute are regularly sent to me by Russian scientists

for my information. A translated copy of one such book will

be published soon in New York.

4
Excessive restrictions on the distribution of information

on composite materials and processes_does.not accomplish anything

besides stifling information flow between interested parties

in U.S. Information on design and novel military applications

'should, however, still remain classified.

In conclusion, the SPI is encouraged by the leadership

role of the Federal government in critical materials policy..

We appreciate the steps that have been taken to stimulate

development and use of alternativ'e mtterials, including

plastics. We believe the plastics industrx has an important

contribution to make to this nation's materials security

and we would welcome future opportunities to present our
A
views to the Congress.

.
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APPENDIX

Examples of Plastics Fiberglass Products

Machine construction. Engine covers, supports, frames,
conveyors, telephone cranes, etc.

- Transportation. Railroad cars': buses, subway cars,
trailers, large shipping containers.

- Chemical induitry. Fume hoods, processing chambers,
gasoline storage tanks, waste treatment tanks.

Aircraft. Small planes - Windecker Eagle, Piper Cub.
Passenger aircraft - Boeing 747 has 10,000 sq. ft. of
fiberglass on outer skin. Military aircraft - radomes
Grumman E2-C tails, etc.

- Submarines. The forward section of each modern submarine
is a sonar dome 24 to 36 feet in diameter.

Examples of' Future Potential Applications of Plastics Composites

Army - Tanks, gun barrels, armor, portable bridges,
portable, quick erectable housing, office modules
laboratories.

Navy - Ship deck structures, submarine components,
hydrofoils.

Air Force - STOL aircraft, forward swept wing aircraft - this
is the most maneuverable aircraft, superior to Any existent
type, the advAnced,technology bomber.

NASA - Space energy generating strudbares of very large
dimensions, 3 by 9 miles, to be built in space using

- machinery installed on the space shuttle.

Automotive - Light weight springs and drive shafts. Ford

Co. is working on a new composite engine for cars where
only the cylinder )iners, valve springs, exhaust valves,
camshaft, crankshaft and some bushings are made in metal.

(
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The 'Society of the
Plastics Industry, Inc.

,
SL

355 Lexington Ave
New Ydrk, New York 10017
(212) 573 9400

October 12, 1981

Mr. J.B. Wachtman, Jr.
Vice Chairman - DoC Task Force on PL 96-479
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

Re: P.L. 96-479, the National Materials and Minerals .

Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980 -
report due Congress on 21 October 1981.

Dear Mr. Wachtman:

This communication is intended to supplement "Advanced

Materials Section of DoC Report on Critical Materials

Needs of the Aerospace Industry." We are submitting

comments in the interests of strengthening considera-

tion of the role to be.played by organic composites in

the aerospaces defense, energy, marine, and transporta-

tion industries in the coming decade and beyond.

The enclosures, exhibits, and attachments selected for

,ttransmittal here illustrae the potential range of appli-

cation for polymeric materials reinforced with glass, high-

strength (S-2) glass, carbon, aramid or other fiber rein-

forcements.

While the DoC report is an excellent survey of published

sources, organic composites are an emerging technology.

Many of ;its achievements are undocumented for proprietary,

or Classified reasots; because extended use or ageing ex-

periments.tax/not quite complete; or even because volume
techniques are ,not de-bugged although the product

itself. s proven. In this respect, composites technolOgy
is comptting for the same hard commitment and capital

infusion being sought by proponents of reindustrialization

grants to old technology.

Components differ from, better known engineering materials,

however, in that they are becoming the materials of choice

for strategic design. Many properties, advantages, and

economies of organic composites - particularly in hybrid

forms (e.g. glass/carbon) - make them superior as systems

for the life of the part. In other words, not merely is

mibstitutability_of interest but also improved performance.

97-007 O - $2 - 15 21,
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We are keenly aware of the.deficiency shared by DoC's
projections for composites.and our own. Namely, that

without Tore aggressive investment in multiplesource
suppliers, their potential remains widely unknown.
Conversely, it iS precisely wide appreciation that is
first required in order to generate the commitment.

SPI strongly recommends, therefore, that a central data
receRtion office be established to fulfill the pltent of
P.L.,96-479. This ongoing research monitor would log and
forward,to appropriate policymakers the development bieak
throughs occurring and to occur in composites technology.
In this way anpual or even more frequent policy adjustments.
.could keep pace with materials accomplishments.

If SPI can provide further infprmation or assistance OD
this subject, we w4l be pleased to cooperate.

JSMcd/ck ,
\ ,

encl.

A
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Sincej.ly yours,

/&;issAll

J eph S. McDermott
nager,"Reinforced

Plastics/Composites
Institute
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Mr StIANIANsto Mr Lubin. I want to thank you for your testi-
mony, We ale indeed honoied to 'have the father of the reinforced
plastics and advanved composite materials here We are greatly
honored.

I do NA, ant to say th,it I personally appreciate your comments on
the excessive restrictions on the distributiqn of information. There
are a number ot us NN hu respectfully disagrk, with the idea that we
can stay ahead by not exchanging information among ourselves
We btaN ahead by doing that We don't get behind by doing that,

Mr LUBIN That is right
Mr SHAMANSK lc The surest way, it seems to me. to get behind is

to adopt the way that the Soviets have approached this kind uf a
thing

Mr LUBIN That is right, too
Mr SHAMANSK lc I think that it is, very self-defeating I am very

grateful fur your testimony I hope you will remain for questions
We will have_Dr. Mueller testify next.

Mr LUBIN Of course I appreciate your comments
. Mr SHAMANsxy Thank you, sir

STATEMENT OF' DRIJAMES I. MUELLER, PRESIDENT. THE
AME WAN CERAMIC SOCIETY

Dr Mt ELLER Thank you, Mr Chairman Somewhat analogous-to
your quElrv of Mr. Lubin a moment ago, I am not related to the
macaroni Muellers [Laughter ]

Mr SHAMANSKY Thank you, Dr. Mueller.
Dr Mt ELLER Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. I am

James I. Mueller. professor of ceramic engineering' at the Universi-
ty of Washington, and currently presMent of the American Ceram-
ic Society I appreciate your invitation to appear tOday to assist in
your understanding of what I consider a very substantial, yet,oflen
owl looked, member of the materials community, namely, ceNamics.

The American Ceramic Society, with its affiliate, the National
Institute of Ceramic Engineers, has a total membership and sub-
scribers to its publications of about 10,000 profession engineers and
cienbstb who research, development, manufacture, market, and

manage for the ceramic and 'related industries. Yet most people
hearing the term "ceramics- consider only objects used and made
by artists and hobbyists.

Properly understood, ceramics should be considered an engineer-
ing material, one that is basic to a large segment to our American
industry. Ceramic materials, by their most widely accepted defini-
tion, are inorganic nonmetallic materials which require a high
teMperature, somewhat above 1,200 degrees Fahrenheit in their
processing or use. The ceramic industry, although,not identified
per se in Government agency reports, adds a total value by manu-
facturing of close to $50 billion per year.

I have listed in my handout material a list of certain types of the
industry and the products that they manufacture. I will not take
the time to review that at this time, however, I would like to point
out that in the recently publishedjortune 500, 4 of the first 10
manufacture ceramic products, 8 of the first 30, 10 of the first 50,
and 110 in the total of 500.

2 1
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It is interestnig.to note that two of our most adv anced nk.hnol-
ogy products libel tor long distance telephone transmission
and the Space Shuttle riles --are both made in a similar manner
nom the same type of material. an ultra high pure silica, 99.7 per-
cent silicon dioxide

With that ivief introduction. I would like to turn to three issues
within our industry hich might,be addressed in a me ningful na-
tional materials polik, I would rilso like to thank Mr ndrews and
Dr Lubin tor some introducton, remarks to these co nments Dr
Lubin IA a referring to fibergiass as a' composite vaterial Of
course, he is very w,eq aware that the material in then is a ceram-
ic materialthe reinforcing materialas is the carb i graphite
material

Numerous meetings 'have been held during the past year to de-
velop imputs for the required response to Public Law fl(;.-179, the
National Mate -ials and Minerals Policy Act of 1980 A number wf
discussions ty e been heard and read regarding the unportance of
conserving, stockpiling, or substituting for our strategic metals
Concern has also been expressed 'that aluminum might also have
been ro. luded in this list There is no doubt that continued consid-
eration should be given to thesemetals and their source minerals
However. I el, with some apprehension. that one very important
aspect of th('. production of these materials has not been given
proper, d any, attention

I believe it has been assumed that the refractory materials re-
tilinred for the processing of strategic metals can bt. considered an

"off-tbe-shelr item I suggest that refractory products. in all cat-
egories, should be considered as a critical material not only from
the standQ.oint of their need in the processing of strategic metals
but also based upon our dependence on imported raw materials in
many cases plus the increasing competition for what M the past
have be6n considered -bountiful- raw materials.

The refractory Indust*, for example, would have considerable
competition for-bauxite. a source of alumina They would come ob-
viously hum the aluminum metal industry, but competition also

ould come from the requirements for paper. abrasives, and elec-
tronics The United States. I might add, is also heayily dependent
upon foreign '. imports for other refractory materials such as chro-
mite, zircon. and giphite.

Although refractory industry is a low-profile industry. it is
r), important to the national defense and to our economy As

such, it must compete with more well-defined industries not only
for the same strategic raw materials, but also for the energy re-
quired to manufacture as product. There are substitutes, and the
national materials policy should addre'Ss this fact.

Several areas exist in which multinational interests are centered
tor the development of advanced ceeamic materials, but this discus-
sion this morning will relate primarily to those ceramics under
consideration for advanced heat engines, principally, the gas tur-'
bine The United States. West Germany, and Japan are the leading
contenders

If we look at the Bureau of Census statistics pubhshed in r977,
we notice that the value added by the manufacture of the internal
combustion and turbine, engines was about $5 Whon I believe it is

2 1 u
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safe to assume that one-tenth of that total might inohe ceramic
components cutiently undet consideration and development, this
could amount tu as much as $500 million per year

- Approximately in 1971, DARPA established its program on brit-
tle material design oriented primarily toward the deeloprrient of a
ceramic gas turbine engine Approximately $142 million has been
allocated to this and subsequent programs as shown in table 1 ap-
pended Of this, only 19 percent, of $28 million, 1,sas dedicated tu
materials and process development

Comparatively, the West .German Ministry fur Research and
Technology initiated a program in 1974, and during the period of-
1974 to 1983, the have appropriated million, of whiall 56 per-
Lent was allocate'd fur materials deNelopment. These are compara-
ble dollars, but I would like tu underline the percentage differen-
tial

Two related programs are in process in Japan 'The so-called
Moonlight project initiated in I978 for a 7-Year duration, and-the
presently established Ministry of International Ti'ade zw-id Industry
program for the deelopment of' advanced material production
Fifty-fiNe percent uf the total allocated for advanced turbine en-
gines, in $26 million, has-been planned for materials development
and process deNelopment The ceramic component of the MITP-pno-.
gram amounts of $10 million over the period W7 years. 1gain, the
participants of this endeavor are shown in table 3 attached

The MITI program has preliminary funding of' $450 over
a 10-year period Fine.or high performance ceramics are aftwery im-
portant segrnent of this, and the projected' fundkng is estimated at
$60 million. The concept uf this program, incidentally, is to have
organizations 1,N,hich hae a laboratury-developed material which
meets the prescribed specification..These funds will t14en be used to
upgrade the production facilities to make them available un the
public market.

The United States is currently atilizing only fowl- iionrostic raw
materials suppliers There are six companies itiNdled in the proc-
essing uf these materials See.ral other cotnpanikhich have the
technical and rrnancial caPabitity have not yet com'rnitted their
funds for this, I Might add'that foreign components manufactured
from these ceramic materials could assist oar entrance into the gas.
turbine field._ ,

W.1j1.:n you cofhpare these -to tile materials producers and pruces-
sorb in West Germany a.nd Japan whu, with the. encouragement
'and assistanLe from theivrnernments, have been,making substan-
tial technoloAal strides over the past-few years refer in' my
handout tp an 1::,servation that I. was able to make a year' ago last
NoNember when we obsered DAimler.-Benz who have a comAit-
ment, incidentally, tu have a cei;amic gas turbine engine in their
automobiles by the 1990's, having a simulated engine srpin test pro-7
gram in w hich they v4re using what they claimed was a past-gen/
eration material, operating at seeral hundred degrees Centigrade
above the best that we had been able to do at that time, and-at
RPM speeds which were in excess of 10 to 20 percent of-the best
that wr have done in th.'ks country.

Our electronics industry is also heavily dependent ,on ceramic
products. One area in which the U.S. ceramics industry is laving

2/,
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behind international competition is iti oerarme pa&kaging',for iil:
, ci easingly sophistat a ted seir.iiconductoi devices A $an Piego-based

subsidiary of fyoto Letantics, a Japanese-based go.mparly,Ilnesently
, ounts for about.75 percent of.the $500 million in saleslih. this

. cre, alone Thisverceng4e, I might add, may increase duridg the
current year cis several of theU S manufacturers are considering
divesting themsetves of their production lines ..

. The Japanese hoili perfprmance ceramics industry witty-assist-
ance from MITI and botli'Andustry and goveimment, recognizing

t e the future importitne of these materials, has made far-reaching
4 advanct in recent years I am again refereing to these electronic

ceramic packat,ing ILI-later:4s An article in the February 2, 1982
issiie of Japan Times reporied'that Nikko Research Center fore-. ,

,,casted an increase in s'ales of fine or high performance ceramics
from $025 million' in 1980 and $870 milliorn in 1981 to $3.14 billion

= in 198.-)
I miglrf add that at this point a,few iemorks Albout substitution

might be rn order. There are a nuniber of ceramic materials that
can be used in substitution technology for.critieal materials. These
,would intlude Loatrngs to cut down on metal corrosion such rts

ahd Art:ides that could be used on loW-chromium 'refrac-
tory materials. Ilydrolyzation of organortletallics and tlieir subge-
quent polymerization would g47,e us a very energy-efficient metal
cZating Cloemical iipor itleposi,tion, in its advanced stages of devel-

..-opmentt allows the deptisition of oxides, nitrides, and silicides fbr
A.

high-temperature protection.
Mr Lubin has also -already discusged the comcroSites, And I

submit that many of the conwosites that 6 was reThrring to are
s, low-tempe-rature composites, but there:is a future for high-tempera-

ture composite capabilities, as well.'These would include botreglass
carbine and alumina, fibers, silicon nitride, silicon 'carbide fibers,
either in.niodufilanient, fabric, or felt.. Again, in this Lotter case,
the Japanese are several years ahead of our development Afthis
stage

Ceramic matrix compusites are in -their early stagies, and United'
Technology has done a very' fine fob in recent years in 'coming up
with something that may' be near prOdhction capabilitles

. We hipe already discdssed.monolithic ceramics.. I ,Wfiuld like to
co:hi urteother factor which F think is very impuftartt, and I am
sure Quit. Dr Lubin will agree to this with me° That is' the mat:ter
of design. Most of our designevs today are used to -designirx.' with
metals. As one of _our..,foculty memlers said, "Ins-tIksidi with
metals, metals are,forgiv ineof a designer's errors. A cparposite ma-

= terial or a brittle ceramic material is not."
We find that there maybe s'ome prejudicial bias in this'area, and

one of the rea-sons for this is the lack of understanding ey many
structural designers of the inherent properties in composites ,yfid
brittle, materials. We feel there is a need tb improxl>destgliJpeth-
Otology. There is a need for understanding and LoininuniWiombe-
tween the designer and materials individual, Substitution, requ:ires
true understanding a the materialliropertals'iilus th ability Ana
willingneSs to develop and t.te trul:t nit I.liplinary Conannalicp-ftions. . 1

, .
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.1 might at.id idrw other thing, and that is that resubstitution
might be Lonsider ea Th1;4 is something that I have not heard ad-
dressed in any ot the discussions on the materials policy For in-
stance, we have a great deal uf our stainless steel which is being
used in home and commercial kitchens We'could go back to vi-
trious china ur porcelain enamel for these areas, Glass and porce-
lain xnamel could be restibstituted for stranless cooking material
Glasgrcuuld be returned to the area of cooking I also point out that
we have nu substitutions at the present time for the use of zircon
and Lin!onium silicates fur glass refractories We have no substitu-
tion at the present time for the import of titanium or zircpnium
that are tu be used in uur dielectrics or for aluminum oxides for
abrasives, refractories, or their forementioned electronics Also, we
do have some need for chromium oxide in refractories .

Regarding information transfer, during nay last visit to Japan in,
May 19?sl, I was privileged to visit numerous industrial, Govern-
ment, and ,university research laboratories. My hosts -.were very
gracious, open, and frank in their discussions on their recent devel-
uoinents iu fine ceramics. Several of their companies have estab-
rished product lines which are currently being marketed world-

ide Although they admit that some of these products will be
greatly improved within months or years, as new generation labo-
ratory materials are- turned over to production, they are acquiring
production e?tperience and development of their marketing capa-
bilities.

Chairman Shamansky, if.1 may gi,ve you a brief demonstration, I
have here a product w 'as able to buy in the Tokyo equiya-
lent of Radio Shack 1 st May. This is manufactured by Kyotq Ce-
ramics under the trade name Son of 'Sun. They already' have the
best trade name for this. This happens to be a photovoltaic solar
cell This particular one cell will operate this small radio. A cell
four times this size will operate a 9-inch diagonal portable TV set.
We have one about window size, roughly 2 feet by 4 feet, that
will generate about .100 watts. I would like, if I, m4, to give you a
demonstration

Of course, the suflight in this room is not sufficient. What I need
is r'.1 bright spot.

Well, gentlemen, I am sorry. The electronic industry doesn't
work too welt, but I guarantee you that if we had a bright light on
this you would hear a loeal radio station.

I use thm as an example to point out that the United States de-
veloped this particular ilicon production method. We felt that we
needed something w.ith about 10 percent efficiency-rather than 5

_percent efficiency. The Japanese have picked up and used the 5-
percent production material to develop their own production and
marketing capabilities.

Added to that is a rathef interesting statement in a brochure by
Asahi Glass 'Co. describing their research and .development divi-
sion I quote. "Our R. & D. efforts are directed toward acquiring a
dominant status fur our company among'industrial enterprises of
the world in the 21st century." They are obviously looking past
next quarter'.s dividend.

Contrary to popular concept, most engineers and scientiSts from
both West Germany and Japan are willing to discuss and to ex-

2 1
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change t'iews on their latest developments. All can learn from open
discussions, and this should be encouraged and sustained No one
today Is a, technological island, althudgh sometimes our inability to
comMunicate in other languages puts us at a severe disadvantage.

I should like to ask you to refer to table 4 which is another factor
which must be considered. What is the number of engineers enter-.
ing the profession each year? In table -1, you notice the number of
degrees which are being uffered in engineering in Japan and West
Germany. What you will note there is the fact thk we have the
smallest percentage of total baccalaureate degrees in 1980 in engi-
neering Even more significant is the fact of the _total number of

, engineers per capita in the United States compared to those in'
West Germany and Japan. I allude to the fact that a technical
manpower situation is also a very necessary aspect of a national
materials policy.

There is one other very obv ious factor that must be considered'in
this evaluation In both West Germany and_ Japan, industr,y and
Government are cooperating to achieve their goals, whereas we are
carrying a handicap due to lack of understanding and Cooperation
between Government and industry. United States industry will
have to play its role by looking beyond the immediate as to its [and
Your national] future and by developing a closer cooperation with
Government and academia in a manner in which all will gain with-
out jeopardizing industrial proprietary rights.

Of prime significance, however, is the lack of appreciation by
many in Government of the significance of materials development
for the future health of the Nation's high-technology industries
This is of special importance in the development of advanced ce-
ramic materials for those applications when standard design' and
production methods do not always hold.

We held a meeting in our State several years ago in cooperation
with the Army Mechanics and Materials Research Center on high-
technology ceramics. The question came, "How long does it take
from inception to production?" Dr. Morris Berg from AC Sparkplug
indicated that the aluminum oxide sparkplug required a total of 20
years between the concept of that and actually putting them into
the automobile.

I should also like to point out that the concept of the Space Shut-
tle tile came to Lockheed in the midsixties. We are now in the first
generation of that. The second generation of those tiles will be on
the third qhicle, and we will see an entirely different type of ma-
terial involved. That is again a 20-year period.

These three examples have been brought to your attention in the
hope that this low-profile' but highly important industry may be
identified in any consideration of national materials policy. Stock-
piling could be of only limited relief to a small portion of our inchas-
try. The research and development proposed in H.R. 4281 can have
a profound impact if, _and only if, those having responsibility will
recognize the industrial importance of these materials and their
producers. The ceramic community c , with appropriate support,
make major contributions through res rch, development, and pro-
duction to substitution technology and products. The industry can
favorably compete in the international ñiarketplace given what the
President referred to in his April 5 report to Congress as a "busi-

411.
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ness and politioal climate %.hic.11 encourages private sector R. & D.,"
and if that-samc ditnate i pro\ ided tu the processing and the manu-
facturing areas.

If we have the necessary engineering and scienlific manpower, if
we have the "proper climate" for 'research, and if we have sustain-
ing support for manufacturing and processing technology, then the
ceramic community can add substantially to our overall materials
industry.

, I would like to call these the three "m's," the requirement for
manpower, money, and management.

In closing'," I would like to quote Dr. Walter C. Williams who is
NASA's chief engineer:

From an engineering standpoint, we've progressed to where we can do just about
anything we please What we chOose to dothat's beyond the ken of an engineer
That's society s wishes And we can be a bold society or we can be a timid society
But,if we choose to be a bold society, we can do bold things

I thank you very much.
[The prepared\statement of Dr. Mueller follows:1
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before the
Subcommittee on S,..ience, Research and Technology

and the
loc,.ifnrnittee ,n Transportation, Aviation and Materials

April 22, 1'482

Chairman Walgs.en, Cha'irman Glickman, members of the Subcommittees,

arn*James 1 Mueller, Professor of Ceramic Engineering at the University

ashingtori and President of The American Ceramic Societ*; I apirreciate

your invitation to appear today to assist m your understanding of a very

substantial. ,et often overlooked, member of the materials community --

namely ceramics.

The American Ceramic Society, with its affiliate the National Institute

of Ceramic Engineers, has a total membership and subscribers to its publications

approximately 10,000 prefes'sionals who research, develop, rnantdacture,

market and manage for the ceramic and related industries. Yet most people

he ar Ing the term "ceramics" consider only objects used by artists and hobbyists

Properly understood, ceramics should be considered an engineering

matTrial -- one that is basic to a large segment of American industry Ceramic

Materials, by the most widely accepted definition, are inorganic non-metallics

which require.a high temperature, above 12000F, in their processing or use

The ceramic industry, although not identified per se in governrnt...t agency

reports, adds a total value by manufacturing of close to $50 billion each year

The following is alist of a few of the teramic apphcations in basic industries.

Industry

Construction

eeramic Products

brick, cement, plaster, window glass,
tile. sanitary ware, fiberglas insulation
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Automotive spark plugs, catalytic converths,
window glass, turbo-chargers

Food Processing glass containers

Electronics clipacitors, integrated circuit substrates.
resistors, magnetics

Manufacturing

Power

Consumer Produc ts

abrasives, grinding wheels, cutting touls

electrical insulators, nuclear fuel

dinnerware, appliances, dentifrices,
denture teeth

Metals refractories, high temperature insulation

It Ls interesting to note that two of our most advanced technology products

tiber optics for long distance transmission, and the space shuttle tiles -- are

both made n a similar manner from the same type material, ultra high

purity --" 5i1i.,n diomde, or silica (Sr:Dv.

ith that brief introduction, I turn t. three' issues within our industry

which might be addressed in a meaningful national matepals policy

I RFFRACTORIES AS A STRATEGIC MATERIAL

Numerous meetings have been held during.the past year tei develop Inputs fur

the required respunse t., FL1b-47Q, the National Materials and-Minerals Pulicv

t i I 80 Substantial discussions have been heard and read ;.egarding the

impurtance of conserving, stock piling o; substituting for our strategic metals

chromium, i.obalt, manganese, molybdenum and nickel. Concern has been ex-

pressed that aluminum also shuuld be included in this list. There is n duubt

that lUntinued cunsideration should be given to these metals and their source

22,;
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minerals FAA . !eel. with J no appreh'ension, that one ven ,. impertant aspect

of tne production .2 these materials has nut been given proper -- tf any -- attention

lt has been assumed that the refractor:materials required for processing

tre strategic metals can be considered as "off the shell items I suggest that

refractor, products, in all categories should bt cunsidered as critical.

materials ziot only lroni the standpoint 1 their need in the processing of

strategic metals but also based upon our dependence on imported raw materials

in mam cases, plus the increasing compettbon for what in the past haye been

considered 'bountiful ' raw materials The refractory industr,,, for example,

would have considerable competition for bauxite, a source ot alumina This

would come oto.loush from the aluminum metal industi:y but competition also

uoulti come Iron-, the req`uatements for paper, abrasives and electronics

The l.ntted r,tates also is heavils deppnclent upon foreign Imports tor other

refractor. materials such as chromtte, zircon and graphite

Although the refractory industry is a low profile 1.ndustr,., tt is still very

important to the nationaldefense and the economy. As such it must compete

with more well-defined industries f.or not only the same strategic raw materials

but also the energy required to manufacture its product There are nu substitutes,

and the national materials poltci should address thts fact

II ADVANCED CERAMICS FOR HEAT ENGINES

Several areas exist tn which multnattonal Interests are centered for the

development ot advanced ceramic materials, but this discussion will relate

p-incspally to those ceramics under consideration for advanced heat engines,

411.,
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primarily the gas turliiiiie 11, ' nava 'tt.t i it Germany, and 'apan are

the leaduig contenders in this "raee for industrial supremacy

The Value added by the manufacture of the internal cornbustilm and turbine

engines .n 1 was about $5 billion 11 we assists-1e that one-tenth uf that total

,mola ceramic components currentli cnuer eonsideration and deeelopment,

*this could amount to as much as $00 million

1 -1 tl e Dt. tens, Adianceu Rt. sea rch Projects Ageni_y (DARPA, established

its program on Brittle Material Design, oriented toward the development of a

-tram gas turbine engine. Approximately $142 million was alloc.ated tu this

and subsequent programs, as shown in Table 1, for the period I to I ,83

Of this, abont $Z8 million -- or 4 -- was dedicated to material and proliess

dmelopment

The Al st German Ministry for Research and Technology 1BMFT initiated

a program in 1 4 tor Ceramic Components for Vehicular Gas Turbines The

total government funding, which is matched by'industr y but not by universities

and institutions, fore_the period 1474-83 was nearly $48 million, of which

RC was allocated tor materials dee elopment as shown in Table 41

Based upon information currently available, it is difficult to identify that

portion of the ,apanese government funding specific to ceramic gas turbine

engine development Two related prograzns are in progress -- the ' Moonlight

Pruiect,' initiated in 1'178 for a seven year duration, and the recently established

MITI program for the development of advanced material production, indluding

fine or high technology ceramics One uf the Moonlight Project's five program

areas includes Adcanced (4as Turbines for power generator 1100 MW Fifty-

five percent of the total, or $2.t> million, has been planned fur material and

2 2 tj
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pr es, oe cc loon t 11., .cas turbine program was funded at about $100 million

and included acre cin bock mitais and ceramics plus turbine component technology

and pilot protctN'pe Pevelopment The ceramic component vf this totaled $10 million

ye r the seien years The participants in the ceramic. endeacur are shown in

:abie

N1.1". orugram, retereed to ab the ' ndostrial Base Technology Program,

orelinsinarc tunding plans ot $4f,0 million uver tenoears and includes

^laterals as one pt its three principal thrusts. Fine or high performance

ceramics are an important segment ot this and the ltro,ected funding is estimated

at about rs4 million The concept is to establish certain minimum material

spec.ifications pertormance objectives which a participating company must

race r.,et througn RtcD laboratory development

I ne _ is currently utilizing four domestic raw materials suppliers,

me ot wrom nas indicated it does, nut plan to devote further company funds

tu the develonincnt and/or improvement ot materials to be utilized in this

area There are six companies involved in the prcicessing of these materials,

atorementauned organization Several other companies, wnich have

the technical and imancial capabilitN to enter 'the field, have esipressed interest

but haNe not Net comm.ttrd Ot course, foreign component, could assist our

entrant.

this compares to those materials producers and processors in West errnany

and apan aho, with encouragement and aqssistance from their'governments,

have been making substantial technological strides over the past tew years

A lath ocer a year ago, seceral of us from the LT S attended a meeting in

,Nest c rrnaro, atter which wc cisited the Daimler-Benz plant in Stuttgart
a

2 9 ,
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A e sere given tht pp, rtumty to Ust rve a test being performed on a bladed

turbine wheel made from nut pressed sihconinitride, which was termed a

'past generation material " This unit was tieing spin-tested in an engine

simulatcr which included a combustor, statyr and heat es.changer, all fabricated

tr ,rs .erarnic matemals e weize informvd that the test had begun si,c hours

"10earlier and that the teMperature was cycling between 1330°C and 13500C with

the rotational speed varying between 43.000 to 50,000 rpm During the a pe, ific

period if our visit, the temperature was 1340°C with a speed ut 40,000 rpm

111 FRAMIt_S_IN ELFCTRONICS

Cur electronics industry is also hjavily dependent on ceramic products, and

area in which the .S ceramics industry is lagging behind' international

, Opt tition is is ,eraml, paccaging for increasingly sophisticated semiconductor

devices Mu, ugh several domestic companies produce these, a San Diego-based

subsidiary of Ceramic Inc accounts for about 75°Itof the $500

sales last year This percentage may increase during the current year if one

iir more of the 1 a manufacturers divest themselves of their production lines

The Japanese high pertorrnance ceramics industry. with assistance from

Nil-Nand both industry and government recognizing the have importance uf these

materials, has made far-reaching advances in recent years An article in the

February Z, 1182, issue of ' Japan Times" reported that Nikko Research Lentef

forecasted an increase in sates of fine or high performance ceramics from SoZ5

million in 1080 and $807 million in 1081 to $3 14 billion in 1085,

During my sisit to Japan in May, 1081, I was privileged to visit numerous

industrial, government and university researcb laboratories My hosts were s.,ery

2 9
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gracious, open cod IranAs in discussing their recent developments in fine ceramics

Their manpoyeer effort awl wore eti ic are resulting in extremely rapid progress

in the deyelupment of materials and processes Several of their companies

rae established product lines which are currently being marketed woild-wide

Although they admit that borne ot these on/ducts will be greatly improved
e-

within months or years as the new generation laboratory materials are turned

over to production, they are acquiring production experience and developing

their mareeting capabilities Even more significant is their corporate attitudes

toward the te.ture twenty tu thirty y...,e.1.1.54' rum now It is probably best

surnmarcied n a brochure by Asahi Glass Company, Ltd , describing their

Researcr and Development Division which State;, "Our Re.D efforts A r e

directed towards acq'thring a dominant status for our coinpany among industrial

enterprises the world in the nst century." They obviously are looking past

next quarter s diyidend,

Luntrarc to a popular concept, most engineers and scientists from both

'lest Germany and ,apan are willing tu discusS and to exchange v`iews on their

latest developments All can learn f rum open discussionf, and this should be

encouraged and sustained No one today is a technological island, although 44,

cur inability tu communicate in their languages puts us at a severe disadvantage

Another consideration is the number of engineers enteraig the profession

eael year Table I\ shows the number of engineering baccalaureate degrees

in I Uiti compared to the total population and clearly indicates the importance

which the other countries place upon'technology

There Is one other. very cbsious factor that mustbe considered in this

eyaluation in both West Cormany and Japan, industry and government are

*).
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coupe rating tAat bit vs the if goals whet..., we- are carrying a handicap due tu

lack of understanding and ....operation betwyen gvve rnrctent and industry U S

industry will ^ave to pia.. its role by looking beyond the immediate as to its

and our lational tuture and by deseluping a closer cooperation with government

and academiaein a rnanner iii whichlall will ...din without Jeopardizing industrial

proprietary rii,hts yhis is a narrow lane to travel but ones will.. ail be

traseled with mutual respect and confidence

01, prime significance, however, is the lack ut appreciation by many in

got ernMent ot the significance of materials deyelupment for the future health

if the nation's I igh technology industries This is ot special importance in the

yitiYelopirient ci adanced ceramic materials tor those applications when standard

de sign and r t tit non methods do not also. ci apply A5 stated earlier there is

a tenut no a practice, to esypend our resources un ancillary efforts when the

manir requirement is the development of a satisfactory material

Three ...ample s have. been brought to yeLiur attention in the hope that this

low- protile but highly important industry may be identified in any yonsideration

of rational materials polio y Stockpiling yould by of only limited relict to a small

portion oi our industry The research and deseloprnent proposed in 1-1 R.-12 81 ian

-laye a profound impact if, and only if, those having responsibility will recognize

the industrial importarice ot these materials and their producers The ceramic

community can, with appropriate support, make major contributions through

reseaech, development and production to subtitutii,n technology and products

its industry can iavrablc omps te in international marketplaces given what the

President resters to his April 5 report to Congress as "a business and political

ylimate which enc/urages pri.ate sector RywD" and if that same climate is provided

47-007 0 - 82 - 16
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to.the processing ad ,uanolakturing areas

Lf we have tile neces:ary engineer'ing and scientific manpower, if we have

the "proper climate" for research, and if we have sustaining support for mania-
s

tacturing and processing technology, then the ceramic community can add

s.ubstantially tu our overall materials industry

To quote Dr Walter C. Williams, chiet enguieer of NASA, "from an

engineering standpoint, we've progressed tu whete we can do just about anytlung

we please. What we choose tu do -- that's beyond the ken of the engineer. That's

society's wishes And we can be a bold society or we can be a timid society

But it we choose to be a bold Society we can do bold things "

r-\
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TABLE :II
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Evaluation.of Thermal Fatigue
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Table Iv

BACCALAUREATE DFGREES GRANTED
A

IN LEADING WESTERN INDUSTRIAL NATIONS

t DACCALAUREATF

Dt,REES .

TOTAL ENGINEERING

i.edoril Rt,paltc

of Lermany 60,436 22.400

Japan 4.122 65.02

mited States 949.000 54,600

(1) nundred Millions

(:) Degrees Per RundreceThousand Population

PER CENT POPULATION

ENGINEERING DEGREES

PER CAPITA

ENGINEERING (1) (2)

-

37.1 0.65 3 45

2077 1.11 5.89

tD
5.8 2.27 2.41
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Mr. SHAMA&SKY. Thank you, Dr. Mueller, and thank you, Mr.
Lubin. I have some questions, however, I first hbve to make a com-
ment. When I saw that you were a ceramic engineer, I immediately
thought of Ohio State, and then. I saw that you were a graduate of
Ohio State. ,

Dr. MUELLER. Yes, Sir.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Since I am also a graduate of Ohio State, I had

to make some mention of that. --
In,your last remarks, I must point out Oiat based on the hear-

ings that this committee has had, it seems that we as a country are
following the policy of eating the seed Corn. The guaranteed gradu-
ate student loans are being wiped out, and all the way through
Ohm State would lose if the administration's proposals for aid-to-
education go through These various core programs would lose help
for thousands of students. It is beyond my comprehension as to
what they think they are doing.

Dr. MUELLER. Well, Mr. Shamansky, there are some other prob-
lems related to that, and this is another subject.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. You brought it up, and I am glad.
Dr. MUELLER. Yes, sir. .

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I think it is relevant to what we are talking
about.

Dr. MUELLER. Let me give You an example of our own institution
We, in the State of Washington like many other States, are under-
going severe financial stresSes at am present time. Budgets need to
be balanced, et cetera. Our State legislature just deemed that our

. graduate tuition w ill increase about 60 percent. To accommodate
that, and to make graduate schools somewhat desirable, it is neces-
sary for us to increase our ,stipends for graduate students on re-
search contracts at least to cover that increase. This means that a
$15,000 contract to support one graduate student next year will
cost $22,000 because after 'you increase his salary as you increase
the benefits and increase the indirect costs, everything goes up.

With support on contractual research, much of which comes
from,the Government, this means now that we will be able to take

.

those resources to support fewerstudents.
As you say, sir, we are eating the seed corn. ..
Mr. SHAMANSKY. I have commented recently that when I went to

Ohio State in Columbus, my first quarter's tuition was $25. The
dollar bought more, liut not that much more.

Dr MUELLER. That is abfmt 1 day now, sir.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes, right. I Would like to mention to both of

you4and ask you to comment on this. based on research done by
Battelle, which as you know has its world headquarters in 'Colum-
bus, in a study that they were making on the best utilization of
American energy, they then reexamined the premise about whgt
an automobile,should be like. They have concluded that using cur-
rent technology that we could build within 3 to 5 years an auto-
mobile that would get 80 to 85 miles per gallon with a gasolifie
engine, 100 to 105 with a diesel engine..It would carry four passen-
gers with their luggage, go in and out of the interstate/System, and
would have the mean life of 100,000 miles. They say this is possible.

Now, the various things that they assume they would be, using
would be flywheels. I know that the Japanese are working on ce-

i.
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rainic engines 'to burn up the pollution instead uf putting it Out in
the air Thv, would lessen the IA it would have a steel skele- -

ton, but every thing on the outside or anyplace else Would be a
much lighter material.

I would like to ask Dr. Lubin if he believesdo you believe, sir,
that the composite industry is Prepaied now with its technology to
u bst u te composites for the N ari ous heavy pieces of metal that we

have now and that we have to burn up energy to move?
Mr LUBIN. Yes, sir. Industry is,definitely prepared. There is

quite a lot of work going on. This Ford engine that I mentioned is
probably one of the best things that has coine out recently. We are
all anxioL4ly waiting to see w hat kind of gas consumption they will
come up with, bt they say that between 40 and 50 is quite possible
with the pree4t technology and using a marriage of ceramics and
composites I think that we can definitely go to higher mileage fig-
ures. There is just no questionabout it. I would say give it 5 years
and you will have it.

Right now, the main reluctance is material.cost.'
Mr SHAMANSKY The material cost
Mr Li BIN Right Oraphite is too expensive. It is around.$30 to

$100 a pound. As soon as more.graphite starts to be used", the price
will drup down to maybe $20 or less, and it will be used more and
mort- in automotive applications.

What has really held it up is the slowdown in the p-rice of gas.
Wkwere expecting the gas price to go way up, and it stabilized and
went \Nay down. Therefore, all of a sudden, the research has slowed
down.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. But as a National policy, this Government
cannot go on that basis--

Mr. LUBIN. Right.
Mr. SHAMANS*, (continuing). Becausp if the Persian Gulf is cut

off for any reasoff, there it.goes.
Mr. LUBIN. That is right.
Mr. SH.AMANSKY. There is a very narrow ma'rgin that this so-

called glut represents.
Mr LUBIN. I ;have been in direct coVtact with primarily the

Chevrolet and Ford research-people. The research in the laborato-
ries has progressed to such an extent that if they are giverr the
green light they can do It in 2 years.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Given the green light by whom? Why can't the
companies give the green light themselves? Why do they have to
wait for somebody else to give them the green light?

Mr. LUBIN. Public acceptance.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Well, how' can you accept something if they

don't develop it?
146, Mr. LuBIN. That is true. I have no answer to that.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. It simply amazes me. You heard the earlier tes-
timony, What are these people waiting for?

Mr. LUBIN. Graphite springs haNe been available for quite a few
years. Why are they waiting for it? I can show you the figures of
weight savings. In my mind, there is no excuse for. not using.graph-

ite now for springs. Now, thp driveshaft is anotlier excell'ent appli-
cation. They are so fatigue resistant that they will last forever,
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Mr. SHAMANSKY -I referred originally to this bill based on Ba-
telle's research.

Mr. LUBIN. Yes
Mr. SHAMANSKY. I entered a bill in the House of Representatives

and Senator Stevens, the majority, whip, did so in the Senate, to
pros ide for a competition to get beyond the automobile companies
themsek es; not that they are excluded, but to su,'"If you achieve
the criteria, build the prototype' that meets these criteria, then we
will test market 10,000." However, we can't seema panel of this
committee was in Detroit last JulY--.

Mr. LUMN. Yes.
Mr. SHANtANswy [continuing]. And the Arperican automobile com-

panies just said, "Oh, we don't know how to do that." Now, you
know, I just don't believe them because the GerTaris and the Japa-
nese are clearly going to do it.

Mr. LUBIN. They are doing it now.
Mr. SHAMANSKY And the American companies say that it cannot

be done.
Mr. LUBIN. Yes. Another thing that is holding them back is that

they are financially in a bad way now. The research funds have
been cut by quite a lot.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes. They ought to examine how they got
behind in the first place.

Mr. LUBIN. True, of cdurse. We all know why.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. They never examine themselves. Right?
Mr. LUBIN. That is right. But there is still some research, and

my friends in the automotive industry tell me that is the case
They had a lot of projects going on just exactly in this directiOn
However, the.bulk of the money has been cult and stopped.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Dr. Mueller, would you care to comment on the
possibility in terms of time and everthing else in terms of deverop-
ing a flew ceramic engine? In information from Dr. Harold Mal-
grim is that they are working onthe Japamese are working on a
ceramic engine. I alluded to that a little earlier.

Dr. MUELLER. We are, too, sir. We are in this country, as well.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. All right. How far away would you estimate the

development of such an engine to be?
Dr. MUELLER. I am not familiar with the situation in Japan, per

se. Toyoto, Nissin and a few others are in this area. I do not have
any information on that.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. What about'ourselvesr
Dr. MUELLER. In West Germany, as I indicated, Daimler-Benz has

a, commitment to have a ceramic engine in their Mercedes and
hopefully in prothiction by the mid-1990's.

We- have had, in this country, since 1971, the DARPA program
which I referred to on broom trail design. Ford Motor Co. was the
prime contractor. Alluding to your comment earlier, the whole pur-
pose at that time was to generate a high-temperature engine to get
rid of emissions.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Right.
Dr.. MUELLER. In 1973, the high-performance and also the fuel

savings became also important. They have demonstrated the feasi-
bility of this. The Detroit Diesel Alison Division of General Motors
Co. is working on the application of ceramics into a truck engine.
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Garrett Engine Co in Phoenix is doing similar work All of these
programs ha e been substantially cut back in the last year or two

I was talking to the head ol the ceramic group at Ford Motor Co ,
and he told me just several months agoin November, to be
exactthat he queried his management as to what the situation
would be should DOE cut the funding of that engine His manage-
ment said, ''We will have to disband your group I don't, think
that would happen in Japan or West Germany I think there would
be some way in which that could continue

In direct answer to your question, I would guess that the United
States, at the present rate, would not have a turbine engine in a
commercial or a domestic automobile before the y ear 1995 or the
year 2000.

Cummins Engine Co. has been working very substantially--
Mr. SHAMANSK1 Are we behind the Germans and the Japanese

in that"
Dr. MUELLER [continuing] Very much so.
Mr SHAMANSKY Yes.
Dr. MUELLER. Wry much SO.

Mr SHAMANSKY. 'And is there any consciousness on the part of
the American companies that they have their own futpre at stake
here, or, is it just a matter that -the feds didn't give them the'
money"

Dr. Mt ELLER I think they are very conscious of this, Mr Sha-
mansky. Again, it is a very high-risk situation. Can I put it into my
own words a little differently?

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Surely.
Dr. MUELLER. I don't think we have the attitude in the auto-

-motive industry today that the Boeing Airplane Co. had in the
early 1950's when they decided to invest $16 million in the develop-
ment of a commercial jet transport. We don't have that commit-
ment today.

Mr SHAMANSKY. Why not?
, Dr MUELLER. Well, I think that I mentioned that one of the rea-

sons isand you must remember that I am an academician. I am
not a financier or a management type.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Maybe. their problem is that they are manage-
ment types.

Dr. MUELLER. That could\ be. Yes, sir. However, I think that the
thing is that back in those days Bill Allen who was the president of
Boeing Airplane Co was looking 20 and 30 and 40 years ahead I

%don't,think.they are doing that today. I think-that we are looking
at next quarter s or next year's dividends. I don't think that the
Japaneseorthrk Germans are that short-sighted. They are looking
a decade or two Pecades ahead.

That r'eference that Pgave to the Agahi Glass R. & D says it spe-
cifically.

Mr. SHAMANSKY, I just think that you are absolutely right Re-
gretfully do I say that.

Mr. Lubin brought to our attention an article in "Automotive
News," March 22, 1982, headline, "Ford Break in the Molded Tri-
Plastic engines." We hope that is a hopeful sign.

I would like to ask you, Dr. Mueller, that since there are no sub-
stitutes for such refractory materials such as chromite, zircon, arid.'
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graphite, what strategies would you propose the Federal Gov,ern-
ment to follow and what is the U.S. vulnerability to these materi-
als? I am going to add also, does everything depend on the Gcvern-
ment playing a role, or cannot .these industries themselves see
where they are going?

Dr. MUELLER. Mr. Sjiarriansky, let me refer to this.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes.
DrMUELLER We 'do -have zircon mineral capabilities in this

country. Unfortunately, they are located in areas in which environ-
mental protection is of far greater importance today than the ex-.
traction of the mineraL I use the Florida beach sands as an-exam-
ple.

Mr. SHAMANSxv. The Florida beach sands?
Dr. MUELLER. The Florida beach sands. The heavy sands there,

the heavy sands at th4:mouth of the Columbia River do have the
capability ot producine,these things. We do not "want to do that to
our beaches. The Australians and some of the others are willing to
do so. However, we do have the mineral capability here, but right
now we are dependent on other areas.

I think the same thing would hold for the carbon area. Mr.
Lubin mentioned a moment ago the importance of the graphite re-
inforcement material. How much of that graphite reinforcement
material Is coming from this country, and how much is being im-
ported from abroad?

Mr LUBIN. All of it until now.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. All of it from abroad?
Mr LUBIN. Yes. Actually, the precursors, -the raw materials,

come from Japan. That was the only source until recently.
Mr SHAMANSKY. Why?
Mr. LUBIN. They were very reluctant to set up plants to make it

here. The cost of such installations is very high.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. But if the futureiSn't there goirig to be a

future industry there?
Mr. LUBIN. That is right. They are talking about it and making

plans.
Dr. MUELLER. In fairness, Union Carbide is in the process of de-

veloping a plant in this country.
Mr, SHAMANSKY. That seems to be incomprehensible. If it is

guing tu grow in the way, based on your testimony, that it has to
.r.be-Igrowing: why then don't you talk about your colleagues as to

the reluctance of these companies to invest in their own futures?
Mr. Lubin, you are the man with the composites and the gra-

phites. Where are ydur colleagues?
Mr. LUBIN. By the way, I was just informed that Union Carbide

and Celanese are starting production of graphite in USA.
. Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes. Dr. Mueller just mentioned that. However,,
that is one.company in the whole country.

Mr. LUBIN. There are two companies.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Two companies. OK. -
Mr. LUBIN. Graphite, until now, was a noveltyt All of a sudden,

they realize that it is
Mr. SHAMANSKY. But how is it that the Japanese distinguished it

from a novelty and thought it was a real product?
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Mr LUBIN WII, is it that the Japanese do everything better
than we do' I have no answer to that. I am sorry.

Mr SHAMANSK' I don't either I have a morhid fascination about
this whole topic.

.Dr MUELLER. I have a suggestion to that, Mr. Shamansky
Mr SHAMANSKY. Yes
Dr MUELLER One is this forward-looking concept that I men-

tioned a little earlier Secondly, they put engineering manpower
and technical manpower on a project a factor of 5 to 20 times of
what we do You visit ain the plants that I visited last spring a
rear ago, where we have one or two ceramic engineers or ceramic
scientists working, they have 10 to 20.

Mr. SHAMANSKY Yes. I don't mind saying, Dr. Mueller, that your
table 4 isI hal,e been talking about this in general terms. I think
this is a very succinct way of putting forth the problem We in our
committees have" been tryuig to suggest to the administration that
the country is

''ooing
to face a crisis soon. The dimensions, it seems

to me, are set forth right here. Japan is half our population and
turns out on a per capita basis twice as many engineers. Russia
produces 300,000 bachelors of kience.

Dr. MUELLER. May I add one-other thing, sir?
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes.
Dr. MUELLER. That is that the equipment in the Japanese univer-

sities and the equipment in the West Germany uniNersities which I
have isited iS 20 years ahead of the equipment which we are using
in our counery to educate our engineers.

Mr. SHAMANsKY. I would like to tell you that I took a tour of
Ohio State's'physics and chemistry laboratories recently, I gradu-
ated from Ohio State 35 years ago, and I went to my chemistry lab,
and I felt right at home. Nothing had changed, including the smell.

Dr. MUELLER. Did you have Professor Evans, too, Mr. Sha-
rnansky?

Mr. SHAMANsKy No, I don't think so. There are estimates of
from $50 to $85 million to re-equip those laboratories. I want you to
know, and I want the record to show, that this committee has had
to fight this administration to get money for science education and
reequipmenit. I think there is no defense whatsoever for such an
approach by the administration except that they are blindly cut-
ting without any regard to consequences in the future.

If you think that the automobile business if. not looking tio the
future, I suggest you should look at this administration. I am Niery
partisan when I say that .only because those Are the facts. It is not
partisanship. Those are the factS. We are not reequippinour uni-
Nersities. Almost half of our Ph. D. candidates in science and engi-
neering are from overseas. We are kndcking out graduate student
loansguaranteed student loans.

Dr. MUELLER. There is another reason for that, Mr. Shamansky,
and that is, at le4st in the engineering field, in the materials area
that I am acquainted with, over the past 3 or 4 years due to a
rather profound shortage of engineering and technology graduates,
salary offers haNe been stupendous. A lot pf youngsters today are
interested in getting out and getting the \big bucks They don't
want to take the time to go on to graduate school.
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Mr. SHAMANSKY I understand that, but a National policy we
cannot let the market--

Dr. MUELLER. Yes, sir. .

Mr. SHAMANSKY [continuing]. Govern that essential feature of
that policy. Now, that is how a National policy should operate. As
things now stand there is a blind, almost mystical reliance on the
so-called market. It reaches eventually, I would say, almost insan-
ity when you ignore the consequences.

Dr. MUELLER. I might also point out that there is a large number
of faculty members in our univrsities in all areas, not only science
and engineering, who were World War II veterans like I am, and
we are rapidly approaching that retirement point. There is not
much back there in the young aeea to fill us up.

Mr. LUBIN. You know, thêrels-an interesting approach. The Rus-
sian Government feels that educating engineers is a National
policy of great:benefit to the state.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes.
Mr. LUBIN. It is a government policy.
Mr. SHAMANsKy. Yes. We had the 300,000 figure atat the com-

mittee has that they turn out annually,
Mr. LUBIN. Yes.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. And I might, you know, look down my nose and

say, "Well. they are not as good as ours," but there is not that
much difference. You have got those numbers' a9d the quality is
not that different, especially if their equipment is up to date and
things of that sort.

Mr. LUBIN. Yes, I would like to mention that in one institute
they have 200 stress analysts, in one place, just in Rega.

Mr. SHAMANsKy. Well, Dr. Lubin, you mentioned the corporate
members of your society. What message are you bringing to this
country and to your members themselves?

I am going to switch now. Instead of berating the administration,
I w ant to berate-H am good at thatI figure that I am paid to do
this---

Mr. LUBIN. Yes. .

Mr. SHAMANSKY [continuing]. I am going to point the finger back
at your own members and say that I don't hear the outcry from
them. I don't see them. allocatingyou know, they can deduct up to
5 percent of theirI think it is their profits where they can make
charitable constributions. They are nowhere near approaching that
to insure their own survival in the future.

Mr. LuBIN. Well, I can tell you that the SPI is extremely active
in education. They sponsor courses in several colleges. They en-
courage students taking plastics courses.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes, but are you satisfied with the efforts given
to the need?

'Mr lusiN. I think they are doing quite a lot. I haven't been in
touch with it for a year, but I was impressed with some of the re-
ports about the sponsoring of colleges, the sponsoring of courses
They see that this is a necessity We have a tremendous shortage of
plastics engineers because this is not a recognized profession. Par-
tiCvlarly, SPI is doing as much as they can about it. ,

Mr. SHAMANSKY. How about the American Ceramics Society and
its members?
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Dr. MtIELLER Well, the American Ceramics Society's headquar-
ters are in Columbus. Ohio,

Mr SHAMANSKN. Y.es, I thought that it ,was. I am delighted that
you mentioned that

Dr. MUELLER. I think that there is a great deal more being done
ley industry in the past few years in the support of education.

Mr. SHAMANSKY Are you satisfied9 More is how far from
enough?

Dr MUELLER. Oh; a long way from enough.
Mr SHAMANSKY OK;t1.1t---
Dr. MUELLER However, more is better than zip.
Mr SHAMANSKY. Yes. ,
Dr. MUELLER. There is a large effort going on in many universi-

ties in the establishment of affiliate programs where industrial or-
ganizations become affiliated in financial support with various de-
partments or programs_within our universities.

In our ceramic indu-stry, we have gone through a rather substan-
., i tial change in the last 20 years. The ceramic industry at one time N.

was a large group of family-owned, homeowned private companies
A lot uf those companies now have been bought out or Merged with
giant conglomerates.. In looking through that Fortune 500 and
seeing Exxon and consider that a ceramic companyat leak one
with a subsidiary that manufactures ceramic productsis little dif-
ferent. I don't guess that we have the interest or the attention of
the corporate people in Exxon as though we would do in a corpo-
rate ceramic company whose management were all ceramic engi-
neers and graduates, for instance.

We also have the situation where many of the top management
chief executive officers and their immediate assistants today are
nut engineering graduates'. They are graduates of business school

Mr. SHAMANSKY. They are not even manufacturing graduates.
Dr MUELLER. That is correct.

)
Mr. SHAMANSKY. All they are are financethe MBA type.
Dr. MUELLER. They are the MBA type. Yes, sir.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. And their bonuses are tied to this year's profit.
Dr. MUELLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. The net profit. Right?-
Dr. MUELLER. Yes, sir, Laureant's book, "On a Clear Day You

Can See General Motors," described it very, very well. That should
be good reading for many, many members of this conimittee.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. The instrumentation costs alone are estimated
at $2 to $4 billion for the next 5 years. Is it reasonable to expect
industry to make up for that, assuming' that the Federal Govern-
ment doesn't do anything about it?

D. MUELLER. I think that it would be interesting to have some
kind of a matching thing where the Government woUld match
whateer industry would put forth on some percentage basis

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I don't mind telling you that I look forward to
the testimony of Mr. Edward David, president of Exxon research,
w ho will testify next week on hearings on manpower because I
think that what we are beginning to conclude is that these compa-
nies cannot just sit back. The people are not coining along. That is
all.

Dr. MUELLER Sure.
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Mr. SHAMANSKY They are not going to be there unleS-s these
American compames realize that they have a stake in making sure
that the students are graduating and going on to train the next
generation.

Dr. MUELLER. Because manpower is a very critiC"al material.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. We have had testimony that the actual work

period for an engineerproductive work periodis maybe 10 to 15
years by which time he thennot that hp is not working, but he is
going on to other things ratter than direct attention to the engi-
neering problem. We are not replacing our engineers.

Dr. MUELLER. I think that we have another thing, too, which is
that many of ourat least in my own program at the University of
Washington, I would say that 50, 60, or 70 percent of each graduat-
ing class wants to get into management within 5 years.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Well, that is the point that I was trying to
make.

Dr. MUELLER. Yes.
Mr. Luntri. May I add one point? I have been connected with

Grumman Aerospace for many years, and they have a policy of
training engineers for their needs. They have quite a program.
First, they have numerous scholarships for sons and daughters of
Grummanites, and then an equal number of scholarships for non-
Grummanites. They are constantly playing it up, and there is a lot
of public,ity on it. Also, they spend as much as they can for the de-
velopment of new plastics and materials especially in the plastics
industry because they are one of the few companies to realize what
potential there is, in the plastics industry:

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes. Well, your comparTy has a branch subsidi-
ary in Delaware,00hio--

Mr. LUBIN. That is right.
Mr. SHAMANSKY [continunag] which has had a problem with ma-

terials.
Dr. LUBIN...Exactly.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. We have had a problem with the stress on a

special Y-shaped piece that has cost them maybe $60 million or
more to replace. They have acted very responsibly--

Mr. LUBIN. That is light.
Mr. SHAMANSKY [continuing]. But they have suffered.
Mr. LUBIN. Yes, they decided that this was their reputation and

they were going to solve it or else.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Yes.
Gentlemen, I want to thank you on behalf of the committee. I

found your testimony absolutely fascinating. I will do everything
that I can to pass the information along I think that it is impor-
tant that you have given the testimony that you have here today I
look forward to meeting you again.

Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11.44 a.m., the subcommittees tecessed to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
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Thank you for appearing as a wttness at the April 20, 1982 hear-
ing on critical materials. YOur contribution should be helpful

to the Committee's continuog activities in this important area.

As was noted by Chairman Glickman a number of additiOnal

tions would be submitted for insertion in the formal record of
the proceedings.....Attached Is a list Of questions which we re-

quire answered by Hay 15, 1982

Your efforts in this matter are sincerely appreciated.

5. Sine ly,

taa
Paul C! Maxwell ,

Science Consultant
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

e.

-4' WASHINGTON DC Z0301

ars 11.10i 1882

Dr. Paul C. timodell

Science .Ccnsultant
Committee on Scierme and Technology ,
duite 2821 Rayturn House Office Building
washington, D.C. 20515

pear Dr. Maxwell:

We appreciated the privilege of appearing in behalf of the Department of

Defense (DoD) at the April 20, 1982 hearing on critical materials.
Attached are .odr answers to your questions for insert in the formal
record of. the proceeding.

TIAN( Ayou for the opportunity to provide the DcD views cn this important

matter. If we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
call.

Sincerely..

RICITARD L'DANNILLY
)DIrespF, Indust:1W Ibmouramo

Enclosure
As Stated

er.
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Answers to Dr. Maxwell's QuestiOns

_Question 1 - What R&D programs for substitution are being considered by
DcD? How much money is required? For hoWlori? -

Answer: At the present time the Dp0 has a relatively modest program

precisely directed at the development of substitutes for steitegicpArd

critical materials. In fiscal year 1982, we have identified about $13 M.

being spent by the Military Departments which is directed at

substitutes. About the same amount is being expended in areas Such as

conservation, reclamation, life extension, atid processing. E.401 of
A

.4
''' A '

these address different facets of itie straie4ic and critical materials

problems cdnfronting the Department of Defense. About the same level of

expenditures for these programs has been propoled for fiscal year 1983.

Mbreover, a major portion of the ongoing military performance oriented

materials and struotures R&D program has been planned to strongly

consider., the displacement or the subspitution pption while still,

Ix

fulfilling our mission needs. For example cur vast composites program

(organic, metal, and carbon matrix composites) whi

/
will develop sub,

stitutes for several critical and strategic materi s, is funded at'a

level of about $80 M in FY 1982. The represents about 1/3 of the botal

DpD materials and structures program. FUrthermore, a substantial

pOrticn.of *the DOD Rapid Solidification Technology (ST) program, which

is furded at a level of about $24 M in FY 1982 will be developing super-

alloys and other materials which wilk.use lower fractions of strategic

elements and display appreciable perforbance benefits. APDverall, about

30 percent.of our total. materiala and structdret research and develop

,ment program will be developing riew materials which could, in an

emergency situation, beoused bo displace or sUbstitute for ciitical and
,

-strategic-materials.

011;
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It is difficult at this time to quantify the funding or time required to

totally fulfill our needs because of the fluidity of the situation. V*

hame, however, initiated further studies at 'the Institute for Defense

Analyoez and at the bepariarent of Defense Metal-Matrix Composite Infor-

mation Analysis Center to assist us in further quantificatiOn of '

mdlitary requirements for R&D in the aforementioned keas,

Question 2 - fs there current sufficient coordination for materials
policy among the various agencies and departments? Isn't better coordi-
nation possible at the level of the EXecutive Office of the President?

Answer: 'It is CLff belief that coordination of materials policy through

the pechanism of the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Envircn-

ment is en4rely adequate. Furthermore, the coordination of government-

wide materials R&D through the COmmittee on Material's ((r1T) of the

Federal Council on Science, Engineering and Technology has proved to be

quite effectiie in the past and should continue to do so. Elevating the

_coordination function to the Executive Office of the President appears

to be an unwarranted escalation under the.present circumstances.

Question 3 - One of the basic 'problems of stockpiling in the pest has
been the market disruptions due to inventory purchases or sales. How

' will similar disruptions be avoided with the proposed $12 billion in

purchases and sales?

Ans4er: GSA is the government organization responsible for purchases

and disposals from the nati defense stockpile; market disruption

_avoidance is the direct responsibility of A. Therefore, DoONOefers to

GSA on this issue.

A..
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- Question 4 - What is meant by "potentially significant but undeveloped

resources" of cobalt, platinum or nickel as stated in the program plan
tpage 32)? 1...tiat percentage of annual pioduction do eaih of these

rescurces represent? For hcw many years? At what ccuparative 'market

cost?

Answer: The Department of the Iltericc (Bureau of Mines) is the =cern-

ment organizaticn responsible for assessing domestic resources for

materials such as cobalt, platinum and nickel. Although we understand

the stateMent addresses cost and current market potential of dcmestic

rescurCes, we-defer bp Intericc for resource and market assessment.

Questicm 5 - The Report .notes that the Actninistraticn is "initiating a
major interdepartmental effort tO improve the Nation's preparedness for

naticnal mcimilizaticn" (page 22). Could you elaborate upon the nature
of this effort, and what departments and agencies are involved? Hcw

will this differ from past studies? Hoa will this effort differ from

'the Agrk of the Naticoal Ctuoiqsion cn Supplies and Shortages,

undertaien in 1976? In What way dces this ccoprehensive approach re-
present "the most ooncerted high-level effort in the past twenty-five
years" (page 22)?

Answer: The effort described is the re;pcnsibility it the.

Presidentially established Emergency Mobilization Preparedness Hoped

chaired by the Assistant bp the President for National Security,Affairs.

The-principal objective is an =proved naticnal capability bp resFond bp

major peacetime and wartime.emergencies. Membership consists of deputy

secretary cc under secretary lever representative frco the Departments
--

of State, Treasury, Defense, Justice, Interior, Agriculture, Ctuuerce,

Labor, Health a'nd Human Services, HUD, TramsportatiOn, ineC-gy and Sdu-

?
caticn, plus CHB; CIA, 14SC, OPD, JCS, CeP, FEMA, OPM, and the Deputy

Counsellor the President.. This.effcrt is undertakeh With the bzp

priority of e PresideAt formally bringing tcgether all agencies for a

ccocerted effort to improve naticnal preParedness. It is not a study;

it is a policy and plan of actico effort.
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSZ OF REPRESENTAT1VFS =X".1 ,
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WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20515

aa23 223-4311

April 22, 1982

Dr Jonn A Marcum
Assistant to the Director
for Energy and Natural Resources

Office of Science and Tecanology Policy
Washington, D C 20500

Dear D CUM

k AMYMio

Thank you for appearing as a witness at the April 20. 1982 heor .

Ing on critical materials .Your contributico should be helpful
to the Committee's continuing activities in this important area
As was noted by Chairman Glickman a number of additional ques-
tions would'he submitteMor insertion in the formal record Pf
the proceedings. Attached is a list of'questions which we re-

.quire answered by May 15, 1982.

Your efforts in this matter are sincerety apprepiated.

Since ely,

/

Paul C. Maxwell

Science DOnSultant

PCM/mr

Attachment

"4.
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1. P.L. 96-479 calls for close coordination between industry
and the government in developing a means for data collection
and analysis. Mow will this be carried out? What is the
role of OSTP? (see page 16)'

2. Page 16 of the President's statement refers to "long-term,
high risk technology" (emphasis added). What about materials
sc4ence and other related basic materials research questions?

3. What Federal regulatory policies discourage'private materials
research (page 16)7 Examples?

4. livw will international materials RED information exchange.
programs be established as suggested? Why the focus on
Europe rather than other developed (Canada and Japan) or
ddveloping countries (Mexico; Brazil and South Africa)?

5. How is the International Development Cooperation Agency
going to give new emphasis to st.rategic minerals? Examples?

6. On page 17: "policy resolution of materials research and
development questions will be provided through the Cabinet
Council". What is the role of LOMAT? OSTP? Who has
ultimate responsibility? 4

7. The Report notes that a "formal mdthanism" will be established
within COMAT "for information exchange between agency materials
pesearch and development program managers" (page 17). Could
you elaborate further upon what formal.mechanisms are being
envisioned and how they will operate?

8. In the Report the Admini.stration "reaffirms the Committee on

Materials (COMAT) . . . for the coordination of Federal
materials and minerals research and development activities"
and directs Assistant Secretary-level representation from
those departments and agencies concerned with minerals
and materials (page 17). How does this differ from current
*pradtice? Does this moan that attendance of Assistant-
Secretaries will be mandatory, or may they send qualified
representatives? What activities are currently being pursued
by COMAT? What new activities are envisioned for the
impediate future? How will these activities be aided-by .

attendance at the Assistant-Secretary level?

9. The Report notes that a "formal mechanism" will be estab-
lished within COMM. "for informatiop exchange between agency
materials research and development, program managers" (page
17). Could you elaborate further upon what formal mechanisms
are being envisioned and how they will operate?

10. The President's report (Appendix A) states "existing standards
may be based on inadequate scientific-data" with respect to_
air quality standards; .it also questions "scientific evidence"
'regarding asbestos and lead standards. ,What specifically is-1
being done to provide more adeodate data? What scientific
evidence is being questioned regarbing asbestbf and lead?

2 5 f
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iXECL'pit jiic D, ,*4E PRESIOENT
OPF;CE df SC.E4CE "ECHNOLOGY POLICY.

Ar . 2C600

.1982

Dr. Paul C. Maxwell
Science Consultant .3-
Commdttee on Science vd Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Suite Z3;1
Rayburn ilbuse Offide Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Dr. Maxwell:

s

As Executive Secretany of the Committee on Materials,
(COMAT), John Marcum asked me to respond to your letter of
April 22, 1982.

a

Answers to the questions in your letter on the critical
materials hearing hej.d April 20th are enclosed.

Sincerely,

.411

MURRAY SCHWARTZ
Executive Secretary
Committee on Materials
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Office of Science and Technology Policy

Questions and Answers
for the April 20, 1982

Hearing on Critical Materials

1. 0: P.L. 96-479 calls for close coordination'between
industry and the government in developing a means
for data collection and analysis. How will this
be carried out? What is the role of OSTP?
(see page 16)

A: OSTP does not have a direct role. Both Interior
and Commerce have this responsibility in their
respective areas. The referenced section of
the Program Plan refers to R&D and not data
collection and analysis.

2. 0: Page 16 of the President's statement refers to
"long-term, high risk technology" (emphasis added).
What about materials science and other related
basic materials research questiOns?

A: Support of basic research for materials science
and technology is part of the Government's role
and coordination of basic research is an OSTP
role, as assigned by the Program Plan.

3. ,0: What Federal regulatory policies discourage private
materials research (page 16)? Examples?

A: Federal regulatory policies in the'environmental
area have caused industry to spendla dispropor-
tionate amount of their R&D funds to solve these
problems at the expense of R&D to improve produc-
tivity, in the minerals industry in particular.

4. 0: How will international materials R&D information
exchange,programs be established as suggested?
Why the focus on Europe rather than other developed
(Canada and Japan) or developing countries (Mexico,
Brazil and South Africa)?

A: This will be done through COMAT and thb State
Department. The focus will not be only on
Europe but, as stated in the President's Report,
"with the European Communities and, other free
world countries."
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5. Q; How is the Internatioqal DevelOpment Cooperation
Agency going to give new emphasis to strategic
minerals? Examplds?

A: Part of MCA's mission is to ensure that ,develop-
ing nations goals are taken fully into account
in executive branch decisionmaking On trade and
technology. With IDCA giving new emphasis to_
strategic minerals, this should have a positive
effect on the U.S. strategic mineral supply.
Questions regarding specific examples should be
directed to the IDCA.

6. Q: On page 17: "policy resolution of materials research
and development questions will be provided through
the Cabinet Council." What is the role of COMAT?
OSTP? Who has ultimate responsibility?

A: COMAT plav a coordinating role among the agencies
concerned with minerals and materials research,
identifying key points of emphasis, as well as
problems, related to technology and availability
needs, and coordinates the development of long-
range plans for an effective R&D program to
meet clearkf defined national needs. OSTP,
using COMAT, is responsible for establishing
science and technology4policies to guide the ,/

agency programs. OSTP is responsible for
policymaking while the agencies are responsible
for their respective programs. When necessary,
policy resolution of materials R&D issues will
be provided through the Cabinet Council on
Natural Resources and the Environment.

7. Q: The Report notes that a "formal mechanism" will be
established within COHAT "for information exchange
between agency materials research and development
program managers" (page 17). Could you elaborate
further upon what formal mechanisms are being.
envisioned and how they will operate?

A: An inventory of federal minerals and materials
BAD is being pzepared to provide a data bape for
this purpose. A working ge'oup within COMAT has
been formed to collect data for this inventory.
When an adequate data base has been developed,
additional working groups will be formed for
program coordination.

25,,
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8. Q: In the Report the Administration "reaffirms the
Committee on Materials (COMAT) . . . for the coord-
ination of Federal materials and minerals research
and development activities" and directs Assistant
Secretary-level representation from those departments
and agencies concerned with minerals and materials
(page 17). How does this differ from current
practice? Does this mean_thAt_attendance of_ASSistant-
Secretaries will be mandatory, or may they send
qualified representatives? What activities are
currently being pursued by COMAT? What new activities
are envisioned for the immediate Nture? How will
these activities be aided by attendance at the
Assistant-Secretary level?

A: The reaefirmation of COMAT is the Administration's
start of formal coordination of minerals and
materials R&D activities in the Executive Branch
and follows the direction of the President's
National Materials and Minerals Program Plan.
Attendance of Assistant-Secretaries at COMAT
meetings will not be mandatory and they may
send qualified representatives. The first
priority of COMAT is the preparation of an'
inventory or data base of all federal R&D for
minerals and materials. This data base will be
used for assessing the federal program and
developing long-range R&D plans. Assistant-
Secretarial level representatives will ensure
that COMAT activities receive high-level atten-
tion within the concerned agencies.

9. Q: The Presidenes'report (Appendix A) states "existing
standards may be based on inadequate scientific data"
with respect to air quality standards; it also
questions "scientific evidence" regarding asbestos
and lead standards. What sPecifically is being done
to provide more adequate data? What scientific
evidence is being questioned regarding asbestos
and lead?

A: Appendix A of the Program Plan refers to Depart-
ment of labor reviews of lead standards focusing
on more cost effective approaches to abatement,
and a review of the pcientific evidence support-
ing asbestos standards. Specific questions on''
the status of these reviews should be directed
to the Department of Labor (OSHA).

254
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Mr Robert Idilson
Office ot Strategic Materials

U S Department of Commerce
me, Commerce !Wilding

r/asnington, 2 C. 20230

Dear Mr on.

Thank you for appearing as a witness at the April 20, 1982 hearing
on crtcal materials. Your contribution should be helpful to the
Committee's continuing activities in this important area As.wa&

,cted by Chairman Glickman a number of additional queStiOnS would
be submitted for insertion in the formal record of the proceedings
Attached is a list of questions which we require answered by May 15,

focr effort; in ths natter are sincerely appreciated

Attach ent

2"J

Sincerely-7)

aul C. Maxwell

Sclenof Consultant
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I. A major objective of the new Office of Strategic Materials
is to reduce U.S. vulnerability to potential supply dis-
ruptions of critical materials from foreign nations. How

does the role of this new OffIce fit into the concept of
Cabinet Council decision-making?

1. What is the next area of "specific materi,als needs case"
as requireo by law to be studies? Hem was the subject

determined7 What will he the rote of the Cabinet Council?

3. What splific steps is DOC taking regarding follow-up to
the case study of the aerospace industry just completed?

4. Regarding materials suchas Oromium,'cotPalt anetitanium
the DOC aerospace study indicated tHat continued RID "should
reduce the criticality of problems in.the supply of these
materials lo.the aerospace industry after 1990. Isn't

'this a bit optimistic? What is the basis of the assessment?
Who is performing the R&D?

5. Why is.DOC not recommendirig use to Title III authorities
under the Defense Production Act for critical materials
domestic production? Is the assuMption of no "hot" war
before the end of the century totally realistic? .

6. The Administration's response to the 1980 Act is essentially

a minerals policy statement. What has the Administration

done to assess Federal policies that adversely or positively
affect all stages of the materials cycle.? Who is doing the

continuing, long-range analysis of materials used to meet
national security and economic requirements as required by
section 8(a)(1)(8) of the Act? What role is ..the Department

of Commerce playitig in this analysis?

.0
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Dr. Paul C. Maxwell
Science Consultant
Commattee on Science and TechnOfogy
U.S. House of Representatives
Washingtoni D.C. 20515

Dear Paul:

A

INNDID*STATES DEPARTMENT OF culinanci
TM Assistant Seerstary far Ammonia Affairs
Wssiwiton. D C 20230

May 18, 1982

I waS happy to appear as a witness at the House Commattee
Science and Technology hearings on critical materials on Apr 1 20,
1982. Enblosed are responses to the Committee's questions which
you asked for.

I would be happy to discuss these questions and answers with you
further. I lo6k forward to work with yeu more closely on these
important critical materials issues.

Enclosure

4 p

Sincerely,

25,

rt Dale Wilson
Director
Office of Strategic Resources
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ANSWERS To qUEST10US - HuUSt,COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY'

'HEARINGS ON CRITICAL MATERIALS - April 20, 1982

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, OFFICE/OF STRATEGIC RESOURCES

1. A maJor objective of the new Office of Strategic Resotrces is
to reduce U.S. vulnerability to potential supply disruptions of
critical materials from foreign natiens. How does tbe role of
this new Office fit into the concept of Cabinet Council decision-

1221.11:12
-

The Deprtment of Commerce is a member of the Cabinet Council,
on Natural Resources.and the Environment and will participate at
the highest level of decision-making on strategic materials issues. ,
The Office of Strategic Resources (OSR) coordinates the minerals
and materials activities of the Department of Commerce, including
data collection and analysis, materials research and development,
mobilization and stockpile.planning, and seabed mining functions.
OSR represents the Department on the Strategic Materials .Policy
Working Group of the Cabinet Council. This Working'Group prepares
analyses and develops policy options for decision by the Cabinet
Council Officers. The Office of Strategic Resources will work
to assure critical materials supplies to the nation's industries
through its coordinating role within the Department of Commerce
and its participation on the Cabinet Council Working Group.

2. What is the next area of "specific materials needs case' as
required by law to be studied? How was the subject determined?
What WIT1 be the role of the Cabinet Council'?

The National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and-
Development Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-479) required the.Department of
Commerce to, do a materials needs case study and to thereafter
assess additional cases as necessar7,---*The first case study of

a the "Critical Materials Requirements of the U.S. Aerospace
Industry" was officially transmitted to Congress in April 1982.°
The Department of Commerce will conduct a second case study of
the "Critical Materials Requirements of the U.S. Steel Industry."
The steel industry was selected because of its importance to
industrial production and national security, its large consumption
of strategic materials and concern about the reliability of
material supplies, and the related technical opportunities for
materials substitution and conservation. The departments and
agencies represented on the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources
and the Environment will contribute data and information to the
study, review draftsof the analyses, and use the information and
recommendations developed by the study in overall policy formulation.

2 5
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3. What dpfcifiv si.,11,a is DOC takang regarding the follow-up to
the case studi or the aerospin study just completed?

The DOC study of "Critical Materials Requirements of the U.S.
Aerospaoe Industry" provided information and analysis used in
the development of the National materials and Minerals Program
Plan submitted by the Administration under the National Materials
and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980. Its
specific recommendatIons regarding research and development",
stockpile planning, publicOlands, trade polac , regulatoYy reform,
etc. will continue to be considered as the A nistration Implements
the Program Plan. The study also provided th is for the
program plan of the DOC Office of Strategic Resources, Which
includes the development of an industry materials needs data base,
an extended industrl consultation program, participation in the
review of the quality of the strategic stockpile, Increased ihput
into the regulatory reform program, and a more effective research
and development program on critical materials substitution and
conservation. The study format and methodology will be used for
the.additional materials needs case studies to be Assessed by the
Department of Commerce.

4. Regarding materials such as chromium, cobalt and titanium
the DOC_aeros?ace study indicated that continued R&D "sh6i4d
reduce the criticality of p4oblems in the supply of these
materials to the aeros ace industr after 1 90.". Isn't this a
bit optimistic? What is t e basis o the aslessment? Who is
oerforrans the 110?

The aerospace study found that improved substitution, conservation,
and recycling techniques would reduce the risk of shortages in
aerospace strategic materials needs in the mediuM to long°term.
Aerospace requirements for titanium and tantalum, which are in
relatively secure supply, may Increase depending on whether new
uses are found in aerospace products. The analysis shows that the
requirements for imports of chromium and cobalt could be decreased
by 2ot-6n if research and development is continued and substitution
and conservation measures are implemented. These projections, were
based on technical estimates by experts of critical materials savings
resulting from various rates of changes in technology. The .

Administration's economic recovery program contains specific tax
incentives to research and development by the private sector. The
2% credit for incremental R&D expenditures, the tax credits for
redearch contracted to universities and non-profit organizations,
and the changes in accounting for domestic and foreign research
expenditures should spur increased industry R&D activity. In
addition, the Government will continue its own substantial materials
research program focusing on national priority programs and primarily
long-term, high-risk projects: The technological programs of both
Industry and Government should play a major role in meeting problems
of materials supply, but of course mudt be-supplempnted by stockpiliqg
for defense needs and actions to improve the-competitiveness.of, our
domesthc materials producers.

25 ,)
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5. Why, is DOC not_rocommendina use of T.itle III authorities
under the Defense Production Act for criticak.materials domestic
production? Is the assuMFElon of no7'hot-' war before the end of
the century totally realistic?

The use of Title III of the Defense'Production Act of 19g11 to
provide incentives to domestic minerals and4saterials production 4-

was not included'among the many recolnmendationns of the study of
"Critical Materials Requirements of the U.S. Aerospace Industry."
The recoMmendations were only those measures needed to assure .

supplies of cotial..t,e chromium, titanium, and tantalum to the
aerospace industry'andwere'based on the dernand prOJections
done for the study. These pro)ections were of adrospace materials
requirements in a peacetime rather than a Mobilization or "hot
war" scenario. Pro)ections of mobilization demand fbr materials
for all sectors of the economy are done by the Federal EmergeRcy
Management Agen6y in estimating goals for the national defense
stockpile, which i$ our,primary means of assusiqamaterials s.upplies
in a wartime or emergency situation. Title III provisionsLare
valuiabld instruments for increasing the production of materials from
domestic sourees but were not recommended as essential aethis
time based on the aerospace study analysis. However, Title III
authorities should continue to be assessed in relation to other
programs as a meaas of meeting national security needs. Under
the National Materials and Minerals Program Plan, the Cabinet
Council will seek to determine whether circumstances exist under
which the use of Defense Production Act incentives would be more
cost-effective for defense nebds than stockpile purchases.

6. The Administratiob's ees se to the 1980 Act is essentiall a
minerals policy.statement. Whathas t e Administration done to .

assess Federal- Pericles that adversely or_positively affect all
stages of the materials cycle? -Who As doingIthe continuing, lonl:
range analysis oriiiTerials used to' meef national securkty and
economic reguireTents by_section. 5(a) (1) no of the Act? I4hht_

role is the Departmer.lt.of Commerce playing inthis, analysis?.

The,National Materials and Minerals Program Plan developed. by-
the Administrationsunder the 1980 Act addresses problems and,
opportunities in materials supply at all stages of the materials
cycle. The public lands, stockpile, and trade measures are primarily
aimed at increasing the reliability of minerals or raw materials
supply. Tge regulatory reform and tax measures should hel. '

stimulate investment in the domestic materials processing and
manufacturing"andustries. Substi.tution, conservation, and recyclind
of minerals and materials shoun be iMproved through the incentives
to prAvAte research.and development and more effective Government
materials reseaich Eirograms. The analysis and development of policy
recommendatiofis for providing for the naion's 10n97.range material
needs will continue within the overall policy 6ra0.4work of 'the
Program Plan. The Cabinet.Comncil on Natural Aesources'and,'thg
EnvirOnment will be the coordinattng body for Government analyses
and policy fqrmulation. The Departmentpf Commerpe will continue
to be a mhlor pareicipant in thss procees through its membership on
the Cabinet CounCil, itvconduct of ba'sic industry analyses such '

as the aerospace and steel studies, afid its contribution to technical
forums such as the Ggmmittee on Materials which will analyze
materpls R&D needs and directions.

e
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April 22, 1982

Honorable William P Pendley
Assistant Secretary for Energy
and Minerals

Oepartment of Interior
wasnington, D C 20240

Dear mr rfiktl'y

Thank yOu for appearing as a witness at the April 20, 1982 hear-
ing on critical materials Your contribution should be helpful
to the Committee's continuing activities in this important area
As was noted by Chairman Glickman a number of additional ques-
tions would be submitted for insertion in she formal record of
the proceedings Attached is a list of questions which we re-
gwire answered by May 15, 1982,

,Gur efforts in this matter are sincerely appreciated

P-CM/mr

Attachment

26
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Sinceraiy,

/ )

aul C Maxwell

Science Consultant
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What is a strategic and critical materials impact state-
ment? Who makes the determination and how as to what is
a critical and what is a strategic material?

2. HOW effective has the existing minerals attache program
been? Are current defi.ciencies in the program primarily
a 'result of) inadequate expertise and training, or rather
lack of adequate staffing and manpower?

3. The Report states that the Administration will seek in-
creased d Impr ved cooperation from the private sector
in respon n o minerals and materials data requests
Osge 20). What specifiC sieps are being planned to achieve
the increased and improved cooperation? Will this effort
be entirely voluntary, or af.e mandatory requirements being
considered? Will additional leglslative,authorities be
required.to carry out this program?

4. ,fhe Administration propOses the possibility of creating a

Natjonal Minerals Information Center. 4ihere within the
Federal Government would this Information Center be located?
To what agency orldepartment would it primarily be respon-
sible? 14i:it powers would it have? What would be its
relationship with other departments and agencies having
minerals and materials data responsibilities?

5. According to the policy statement, minerals research is
now being focused more assurance, I.e., the
development of domestic s -economic deposits, and major
process innovations. What implications might this have
for other aspects of the policy, i.e., the use of Title III
DPA, and stockpile purchases? Who is doing the analysis
of the use of Title III DPA, and when will it be complete?
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United States Departmen of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

May 14, 1982

Kr. Paul C. Maxwell

Science Consultant
Committee on Science and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Paul:

In response to your request dated April .22, 1982, we have
attaiched the answers to the questions posed by the Committee.

Attachment

Sincerely,

260

William P. Pendley
Deputy Assistant Secretary

Energy and Minerals
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Question 1. Whet is a strategic and critical materials ilmpact
statement? Who makes the determination and how as to what is a critical

and what is a strategic material?

Answer.. The impact tnalysis will describe presently known mi ral

depostaTT-Fhe area,the probabilities and possibilities of utilizition of
economic and submarginal deposits, and the probabilitits and pos'tibilities
of discovery of presently unknown deposits, based on geologic knowledge and
inference, so that the possible mineral contribution of an area under review
can be properly considered in relation to the national security and economic

needs of the nation% There is no distinction'between "strategic and
"critical" materials. Section 12 of the Strategic and Critical Materials
Stock Piling Act of 1979 (50 USC 98 et seg.) defines strategic and critical
materials as follows: "(1) Thcterm 'strategic and critical materials'
pearls materials that (A) would be needed to supply the military, industrial,
tnd essential civilian needs of the United States during a national emergency,
and (8) are not found or produced in the United States in sufficient quihtitjes

tet meet such need. (2) The term 'national emergency' means a general.
declaration of emergency with respect tohe national defense made by the
President or by the Congress." The Presftent is charged with determining =

which materials are "strategic and critical" and by.Executive Order 12155 of
September 10, 1979, the President delegated thi; responsibility to the
Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Ninety-three materials
are currently qesignated as "strategic and critical" under.the Stock.Piling

Act, and eight of these are mineral materials. The attached table lists

the ninety-thre together with stockpile goals and inventories. In addition,

the Defense Produ ion Act Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 96-294) designated
"energy" as a "strategic and critical material."

, 264
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Question How effective has the existing minerals attache

program been? Are current deficienCies in the program primarily a result

of inadequate expertise and training, or rather lack of adequate staffing

and manpower? 0
Answer: Years ago there were several mineral attaches per Se.

but in more recent years they have been superseded by 'Regional Resource
Officers* (RROs), generally career Foreign Service Officers often with
only limited or even no specific training in maeral science and/or

technology. Consequently in many cases they are limited to relaying
official reports from the countries which they cover and have difficulty
in relating to mineral industry profe&sionals or in making detailed on-

the-spot invettigationt and analyses. Therefore, the Department of the

Interior will facilitate new RROs spendingsome time in the U.S. Geological
Survey and the U.S. Bueeau of Mines, including inspection of field and
industrial operations, before they take uP thiir du.ties at foreign

stations.

estion 3: The Report states that the Administration will seek in-
creased and improved cooperation from the private sector in responding to
minerals and materials data requests (Page 20). What specific steps are being

planned to achieve the increased and improved cooperation? Will this effort be
entirely voluntary, or are mandatory requirements being considered' Will

additional legislative authorities be required to carry out this program?

Answer Much of the mineral data needed by the Federal Government is s,
currentrrallected by the U.S. Bueeau of Mines. The Bureauhas cooperatiVe
agreements with almost every one of the fifty.states, so as to eliminate

duplicate collection. Bureau representatives regularly meet with professional
societies and trade associations to discuss data needs of government and the
mineral sector of the economy, and Bureau statistical canvasses are frequently

revised to reflect new requirements. The Bureau recently held a special
series of regional eetings with representatives of the mineral sector of the
economy to discuss Bureau research and data collection. Further, the Bureau

'is revitalizing its State Liaison program to asSUre closer Eederal-State
"Cooperation and coordination. Data collection has long been voluntary in
most instances, and the voluntary system haS worked remarkably well because /
the mineral sectOr of the economy receives desired feedback from the Bureau
on a regular basis in the form of monthly and/or quarterly statistical summaries,
which include Aports and imports, necessary fortthe orderly conduct of data

suppliers commercial operations. Some data is currently collected urte
mandatory authoritytrovided by the Defense Production Act of 1950 as a. nded.

As long as Federal involvement.with the mineral sector Of the economy continues
at about present levels of activity there would appear to be po need for

additional mandatory authority at this time. However, the Defense Production

Act currently is schedulesi to expire as of September 30, 1982, unless renewed.
Admyistration representatives have testified repeatedly as to lhe need for a
fi;e-year extension of the basic Defense Production Act.
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question A The Administration proposes the possibility of
creating 1 National Minerals Information Center. 'Where withih the
Federal Government would this Information Center be located, To what
agency ordepartment would it primarily be responsible? What powirs
would it have, what would be its relationship with other depar e

and agencies having minerals and materials data responsibilities.

Answer: Much of the mineral data is curcently collected by
Department of the Interior agencies including the U.S. Bureau of Mines,
the S Geological Survey, the Minerals Management Service, the Office
of Surface Mining, and the Bureau of Land Management. However, it'would
be premature to state whether such a center should be established or
where if established, it might be.located. The Bureau of Mines has
already completed an exhaustive inventory of mineral data collected by
Federal Departments and Agencies and has publishet a directory listing
the types of data collected by a broad spectrum of agencies. The
Bureau of Mines also met recently with the Organization of American
States to initiece more unAform collection and reporting of mineral data
in the Western Hemisphere

11tiest1on 5 According to the policy statement, minerals research is
now being Focused more on supply assurance, i.e., fhe development of domestic
sub-ecoromic leoosits, and major process innovations. What implications might
this have for other aspects of the policy, i.e., the use of Title III OPA, and
st)ckpile purchases, 4ho is doing the analysis of the use of Title III ODA,
and when wi11 it'be complete,

Ansv;er Under current stockpile planning each annual ton of ne'w domestic
product7iTipacity reduces stockpile requirements by three tons. Consequently,
if research can show ways that presently sub-economic resourcps can be mined,
concentrated, smelted. and/or refined more economically., such research could
well lead to investment ignew domestic facilities. A major thrust of tnis
Administration is to encourage more domestic Investment through the tax provisions,
includ,ng those for increased research, le the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
Ho single analysis of Title III can be made. Instead, analyses of the use of
'itle UI must be done on a case-by-tase basis tor each material and ..prOJectip
Minepol projects will be assessed by the Depar*nt of the Interior anb the
Federal Emergency.Management Agency (FEMA) working together as provided fof. in
Executive Order 10480 Issued under authority of the Defen'Se Production Act.
3ecause appropriations would have to be made to implement programt and/or projedzs
Jnier "itle III, FEMA 4ou1d submit budget justifications through normal channels

, 'or cases found tO be more cost-effective than stockpile purchases.

C--

2 L)
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Mr Paul -Kraus
/*chiral Emergency

Management Agency
500 C Street, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20472

Dear Mr Kraus

May 6, 1982

Thank you for your interest and concern for critical eri-
ale and the recent hearings held on this subject by our Sub-
committee. Attached are a number of questions directly rele-
vant to TEMA's responsibilities which I would ask that you
answer for the hearing record.

kgain.; thank you for your help.

aa S nce roitc ,

PCM/sor
Attachment

/Paul C. Marve274.
e

Science Consultant

2 6 3
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QUESTIONS FOR FEMA

1. Why is aluminum listed as an item of shortage when it is
readily available in the market? Is it a matter of having
set anolnrealistic goal or what?

2. Why aren't we attempting to fill the goals of the stockpile
at a moment when aluminum, copper, and other commodity prices

are depressed? Who makes the decision and why aren't we
taking advantage of current market circumstances to fill
the stockpiling goals?

3. Why don't we sell the surplus materials (about $5_billion
vorth) and use the proceadLiag=purg4wor'dther maiterials
considered as nebeisary? - -.7

4. Is the Department of Defense seeking to establish a purchasing
program for guayule rubber? What has happened to the FAMA
propOsal for a $200 million grant program to develop guayule?

4.
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Federal Emergency Management Agency
Washington, D.C. 20472

JUN 17 1982

Somorable Doug Valgren
Chairuan, Subcommittee on Science,

lasearCh and Technology
Cammtittee on Science and Technology
Meuse of Representatives
Vashisgton, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Valmn:

This is in response to tha letter frou Dr. Paul Maxwell who transmitted four
questions to our agency regarding the responsibilities of the federal

limergenty Management Agency in the area of critical saterials. Re understand
that the =smart will be included in the record of ihe oversight hearing on
the Rational Materials and Minerals Policy RAD Act of 1980 and the
consideration of CI. 4281, the Critical Materials Att of 1981.

Thank you for tha opportunity'to participate in this hearing by including our
tanners for the record.

Sincerely,

Nadia K. McConnell
Director
Congressional Relations

lincloture
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WEST ION 1

EST1ON 1. Why is aluminum listed as an item of shortage when tr is readily
available in the market? Is it a matter of having set an unrea14stic goal or
what?

ANSWER The goal for aluminum is realistic. Ready availability of aluminum
irilFe- current market situition does not affect the stockpile goal. Stockpile
goals are based on statutoa requirements contained in the Strategic and
Critical Materials Stock Piling Acti and.on Presidential policy guidance as
reaffirmed on April 5, 1982, in thOINhitional Materials and Minerals Policy

statement. These guides call for projection of stockpile goals [lied on a
war scenario and require the stockpile to be sufficient to meet th l! military,
industrial and.pssential civilian needs of the Nation for the first 3 years
of a war.

Aluminum is a strategic and critical material because of its importance to
defense and industrial production and because the U.S. cannot satisfy its war-
time requirements solely from domestic sources. Requirements for aluminum are
substantially higher during wartime as compared with peacetime. The published
stockpile shortage (deficit) represents the difference between estimated wartime
requirements and available wartime supply, including stockpile inventory, as
proiected under the wartime scenario.

QUESTION 2

QUESTION 2. Why aren't we attempting to fill the goals of the stockpile
at a moment when aluminum, copPer, and other commodity prices are depressed?
Who makes the decision and why aren't we taking advantage of current
market circumstances to fill the stockpiling goals?

ANSWER: Stockpile purchases to fill goals of high priority items have
Fall-71'4de of the following materials since fiscal year 1981 when the
first major appropriation for stockpile purchases in over 20 years was
passed. cobalt, Jamaeian-type bauxite, iridium, opium salts, refractory
bauxtte, quinidine sulfate, and tantalum. Between fiscal years 1979 and
1982, the Administration requested a total of $635.5 million for stockpile
purchases. Of that amount, the Congress appropriated only a total of
$157.6 million. The Administration requested $120 million for stockpile
purchases in the fiscal year 1983 budget.

FEMA establishes the acquisition paprities in accordance with the
requirements of the Stock Piling Acrand Presidential, guidance. Decisions
on proposed purchases (materials and quantities) are made through the
interageney Annual Materials Plan Steering Committees, chaired by-FEMA,
with approval by the Armed Services Commdttees of the Congress. Through
the appropriation process, Congress, together with the executive branch,
makes the decision to purchase materials.

NP/RP/MR
5/20/82
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QUESTION 3 4 .,

QUESTION 3. Why don't we sell the surplus materials (about $5 billion worth)
and use the proceeds in the purchase Of other materials considered as
necessary.

ANSWER: Surplus Stockpile materials, for_ which congressional disposal
WEEFFization exists, are being sold as expeditiously as possible. The

Stock Piling Act requires:that sales be made in a manner that will avoid
undue disruption of the usual markets of producers, processors, and
consumers of the material and protect the United States against avoidable
loss. Over 90 percent of the value of the stockpile excesses occur in
just four materials: tin, tungsten, diamond stones and silver. Large
and too rapid disposals of these items would disrupt markets and reduce
the casb return to the Governnent. Whi 1 congressi onal' authori zati on

exists to dispose of these materials, tiNDepartment of Defense Appro-
priation Act, Public Law 97-114, halts the sale of sifver pending review
of requirements, thus reducing potential proceeds available to purchase
needed materials. All sales proceeds ire placed in the National Defense
Stockpile Transaction Fund, but appropriations are required before these
monies can be used for stockpile purchases.

QUESTION 4

QUESTION 4. Is the Department of Defense seeking to establish a purchasing

program for guayule rubber?

ANSWER: The Commerce Business Daily issue of April 21, 1982, carries a synopsis
7177-npartment of Defense guayule rubber program (see attached). We defer to

the Department of Defense for additional information on this project.

QUESTION: What ha$ happened to the FEMA proposal for a $200 million grant program

to develop guayule?

ANSWER: The Office of Management and Budget has stated that the funding of

TRU guayule project would be inadvisable at this time. Any' future plans by

FEMA to fund dodestic guayule development under the Defense Productron Act of
1950, Is amended, must be reevaluated to incorporate any new DOD initiatives to
develop a capacity to produce guayule rubber. FEMA, DOD, and other interested

agencies are discussing the roles each will be playing within any future OOD

guayule program. FEKA, for example, is now working with DOD and the Department

of Commerce to develop updated stockpile pucchase specifications for guayule
rubber that would conform to guayule rubber produced under%an expanded DOD guayule

program.

Attachment
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Copied fro.. Commerce Business Daily
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